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PREFACE

To those friends and acquaintances who have asked me,

many times, why I did not write a book, or some books,

about travel in Europe, I have always replied that I sup-

posed there were more than enough books of the sort.

But lately, when pressed — at the end of those " Talks"

I have been giving on " backgrounds" in France, Italy, and

England — for the names of books I would recommend to

intending travellers, I have found that there was a dearth

of such volumes as my hearers desired.

I own, for instance, on the subject of Paris alone, a

greater number of volumes than most individuals count in

their entire libraries. The greatest number of them, and by

far the most satisfying amongst them, are in French; and I

must usually eliminate all those before beginning to make
a choice for my average American acquaintance who is

going to France. What, then, shall I commend to that

individual to supplement her indispensable guidebook?

When she is home again, and eager to read about the

places she has seen, I shall know exactly what to tell her

when she asks me where she can find out about Napoleon's

Paris haunts in his poverty-stricken days, or what book

tells most about the Hotel Rambouillet or the salon of

Ninon de Lenclos; who writes best on the old churches of

Paris and who on the present restaurants or the famous

cafds; and so on. Paris has a thousand aspects, and few

writers have essayed to present in any one book more than

one phase of her infinite variety. I can tell you how to

spend a lifetime reading about Paris, when you are at home,

and living in her only with the mind's magic. But when it
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came to naming one book to take to Paris along with the

guidebook that must be taken— I couldn't do it— so I

had to write one that I hope will serve.

I have at one time and another taken friends with me in

my wanderings about Paris, and learned what most inter-

ests the majority. I have written reams of directions and

suggestions for friends going abroad. I have given innu-

merable public and private "Talks" on what to see in Paris

and other places, and from torrents of questions put to me
after these talks have learned much about what are the out-

standing interests in the minds of many who are going

"over there."

Now, here I am at your service; and if you are not served

hereby it is because I have not been able to gauge your

wants, not because I haven't tried.

It is utterly impossible to be all things to all men; and

nowhere more impossible than in Paris, for instance, where

the variety of things to do is infinite, and people differ

vastly as to which of them are best worth while. Many of

the things which to thousands of tourists are the chief

charms of Paris bore me, more or less — mostly less, be-

cause I find it hard to be bored if I know I am in Paris.

Many of the things I delight in bore other people to tears

— or would, if they ever attempted them.

The best that I can hope for is that there may be a suffi-

cient variety to my interests to provide something service-

able for many persons even though there be few who would

wish to go all the way with me. I have tried to make my
book like a guide who can be depended upon to tell you

many of the things you'll like to know, when you need to

know them; and who can be shut up instantly when you're

tired of suggestions; to make it serviceable to the kind of

English-speaking traveller who wants to know something

of Paris, to have some understanding of her, of a different
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sort from what the tourist too commonly gets; wants to

know a little of old Paris and her ten thousand stories, and

of new Paris and her great green vistas under her vast ex-

panse of sky; wants to see her people at work and at play;

wants to acquaint himself with her most celebrated cook-

ing and with her most famous works of art; to take her

loveliest drives and her most beguiling saunters; to choose,

among her twelve thousand-odd caf6s, the dozen or so

where he will find the most interesting variety of persons to

watch: to loiter at her ancient puppet-shows and patronize

her operas and get the utmost out of her theatres; to be-

come a purchaser at her quai-side stalls and in her quaint

little shops, as well as in some of the famous establishments

whose fascinations all the world knows; to hear great

church music, and military band concerts in the parks; to

see the races and the Salons; in short, to do the greatest

number and variety of things interesting to a person who
does not speak the language of the great world-capital in

which he is a guest.

Probably no one will wish to do all the things I suggest.

But any one who follows even a few of the outlines I have

laid out will have learned something of a way of " Seeing

Paris" which he may thereafter develop to suit his own
purposes.

Other people have written " Walks About Paris"

—

none very recently, though, if I mistake not; but I have

never seen such a book which, besides indicating whether

a certain stroll was of one mile length or of five, suggested

where we might break it with lunch or tea, or when
one might vary it with a bit of a drive; or how one might

plan a day so as to include a restful alternation of interests;

or what day in the week and time of the day was best for

these particular sights; and so on. Moreover, they inclined

to be exclusively "historic" — these "Walks" that I have
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known; they dealt little or none with the multitudinous

pleasantnesses of the Paris all about the Walker, and en-

gaged his mind continually with "here lived So-and-So."

Sometimes he could remember just who So-and-So was;

and sometimes he couldn't. The books had a flattering but

not helpful way of taking for granted that his culture was

encyclopaedic, his memory phenomenally tenacious, his

feet tireless, and his appetite uninsistent. Being myself

otherwise constituted, I ventured to suppose I could

scarcely be unique; and I have many times been confirmed

in this supposition.

If I seem, often, to underestimate your memory, the

readiness of your reading and study to recur to you and

serve you at the moment you need it most, please forgive

me. It is because I have been perhaps too conscious of my
own needs on such occasions, and have imagined that they

might be your needs, too.

Lastly, let me say (I hope no one will feel that I ought to

say this; but in case any one does, here it is!) that the

thing furthest from my desire at all times is to show how
much I know about Paris. The only thing I care about is

that you shall feel, more and more with every page as we

proceed, how much it is possible for you to know about

Paris even if you cannot comprehend the tongue in which

she speaks.
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SO YOU'RE GOING TO PARIS!

YOUR FIRST PARIS DAY
I have spent a great deal of time, on one occasion and an-

other, planning what seems to me the most delightful, most

alluring way to begin acquaintance with Paris. Even with

the most fascinating, most satisfying person or place in the

world, it is always possible to make a wTrong beginning; to

happen first on those phases, those characteristics which

least sustain his, her, or its reputation for charm and

beauty.

I cannot help wanting people I like to be enraptured with

Paris. And I've often debated with myself the comparative

loveliness of this spot and that, and which of them I'd

choose, and what time of day, if I could lead my friend into

Paris blindfolded, and at my will tear off the bandage and

cry, "Look!"

It doubtless is well that I can do no such thing; for Fd
probably never be able to choose the exact spot or moment.

We arrive at railway stations, so bewilderingly "strange"

that they do not grow interesting until we are well accus-

tomed to them. And our first glimpses of Paris streets, en

route to the hotel, are seldom splendid, or picturesque.

Travellers who come over from England, or down from

the Netherlands, are most likely to arrive in the very late

afternoon —- toward dinner-time. Those who come up
from Italy or the Riviera are as likely to arrive in the morn-

ing. Transatlantic voyagers arrive at all sorts of hours, but

seldom in the middle of the day.
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Whatever time one gets there, however, I find that his

first day in Paris seldom (unless he is a rushing tourist) be-

gins very early. He is tired; he is getting settled; and so on.

If he's abroad and on sight-seeing bent by a little before

noon, he's doing well.

So I'm going to assume that it's well past eleven on your

first morning in Paris, and that I'm taking you to a point

which is, all things considered; the best in Paris (in many
persons' opinion) for a beginning: the Place de la Con-

corde.

Let us stand, with our backs toward the Arc de Triomphe,

near the entrance of the Champs-Elys6es, and look about

us— eastward, through the Tuileries Gardens toward the

Louvre; southward, across the Seine, to the Chambre des

Deputes; and northward, up rue Royale, toward the Made-
leine.

No other part of Paris is so nearly as it was a hundred

years ago, and more. These incomparable vistas are sub-

stantially the same as when the guillotine stood here in

1793-94.

This was far from the heart of medieval Paris— far,

even, from the frequented parts of Paris of the Renaissance.

The Tuileries were so called because they were built on a

site which had been a vast clay-hole where tiles to roof

Paris were made. Catherine de MeMicis began the Tuileries

Palace about 1570; but the clay-hole west of the palace con-

tinued for some time; Bernard Palissey, the great potter,

had his kilns there in Catherine's time.

The gardens of the Tuileries were laid out by Lenotre,

for Louis XIV; but here at this west end they were bounded

by a moat and a great waste space given over to market-

produce.

When Louis XV was still young and " well-beloved/' he

lay very near to death at Metz; and in gratitude to God for
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his recovery he vowed to build a fine new church to Sainte

Genevieve, the patron saint of Paris— which he did; it is

now the Pantheon. And when some of his subjects wished

to erect an equestrian statue of him to commemorate their

joy, he ordered the statue placed " between the moat which

terminates our garden of the Tuileries, and the quai which

borders the river."

Bouchardon, the greatest sculptor of his time, died soon

after this statue (proclaimed the finest equestrian work ever

produced in France) was finished. Pigalle designed the

pedestal. Then Louis XV commanded his great architect,

Gabriel, to construct pavilions and balustrades for the west

end of the gardens, and the two splendid buildings on the

north side of the square.- The eastern one of this pair, now
the Ministry of Marine, was the Crown Storehouse, where

jewels, plate, pictures, tapestries, and all sorts of valuable

belongings were kept when not in use. The one on the other

side of rue Royale, was occupied by three great families:

the Coislin, the Daumont, and the Crillon; it now houses

the Automobile Club, the Union Club, and Hotel Crillon.

The magnificent winged steeds by Coysevox, one bearing

Mercury and the other Fame, were made for the royal do-

main at Marly, near Saint-Germain, but were brought here

in 1729 and replaced, at Marly, by those by Coustou which

now adorn the entrance to the Champs-Elys6es, where they

were set up after the Revolution.

The King's statue stood about where the Luxor obelisk

now stands. (The fountains and other statues are of a later

day.)

In May, 1770, work on the embellishments of the square

was still going on, and rue Royale was cumbered with ma-
terials for it and for the Madeleine, then building, when a

great exhibition of fireworks was given here to celebrate the

marriage of the old King's grandson, the Dauphin, with the
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fifteen-year-old Archduchess Marie Antoinette of Austria,

daughter of the Empress Maria Theresa.

There was an accident; some of the fireworks went off

prematurely; a panic ensued, the vast crowd sought safety.

There was no bridge across the river at this point then—
only a ferry— and many fell into the water and were

drowned; more were trampled to death in their mad efforts

to escape in other directions. One hundred and thirty-three

were killed outright, and more than three hundred died of

their injuries.

After that, the square was unpopular and little fre-

quented; so much so that the Fair of Sainte Ovide, which

had flourished for more than a century in the Place Ven-

dome until it was burned, in 1771, never had any success

after it was transferred to this more commodious, more at-

tractive square. It suffered another fire here in 1777, when
all its barracks of canvas and wood, with their inflammable

contents, were quickly destroyed; and the distress of the

poor proprietors was so great that Nicolet and Audinot,

wTho had successful theatres on the boulevard du Temple,

gave a performance for the benefit of the fire sufferers—
the first theatrical benefit for the unfortunate ever given in

France.

In August, 1792, a mob pulled down the statue of Louis

XV and destroyed it. (There is, fortunately for Bouchar-

don's beautiful work, a fine model of it in bronze in the Salle

Houdon of the Modern Sculpture collection in the Louvre.)

And the pedestal whereon it had stood was empty on the

January day of the year following, when the guillotine was

erected here for the first time, and Louis XVI mounted it to

his calm, courageous death.

The site of the scaffold, on which more than twenty-

eight hundred persons perished in this place alone, was not

always exactly the same, but it varied only a few feet.
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Some time after the King's execution a plaster statue of

Liberty was set up where Louis XV's had been — it was she

whom Madame Roland apostrophized with her last breath:

"Oh, Liberty! Liberty! How they have mocked thee!" —
and the guillotine stood now west of the statue, and now
between it and the moat beneath the balustrade of the

Tuileries Gardens.

Napoleon many times reviewed here his triumphal

armies singing their songs of victory. And in 1814, when
the Allies entered Paris, a Te Deum in gratitude for Na-

poleon's downfall and abdication was here celebrated by
them.

Perhaps you will like to
w
see " (in that way which we shall

so greatly employ in all our Paris gazing) Charles X cross-

ing this square on horseback, in July, 1830, fleeing to

Rambouillet to abdicate, and thence into exile. And Louis-

Philippe, the last of the French kings, stealing out of the

Tuileries Gardens in February, 1848, and escaping in a

fiacre.

In 1870 the mob surged from here into the Tuileries Gar-

dens, to burn the palace.

Rue de Rivoli, the tourist centre of Paris, is a very mod-
ern street in these western parts of it. Xapoleon conceived

the idea of cutting it, in 1802; but nothing was done, except

to name the projected thoroughfare, till 1811; and the first

part of the work on it was not finished till 1835. There was

so little coming and going hereabouts then that the lots

were not deemed worth building on, and the city had to

grant the use of them for ninety-nine years without pay,

stipulating only that at the end of that period the land and

ill improvements were to revert to the city.

As we go down rue de Rivoli on this first walk, I think

you'll like to re-create it in your mind, as it was in the days

preceding and during the Revolution.
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On our right is the Terrasse des Feuillants, named for the

Cistercian convent which used to stand near by. All the

space between the Place de la Concorde and on, quite a bit,

past where the Continental Hotel now is, was occupied by
the gardens and some of the buildings of three monasteries

(or convents) and by the manege (or riding-school) built

for Louis XV when he was a little boy.

The first (westernmost) of the convents was that of the

Dames of the Assumption; all that is left of it is the seven-

teenth-century chapel, at the corner of rue Saint-Honor6

and rue Cambon. (Lafayette was buried from this church.)

Next came the Capucines. And then the Feuillants, in

whose secularized convent Lafayette presided over the

Moderate Club which tried to hold the Revolution within

bounds— and failed.

As we pass the Continental Hotel, on the other side of

the street, we must look for the tablet on one of the garden

pillars recalling that here stood the riding-school where the

National Assembly met, where the first French Republic

was proclaimed, and where Louis XVI was tried and con-

demned to death.

On August 10, 1792, when the Revolutionary mob
stormed the Tuileries, and the royal family fled to the As-

sembly for protection, they crossed the gardens and made
their way through a back door into the riding-school where

they sat crowded into a small room during three days; be-

ing taken at night, for lodging, into the denuded convent of

the Feuillants, adjoining, where the barest necessities, of a

camping-out sort, were hastily scrambled together for them.

The riding-school covered a space now traversed by rue

de Rivoli. The Tribunal of the President of the Assembly

was where this commemorative tablet is placed. Across

the street, where a pillar of the arcade bears the number

230, was the bar at which the speakers stood.
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Now let us cross to Rumpelmayer's for lunch. It is num-
ber 226 and covers part of the site of the Feuillants

,

garden.

We shall see more Americans here than French; and the

food will remind us of the smart confectionery tea-shops at

home. But it is a place everybody goes to at least once—
the young and the feminine, very often. Going to the

counter and selecting pastries is one of the delights of the

place.

When we come out, let us walk up rue de Castiglione,

which was opened as a street only in 1811, and was named
not for that charming gentleman— poet, ambassador,

lover of chivalry, friend of popes, emperors, and princes—
whose marvellous portrait by his admirer, Raphael, is in the

Louvre; but for an Italian town where the French won a

victory under Xapoleon. It was, before 1811, just a narrow

passage between the Feuillants and Capucines convents;

though the most frequented entrance to the Tuileries

Gardens. While the Assembly was sitting in the riding-

school there were great comings and goings through this

passage.

The refectory of the Capucines was where the great

court of the Continental Hotel is now; the back of their

chapel was where we now find numbers 7 and 9 rue Cas-

tiglione. And the front of the Feuillants' chapel was across

the street where we now find number 14.

Now we are at rue Saint-Honor6, and crossing it, toward

the Place Vendome, which got its name from the mansion

of Cesar, Due de Vendome (son of Henry IV and Gabrielle

:l\Kstr6es), whose wife received this property as a marriage

portion from her mother. Louis XIV bought the Vendome
mansion, had it demolished, moved the Capucines Convent

over from this side of rue Saint-Honor6 (where its proper-

reached to the city walls on the north) to the south

side, and commenced the building of a magnificent square
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which was to house the royal library, the academies, and
the ambassadors-extraordinary to the Court of France.

All this was under the superintendence of Louvois, his

minister of war and of building; but Louvois died before

the work was well advanced. It was Hardouin Mansart,

the architect of Versailles, who designed the square as we
see it, and constructed these fagades of uniform style; the

ground behind them being sold to individuals, who were

privileged to build thereon as they could and would, so

long as they did not disturb the symmetry of the square.

The centre of the square has been occupied by an eques-

trian statue of Louis XIV (model now in the Louvre), by a

statue of Liberty, and by the Column, which has been sur-

mounted by three different statues of Napoleon. The vicis-

situdes of the column are recounted in your guidebook; so

I won't repeat them here.

What you may care more about knowing is a little of

some of the celebrated persons who have lived behind these

stately fagades. John Law was one of them; his house was

number 23. He was, you will remember, that Scotchman

of frenzied finance (was there ever another?) who blew

" The Mississippi Bubble" till it burst. This was under the

Regency, in the childhood of Louis XV.
Another celebrated financier who lived here was Antoine

Crozat, Law's predecessor in the Mississippi scheme, and a

great collector of art treasures. He lived at number 17, and

his daughter at number 19. Number 15, the present Hotel

Ritz, was once the home of the Due de Lauzun who there

wrote his "Memories of the Eighteenth Century.''

Numbers 11 and 13, the Ministry of Justice, was the

home of Danton when he was minister of that department,

briefly, in 1792.

Hardouin Mansart lived at number 9; this fagade and

that of number 7 are classed as historic monuments.
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Chopin died at number 12, in 1849.

There are some very choice shops here now. I especially

suggest visiting Lalique's, on the north side of the square,

to see his most exquisite crystals— although the only dis-

courteous shop-assistant I ever encountered in Paris was

there, once. Perhaps he's gone now. Coty's perfume shop,

also on the north side of the square, seems to me to be one

of the most perfect things I have ever seen devoted to

trade, even in Paris, where one perfumer's shop is more

beautiful than another.

Now we are at the beginning of rue de la Paix, the street

of luxury. It was cut through (in 1806) what had once been

the Capucines' property, and was called rue Napoleon till

1814. To make it, there was cut away the east part of rue

des Capucines, including the church in which many noted

persons were buried.

I'm sure you'll delight in a very lingering progress up
this street. Flower-boxes in many of the upper windows

make it very gay. All the kings and emperors left in the

world couldn't (I suppose) buy the jewels that are in the

street-level windows. It is a breath-taking bazaar, this

street— stocked for the billionaires of all the world. There

is much artistry, too, in the fabulous luxury of it; much to

admire, even if one cannot (and would not care to) spend.

At the end of it, we enter the Place de l'Op£ra, made
in 1858, and dominated by the magnificent opera house,

about which I won't say anything, because our guidebook

says so much.

If it were not so soon after lunch, we'd sit down at a

table on the sidewalk, at the Caf6 dc la Paix, for a cup

of chocolate and a brioche— and a study of the passing

throngs and of our neighbors at near-by tables. But we'll

do that on another occasion; and on more than one, I doubt

not.
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Just now, we'll walk past the Cafe de la Paix and on,

along the boulevards, till we reach the Madeleine.

Not all English-speaking persons, I find, remember that

boulevard is the word from which we get bulwark, and means

a fortification. When old city walls were taken down, the

space they had occupied, together with that of the moat in

front of them, was a broad band which the city authorities

seldom failed to plant with several rows of trees and to con-

vert into a promenade.

Paris has had several sets of walls, taking down one after

another of them as she overflowed their capacity. Of the

earliest, we find only here and there a trace. Even the great

wall of Philippe-Auguste (1200) has almost completely

disappeared, though we shall find fragments of it here and

there as we wander about Paris. This section of boulevard

we are now on was created by Louis XIV's orders, in the

last years of the seventeenth century, clearing away the

ramparts erected here under Henry II, more than a hundred

years before.

Paris boulevards bear many different names in the course

of what is now a continuous thoroughfare, each name com-

memorating -something in the old associations of that sec-

tion. This part of what are called "the grand boulevards"

(stretching from the Bastille to the Madeleine) is the boule-

vard des Capucines because it marks the north boundary

of what was once the enormous property of the Capucines

Convent.

The shops along here are interesting. And if this were

Saturday, and we had been here a little earlier, around

noon, we should have seen, on this elegant avenue, an

extraordinary "curb fair" momentarily set up to catch a

bit of business as the multitudes of employes hereabouts

poured out on their half-holiday.

I once watched here, with the greatest delight, an exam-
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pie of that domesticity with which the French flavor all

their petty business life so charmingly: a couple engag<

curb merchandising had set up their little stand of cheap

toys or trinkets which, two hours hence, would be doing

business in some other and perhaps far distant place; it

time for dejeuner, and Madame, making herself at home
where she happened to be, was preparing a good, hearty,

appetizing ragout (what we'd call an Irish stew) on the

sidewalk's edge — paring potatoes, peeling onions, to add

to the meat already cooking on a small portable charcoal

stove. The matter-of-fact housewifeliness with which she

went about this kept me rooted to a near-by spot for a long

time. But nobody else seemed to notice her.

And now we've come to the Madeleine. If we were to

cross in front of it and walk up boulevard Malesherbes

(named for the heroic lawyer who sacrificed his life by

speaking in defence of Louis XVI when the latter was on

trial) for two blocks, we'd come to rue de la Ville l'Eveque,

or the street of the bishop's town, at the corner of which

and rue de la Madeleine (which has disappeared, but which

ran about parallel with rue Royale and a little west of it)

was the old church of the Madeleine. When it was first

constructed I don't know; but Charles VIII had it re-

constructed and laid the cornerstone of the new structure

in 1487. Four years later a sisterhood of Magdalenes were

established there. But they let their chapel fall into ruins,

and it had to be rebuilt again in 1659, in the early yeai

Louis XIV's reign. Then, quarrels broke out between the

cure of this parish and the cure of Saint-Roch's (more than

half a mile away) as to which of them had proper jurisdic-

tion over certain sheep who preferred one fold or the other;

and an act of Parlement was necessary to establish the

ruling that persons living inside the city limits belonged to

Saint-Roch, and the parish of the Madeleine was for those
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outside. This seems to have been an adverse decision for

the Madeleine, for it again fell into ruin. And it was Ma-
dame Pompadour who (not long before she died) persuaded

Louis XV that the Madeleine deserved something better of

him (who had added so many to her sisterhood) than a

dilapidated chapel. So Louis ordered a new church, but it

was decided to build it on a different site; and that at the

head of rue Royale was chosen. Louis himself laid this

cornerstone, on April 3, 1764. The first plan was for a

building much like Saint Peter's at Rome. Then that ar-

chitect died, and the next one planned something like the

Pantheon. Then he died, and a third architect essayed a

grand Greek temple. The columns were erected when the

Revolution brought the construction to a stop. And during

those stressful years the half-completed structure presented

a curious appearance as of rows of Gargantuan candles

with extinguishers atop each one. It was Napoleon's inten-

tion to make this a monument to the heroes of his armies,

bearing the inscription: "The Emperor Napoleon to the

soldiers of the Grand Army." His downfall put an end to

tfyis. And before Louis XVIII could carry through his

intent to make it a memorial to Louis XVI and Marie

Antoinette, he was gone. The church was finished in 1842.

Go into the church now, if you want to, and if it is open.

Or loiter on the east side of it if the flower market is in op-

eration— morning, however, is likely to be a better time

for that. Or walk around to the back of the church and

look at the statue of Lavoisier, the great chemist and

physicist who cleared those sciences from much of their

ancient error and laid the foundations for them as we know

them to-day. He was the teacher of many distinguished

men, and had a high sense of social service. When the

foolish zealots of the Revolution condemned him to death,

he begged for a few days that he might complete some im-
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portant work he had in hand. They refused, saying, "The
Republic has no need of savants." "They needed," said

Lagrange, the famous mathematician, "only a moment to

cut his head off, and a hundred years may not suffice

to produce such another." Lavoisier lived at number

17 boulevard de la Madeleine.

By this time you may be tired, although you have not

walked very far— certainly not two miles. So I recom-

mend a drive to the Bois de Boulogne. We will hail a little

fiacre (near the Madeleine is an excellent place to get

them) and say, "Bois de Boulogne?" with a rising inflec-

tion, which means to the cocher, "Will you go?" It not in-

frequently happens that he won't. This isn't necessarily

because he's disobliging. He makes more in tips on many
short hauls than on one long one— and he needs the

money! If we say "bon pourboire," we may persuade him.

And what he thinks "a good tip" for a couple of hours will

not amount to more than what an American driver takes

for a few minutes' dash and never even mumbles "Thank
you" for. We can jog out the Champs-filysees and

avenue du Bois-de-Boulogne, and through the Bois for an

hour or more, and back to our hotel again, for what amounts

in American currency to a dollar and a half, or thereabouts.

And I know few things so wTorth the money.

Never mind when rue Royale ceased to become the

western wall and became a broad street; just revel in its

beautiful shops and gay wares; never mind who made the

Champs-j£lys6es a great pleasure ground. You've had

enough of that sort of thing for one day. We'll come here

fresh some morning, and eager to know. Just now it's

glory enough to be — to be alive and in Paris! Up the

"Elysian Fields" we go, through such bowers of trees

(maybe it's late April or early May, and the thousands of

horsechestnuts are in bloom!) as few cities know; on either
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hand, set in their nests of green, are restaurants de luxe

which serve sublimated food in surroundings that make a

poetry of dining or lunching. Delightful children, pictur-

esque as if just tumbled out of the pages of a story-book, are

playing beneath the trees, attended by nurses in provincial

costumes such as we've never before seen off the stage.

Here are little goat carriages, and small donkeys, and a

carrousel, and other ecstasies for the wee ones. Here are

booths full of simple toys to tempt them to further play.

Here are little puppet-shows, petits guignols, before which

some of the children sit and shout in glee, just as their

great-great-great-grandparents did while the Terror was

reigning.

On our left are the Petit Palais, housing the municipal

art collection, and — across the superb avenue Alexandre

III— the Grand Palais where the Salons are held— art,

automobile, and others. Look, at your left, across the

river, toward the gilded dome of the Invalides, beneath

which Napoleon's ashes lie. I hope you will come often to

this spot— for the vistas no less than for the palaces. But

we'll go on now, with just a glance, right, up avenue

Marigny, past the Theatre Marigny, toward the gardens

of the Elysee Palace.

Now we are at the Rond Point, with its brilliant flower-

beds, its flashing fountains, its radiating avenues. We shall

prowl all about here on foot, some day, re-living a hundred

stories. To-day it's enough just to feast our eyes, and to

feel ourselves drawn up the slope atop which, silhouetted

against the western sky, stands the Arc de Triomphe. Let

us descend there, and make our reverence at the grave of

the Unknown Soldier; then on, out avenue du Bois-de-

Boulogne, to the Porte Dauphine, named in honor of little

Marie Antoinette who, as a girl-bride, spent some time at

La Muette, half a mile or so southeast of here on the edge of
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the Bois, and who had this gate opened at the end of what

was then the Beautiful Pheasantry.

If you feel like having " tea," you may like to dismiss our

fiacre outside the porte (if we dismiss it even a hundred

feet inside, we must pay our cocher a franc extra; that is a

city ordinance— please don't think it has anything special

to do with tourists — the Parisian must pay it, too) and

walk inside to the Pavilion Dauphine. There we may sit

on the lawn, or go back to the very edge of the "wood"
where we can smell the sweet, moist forest earth as we
listen to the orchestra and sip our refreshment.

It may be necessary to go back outside the porte to get

another fiacre for our drive in the park; or we may chance

to pick up one returning empty from some farther pavilion.

If we engage the driver without explicit instructions, he

will almost certainly take us, at a restful crawl, down the

Route de Suresnes to the Carrefour du Bout des Lacs,

around the lower lake to the cascade and back again to the

Porte Dauphine. If we want a real ride, we'll say, "Aux
bords de la Seine, s'il vous plait" [0 bore de la Senn, see

vou play], and he will go on past the Auteuil race-course

and the upper lake, and between the Rothschild estate

and the Longchamps course, to the beautiful avenue along

the river where the yachts and houseboats are anchored,

and past the old mill, to the Allee des Longchamps.

If we want to go back down the Champs-Elysees, we'll

find ourselves being taken there without a word. If you'd

like another route back, we'll say "Porte Maillot" [port

my-6] and go on thence down the broad avenue de la

Grande Armee to the Arc de Triomphe. If we say, "Ave-

nue Friedland et boulevard Haussmann" [Freedlan day

boul'var Houseman], that will give us a completely different

return. Left to himself, a cocher will ahcays take the

Clntmp.s-Ely.-6es.
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Perhaps you're thinking, now, of dinner. It may be that

you want to go back to your hotel and rest and dress, or at

least " freshen up." We are such gypsies when we're in

Paris— evading rather than seeking social entanglements,

living as the spirit moves us— that I'm sure I can be no
fit guide for those who go to Paris to take it as their sched-

ule of life allows. We bow to schedules at home, because

we must, and because we think they're a good thing, at

times and in their place; but in Paris we do just what we
feel like doing. And I must admit that we only semi-

occasionally feel like going home to dress for dinner. We'd
much rather drive till seven or after, and then go straight

to a restaurant; that is, if we're not going to the opera or

theatre.

The first dinner in Paris, each time, is a matter for much
consideration. Among so many favorite places, to which

shall we go to-night to celebrate our return to the city of

enchantment? The weather has much to do with it. If it

be warm enough to eat outdoors, I say Ledoyen on the

Champs-filysees just behind the Petit Palais. We'll sit

out in front, under the sky, near the fountain, looking east.

This is not an inexpensive place; but we need not eat a very

expensive dinner (for about forty francs each we can get a

good one, which, while exchange continues what it has been

these few years past, is very much less than we should pay

for a poorer dinner, without wine, in a stuffy hotel at home),

and the surroundings are worth a very great deal, besides

the delicious food.

After an eight- or nine-hour day like this, we'd go home,

and to bed at ten or thereabouts. We'd walk home if w-D

were living within any reasonable sort of walking distance.

And we'd see that part, at least, of our way lay along the

quais beside the glorious Seine.

If the weather does not permit outdoor dining, we shall
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hesitate a good while. Shall it be Prunier and lobster

Thermidor? Or Marguery, on the boulevards, for the

famous sole? Or Foyot, "the king of them all," over the

river beside the Luxembourg? Or the Bccuf k la Mode, in

rue Valois? It is most likely to be the last, to-night, for

many reasons.

If you are foot-loose and fancy-free and feel disposed to

trust our choice, say "Buff a la Mode— rue Valwah," and

soon find yourselves in a restaurant where Bonaparte loved

to go, and Desmoulins and Danton. It is housed in an old

mansion which Cardinal Richelieu built and which he

loaned to his favorite, Boisrobert, who was responsible for

Richelieu's founding the French Academy. Across the

street is the Palais Royal where Richelieu lived in more

than royal state, and Louis XIV spent his none-too-peace-

ful boyhood, bossed by Mazarin, who may or may not have

been secretly married to Louis's mother, Anne of Austria,

widow of Louis XIII.

All this part of Paris teems with stories. We love every

stone hereabouts. And we love the Boeuf a la Mode. Better

food is hard to find; friendlier service. When we come out,

we tingle with excitement, choosing which way to turn.

Shall we go over and walk a bit in the Palais-Royal Gardens?

Shall we pass the Th^atre-Frangais and thrill with delight

anticipating the evenings we're to spend there? Or shall

we cross the Place du Palais-Royal and go under the Pa-

vilion Richelieu into the great court where stand the

statues to Lafayette and Gambetta, and look westward,

mile on mile, through Tuileries Gardens and Champs-lilly-

s£es to the Arc de Triomphe, the whole incomparable vista

framed by the Arc du Carrousel through which we are look-

ing? /can't resist this! And then I must cross the Place du

Carrousel and stand on the quai looking west to the pont

Royal and far beyond its five heavenly arches and their
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reflection in the river, toward the Trocadero towers and the

Eiffel that carries all eyes heavenward from wheresoe'er

they be, these many miles around.

"And so," as old Sam Pepys said, "home and to bed."



II

YOUR FIRST SUNDAY IX PARIS

It seems to happen that many persons find their second

day in Paris to be a Sunday. I am writing most of these

chapters with reference to certain days of the week when
certain things are best done or can only be done. Ala . I

am keeping in mind how much more it is possible to enjoy

seeing if we van' it properly — now strolling, now riding;

now indoors, now out; now the old and historic, now the

new and promising; now the museum and now the park or

quai; now the shop or cafe, and now the church.

Sunday in Paris is as different from the same day in

London as if the two cities were not only poles apart, but

centuries. The proportion of church-going is probably as

high in one place as in another; but very different id

prevail as to what should be done with the rest of the day.

I find that there are American tourists whose fear-

levity in general are exceeded only by their fears of Paris

Sunday levity in particular. And to them I can only say

that they will easily find (through their hotel concierge) an

Engli-h-speaking church of almost every conceivable vari-

ety; and that if they go to the parks, they will find a g

deal more decorum
;
of the instinctive sort, not the enfor

than prevails in the parks of many a big American city

Sunday afternoons. Also that they will find most of the

restaurants quiet and wholly dignified.

ecially happy me in Paris where

all my days are glad and my heart sings a continual

"Merri" to the Providence that permits my being there.

lie has more opportunities than on other d
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for glimpses of that family life which is so beautiful in

France and which the stranger to her ways seems, somehow,

to have heard so little about.

If you were my friend and I had reason to believe that

you would enjoy what I enjoy, and this was your first

Paris Sunday and I were taking you about, to help ycu
realize how many kinds of a glad day it is, this is what I'd

probably do:

If we were living on the right bank of the Seine (the

north bank, the side the Louvre is on, and all the places

you went yesterday), I couldn't resist taking you, if it were

a sunshiny, warm day, to the Pare Monceau, about ten-

thirty in the morning. As I can't guess what point of the

right bank you'd be living in, I can't tell you how we'd go

to the park; but it's north of the Champs-Elys£es, perhaps

half a mile, in the heart of a beautiful residence district.

You can go in the Metro [Subway] and get off at the Mon-
ceau Station; or take a bus marked "S bis"; or a tram

numbered 5, 30, 35, or 36.

In the years just before the Revolution, that profligate

Duke of Orleans who hoped (vainly) to save his head by

getting himself called Philippe-Egalite (Equality), and

whose son went on the throne as Louis-Philippe, had a

place out here — it was quite suburban then— with mag-

nificent gardens where most sumptuous fetes were given.

The property was confiscated at the Revolution, and some

of the victims of the guillotine were buried there.

Louis XVIII restored the place to his cousin of Orlear^

and it belonged to the Orleans family till 1852. It is now a

city park. Nearly every vestige of the private pleasure-

ground has vanished; but there is the Naumachie, an oval

sheet of water flanked by a lovely Corinthian colonnade

brought from a church at Saint-Denis built for the sepul-

chre of the Valois family and demolished more than two
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centuries ago. The Renaissance arcade, near by, was part

of the Hotel de Ville or City Hall of Paris burnt by the

Communards in 1871.

Many monuments to musicians are in the park, and one

to Guy de Maupassant. But it isn't these, nor the wish to

remember the Orleans, that takes me to this lovely place on

so many Sunday mornings. It is the children— the exquis-

ite children so charming in their play, so picturesquely

dressed, so quaintly attended; and the papas! Of all the

men in all the countries where I have watched children,

there seem to be more in France than anywhere else who
have that grace of fellowship with small children. The re-

lation between father and older children may be more

ideal in other countries; but France is full of heart-warming

glimpses of Frenchmen and wee persons " rising six years"

or thereabouts.

If we loaf about the Pare Monceau for an hour, keeping

our eyes and our hearts open even if we cannot understand

much that we hear, we shall come away full of friendliness

for the people whose guests we are. And that is the feeling

I care most about helping my friends to get. Once they

have it, they are astonished to find how different from the

ordinary " touring" is the thing they are embarked upon.

It may be that you will want to go, while we're so close,

to the Russian church, at which we can now see the congre-

gation as well as the edifice.

If I knew that your time in Paris was to extend over

several months, and you could be as leisurely as you liked,

there is much in this vicinity that I'd love to point out to

you. Many famous persons have lived hereabouts. But

if you're a traveller, not a sojourner, you must "take the

high spots"; so I'd probably lead you straight to the

Chapgllfi Expiatoire, which is not far from here.

This ground was once the kitchen-garden of the Benedic-
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tine monks to whom the Madeleine belonged; and the vic-

tims of the disaster in the Place de la Concorde, when the

marriage of Louis and Marie Antoinette was being cele-

brated, were buried here, in 1770. Twenty-two years later,

about one thousand of the Swiss Guard, killed while defend-

ing Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette at the Tuileries, were

here interred — many of them shockingly mutilated after

they were thrown out into the courts of the palace, as Na-
poleon tells us, who was more sickened by the sights he saw
that day than ever thereafter by any of his battle-fields.

Louis XVI was brought here from the Place de la Con-

corde to be buried from the church of the Madeleine. Nine

months later, the body of Marie Antoinette was brought

here and dumped in a corner and left unburied for two

weeks, awaiting orders that some one forgot to give. Then
the gravedigger, Joly, took it upon himself to dig a grave

and inter the remains without ceremony. This was on the

first of November, sixteen days after her execution. The
bill he submitted, and which was paid, is as follows:

The widow Capet, for a bier 6 livres

For the grave and the gravediggers 15-35

It cost something like ten dollars to inter the daughter of

the Caesars!

The twenty-one Girondists were buried there that same

day, and Manon Roland came to share this place of sepul-

chre on November 8th, a week later. Charlotte Corday had

been lying there since July. Du Barry came in December.

The next year, Camille and Lucile Desmoulins, Danton.

and many more — 2830 in all, 'tis said, without counting

the Swiss.

For about three months in '94, the victims of the guillo-

tine were buried in ground adjoining what is now the Pare

Monceau. Madame Elizabeth, Louis XVI's sister, was in-
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terred there; and no trace of her remains has ever been dis-

covered. Both the brothers Robespierre and Simon, the

jailer of the little Dauphin, were among those whose graves

were in that other cemetery of which no trace now remains,

but the site of which is covered by modern buildings about

where boulevard Malesherbes crosses rue Miromesnil.

When the Terror had ceased to reign, a lawyer named Des-

clozeaux, who lived near by and who had witnessed most

of the interments in the cemetery of the Madeleine, bought

the ground, restored the walls around it, planted trees,

erected crosses, and tended the place with reverent care un-

til 1815, when he put it at the disposal of Louis XVIII, who
caused the erection of the chapel and tombs we see there,

and had what could be found of the royal remains trans-

ferred to Saint-Denis, where the kings and queens of France

are buried. This transfer took place on the twenty-second

anniversary of Louis's death, just a little while before Na-

poleon's return from Elbe and the beginning of the Hundred

Days before Waterloo.

Be sure to buy, of the concierge at the entrance, some of

the souvenir postcard pictures, which include photographs

of old prints of the royal family in prison, of the executions,

and of such inestimably interesting documents as Marie

Antoinette's last letter stained with her tears, and the re-

port filed on Louis's death.

That last letter, by the way, never reached Madame
Elizabeth. It was found between the mattresses of Robes-

pierre's bed when that Incorruptible's effects were searched

after his execution.

There is much that we'd like to recall, here; but we must

be on our way, so as to reach Sainte-Chapelle about noon.

We'll take a cab, and drive — past the Opera, and along

the Grands Boulevards to the Porte Saint-Denis (which is

not only the way Louis and Marie Antoinette must have
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come on their last journey, but the porte through which

they made their flight to Varennes, in June, 1791), the

great triumphal arch erected by the city to commemorate
Louis XIVs conquests in Germany and Holland.

The boulevard S6bastopol, down which we're turning,

has nothing to commend it except convenience— it is mod-
ern, and its story is all to make— but that is just as well,

now, else we might be tempted to loiter. A very little to the

east of it is the rue Saint-Martin which was the old Roman
road to the north. But we shall prowl all along that on foot,

some day, and explore many of these streets we're crossing

— twelfth- and thirteenth-century streets, some of them.

This beautiful Gothic tower on our left is the Tour Saint-

Jacques— all that's left of the old church of Saint Jacques-

de-la-Boucherie which was taken down about the time of the

Revolution. There had been a church or chapel on this spot

for a full thousand years ! Pascal used this towerwhen mak-

ing some of his experiments in atmospheric pressure.

And now here we've come to the Place du Chatelet where

there used, for centuries, to be a great gate with massive

towers and deep dungeons, guarding the north end of the

Big Bridge (grand pont). Away back under Louis VI, eight

hundred years ago, this formidable gateway was made one

of the principal fortresses of Paris, and was the special one

where offenders against the city were incarcerated— as

the Bastille (likewise a city gate and fortification) was used

as a state prison. The first publicly maintained light in

Paris, now called "the City of Light," was a candle which

by a law of 1318 was kept burning near the door of the Cha-

telet. Moliere was in prison here, for debt to his candle-

maker! And Cartouche, that maker of melodrama, that ter-

ror of Paris, was here in chains before he was taken to the

near-by Place de Gr6ve to be "broken alive" on the wheel.

We shall meet Cart°uche (quite safely!) on another day.
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The prison stood about where the fountain now is. It was

not taken down till 1802. The Theatre Sarah Bernhardt is

on our left; the Theatre du Chatelet, built by the same ar-

chitect a year later, on our right.

Now here we go, over the pont au Change. The old

bridge of the money-changers and goldsmiths, whose shops

and dwellings cumbered it on both sides, was a wooden
structure a little above this. The first stone bridge was built

when Louis XIV was a little boy; and it was over this that

Marie Antoinette, Madame Elizabeth, and many others

rode from the Conciergerie to the guillotine. The present

bridge dates only from 1858, and wTas built slightly to the

west of the old one, to be in more direct line with the impor-

tant thoroughfares of which it is a part. As we cross it, we
have a superb view of the Palais de Justice, with its square

clock tower at the corner, the roof and fleche (spire) of

Sainte-Chapelle, and the round, "pepper-pot" towers

flanking the entrance to the Conciergerie.

We are coming to this vicinity again, on Thursday morn-

ing when the Conciergerie can be visited, and when the

courts are in session in the Palais de Justice. We shall de-

vote ourselves to the palais then. The idea in coming to-

day to see the Sainte-Chapelle is that it should be seen near

noon on a brilliant day, and when the fewest people are in

it. Experience has taught me that Sunday noon is likely to

be a quiet time there. And, moreover, I want you to see the

bird market over here, in what is— other days— a flower

market.

When we leave the bridge we are on the lie de la Cit6

(eel de lah ceetay), that boat-shaped island (the prow

pointing west, downstream, seaward) where Paris began to

be — before the Christian era. The Roman legions, when

they first halted at the Seine's edge, found this island in-

habited by a feeble tribe of Gauls whose resistance to Ro-
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man authority was brief and not very bitter. They were

used to dependence, and they seemed to have the same ap-

preciation of the advantage of Roman protection and Ro-
man civilization that many other Gauls had. Soon, the Ro-
man governors were living here on this island, where the

palais now stands, and their rather proud new subjects

were building a fine temple to Jove, where we shall now find

Notre-Dame.

The first race of Prankish kings, beginning with Clovis,

succeeded to the Roman governors; but Clovis, after he

ceased to live at Soissons, preferred the palace of the em-
perors over on the south bank. Some of his descendants

lived here; but the next dynasty, of Charlemagne, had little

to do with Paris, and it was not until Hugh Capet, Duke of

France and strongest vassal of Charlemagne's feeble de-

scendants, became King of France, in 987, that there was

much royalty hereabouts. Hugh began the old palace of

the kings where the Roman governors had lived, and where

the Palais de Justice is now. And twelve kings of his great

race ruled France from here.

It was the ninth of them, Louis IX (Saint Louis), who
built the exquisite chapel that we are going to see. He had

brought back with him from the Eighth Crusade what is be-

lieved to be the Crown of Thorns, a fragment of the True

Cross and a nail therefrom; and he caused this chapel to be

erected, so that the relics might be worthily housed, and so

that the royal household might worship near them. (Giv-

ing them to Notre-Dame, where they now are, does not

seem to have occurred to Louis; and we must be glad it

didn't— because no architect could, one thinks, have con-

ceived anything so awesomely beautiful as Sainte-Chapelle

unless transfigured with the glory of a task like making a

shrine for such relics.)

I know few thrills comparable with that I feel each time I
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climb the winding, worn stone staircase in the corner turret

I emerge into that jewelled chamber which is the upper

chapel. It should never be done in company with any but

reverent souls capable of being struck dumb before tran-

scendent loveliness. It is like being in "the house not made
with hand-."'

You may want to study the architecture in detail, on this

visit; or you may feel that you want nothing, until later,

but the overwhelming general impression.

When you have drunk your fill, we will descend our little

winding stair, take another look at the lower chapel (which

for the domestics of the royal household), and leave the

palais precincts — < : issing the boulevard du Palais and go-

ing through rue de Lutece to the bird market, where we shall

meet our hosts, the Parisians, in another role: that of bird-

lovers. We shall see man}' little "bits " of endearing human
comedy, here.

If I were sure of you as a walker. I'd take you along the

Quai aux Fleurs. past the site (number 9) of Canon Ful-

bert's house where Abelard. the great scholar and teacher,

loved the Canon's young niece, Heloise, too well; past the

bridge connecting this island with its sister isle to the e

lie Saint-Louis, and round the poop or stern of our ''ship''

with the Morgue at its rudder-point. Thus we'd approach

Xotre-Dame from the east, as we should. The west ap-

proach tends to be a bit disappointing because the towers

never got their spires put on; the thirteen steps, however,

up which people of earlier centuries were wont to climb to

the cathedral, were not at the front but at the south side.

Nothing mars the splendor of the majestic edifice as we

come upon it from the east. Indeed, to the real pilgrim I

won! If See] tre-Dame first from a small boat coming

under the pont de la Tournelle; or, in default of that su-

preme sensation of seeing it from the water level, see it from
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the above-mentioned pont itself, early on a golden morning
when there is direct light on the flying buttresses, or late on

a dying day when the whole pile is silhouetted against a

flaming sunset.

Fearful, however, of your "giving out" before our day is

done, I'll take you straight across rue de la Cit6.

The great building on our left is the Hotel Dieu— God's

mansion— the oldest hospital in Paris and, so far as I

know, in the world. This building, however, is new.

Now we are come to the Place du Parvis-Notre-Dame (a

parvis is an open space in front of a church or temple),

where the Roman Forum of Paris was. And if we stand

here with Notre-Dame on our left, looking south, we shall

look over the Petit Pont, successor to the first bridge the

Romans built from the mainland to the isle, and on down
rue Saint-Jacques which was the old Roman road "back

home," to the Eternal City. Then, if we turn about and

face due north, we shall look straight up, over pont Notre-

Dame, along rue Saint-Martin which was the road the

legions followed going north— to Britain and elsewhere.

This great space, dominated by the equestrian statue of

Charlemagne, has only rather recently been cleared of the

clutter of churches, chapels, asylums, houses, and ancient

streets which huddled about Notre-Dame like a huge brood

of very small chicks about an ample, motherly hen.

I shall not ask you— let alone urge you— to enter

Notre-Dame to-day. It is enough to glimpse it, and come

again for further acquaintance.

You're probably thinking of luncheon, now. So we'll

cross the Petit Pont; and instead of going along the Quai

Saint-Michel, we'll go south of the bridge a few feet and

take you into the twelfth-century rue de la Huchette. At

number 10 of this narrow old street there used to be a caf6

with lodgings above, where Bonaparte nearly died of hun-
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ger in those bitter days just before he stepped overnight

into fame, in 1795.

And on our way, we'll glance up the rue du Chat-qui-

peche (the cat who fishes), because it will give you an idea

of what hundreds of streets were like which have been

cleared away during the last century.

Now here we are in the Place Saint-Michel, the beginning

of the famous "BouP Mich'," which takes its name from

the bridge leading over to the palais; and the bridge was

named for a chapel dedicated to Saint Michel, which used to

stand at the entrance of the palais. Philippe-Auguste was

baptized in that chapel, in 1165. This bridge is new; but

you have doubtless been man}T times on one of its predeces-

sors, wath Dumas and Catherine de Medicis, to visit (at

dead o' night!) the shop of Ren£, the Florentine sorcerer

from whom Catherine bought the poison for her deadly pur-

poses— as Dumas relates in his " Marguerite of Valois."

This Place Saint-Michel is the gateway to the famous

Latin Quarter. If you want to lunch inexpensively, we'll go

up the bouP Mich' to Caf£ Harcourt. It's a third of a mile or

so up the boulevard, and if you're tired we'll take a tram.

Cafe* Harcourt is not so famously frequented as it used to

be; but is still very popular, and the food is good, though

the service is plain. We shall see some Latin Quarter

" types," although rather less interesting ones than we'll

find on the boul' Montparnasse.

If you're inclined for a more distinguished luncheon at a

corresponding!}' distinguished price (but worth it! oh, dear,

yes!), we'll stick to the river, and go to Laperouse on the

Quai des Grands-Augustins. Many gourmets who were

facile and elegant with the pen have sung the praise of

Laperouse. No word of mine can add aught to his fame.

But if what you're craving to eat is — as was the C

with some American friends I once took there — broiled
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lamb chops, don't go to Lap6rouse. Not that his lamb
chops (cutlets, in France) are less than perfection; but thou-

sands of chefs can grill a cutlet, and scarce one of them can

do the things for which Laperouse is famous. The head

waiter all but wept on my shoulder when my friends (for

whom I was translating) chose chops. "Why," he moaned,

"do they come here to eat what they can get anywhere?"

It seemed such a waste of opportunity!

After lunching chez Laperouse, your interest in Paris

will be intensified, many fold. And you will be glad to know
(before lunch you might not have cared) that this quai

we're on is the first one built in Paris.

Laperouse is number 51. The church of the Grands-

Augustins was next door, at 53; it was begun by Charles V
(along about 1370) and not demolished until after the Rev-

olution. Number 55 covers part of the site of the convent

(or monastery— the words are interchangeable in French)

in which much of interest in French history took place. It

was there that Henry III founded the Order of the Holy

Spirit, in 1579; there that Marie de Medicis was saluted re-

gent of the realm after Henry IV's murder. Philippe de

Commines, the fascinating chronicler of Charles the Bold

and Louis XI, was buried in the Grands-Augustins' church.

Standing here at the west end of this picturesque quai,

we look north across the pont Neuf which crosses both arms

of the river and the "prow" of the island as well. We shall

give more attention to it on Thursday when we come to the

Palais and Conciergerie. To-day, let us recall that just be-

yond this end of it, on the river edge, stood the chateau Gail-

lard (not to be confounded with Richard Coeur de Lion's of

the same name, in Normandy), where Benvenuto Cellini

lived while in Paris working for Francis I, and from which

he .allied, doubtless, on many a gay adventure. And near

it was the Tour de Nesle which can never disappear from
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the vision of men's inner eye while Dumas holds them spell-

bound.

Just beyond us on the quai are the Monnaie (Mint) and

the Institut de France. But we're bent, now, upon the Lux-

embourg Gardens, which are half a mile away. Every pos-

sible wray of getting there is a stroll through a hundred

story-books; but there is a bit of walking to do in the gar-

dens (if we're to see them!) and a bit more I'd like to do in

their vicinity. So, perhaps we'd better take a cab (or a bus

marked "Q," which we can get at Place Saint-Michel); and

as we shall want to be at the northern end of the gardens,

later on, we'll go to the rue d'Assas and enter by the south-

west gate and the least-frequented corner.

I have lived over here, close to this entrance, and could

take you wandering up and down the streets hereabouts,

telling stories, indicating " backgrounds " ; but such loiter-

ing is, I dare say, not for the first visit to Paris, unless it is

to be a long one.

Of these gardens there are such worlds to say! There was

once a Roman camp on this site; and then there were con-

vent gardens — the Carthusians were here for more than

five hundred years, until the suppression of religious houses

in 1790.

The street we have just come down (rue Guynemer,

named in honor of the splendid young aviator) used to be

called rue du Luxembourg. It was near there that the

Dukes of Luxembourg had a mansion which Marie de Medi-

cis bought, the year after Henry IY's death; and soon after,

she gave orders that it be razed and a magnificent new pal-

ace built in the manner of the Pitti, at Florence, where

she had passed her youth.

What I specially want you to see, this afternoon, is the

family groups with which these gardens swarm. I shall not

mind a bit if, after a glance about you, you elect to sit down
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and spend an hour or more watching the people. We shall

see fewer nurses here than at the Pare Monceau or in the

Tuileries or the Champs-Elys6es or the Bois; and more
mamas. On a week day, when we come here again, the

vignettes of the "com6die huinaine" we see about us, will

be quite different; we shall be more aware of "the quarter"

then, although it will always seem to belong most of all to

the children.

I have occasionally found myself, in Paris, briefly in

company with an earnest compatriot who, on entering a

place like the Luxembourg Gardens, felt under an awful

urge to inspect each statue, learn the name of each terrace

and fountain, and then hurry on.

Now, I love to loiter in front of the statues of Paris—
they recall so many stories, and they are so likely to be set

up in places where the individual commemorated was a

familiar object when he was clothed in flesh and going

about his business. But Paris would not be so wonderful a

Hall of Fame, to me, if it were not also so very full of people

who are being moved by their traditions to make beautiful

to-days and glorious to-morrows. Nothing is dead, here!

Everything is going on and on, passed from hand to eager

hand like a torch making plain the way of truth and

beauty.

The students who are here from all the world, to carry to

the uttermost parts what Paris has taught them, are a per-

petual thrill to me. Of the children playing around me,

some will have their statues here one day, no doubt; som(

will leave a memory here that will add to the sweet sacred

ness the place already has. All will keep through life a hal-

lowed recollection of these days.

I shall be glad, if from your first visit to the Luxembourg

Gardens you carry away nothing much except an impres-

sion of their loveliness, and of the generations of youth
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which have come up in them and gone on into the world to

work and fight and love and pray.

Now that you have your mental picture of the broad

sunken gardens, the terraces and fountains, the vistas down
the long, tree-lined avenues, and the throngs of people so ob-

viously enjoying life in their quiet, decorous way, we'll quit

the palace precincts by way of 'the lovely Fontaine de M6di-

cis, at the northeast corner. You've had a view of the pal-

ace, now the French Senate, and of the little Luxembourg,

where the President of the Senate lives. Soon we shall

pass the former orangery, where the Museum now is. This

wrould be a most unsatisfactory time to take even a glance

through the Museum, winch is crowded to suffocation on

Sunday afternoons.

We'll go up this short rue de M6dicis, and walk a few feet

along rue de Vaugirard till we come to rue de Cond6. The
country house which used to stand here (its principal en-

trance opposite number 20— and number 20 was recently

the home of Boutet de Monvel, painter par excellence of

French children, and best known to Americans by his su-

perb Jeanne d'Arc pictures) had Catherine de M6dicis for a

tenant, once. And, later, Marie de Medicis was so grateful

to Henri de Bourbon, Prince of Cond6, for having married a

lady who came near getting Henry IV away from her, that

she gave them this handsome property. Here the great

princes of Cond6 lived until 1773, when the place was sold

for a vast sum and cut up.

The rue de POd&on was cut through the Cond£ grounds

in 1779; it was the first street in Paris to have sidewalks—
in 1782. We can imagine the Parisians of that day flocking

here to look at the novelty.

The Odeon Thdatre was built when the street was cut

through, and the sidewalks were laid at the time of the dedi-

cation. It was the Th£atre-Fran (,'ais then, and was not
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named Odeon (a corruption of the words meaning "the

place where they sing " until it became a music hall, in 1797.

Two years later it was burned, and not rebuilt until the Em-
pire. In 1818, it was burned again; and this is the third the-

atre built on the site in forty years. It is now a state-subsi-

dized theatre, like the Th6atre-Frangais across the river;

and I hope you will come to it more than once. Also, I hope

you'll like (on a day when fewer persons are about) to loiter

at the book-stalls of Flammarion, beneath the arcades of

the theatre. Loitering and "sampling" is genially encour-

aged there. Georges Cain tells us of one "patron" who
read Darwin's "Origin of Species," 450 pages, while stand-

ing first en one foot and then on the other in front of the

stall where it was exposed for sale. And nobody disturbed

him! M. Flammarion told M. Cain that other "clients,"

less scrupulous, carried away the books they were reading,

and forgot to bring them back. But he smiled indulgently

and said that "their thirst for instruction had evidently

won the day against their delicacy" — meanwhile setting

down the petty larceny to "profit and loss."

Everywhere, one finds Paris indulgent, to the point of

tenderness, of those who hunger and thirst for the tilings of

the spirit.

At number 22 of that rue de Cond6 we've just left, there

lived, in the seventeen-eighties, the family of a rich bour-

geois named Duplessis, who had a charming wife and two

lovely daughters. In an attic from whose window he could

look down into the elegant and happy home, there lived a

young briefless barrister of twenty-five, who used to follow

Madame Duplessis and her daughters when they went to

walk in the Luxembourg Gardens. He was homely and

poor and already bitter because his education was not help-

ing him to find bread, let alone fame or affluence. He fell

easily in with those who believed that if their world could
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be overturned, they might seize a better fortune from the

ruins than they were able to build under the old order. His

name was Camille Desmoulins; he became acquainted with

the Duplessis family, was often entertained by them, and

fell in love with the younger daughter, beautiful Lucile,

whose dot would be 100,000 francs. It seemed to her father

a presumption most preposterous. But Camille was " com-

ing on" in a political way. He had tried to be elected a dele-

gate to the Assembly at Versailles, where the people were to

be allowed a voice in national affairs for the first time since

Louis XIV said, "I am the state!" Failing that (although

his college classmate, Robespierre of Arras, had succeeded),

Camille went to Versailles anyway, and attached himself to

Mirabeau. He orated; he published pamphlets; he started

the attack on the Bastille.

Prudent M. Duplessis may well have looked askance at

the young firebrand! But Lucile wanted him — and she got

him! They furnished a home for themselves — here, above

the Cafe Voltaire; not where the inscription is (that was put

up by a committee improperly informed), but at number 22

rue de TOdeon, on the third floor, their windows looking

out on rue Cr6billon. They were married in December,

1790, at Saint-Sulpice, and came here to their own home,

for their wedding feast — \q\\ at table, among them the

bridegroom's schoolmate, Robespierre, who sought the

hand of Lucile's sister Adele, but did not get it. Camille

was very, very happy. He didn't want the world over-

turned. He wanted it to stay just as it was! Their little

Horace was born on July 6, 1792; and when his mother was

able to go out, the radiant parents took him over to the

Luxembourg Gardens to sleep under their tall trees.

But Camille's old friends were rallying him on hifl deser-

tion of them and of their cause. M You sleep, Camille," they

cried, "and Paris is enslaved!" They said that because he
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was now fortunate, he should not forget the unfortunate.

He allowed himself to be drawn back into their ranks.

For some reason that I have not been able to discover,'

the Desmoulins seem to have left their home here for a short

while, and gone to live in an apartment under the Dantons,

in Cour du Commerce, in a house now destroyed, but which

stood where Danton's statue is, on the boulevard Saint-

Germain.

When Horace was a month old, "the reds of the Midi,"

the Marseillaise, came marching into Paris, bent on "ac-

tion." Some of them dined with Camille and Lucile on Au-

gust 9th; and after dinner they all went up to the Dantons!

Everybody was greatly excited. The tocsin rang; the peo-

ple in the streets cried, "Vive la Nation!" Danton, Des-

moulins, and the men from the South went to the Hotel de

Ville (the City Hall). Gabrielle Danton came downstairs to

be with Lucile. All night long they wept and shuddered.

Near dawn, they heard cannon. Gabrielle fainted.

Finally, Camille came back. The Tuileries had been at-

tacked, and taken; the royal family had fled, taking refuge

with the National Assembly.

On the 12th, Danton was elected Minister of Justice of

the newly proclaimed Republic of France. On the 14th, he

moved into the sumptuous palace of the Chancellerie, in

the Place Vendome. A few months later, Gabrielle was

dead. She had been through too much.

Danton made Camille his secretary-general; and he and

Lucile, too, took up their residence in the palace of the Min-

ister of Justice. Their stay was not long. On September

8th, Danton and Desmoulins were elected to the National

Convention, where they voted laws for the Ministry of Jus-

tice to execute. Both men tried to moderate the destruc-

tive fury of the Revolution, and for that they went together

to their death in the Place de la Concorde on April 4, 1794.
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On March 20th, Camille, again living here in his honey-

moon flat, received from his old home in Guise a black-

bordered letter. His mother was dead.

Camille was sitting by a table; he bowed his head, buried

his face in his arms, and sobbed. Hour after hour he

there. Lucile, exhausted with fatigue and anxiety and sor-

row, lay down on her bed, beside the cradle of little Horace.

"All at once/' writes Lenotre, "the measured step of a

patrol disturbs the silence of the street. Camille shudders,

raises himself, opens the window, leans out; the soldiers

have stopped at his door. He hastens to his wife: 'They

have come to arrest me !

' he cries. Lucile, rudely awakened,

hardly understands: she clasps him in her arms, strains him

to her breast to protect him; he disengages himself from

this supreme embrace, leans over the cradle of Horace for a

last kiss, and himself goes down to open the door. In an in-

stant he is surrounded, bound like a malefactor, and led to

the prison of the Luxembourg."

From his cell there, looking out upon the shady paths he

and she had so often paced, he wrote to Lucile: "I believe

that there is a God. My blood will wash away my faults,

my human frailties, and all that was good in me, my virtues,

my love of liberty, God will recompense. I shall see you

again, some day."

Eight days later she followed him to the guillotine, to ex-

piate the crime of having been his wife. "I go to sleep/'

she said, "in the calm of innocence."

We may as well go on to the end of this street to where

Danton's statue marks the site of that other dwelling.

Close to the Danton statue on this north side of the bou-

levard Saint-Germain, i< the rue de rAneieime-Comco:

very short one, but one that has several things you will like

.'. The -treet owe- its name to the ( 'omedie-Fraiir

which was once installed at number 14 Moli&e's troupe
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had had several homes since his death. In 1688 they bought

an old handball court here, and had it transformed into a

theatre which they opened on April 18, 1689, with a per-

formance of Moliere's Medecin Malgre Luij and Racine's

Pliedre. They played here until 1770, wThen they moved to

the Tuileries, waiting the completion of their theatre where

the Od6on now stands. Many painters have had studios in

this building— notably David. Marat lodged next door, at

number 16, in 1790, and it was there that the officers from

the Ch&telet came to arrest him— but he had escaped,

thanks to the complicity of Mademoiselle Fleury, an ac-

tress at the Theatre-Frangais.

Number 13 is the old Caf6 Procope, the haunt of Vol-

taire, Rousseau, Danton, Marat, Robespierre, Talleyrand,

Bonaparte, de Musset, George Sand, Gambetta, Verlaine,

and many others. It was the first cafe in Paris; to-day there

are more than twelve thousand. When Benjamin Franklin

died, the cafe was hung with mourning.

Number 21 was the residence of Dr. Guillotin, deputy to

the National Assembly of 1789. He invented his machine

to provide a humane and expeditious way of slaughtering

sheep, and the first trials of it were made in the Cour du

Commerce, adjoining. The wall of Philippe-Auguste ran

here (you may see a fragment of his old ramparts in the

Cour de Rouen, opening out of the Cour du Commerce —
and may like to remember that here Henry II built a house

for Diane de Poitiers) and there was a gate in the wall, here

at the top of the Cour du Commerce. This gate, flanked by

two towers, was called the porte de Bussy, or Buci; it was

betrayed to the Burgundians in 1418, and by it they and

their allies, the English, entered Paris. After the English

were gone, this gate was walled up.

Now, let us follow rue de Buci till it leads us back, very

shortly, to boulevard Saint-Germain— cross the boule-
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vard and take rue du Four to the new rue de Renncs and so

down to rue d'Assas again. You may want to ride this little

stretch of a half-mile; and if you're at all tired I advise it,

as there's nothing much here to reward sauntering.

We are going, now, for the last visit of our day, to a place

that all the lovers of old Paris unite in describing as one of

the most interesting, most touching spots they know; yet,

of all the tourists who go to the Luxembourg Museum and

Gardens, probably not one in a thousand goes a few steps

beyond, on rue Vaugirard, to the old Carmelite Convent

behind its high, gray walls at the corner of rue d'Assas.

Of the Paris priests who in August, 1792, refused to take

the oath of loyalty to the new republic, more than one hun-

dred were imprisoned here; and on Sunday, the 2d of Sep-

tember, 1792, they were slaughtered horribly. All the re-

cently filled prisons of Paris were slaughter-houses that day

and the next. Scarcely a trace remains of any of those pris-

ons except this; and it has changed hardly at all.

The massacre started here between three and four o'clock

on Sunday afternoon; it had been going on for about an

hour at the Abbaye prison (up at boulevard Saint-Ger-

main, just beyond where we left it to take the rue du Four)

directed by that extraordinary young man, Stanislas Mail-

lard, who had been in the mob that attacked the Bastille,

in the mob that brought the royal family in from Versailles,

and had now— just how, nobody seems to know! — con-

stituted himself, or been appointed, president of a popular

tribunal which was taking its own way with those who op-

posed the new government.

He set up some semblance of judgment. For the most

part it consisted of a single question: Have you taken the

oath?

Of course they hadn't taken it — those trembling crea-

tures who were dragged or pushed before him; if they had
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taken it, they wouldn't have been there— and most of

them were dead, or dying, a moment after making the ad-

mission.

You may still (if you ask permission; the old convent is

now part of the Catholic Institute of Paris, but its chapel is

a parish church) see the sombre corridor where this trav-

esty of judgment took place— the bloody spots that the

sabres of the assassins left on the walls— the door into the

garden which opened a hundred and twenty times in three

hours, to deliver to the butchers waiting without their hun-

dred and twenty victims.

" From the top of this flight of six steps (into the hitherto

peaceful garden of the Carmelites) what a sight met their

eyes! — the horde of slayers, their sleeves rolled up, their

arms bloody, mopping their sweating brows with hands

dripping red. . . . The victim was hurled to the bottom of

these six stone steps, was seized, stripped, while they fought

for the first chance at him."

Many of the victims made no resistance. Others tried to

flee, and were slaughtered in the garden.

Before darkness fell, all was over, here. The next day,

toward night, some men of the quarter came, with two wag-

ons; they entered by this gate on rue Vaugirard, closed it

behind them, and— laughing and chattering— divided

among them the spoils of the dead. Two or three times be-

fore dawn, the wagons went, full, to the near-by cemetery

of Vaugirard, and returned, empty.

Then the convent was closed, and a sign was put up:

National Property, For Sale.

Seventy-five years later, when the city decided to prolong

that rue de Rennes down which we have just come, a part

of the old garden (dating back, then, more than two hun-

dred and fifty years) had to be cut away. A tradition per-

sisted in the neighborhood that some of the dead had been
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thrown into an old well in this part of the garden. The well

was opened, searched, and bones were found; but they

proved to be beef, mutton, and chicken bones.

Then appeared a very old man (all these details are from

M. Lenotre's " Paris ReVolutionnaire," a book crowned by

the French Academy and by the suffrages of many thou-

sands of readers) who refused to tell his name, but who took

one of the diggers by the arm, led him to the middle of the

garden, and said, "They are there."

And there, indeed, they were! Some thirty bodies had

been carried away for interment, and ninety to ninety-five

— at least two of them women and three of them children

under ten— were dumped into this well, covered over, and

forgotten. But one old, old man remembered. Doubtless

he had been among the butchers; and before the grave

should yawn for him, he made what reparation he could by

pointing out those bones to such as would give them, at

last, Christian burial. They repose, now, in a crypt of Saint

Joseph's chapel. The tomb of Madame de Soyecourt is

there, too. I would like to tell her thrilling story here, but

am afraid of making this chapter too long. Those who read

French may make acquaintance with it in the second

volume of G. Lenotre's " Vieilles Maisons, Vieux Papiers,"

in the chapter called "Le Roman d'une Carmelite.

"

What I do want to remind you of, while we are here, is

that this convent became a Revolutionary prison where

many well-known persons were incarcerated — notably

Josephine de Beauharnais and Therezia Cabarrus.

Do you know Ther6zia? You must know her, if you

want to be anybody in Paris of the Directory.

Her father was a Frenchman from Bayonne, who lived

much across the border, in Spain, and married a Spanish

lady. Ther6zia was very beautiful, and when she was still

quite young she married a marquis.
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One day, before the Revolution, the exquisite marquise

was sitting to Madame Lebrun for her portrait, when there

came to the studio on some errand or other a workman
wearing the white blouse of the print-shops; he saw her,

and was ravished; his name was Tallien, and he was the

son of a concierge.

Events moved rapidly then. In 1793 the young printer,

then a power in the National Convention, was sent to

Bordeaux to organize the Reign of Terror there. Among
the nobles who were in prison at Bordeaux, and of whom
he was expected to make short work with the guillotine,

was his lovely lady of the Lebrun studio. He spared her;

and for love of her he spared so many others that Robes-

pierre called him back to Paris. Therezia went with him.

In course of time she was arrested, and brought here to

this Carmelite Convent, and Tallien — himself under

suspicion, a pack of spies forever trailing him— wandered,

frantic, around these walls. Then, mysteriously, she was

taken away in dead of night, transferred to the sinister

prison of La Force, out in the Marais quarter where Talli-

en's mother was still a concierge. Perhaps it was she who
discovered where her son's beloved was. She rented from

another concierge in the neighborhood a garret from which

Tallien could look down upon the court where Th6r6zia

took her exercise. He threw notes to her, assuring her of

his devotion.

One day (July 25, 1794) he found on the table in his

mother's home a Spanish dagger that he recognized as

The>6zia\s, and with it a note: "The police administratoi

has just left here. He came to tell me that to-morrow

I go to the Tribunal — that is to say, to the scaffold.

This is little in accord with a dream I had last night:

Robespierre was no more, and the prisons were open. . .

.

But, thanks to your arrant cowardice, there will soon
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not be anybody left in France who could make this dream

come true!"

Then Tallien determined to die saving Th£r6zia, if he

could not do otherwise. He went about among the mal-

contents of the Convention, seeing which among them he

could rally to his cause: not knowing, though, if the sup-

port they promised would not give way to terror when they

confronted Robespierre. On July 27th — the great day of

Thermidor! — Tallien, after hurling his imprecations, his

accusations, at the dictator, bounded to the tribune,

armed with Therezia's dagger, seized the tyrant by the

throat, and began that terrific combat which ended in

Robespierre's arrest; thus saving, as Lenotre says, "the

Republic, France, the world, to snatch from death the

woman he loved."

We shall meet Ther£zia again and again, in other places.

But I'm sure you'll like to think of her here at the old

Carmelite Convent because here she made an acquaintance

of which much was to come. Here she met Josephine de

Beauharnais.

Josephine and her husband, theVicomte de Beauharnais,

had not been living together since before the birth of their

daughter, Hortense, in 1783; a formal separation had

existed for nine years, when the misfortunes of these

troubled times brought them together once more under the

same roof — that of this convent, where they were both

prisoners. Their children were brought here to visit them,

and with the children was that dog of Josephine's, For-

tuny, of whom you shall hear more presently. Tucked

under Fortuny's collar were notes telling the captives

what was being done by their friend- to save them.

The children, to insure their safety, had been wrapped

in the mantle of democracy, clothed in the garments of

toilers; Eugene was supposed to be apprenticed to a
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carpenter, and Hortense to a dressmaker; thus dressed, the

future Viceroy of Italy and Queen of Holland came here to

visit their parents.

But not even this display of affiliation with " the people
"

sufficed to save their father. He went — not from here,

but from the Luxembourg to which he seems to have been

transferred — to the scaffold on July 23d. If he had been

able to dodge the Tribunal for three or four days longer,

the life of Napoleon Bonaparte might have been very

different.

There is a story to the effect that Josephine, looking out

of the window of her cell at dusk on the evening of Satur-

day the 29th, saw a woman in the street who conveyed to

her joyful intelligence by shaking her dress (robe), pick-

ing up a stone (pierre), and drawing her finger significantly

across her throat.

Whether this was or was not the way she learned of the

tyrant's execution, Josephine soon knew of it. In ten days

she was free, and practically penniless. She was thirty, and

had a son twelve years old and a daughter eleven. She

may well have been anxious about her future; but she

probably wasn't. Josephine was not of the worrying

kind!

We'll walk along rue Vaugirard, now, past the entrance

to the Museum, and the palace entrance with its sentries

on guard; past Foyot's restaurant where you will often

dine, I hope — "Foyot, the king of them all!" — but we

don't do it on the same day that we have lunched at

Laperouse's.

If you are of like mind with us, we'll dine outdoors, in

front of the restaurant Medicis, rue de M6dicis. There we

can sit on the sidewalk, overlooking the Luxembourg

Gardens, near the M6dicis fountain and pool, and the

statue of Murger who wrote "La Vie de Boheme." We
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shall have a good dinner at a very moderate price; and we
shall have hosts of co-diners to watch, and throngs pass-

ing our table. Children will come, selling nosegays from

their baskets. An ambulant musician or two may sing or

play for us, and accept our coppers in a manner not at all

mendicant.

Now the dusk is deepening. The gates of the garden are

about to close; the last of the lingerers come pouring out.

Barrie says they clear Kensington Gardens at nightfall,

and lock them, so the fairies can have the place to them-

selves.

Do you know why they close the gardens of the Luxem-
bourg? It is that you may realize why, that I have kept

you hereabouts till dusk. I want you to see.

We'll walk up the bouP Mich' a way, alongside the high

iron railings that enclose the gardens. And here, at a point

where rue Gay-Lussac ends at the boulevard, we'll stop

and look wTest, through this superb avenue that runs across

the gardens. What a vista! Like an illimitable nave; and

at the end of it a blazing altar where unseen acolytes are

extinguishing the glory. The shadows deepen in the dim

aisles where the chapels are. Just the sheer beauty of

what our eyes behold is more than enough to fill them witli

ecstatic tears. And through those tears we shall have

visions.

Do you see lights, hear music and laughter? Are the

parterres about the sunken garden filled with ladies in

great hooped skirts? Marie de Mcklieis gives a tvt<? to-

night. There goes the beautiful young queen, Anne of

Austria. And there is the namesake of both her parents,

Henrietta Maria, Henry IV's last delight, last playfellow.

She is going soon to England to be its queen; 'tis said she's

very much in love with the handsome Prince Charles who

came a-wooing so romantically, passing himself off as Mr.
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Brown. You and I can see what's in store for her; but she

can't.

They've passed — but others come.

Can you see Madame Duplessis walking there, with

Adcle and Lucile — and shabby young Desmoulins watch-

ing them, envious of all their bright blessings? Then, un-

seen by them, though crossing their very path, can you see

Lucile with Camille and Horace? Camille envies no one,

now. He has no prevision of those days when he is to look

out of his cell window on these gardens and see them
through the blur of tears that will soon drop on his fare-

well letter to Lucile.

I see Josephine, once of the Carmelite prison, now of the

Petit-Luxembourg, walking there, among the flowers.

And Bonaparte, meditating his move to the Tuileries.

These, and many, many more flit through the dusk,

when the gates are closed, for those who know how to see

them.
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A MONDAY IN PARIS

Everything that can entertain or instruct us is open in

France, on Sundays, when most people have their only

leisure day; and many places (including all museums) are

closed on Monday, for cleaning and to give the employe- a

rest.

This arrangement used to offend some American visitors

who were Sabbatarians in the old sense. But, now that we
have so largely (especially in our big cities) taken over the

French idea of Sunday, the only objectors are among those

who forget about the Monday "day of rest," and fix upon

that day for going to galleries, or to Versailles, or Mal-

maison, or Victor Hugo's house; or what not.

But no one need have a " blue Monday" on that account

!

There is always so much to do in Paris, so much to see, that

it is rather a relief to have the field of possibilities a bit re-

stricted once in a while, so choice is a trifle less difficult.

If I were trying to show Paris to you, Fd know that this

Monday morning you'd probably be "all in a fever" to get

at the shops. And don't imagine for a moment that Fd be

impatient with you therefor! Nobody could possibly love

shop-loitering in Paris better than I do, or know better

than I how much of an education it may be as well as a de-

light. Particularly in the little shops, and in those which

are not too fashionable, too standardized.

One thing I always beg my friends in Paris not to do:

Don't begin buying before you have seen a good deal. If

you do, you're sure to be regretful.

I haven't the .-lightest sympathy with those who believe
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in " American prices," and live in the conviction that they
are constantly being fleeced. But I know that in every city

I have ever bought in there is always the probability of

finding the same article in different shops at different

prices. Everybody knows that the shopkeeper adds to

what he has paid for an article its proportionate share of

his " overhead" expense and of his idea of profit. If you
like to buy in a palatial shop, or in a little bijou of a place,

you must expect to contribute your share toward the fit-

ting-up and to the elegant maintenance, as well as to the

proprietor's idea of how his business should support him
and provide for his old age. You do it everywhere— Paris

included. And remember, too, that when you buy a gown
or wrap or hat in one of the great " houses" that set the

fashions for all the world, what you are paying for is not

merely the cost of the materials plus your share of the

enormous " overhead" and such profits as a proprietor

expects who has made himself a world-master in his line,

but also for something designed not merely to be worn

(indeed, not primarily to be worn), but to be copied.
II Buyers" from all over the world can afford to pay a high

price for that model you so admire; because each of them

will have it reproduced, in whole or in part, many, many
times.

If you are stopping at a first-class hotel, your mail-box

was probably full, this morning, of attractive invitations to

this and that famous establishment, where you are urged

to ask for Mademoiselle Germaine, or Madame Yvonne.

It is eminently worth while to accept a few of these invi-

tations and see the sumptuous settings, the parade of

mannequins, observe the customers, and revel in the

gorgeous clothes and accessories. You may feel able to

indulge in the " experience" of having something made at

one of these places. It is always interesting, and I some-
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times think that it is a wise thing to do, at least once, even

for the woman of modest means — wrho is likely to be

more, and not less, satisfied thereafter with the copies of

these models that she can get for much less money at

many another place.

Paris, we must remember, is the market-place for all the

world. She caters to all tastes. We are not to suppose that

everything we see for sale there represents that genius for

chic, for elegance, which has distinguished France for

centuries. Some of it is made in a spirit of frank concession

to the more barbaric tastes of other peoples.

And it isn't at all true that all Parisiennes are in-

stinctively "smart," or even tasteful. Only a very small

proportion of French women are concerned with fashions

— as you will soon find out. A great majority of them
dress in black, because it is inconspicuous and economical

— can be "matched" and made over and over, and need

not be discarded if somebod}r of near or remote kinship dies

and every one in the clan must go into mourning. Economy
is a much more ruling passion with most French women
than display; money in the bank makes them happier than

finery on parade.

The great body of Paris women is committed to the

search for bargains. No wonder that the recklessness

with which wTe spend gives them the idea that there is no

bottom to our "pile"! They take for granted that no one

could indulge in the purchases we make, whose home was

not bought and paid for, whose old age was not insured

against all want, whose children were not educated,

dowered, and set up in business. And, after all those

really important things are done, what can a woman want

of these fol-de-rols? This is the attitude of the generation

before the war. Their children are more like ours; at least,

many of them are. They buy luxuries beyond their means,
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beyond their station, just as we do. They work too little,

and play too much. Their elders can't think what France

is coming to. We've had our big share in producing this

change, just as we had our big share in encouraging their

Revolution. Our presence in Paris, spending our money
like sailors on shore leave, is vitally important to French

trade. But the effect of it on the morale of French youth

has been a bit disturbing.

We shall get a great deal more satisfaction out of our

shopping tours if we keep this in mind.

And let us remember that in the small shops of Paris,

particularly in those that are off the highways frequented

by the world's greatest spenders (among whom South

Americans are prominent for prodigality), there is a

wealth of quiet friendliness awaiting us if only we go in the

spirit that calls it forth.

I should hate to be in Paris with anybody who likes to

turn night into day, and to come forth, stretching and

still heavy-eyed, not earlier than 1 p.m. For Paris morn-

ings are like no other mornings that I know anywhere; al-

though mornings are nearly always lovely to me.

It is delicious to be abroad in Paris streets while they are

still fresh from their nightly washing, and while the light

still has some of that tender, glorifying quality which makes

it easy to believe that if, perchance, there were mistakes

yesterday, and disappointments, to-day is all new, and

very lovely, and Paris "is so full of a number of things that

I'm sure we should all be as happy as kings."

I don't mean 6 a.m., of course (though the light is

lovely, then!), nor even eight. But it's really a pity not to

be abroad by ten. That's nine by the sun, in the daylight-

saving months, and a delicious hour. Please don't take

that time to write letters, or to scan the "recent arrivals"

in the Paris edition of the American papers!
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And if you've been out since ten, wandering about,

looking, you'll be glad (I hope!) to meet me at noon in the

Palais-Royal Gardens, close by the statue of Camille

Desmoulins. We can sit here in the sun or in the shade 1

,
as

we prefer; and watch the fountain flash as it leaps high in

air; see the tiny navigators at the basin's rim launch their

wee craft on those broad, trackless waters; look at Rodin's

statue of Victor Hugo, gleaming white on the velvety

green sward amid the brilliant flowers and beneath the

serried rows of trees; notice the little cannon which, for

more than a century and a quarter, fired automatically at

noon when the sun's rays at zenith struck its burning-glass

(this veteran has now gone out of service and become a

" monument"), and fraternize, at least mentally, with

our neighbors on the benches and the children playing

about our feet.

You think I'm an inveterate "park loafer" in Paris.

Well, I am ! But those who loaf with me nearly all get the

habit, and delight in it.

Now we can talk about the Palais-Royal, which is in

many respects "the heart of Paris."

On part of the ground now covered by the palace — the

part where the Court of Honor is — there used to be,

centuries ago, the old Hotel Rambouillet; not the famous

one of the salons, but its predecessor, built in the fifteenth

century. In 1624, Cardinal Richelieu bought the old

mansion; and for a number of years thereafter he kept on

buying more and more property hereabouts until he had a

great domain in the very heart of Paris, across from the

Louvre. And on the south border of this domain, next to

the palace of the King (Louis XIII), who was less the

monarch of France than his great Cardinal-Minister, he

built for himself a sumptuous dwelling Of which not many
vestiges are left. There Richelieu received, in 1035, the
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first members of the French Academy he had just founded.

There he ruled, in state, despotically. There he died, in

1642, leaving his palace and gardens to Louis XIII, who
survived him only five months.

Then Louis's widow, Anne of Austria, came here to live

with her two little boys, born to her after so many years of

barren wedlock. And here Anne lived in what may or may
not have been secret wedlock with her Cardinal-Primate,

Mazarin, between whose apartments and her own she had

a communicating corridor arranged.

This was the principal background of Louis XIV's child-

hood, so troubled by those uprisings against Mazarin

which are known as the wars of the Fronde. Twice the

royal family had to flee hence, to safety outside Paris.

In 1652, when Louis was fourteen, he abandoned this

as a residence, and turned it over to his aunt, Henrietta

Maria, widow of Charles I of England. She lived here for

nine years, and it was here that her youngest child — that

Princess Henrietta who was born on the eve of her moth-

er's flight from England, and had to be abandoned there

— was married to her cousin, the younger brother of Louis

XIV, Philip, Duke of Orleans.

Louis himself, just a few months married to his first

cousin, Marie-Therese of Spain (her mother was his

father's sister and their marriages had occurred at the

same time), conceived an ardent fancy for his new sister-

in-law, who was also his first cousin, daughter of another of

his father's sisters. And when his manifestations of this

fancy had begun to cause scandalous talk, his mother, and

Henrietta's mother, and Henrietta's husband, all put their

heads together to get Louis interested in some other

gallantry. Then it was that they fixed upon seventeen-

year-old Louise de la Valliere as one who might be thrown

in the King's way and made to divert him from flirting

with his sister-in-law.
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Louise had succeeded in getting herself appointed one

of the maids-of-honor of the young Duchess of Orleans; so

she was close at hand for the purpose the plotters agreed

upon. She was tall and slim and a little lame — but not

so much so as to spoil her dancing. Her complexion was

very fair, and she had blue eyes full of expression. Her hair

was "of a silvery fairness," and her voice was extraordi-

narily sweet. Above all, she was richly dowered with the

sort of charm that makes a person intensely lovable.

Duchess Henrietta lent herself to this plot because she

believed that, behind Louise as a screen, she could keep up
her ascendancy over the King. And in that same spirit,

Louis began dallying with Louise. The Court was at Fon-

tainebleau then, and there was an endless round of gaieties.

Within two weeks Louise had become the young King's

mistress, and they were so deeply in love that they could

conceal it from nobody at Court — except the Queen.

For more than two years, as this affair went on, Louise

continued in the service of Madame (of Orleans) living in

a small garret room wherever the Duchess happened to be,

enjoying no power nor luxury as the King's favorite.

Then he had to take her away. On the rue de Richelieu

side of the Palais-Royal Gardens, not far from the palace,

there was a little "pleasure house," one story high, and

about twenty-four feet by seventy-two. Louis bought it,

furnished it, and gave it to Louise. And there, on De-

cember 18, 1663, she brought into the world a son who
taken away from her three hours later. There she led,

for a time, a retired life, seeing scarcely anybody but the

King, her lover.

Her second son was born there little more than a year

later. (Her third child was born at Yincennes, and her

fourth at Baint-Germain.)

We -hall meet Loui.-e again, here and there; but for me
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she is, somehow, one of the outstanding women of the Pa-

lais-Royal Gardens. And you may like, as I do, to "see "

Louis coming from the Louvre to the little house in these

gardens, where he was asked for nothing, "used" for

nothing— and given everything! — by this girl who loved

him utterly.

After the death of Louis XIV's brother, the Palais-

Royal was occupied by his son who became Regent for

little Louis XV on the death of his great-grandfather,

Louis XIV, in 1715. It was during the Regency that most

of the buildings of Richelieu were demolished to give place

to some of those we now see. Peter the Great was received

here by the Regent in 1717. And there were scandalous

"goings-on" in the palace and in the gardens, until the

Regent died, in 1723.

Duke followed duke here, and kept almost the only

royal state that Paris knew for more than a hundred years,

for the kings preferred Versailles and Fontainebleau and

their other country places, and abandoned, for the most

part, the Louvre and the Tuileries.

In 1778, Benjamin Franklin was received here, at the

time Paris was so wildly enthusiastic about him; and here

Paul Jones, also, was royally entertained. Another Amer-

ican associated with the Palais-Royal was John Howard
Payne, who was living in an apartment in the Galerie de

Valois when he wrote " Home, Sweet Home." These were

the " pleasures and palaces " 'mid which he roamed.

It was in 1781 that the duke of Orleans, known to history

as Philippe figalit6, wishing to augment his income (and in-

crease his vices), ordered the construction of the buildings

now surrounding the gardens, with their shops below and

their apartments above; which caused Louis XVI to say to

him: "Now that you are going to keep shop, Cousin, we
shall see you only on Sundays, I suppose?"
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The shops soon filled with purveyors of luxuries, and

with cafes; the rooms above, with gambling-houses and

houses of prostitution. The gardens continued to be, as

they had long been, the Forum of Paris, its great open-air

meeting-place; and it was there that the secret agents of

figalite found their most fertile soil for sowing rebellion

against the King and Queen.

One day in 1784, a Corsican who was in Paris on business

of some sort wrote home that he had been to the Palais-

Royal and there had seen Napol6on Bonaparte — a

"green" stripling of fifteen, just come to Paris to the

military school — gawking about him, as all the "jays"

did. Napoleon loved the Palais-Royal, and frequented it a

great deal. I "see" him there, often, under the arcades.

But he was not there that Sunday noon, July 12, 1789,

when word quickly spread among the crowded caf6s that

Necker had been dismissed and was on his way to his home
in Geneva. (Xecker, the Swiss banker, was Louis XVTs
minister of finance, and was believed by some people —
probably because they knew Marie Antoinette didn't like

him — to be the King's wisest counsellor, and one who

could save the country from ruin if only he were given the

power.)

Camille Desmoulins was sipping his coffee— and talk-

ing, doubtless! — in front of the Caf6 Foy which was over

there on our left, at numbers 57 to 60 of the Galerie

Montpensier. He leaped to his' table, as we see him here

in this stirring bronze by Boverie, and made the speech

which so inflamed his hearers that hundreds of hands were

eagerly stretched out to him to receive those green leaves

he snatched from the nearest tree and distributed as

badges of revolt.

The crowd broke into number 17 of this same gallery,

where the Swiss, Curtius, and his niece, whom we know as
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Madame Tussaud, kept an exhibition of wax figures they

had made of notables; seized the busts of Necker and of

the Duke of Orleans (that Egalite in whose pretended

democracy they still believed), and with these draped in

mourning as a sign that their friendship for the people was

frustrated, the crowd started marching, and swelling as it

marched.

Once under way, there was no stopping it. And on

Tuesday morning, very early, it attacked and took the

Bastille. The French Revolution was on. We might follow

almost the whole course of it if we stayed here (metaphori-

cally) from that July day to another in '94, when Robes-

pierre went to the guillotine; and to an October day in '95

when our shabby, starving little Corsican leaped from

despair to triumph in a few crowded hours.

But we must be on our way soon.

The north end of the Palais-Royal is the Galerie Beau-

jolais. You will find there a shop dealing in casts from the

antique, where you may buy excellent reproductions in

plaster of Gothic carvings in stone and wood. Number 98

in that gallery used to be the restaurant of the Three

Provengal Brothers, where Bonaparte frequently dined

with Barras, who lived at 15 rue Beaujolais, just behind.

Number 103 was known during the Revolution as the

Cafe of the Blind, which was frequented by the Sans-

Culottes.

The east side of the long rectangle is covered by the

Galerie de Valois. At number 177 Galerie de Valois was

the shop of a cutler named Badin, from whom Charlotte

Corday bought, at seven o'clock on the morning of July 13,

1793, the huge kitchen knife with which, that evening, she

was to kill Marat. It was only 6 a.m. when Charlotte

reached the shop, and she had to wander about the gardens

for an hour before Badin took down his shutters as an in-
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dication that he was ready for the day's business. In *
I

days there were stone benches at the foot of each pillar of

the arcades. You may see Charlotte sitting on one of them,

near here, in the sweet freshness of that summer morning,

thinking — we may be sure — on many serious tli:

That she was about to give her life for her country, whether

her attempt on Marat succeeded or fdied, she cannot have

doubted. Of what, in your guess, waa she thinking as she

sat there waiting for Badin to take his shutters down? Of

what she was to do? Or of what she was to Bee no m
Charlotte was twenty-five years old; of medium height

and build; grey-eyed; chestnut-haired. "She was uot I n

tiful," said an old woman who had known her in Caen,

"but she had an air so sweet, so sweet, that one loved

her even before she spoke. She was an angel of the Good

God."

Now, let us get up from our bench — if you're re-ted —
and go out into rue de Montpensier and, rounding

lower corner, into rue de Richelieu. We have skirted the

side portals of the Theatre-Francais and of eon:

thrilled. But we're not going to stop now to talk about it.

We'll do that later.

We're on our way to lunch now; and we'll look, and talk,

as we go.

This rue de Richelieu was cut through by the Cardinal'^

orders, in 1638, and so many things have happened on

it that I've often threatened to write a whole book about

this street. But I'll let you hurry through it, this first t:

with only a few glances to right and left.

In number 23 b, Pierre Mignard died, at the rip

eighty-five. He had painted all the beauties and eel

of his long day, and was about t
. he cupola

of the Invah . ura before, Ik* had

that of Val de Grace wh h took him. Tin-
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sat to him, and Moliere, and Bossuet, and Madame de

Maintenon, and Ninon de Lenclos and Madame de S6-

vign£
;
Louise de la Valliere and Madame de Montespan,

and countless others. Moliere, in speaking of Raphael and

Michelangelo, called them " those Mignards of their age."

At number 26, in the days before the Revolution, was

the shop of Mademoiselle Bertin, Marie Antoinette's mil-

liner, who here made a " Paul Jones " hat for Her Maj-

esty, and a " lightning conductor " dress designed to honor

Franklin.

At the angle of rue de Richelieu and rue Moliere is the

Fountain Moliere by Visconti, erected by popular sub-

scription in 1844; the statue of Moliere is by Seurre; the

figures at his feet are by Pradier who did the " Strasbourg"

of the Place de la Concorde.

Diderot died at number 39. Nearly all his life the great

encyclopaedist had lived not only in poverty, but in posi-

tive squalor. It has been calculated that the average an-

nual salary received by Diderot for twenty years (from

the contracting booksellers who financed the work) was

about fifty dollars a month. "And then to think," said

Voltaire, "that an army contractor makes four thousand

dollars (eight hundred pounds) in a day!" All the money
he could get went for his beloved books. Diderot, who was

Samuel Johnson's contemporary, had many points of

resemblance with him, one of which was that he also was

a most prodigious and eloquent talker. "When he grew

animated in talk, then he became truly ravishing." Whkt
affection he must have had for his daughter when, to get

her a dower, he sold his library! The Empress Catherine

of Russia bought it, and asked Diderot to keep the books

for her, in Paris, until she needed them. For this service ( !)

she paid him a«yearly salary. He went to St. Petersburg to

thank her, and spent some months there, in 1773, he and
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Catherine engaging in spirited debates on a great variety

)f subjects.

He had lived in this house only twelve days when death

came to him suddenly, in the midst of his loved books. He
sleeps, now, in Saint-Roch, close to Corneille.

Number 40, on our right, is the site of Molifire's last

home. He had lived there but a few months, and when he

went there he knew himself to be a dying man. His theatre

then was in the Palais-Royal at the corner of rue de Valois,

and he could reach it by going through the Palais-Royal

Gardens, to which he had access from his own back gate.

Knowing himself too ill to act in any of his old roles, he

wrote "The Imaginary Invalid/ ' which permitted him to

sit in an armchair, the back of which let down in the

fashion of our later Morris chair. The first performance of

this play was on February 10, 1673 — Moliere having just

recently passed his fifty-first birthday. February 17th,

there was to be a fourth performance of the new play, and

that day Moliere said: "I see plainly that I must give up

the struggle. . . . How much a man suffers before he dies!"

Implored not to act that day, he replied: "What can I

do? There are fifty poor workpeople who depend on me
for a living."

As it drew on toward four o'clock, the hour of the play,

he had himself carried across the gardens and into his

theatre. All was in readiness, and he went on, and with

increasing difficulty played to the end — "with super-

human effort held life in his body until the curtain fell."

An hour or so later, he was dead. (The armchair in which

he played that day is treasured at the Th6atre-Fraiu;:iis;

an exact copy of it is used by the players of the House

of Molifere, whenever "The Imaginary Invalid" is pre-

sented.)

Two priests who had been sent for refused to come to
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give him extreme unction; and it was only with greatest

difficulty, and by appealing to the King, that Christian

burial was secured for him. The archbishop, in granting

permission for Moliere's funeral, ordered that it must be

accompanied by "no pomp, with only two officiating

priests, and must be performed after dark, without day

service either in the parish of Saint-Eustache or elsewhere/'

So, in silence, and in darkness relieved only by the flam-

ing torches his friends held, he was lowered into the grave,

in the cemetery of Saint Joseph, a poor part of Saint-

Eustache burial-ground which was situated far from the

church, on the right of the old road to Montmartre; the

site of Moliere's grave is now covered by houses bearing

the numbers 142 and 144 rue Montmartre, and numbers

24 and 26 rue Saint-Joseph. In 1792, fearing the desecra-

tion of his tomb by the mobs, Moliere's remains were re-

moved to the Museum of French Monuments (where the

Beaux-Arts now is) ; and in the early part of the nine-

teenth century, they were interred at Pere-Lachaise.

Number 50 rue de Richelieu is the house where Jeanne-

Antoinette Poisson, known to history as Madame de

Pompadour, had lived for several years before she went to

Saint-Eustache to be married (in March, 1741), when she

was fifteen, to the nephew of her mother's "protector."

When Jeanne-Antoinette was nine, a fortune-teller named
Lebon had predicted that she would one day be the

mistress of Louis XV; and ever since then, Jeanne had

been preparing herself for it. Her marriage with the rich

young seigneur d'Etiolles she regarded but as a stepping-

stone to her larger destiny; and so, with her indefatigable

efforts, it proved to be.

Now we are nearing rue des Petits-Champs, and here, or

our right, is the Bibliotheque Nationale (National Library)

about which I shall say nothing now. Your guidebook has
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the essential particulars. This being Monday, we might

go in (the most interesting treasures may be inspected

Mondays and Thursdays), but we're moving on to lunch.

You may come back here after lunch, if so minded.

On our left is the pretty Place de Louvois with its

Visconti fountain of the Four Rivers. Louvois, Louis

XIV's minister of war and of buildings, lived here; in

1793 a theatre was built here, which later became the home
of the Opera, in front of which (in 1820) the Due de

Berri, Charles X's son, was assassinated.

In rue de Louvois, number 8, the north side of the

square, Antoinette Germaine sells artificial flowers — the

loveliest in the world, I think. We must go there, but not

now when we are hungry; for it is a hard place to tear one's

self away from.

That ancient-looking building behind the Bibliotheque

is part of the old Hotel de Nevers.

Now look, please, at number 62.

Cesar-Marie, Marquis de Talaru, was what we might

call the general director of the households of Marie

Antoinette — a position of much dignity, many favors to

bestow, and, presumably if not certainly, of rich perqui-

sites. In 1785, when he was sixty, he bought for more than

a quarter of a million livres a parcel of ground here, on

which he had a mansion built and a handsome garden laid

out.

When the Revolution took away his job, he had to re-

trench. And in 1793 he rented the mansion for seven

thousand livres a year to a restaurant-keeper who purposed

making a hotel of it; Talaru himself taking up his residence

in a smaller house, a sort of annex, next door.

But travellers to Paris were few in those days of the

busy guillotine, and the hotel lacked patrons. So the

proprietor, Gencc by name, knowing that all the prisons
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were full to overflowing, had the profitable thought to

make his place into a sort of boarding-house where

suspected persons awaiting trial might stay, if they were

able to pay handsomely for the privilege. What they paid

for, and got, was not merely a considerable degree of

comfort or even luxury, but " to be a boarder of the Talaru

house was a sort of guarantee of being forgot; for by a sort

of occult providence, the emissaries of the tragic Tribunal

seemed to steer clear of this jail."

But one fine morning an armed squad came and arrested

Talaru, in his modest annex, charging that he had been

faithful as long as he could— to August 10, 1792 — to

Marie Antoinette.

Pleading his age and his infirmities (he was nearly

seventy) Talaru begged to be allowed to board in his old

mansion until called for trial. Gence rented him a misera-

ble garret, and charged him for it exactly as much as he

paid Talaru for the whole establishment.

But Talaru was not " overlooked." On the 20th of July,

1794, he was summoned to appear before the Tribunal,

and taken to the Conciergerie. The next day he was
" tried," condemned, and executed. And five days later

those who were still in detention at his old mansion heard

the news-venders in the street crying, "All about the

arrest of ' Catiline' Robespierre and his accomplices." If

Talaru could have waited trial a week longer, all would

have been well with him!

Number 102 was bought by Voltaire shortly before his

death and was being made ready for occupancy by him

when he died. He left it to his niece, Madame Denis, who
had so long been his housekeeper. At 109, Dumas worked

on "The Three Musketeers" and "The Count of Monte
Cristo"; and at 112, Balzac had for years a refuge to which

he could retire when he had need of it — which was often!
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At number 96 is the restaurant Gauclair, a thoroughly

French sort of place, popular with French journalists and

little frequented by tourists. If we see any of our country-

men here, they are likely to be such as Will Irwin or

Robert Haven Schauffler or others of the Coffee-House

crowd in New York — men supremely "at home" in

Paris; even more so, perhaps, than in New York; and men
good to meet anywhere.

We shall have an excellent lunch (as the French conceive

it— but not of the American soda-counter variety) and

an opportunity to watch interesting types. And then, I

hope, we shall be ready for a further stroll. (Perhaps you

think we have walked a long way; but we are only half a

mile from where I met you, by Desmoulins's statue in the

Palais-Royal Gardens.)

Let us retrace our steps for a few feet on rue de Richelieu,

to rue Saint-Marc, and go through that street past rue

Vivienne to the entrance of the passage des Panoramas,

so called because of the two circular buildings which

Robert Fulton erected in 1799, one at the boulevard end of

this passage, and the other across the boulevard. In these

structures were displayed cycloramas of Rome, Naples,

Florence, and Jerusalem. And with the money he earned

thus, Fulton was able to continue his experiments in

steam navigation.

Now, down rue des Panoramas to rue Feydau, at

number 21 in which the Feydau Theatre stood, from 1791

to 1830.

On the night of October 4, 1795, a lachrymose drama
called "The Good Son" was playing there, and a young
man who was in the audience may have chosen it because,

while he seemed to be a failure in everything else in life, he

knew he was a good son. That evening he had said to his

friend Barras: "I must get a job! If I can't get one here,
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I'll go to Constantinople; they need good artillerymen

there/'

The play over, about ten o'clock, he came out into the

streets, walked down this tiny rue des Colonnes to rue des

Filles-Saint-Thomas, and turned east, on his way back to

his miserable hotel "At the Sign of Liberty" on what is

now called rue d'Aboukir.

Here, at the corner of rue Vivienne, he witnessed a sight

which made his blood boil.

The Bourse was not there, then; that ground was still

covered by the gardens and old buildings of the ex-convent

of the Filles-Saint-Thomas, suppressed by the Revolution,

but always a secret centre of Royalist sympathies in which

this section of the city was notably strong. Paris was full

of misery in those days following the collapse of the

Terror; scant rations distributed by card to long bread

lines; profiteering in all the necessities of life; terrible de-

preciation of currency, so that a gold louis, instead of being

worth twenty-five francs, was worth twelve hundred and

fifty-five! "ffe were better off under our kings," people

were muttering in many places. And this quarter of Paris

was known to be the heart of the monarchical movement,

and to be fomenting an outbreak. So, that night, more

than twenty thousand troops of the Paris garrison had

invaded the quarter, under command of General Menou;

and rue Vivienne, when our jobless young man got to it,

was full of foot and horse soldiers and artillery, and

officers galloping up and down the street — getting no-

where! A young Royalist named De Lallot was haranguing

the Republican troops — and they were listening! " In the

name of the Law," cried the insurgent, "I call on you to

withdraw." And they did!

Our young man, who was on the eve of becoming a Turk

because his own country would not make use of him, was
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stupefied — then furious. He followed the retiring troops

toward the Tuileries where the National Assembly was

in session, and witnessed the commotion there when the

Congress of the Republic learned that its troops had fallen

back from the fire, not of the Royalists' guns, but of their

street oratory. Menou was at once removed from com-

mand. But, where to find a successor?

"There is" said Barms, "nothing easier. I have the

man we need. He is a little Corsican officer."

And there, standing among the staring mob of on-

lookers, was his little Corsican, our theatre-goer; thin and

pale, with burning eyes and long, stringy hair; his boots

broken, his long coat worn threadbare, his hat— evidently

a "hand-me-down" — too big for his head.

Barras was empowered to offer him the command. Na-

poleon asked "time to consider!" "I will give you three

minutes," Barras said. At the end of that time Bonaparte

said, "I will take it, on one condition. If I unsheathe my
sword, I will not return it to its scabbard till the job is

done." Granted.

The next day, in front of the Church of Saint-Roch —

!

But we shall meet him there.

We'll walk op. now, down rue Vivienne, along the east

side of the Bibliotheque Nationale, till we come to rue des

Petits-Champs, turning out of the latter (where it ends)

into rue des Petits-Peres, so that we may glance in at the

Church of Notre-Dame-des-Yictoires where so many white

tapers are always flickering in the enshrouding gloom —
each symbolizing a prayer for some loved one's safety or

for the success of his endeavor in war or peace.

As we come out of the church, glance up rue du Mail,

where Bonaparte lodged in 1790, at the Hotel de Metz,

sharing a room with Junot, Marmont, and young Louis

Bonaparte, which cost them each about six cents a day.
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(There was a restaurant on rue des Petits-Peres where they

dined for six sous each.) And up the next street, rue

d'Aboukir, where he wTas lodging when he went to see

" The Good Son."

We are now in the Place des Victoires, with its eques-

trian statue of Louis XIV. This square, designed by
Mansart, was once very elegant; its architecture all of one

plan, and its residents rich and splendid. But it has not

succeeded in keeping its uniformity nor its dignity. At
this corner of the square where we are turning down rue

Croix-des-Petits-Champs, Bossuet, the great preacher,

once lived (3 Place des Victoires).

If we take a few steps east, on rue Coquilliere (the

northern section of Philippe-Auguste's city wall ran along

here; and at number 7 there is a fragment of it, about

twenty-five feet high and nearly twenty feet thick), we
shall come to rue Harold, at number 14 in which was the

Hotel Providence where Charlotte Corday lodged, and

whence she went to slay Marat. (The hotel was closed as a

public hostelry the day following the murder and the

building was torn down in 1893.) In a few minutes we
shall see where her stage from Caen set her down. It was

about noon on July 11th that she came here, following a
1

' runner '

' for this hotel, who carried her bag on his shoulder.

She was shown to room 7, and — fatigued by her two

nights en route — went at once to bed, sleeping till night.

Then she went downstairs and asked an old woman
employed in the hotel if Marat went to the Convention

every day. (Which was about like asking a chambermaid

in a New York hotel what are the daily habits of the

Police Commissioner.) There was nothing in the old

woman's reply to indicate that she had ever heard of

Marat. So Charlotte went back to her room. The next

day she spent trying to reach Marat at the Tuileries where
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she supposed him to be. She resolved to go to bis home.

The next morning, very early (as we have Been), she

bought her knife. Then she came up rue Croix-des-Pet its-

Champs, to which we are now returning, and followed it to

the Place des Victoires where there was a cabstand for

fiacres. Approaching a cab, she directed the cocher to

drive her to Marat's house. When he said he didn't know
where it was, she replied, "Find out."

About nine o'clock she was at Marat's house, over near

the Odeon, but could not gain entrance. So she returned

to the Hotel Providence, and spent the day writing her

''Appeal to Posterity.
M

Toward 6 p.m. she changed her gown, came out, hailed a

cab, and gave the address: "20, rue des Cordeliers."

Before we leave rue Herold you will, I am sure, like to re-

call that here, at number 12 (now gone), Alexandre Dumas
had his first Paris lodging.

The house numbered 10 (where Herold. the pianist and

composer of many operas, was born in 1791) is as Charlotte

saw it.

Now, back to rue Croix-des-Petits-Champs, number 23

in which was the mansion of that rich tax-collector who
was the "protector" of Pompadour's mother and the

uncle of Pompadour's husband. Madame Poisson (the

mother) died here on Christmas Eve, 174.3. full of regret at

leaving the world just when her daughter had become the

King's mistress. S< >me writers say that the first rendezvous

between Louis XV and Pompadour occurred here.

Next door, at number 21, there are still, at the back of

the court, some remains of a mansion where Henrietta

Maria of England lived for a time before taking up her

residence in the Palais-Royal.

Now we come to rue du Bouloi, named in the thirteen-

hundreds because of a bowling game there. At number 2
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i> an arched entrance-way above which we read Galerie

Vero-Dodat. If we step within, we shall find ourselves in

one of those long, glass-roofed arcades with many shops

and chambers above, of which Paris has a number —
though none on the magnificent scale of those recently

built in some Italian cities. This passage was built in 1826.

I like to bring my friends here for a special reason which

has nothing to do with anything to be seen.

Among the most impassioned lovers and chroniclers of

Paris in recent times was M. Georges Cain, late conservator

of the Carnavalet Museum and of the historic collections

of the City of Paris. He spent his life in an atmosphere

of Old Paris — among such memorials of it as the Car-

navalet conserves; roaming the streets and reenacting

other days; and finding his fellowships with living men in

that elect company of worshippers to whom Paris is, in

a way, almost a religion.

Well, here we are staring at the Galerie Vero-Dodat.

One day, not so many years ago, M. Cain was passing

here when a sudden shower forced him to take refuge under

this glass roof. He was not seeking this place — which he

knew well, of course — but was much interested to find

himself unexpectedly sheltered there; because, only the

evening before, he had been re-reading a delightful chapter

of Alfred de Musset in which the poet described a memor-

able supper enjoyed with Rachel in her lodgings at 38

Galerie Vero-Dodat in May, 1839.

De Musset had been to the Com6die-Frangaise to see

Rachel in "Tancrede," and after he left the theatre had

met her, under the galleries of the Palais-Royal, followed

by a squadron of youthful admirers. (She, herself, was

only eighteen, then!)

"I am taking you home to supper," she said to Alfred.

They had been home but a few minutes when Rachel
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found that she had left her rings and bracelets at the

theatre; so she sent her one-and-only servant for them, and

she herself cooked the supper — including beefsteaks.

Her mother was present, nodding and snoring in her chair.

After food, talk! And punch!

Rachel wanted to play Racine's "Phedre" (destined to

be her greatest part) and the powers that were told her she

was too young, too thin, "and a hundred other foolish

things/9

She brought the book, carrying it — Musset said —
with the religious air of an officiant bringing the sacred

vessels to the altar; and began to read. Musset could

never forget the scene: the table in disorder; the candle

with flickering flame by whose light she read; the mother

sleeping in her chair, but no less capable sleeping than

waking of comprehending the young goddess who had —
by what mystery! — sprung from her loins. As a picture,

Musset said, it was worthy of Rembrandt; as a pen-

picture, of Goethe's "Wilhelm Meister."

All this was vividly in M. Cain's mind that day as he

stepped forth into the streets of Paris on some errand or

other. Rain! And no umbrella. He went into a passage for

shelter — looked about— and it was the very "setting"

Musset had described! He went upstairs to what had been

Rachel's apartment — and lived it all over again.

That is Paris! To-day we read and are enchanted; to-

morrow, on our rounds, we may walk straight into the

frame of that which thrills us with the romance of other

days.

Nothing is dead, in Paris! All the charms of all the pasts

are there — not hidden away in dusty libraries, but

beckoning us on every hand, no matter where we go.

There is no wall between romance and reality; we step

from one into the other, freely, continually.
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We go to the Op6ra-Comique to hear Manon, and we
come out into the night and stroll through an ancient

street or two into rue Vivienne, where Manon and des

Grieux had their lodging; or we drive homeward (if we live

near the Luxembourg) past the old Seminary of Saint-

Sulpice where the third Act with that great final scene

takes place— and the moon is shining between the tall

towers of Saint-Sulpice Church, and into the garden,

near by, where Massenet lived when he was writing

"Manon." Or, we go to see "Les Mis6rables," at the

Odeon; and next day we find ourselves, on some other

quest, in that garden of the Little Picpus Convent into

which we saw Jean Valjean and Cosette drop from Javert's

sight and clutch, in the final scene of the drama.

Ever and ever it is like that, in Paris. The story-books,

the histories, the picture galleries, are all alive; and we are

"in" them, not on the outside.

Well, well!

I said, awhile back, that we would come, presently, to

where the stage set down Charlotte Corday, and many an-

other, with work to do in Paris. It was close to this gallery;

but no trace of it remains.

Perhaps you're tired of walking (although we haven't

walked a mile since luncheon) or of old streets and

houses.

We'll drive out to the Hotel de Ville, which is new and

magnificent. It is about a mile away. And we'll instruct

our cocher or chauffeur to go down rue du Louvre, past the

colonnaded east front of the palace, and Saint-Germain

l'Auxerrois across the way, along the shaded quais. I

won't mention anything that happened anywhere; one

"takes in" just so much of that in any one day — and no

more. We'll look as beauty-lovers, now, over toward the

Conciergerie, and the fleche of Sainte-Chapelle, and the
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squat towers of Notre-Dame, and the dome of the Pan-

theon crowning Sainte-Genevieve's hill.

The Hotel de Ville is shown to visitors from two to four

every day. And aside from its beauty, its gorgeous state

apartments, its wealth of mural paintings and sculpture, it

is for its majesty a sight which no American should miss

who has ever staggered through the foul corridors, over the

breastwork of cuspidors, in his city hall at home, cursing

the necessity which brought him there.

Some day we shall take a cue from Paris and have a

mayor and a seat of government for each one of our big-

city wards; and our centre of city government will be a

place reflecting our civic pride, fit for our civic hospital-

ity; not a market for peddlers' licenses, a loafing-place for

the dreadful henchmen of our almost equally dreadful

politicians. When we do our business as citizens in a

neighborhood hall where we know our office-holders, we
shall elect them more intelligently and have a better idea

of how they're serving us.

After we have visited the Hotel de Ville (particulars of

which our indispensable guidebooks will give us), we'll go

into the Mairie (or Hall) of the fourth arrondissement (or

ward) close by.

You may want to go home and rest now. Or you may
feel like a drive along the quais on this side of the Seine,

past the Trocaddro.

I thought that, if it pleases you, we'd dine to-night at

Marguery's on the boulevard de Bonne-Nouvelle (eating

the world-famous sole Marguery, of course!) and after

dinner stroll along the boulevards, past the theatres,

newspaper offices, caffe, to the Mus6e Gr6vin, at number
19 boulevard Montmartre, close to the top of rue de

Richelieu, where we ate our lunch.

I like my friends to visit Mus6e Gr6vin early in their
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Paris stay; because I find it helps to vivify many things for

them. It is a wax-works show, in the manner of Madame
Tussaud's, though not so large.

In the main hall we shall see startlingly lifelike figures of

many leading actors in the late war— some of them seem-

ing so real that we shall find ourselves hesitant to discus?

them out loud.

But it is the historic groups of earlier days that I

specially want you to see: an evening at Malmaison,

arranged under the supervision of Frederic Masson, the

eminent Napoleonic authority; the death-bed scene of

Napoleon at St. Helena, faithfully reproduced in every

tiniest detail; the murder of Marat, showing his room
exactly as it looked at the moment, and Marat sitting in

the identical bathtub in which he expired; the royal

family in their prison at the Temple when the mob thrust

up into Marie Antoinette's view the head of her dearest

friend, the Princesse de Lamballe, hacked to pieces at La
Force Prison during those September massacres we re-

called yesterday at the Carmelites'. And so on.

An hour or so here suffices; and the cost is slight.

After we come out, you may like to sit at a sidewalk

table in some of these many cafes, and have a coffee, an

ice, a liqueur, or what you will, and watch the crowds go

by. Or you may want to go exploring the night life up

Montmartre-way. I'm no guide for that. It is one of the

few aspects of Paris about which I cannot get up any

enthusiasm. I've been there, a few times, and seen the

same sorts of things I could see any night in New York or

even in Chicago, if I could find them worth the feeling I

have next day after spending night hours in a close room

thick with smoke and fumes and crashing with jazz. I've

no objection to smoke or to drink or to jazz — except that,

on the day after associating with a lot of them in a close
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room. I feel no better than if I had been imprisoned in the

Black Hole of Calcutta. And I hate to feel that way in

Paris, of all places!

And there's really more of Paris, and less of Cedar-

Rapids-let-loose, here in a popular cafe, under the sky.
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A TUESDAY PROGRAMME
The Louvre is open every day but Mondays; it is in the

very heart of Paris, and accessible from the street most

frequented by tourists; it is always there! Availing one's

self of what it offers ought to be as easy a thing as anybody

ever did. Yet I find that many of my compatriots have a

strange attitude toward the Louvre and the Luxembourg
— the only art museums that concern them much. They
regard them almost resentfully (or at best only resignedly)

as something that has "got to be l done/ " because it would

be awful to go home and say we hadn't; but, "Oh, dear!

there are so many other things I'd rather do."

Now, the truth is that few of us have the museum habit

at home, even those of us who live in cities that own very

good art collections. Perhaps we went in droves herded by

Teacher, when we were in school. Perhaps our club has a

"gallery tour" led by an artist (and followed by a lunch-

eon!) one morning in every year. Perhaps we semi-occa-

sionally take our country cousins to the museum— if

they'll go. But we don't frequent museums— we frequent

movies!— and we don't feel at home in them.

In Europe, though, we seem to feel that we must.

Now, I'm a heretic: I say we mustn't— unless there's

nothing we'd rather do. I say that the museum habit can't

be learned all at once, even if one wishes to ; and that trailing

through galleries so as to be able to say one has "done"

them is an unpardonable waste of time which might be bet-

ter spent doing something we can delight in and compre-

hend.
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I never go into the Louvre because I feel that I ought to!

The way I do is this

:

I am reading over certain parts of Ceilings "Auto-

biography," and I note what he says about "The Nymph
of Fontainebleau " which he executed for the palace, but

which, a note by the editor reminds me, is in the Louvre.

The next time I am in the vicinity of the Louvre, I go in

and look at it; and then I note that my guidebook suggests

that one compare the Nymph and Goujon's Diana in the

next room. So I do it — just to see why it was suggested.

And I look at the cast of it employed in the Salle des

Cariatides. Then I start on my out-bound way. Perhaps

I pursue it hastily— perhaps I don't. It all depends!

Or, I have been reading about the outdoor salons that

were held, two centuries ago, in the Place Dauphine; and

that among the pictures there exhibited (because rejected

by the regular Salon) in 1728 were some of the Chardins

now in the gallery of French painting of the eighteenth

century at the Louvre (and fabulous prices they cost, too!).

So, first time I can, I go to look at the Chardins.

Or, I find myself suddenly smitten with a new interest in

Clouet's portraits; and in I go to enjoy them in a way I

never did before.

And so on.

There are miles of galleries in the Louvre, and there

must be several miles of them that I haven't seen, haven't

even walked through. No one in a single lifetime could

know them all. I'm quite content if my desire of them

grows deeper and a little broader, every year.

So, you see, I could never be the sort of guide who'd say:

"Punctually at ten to-morrow morning, friends, we shall

assemble at the Pavilion Denon entrance of the Louvre.

And let no one be late, please; because we shall have to be

both punctual and brisk to see it all in two hours."
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But if, for instance, Sunday morning had been chill and
wet, instead of bright and warm for the babies and the

flowers at Pare Monceau, I might have said, " Let's go to

the Louvre for an hour or so." And it might have been

that we'd have gone no further than the Venus de Milo;

that we might have spent our hour there, looking at her

from every angle, and watching people approach her.

Many an hour have I spent doing just that! (Knowing

her charms, this adorable woman considerately provides

us with benches on which to sit, enraptured, before her —
or behind her — or on either side.)

And so it might be that in laying before you my sug-

gestions for this Tuesday, and telling you why I choose it

for Saint-Germain and " points en route," I'd say that if,

before our early lunch, you felt like spending an hour in

the Louvre, I'd be glad to go with you. But I'd be sure to

add that if you'd rather shop, or loaf along the quais, I'd

never " hold it against you." If you go to the Louvre be-

cause you think you ought to,I'm going to let you go alone.

I've gone there, sometimes, with people in that spirit; and
— well! I think I've done it times enough.

If, however, you're really eager to begin your acquaint-

ance with that greatest of all treasure-houses; and if you

have no special thing in mind that you want to see first,

I'd say:

Let's do this: let's go over and have a look. Mornings

are the ideal time for galleries; we're fresher then, and so

are they — that is, their air is fresher; and fewer people

are in them. The regulations about when certain parts of

the Louvre are and when they are not open have changed

frequently of late; but our hotel concierge will tell us if we

may see the Greek and Roman sculpture this morning. If

not, we'll stay outside.

Abhorring as I do those books which devote pages and
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pages to telling us what to look at in museums and what to

feel when looking and what to say after having looked, I

may be too hesitant about making suggestions to be of any

service as a guide. I'd so much rather, always, that a

friend should let himself be drawn wherever anything

beckons to him than that he should look at anything be-

cause / find it interesting or admirable.

But the Louvre is vast; it is possible to spend a great

deal of time there without finding any of the things you'd

like best to see. So, if you are like many of those with

whom I've come on their first visit there, I'd say we'll see

the Venus de Milo and the Winged Victory, and the Salle

des Cariatides, and anything else that engages your inter-

est on our way to and from those objectives.

The Pavilion Denon, by which we'll enter, is in the wing

nearest the river. We'll go through the glorious Place du

Carrousel (not without many a look about us, in every

direction) and easily find our doorway, between the

Gambetta and the Lafayette statues.

This section of the palace (which grew, much like a sec-

tional bookcase, in away; only the sections are— hap-

pily— not uniform) was built by (or for) Napoleon III.

We'll turn to our left, on entering, and go straight on, as

far as we can go; and there we shall find Venus, in a room
by herself, against a background of dark curtains the color

of which I cannot (many times though I have seen them)

tell you ; all I know about them is that they throw her into

admirable relief, and perform this their function so per-

fectly that we can be unaware of them. I hope we have

brought Rodin's little brochure on Venus, so we can sit

here and read it. It is like having him with us.

We are in the oldest existing part of the Louvre — the

part built by Francis I about 1546; and on top of the

foundations of the oldest Louvre, built by Philippe-
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Auguste about 1200. These are the rooms (these and those

above) in which the kings and queens lived in the days of

Francis I, and his son Henry II, and the three sons of

Henry II, and Henry IV. This is Pierre Lescot's work.

And it is here that we must "set" many of the most

familiar dramas of the Renaissance — beginning with

the sumptuous festivities prepared by Francis I for the

Emperor Charles V. It was during this week's round of

splendid gaieties that Charles (whose prisoner of war

Francis had once been, at Madrid) said: "Other cities are

merely cities; Paris is a world." —^-

We'll take a look, now, at the Salle des Cariatides which,

if walls could talk, might tell us breath-taking tales for

days on end : of Catherine de Medicis and Saint Bartholo-

mew's Eve; of Henry IV and Marie de Medicis; of Louis

XIII and Richelieu^and Anne of Austria; and of Louis XIV.
The contents of the room may not specially interest us;

but the room itself certainly does.

If, as we retrace our steps toward the door by which we
entered, we turn to our left in the Rotunde (or round

room), we shall find ourselves in the apartments of the first

wing that Catherine de Medicis built; over our heads is the

superb Galerie d'Apollon which, however, was not added

till later. The ceiling paintings in these rooms, done for

Marie de Medicis by Romanelli, suggest those of her Pitti

Palace in Florence.

The top landing of the Escalier (stairway) Daru con-

tains the Nike of Samothrace, which we call the Winged

Victory. And after having paid tribute to her, you may
feel that you are satisfied with your first glimpse of the

Louvre.

I would infinitely rather that a friend of mine should

leave the Louvre, thinking eagerly of getting back to it

soon and often, than that he should be the victim of a too
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intense zeal and not leave until he was footsore and eye-

weary and headachy.

If the sunshine is of a friendly warmth as we come out

into the Place du Carrousel, I suggest that we sit down
near Paul Bartlett's statue of Lafayette, which our school-

children paid for with their pennies and presented to

France.

There is so much to talk about, right here!

Get out your Guide to Paris and turn to the page where-

on the description of the palace and galleries of the Louvre

begins. Opposite, you will find a diagram in colors.

Near the top of the page, inside the completely enclosed

Cour du Louvre, you will see the faint tracings of Philippe-

Auguste's old castle, with its great round donjon and its

battlemented walls. It was a suburban retreat, in those

days; outside Philippe's great wall. The bristling remind-

ers of the old fortress did not disappear until Louis XIV
cleared them away, castles having become obsolete and

palaces the mode.

The western wall of Paris in Philippe's day (1200) was

just about where the eastern end of the Louvre now is —
the colonnade of Louis XIV.

A century and a half later, Charles V refortified the

larger Paris, and his west wall was about on a line with

where we're sitting now. So, then the Louvre was "in

town." But by that time the kings, who had really lived

there very little (preferring the palais on the He), were be-

ginning to tire of the discomforts of castles and to feel

sufficiently secure behind their city walls; so they lived,

for the most part, in the Saint-Paul palaces until Cather-

ine de Medicis ordered the last of them (the Tournelles)

razed, because her husband had died there, and moved her

numerous family to the Louvre, which she almost immedi-

ately began to expand.
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The only really habitable part, when she went there,

was the small section (colored orange on your Blue Guide
plan) which her father-in-law had built just before his

death. To this, she added the green sections on your

right; and also she built the Tuileries Palace which lay be-

tween the two pavilions now marking the western ends of

the Louvre. When we are on our way to the pont Royal

we are crossing ground that was immediately behind the

Tuileries, or across their west fagade.

You will see, on your diagram, that Henry IV started to

connect the two palaces with a gallery along the quai des

Tuileries, intended to meet his unlamented mother-in-

law's gallery along the quai du Louvre. He also put a

second story on her first construction, adjoining the

Francis I wing.

Then his son, Louis XIII, employed Lemercier, the

architect of the Palais-Royal, to add a wing adjoining that

of Francis I. And Louis XIV demolished the last of the

old castle, completing the palace of the old Louvre.

After that, nothing was added until Napoleon's time.

The first Napoleon built a wing which was to connect the

Tuileries with the Louvre on the north, as Henry IV's

wing and Catherine's did on the south; but it was only

half finished when he was deposed. The most extensive of

all the builders was Napoleon III whose contributions to

the vast pile are colored pale yellow on your diagram.

There was, you see, nothing between the Louvre and

the Tuileries (quarter of a mile away'i for more than two

centuries, except the galleries along the river-bank.

These beautiful great spaces were close-packed with old

streets and buildings.

The western wall of Charles V, coming from the river up

here across the Place du Carrousel, was taken down only

in Louis XIII's time, when the western fortifications were
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moved in a line with the grand basin of the Tuileries

Gardens and the rue Cambon. At the river edge, near

where the pont du Carrousel now i< (but a little west of it),

there was a city gate in Charles's wall; the Porte-Neuve it

was called, and by it Henry IV entered Pari- afl its king.

(He had fled from it, barely escaping with his life, more

than eighteen years before.) I think you may like to look

down there now, and see him riding in, very early on a

March morning in 1594. Gabrielle d'Estrees was there to

see him do it; he had brought her with him. She needed

some " impressing' '
— that Gabrielle who had seen him so

shabby and poor.

The Place du Carrousel, laid out on the site of the old

moat and ramparts, got its present name from a magnifi-

cent entertainment which Louis XIV gave there on the 2d

of June, 1662. Some say it was given for Louise de la

Valliere; but that is improbable, because he was then try-

ing to be a little discreet about Louise, who was still in his

sister-in-law's service. She was there, however.

At the north of this square there was the great en-

closure of that hospital for the blind, the Quinze-Vingt,

which Saint Louis had founded to care for three hundred

Crusader knights whose eyes the Saracens had put out;

and which grew and grew until, under Louis XVI, it had

five thousand inmates. It was moved away, in 1779, and

several streets cut through its grounds.

Between the place where Gambetta's statue now stands

and the west front of the Louvre, there was a labyrinth of

old streets and historic houses. It might be confusing to

enumerate too many of them; but I'm sure you'll like to

v that the famous le Rambouillet, where the

first and gre;/ .11 the French salons were held, was

just opposite the dour by which we entered the Louvre —
where the Pavilion Richelieu is now.
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The Place du Carrousel was the theatre of many dread-

ful scenes during the Revolution — populace rioting,

bodies burning, gutters running red with blood. The
guillotine stood here before Louis's execution, and was

again in operation here after his death.

Shall we visit the Tuileries now? Not a vestige of the

palace is left except that southwest pavilion, Pavilion du

Flore. And, incredible as it may seem, there is not in

existence even a plan of that edifice where so much history

was made, and which housed an imperial court within the

memory of men still living. But that indefatigable delver

in the dustiest, least-disturbed bundles of yellowing papers

in the Archives, M. Lenotre, has not only reconstituted

the Tuileries for us by patiently piecing together this and

that bit of topography scattered through state documents,

but he has done it as he has done all his work: evoking the

most stirring drama from those documents in which an-

other searcher would have found only dead, dry bones. The
most apparently insignificant details have a way of fairly

leaping from their burial-places at the approach of this

chronicler (that is the effect; the truth is that he toils

mightily to find them and to relate them one to another,

and to corroborate them), who knows how to handle them
go that his citations from the Archives have more glamour

of romance about them, more glow of life, than most

novels or dramas.

In his " Paris R6volutionnaire," M. Lenotre rebuilds the

Tuileries for us; and more: he re-peoples it. (I am sure

that the Minister of Education, under whose direction are

all public monuments in France, is one of M. Lenotre's

profound admirers. And I wish he would let M. Lenotre

persuade him that the interest of more sight-seers would

be served if the official guides who conduct persons through

palaces were to make their remarks less like a furniture
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catalogue and more of a reference to history. It cann- I

that the majority of tourists are interior decorators

buyers of antique French furniture. Why. then, the in-

:ble chant about Beauvais chairs. Aubi>

Gobelin tapestries, clocks by So- d-So and table- made
of this-and-that? Why not: "Here Napoleon took last

leave of the little King of Rome"; "Here Louis XIV and

Louise de la Valliere had their first, secret trysts"; etc.?

M. Lenotre makes the Tuileries much more vividly

realizable to us than are many of the palaces which i

intact.)

I -hall not ask you to go through it. room by room, re-

living one scene after another of its so varied and

tumultuous history. But I am sure you will like to k:

that its more attractive rooms were toward the gard

looking west; though its main entrance was from the Cour

du Carrousel, here, on the east. The grand stair

mounted from the doorway of the central pavilion —
which was in a direct line with the Arc du Carrousel that

Napoleon set up here. At the first landii
|

Chapel.

Then the stairs divided into two flight-

grand state apartments which all overlooked this court.

The living-rooms of the royal family looked out on to the

gardens.

Louis XV lived at the Tuileries, on occasions, during his

youth. But after that, it was not a royal residence n%

till October, 17S9. when the Parisian mob went or.

Versailles and brought back with it the rulers and their

family and an enormous retinue of their retainers. A
courier, galloping in advance of the slow-moving mob and

their captives, announced to the superintendent of the

Tuileries that the palace must at once be made read;

the King and court.

Now, this didn't mean airing the rooms and ordering
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clean linen put out, and seeing that there were flowers in

the vases.

For eighty years, or thereabouts, the palace had been
" granted" out, bit by bit, to an extraordinary assort-

ment of needy persons who had, or thought they had,

some claim on royal bounty. Actors, artists, seedy lords

and shabby ladies, old servitors suffering from all sorts of

disabilities — a miscellaneous horde of these crowded to

the roof rooms which had been designed for far other

purposes. Great state apartments were divided up, not

only vertically, but horizontally, to make honeycombs of

little cells; doors were cut; ladder-like staircases were in-

troduced; small shops catering to the wants of the tenants

were opened in vestibules, under stairways, and in the

courts; three theatres were established there; the Chapel

served as parish church to this motley flock.

Within an hour, on the afternoon of October 6, 1789, the

palace was emptied! Everybody and his lares and penates

was sitting outside or scurrying to seek another shelter.

And inside, an army of workers was trying to make the

rooms habitable for royalty.

There Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette lived, a hollow

semblance of power masking their actual captivity, for

nearly three years. From here they made their melodra-

matic escape in June, 1791 ; thither they were brought back

from Varennes, a few days later; there, on August 10, 1792,

Louis wrote his last order as king— that command to the

Swiss Guard to cease firing in his defence; the pathetic

scrap of paper is in the Carnavalet, whither we are going

to-morrow— and, taking the Dauphin by the hand, led

his family across the gardens to the back door of the

riding-school. " How early," was his only comment on that

flight from immediate destruction to waiting death, "how
early the leaves are falling this year!"
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We shall come here again and again. I won't weary you
with further details now. I just want you to see it with

your mind's eye, when we're passing hereabouts— that

palace which played such a par: in Paris history.

Perhaps you want to go back to your hotel before we
start on our long jaunt to Saint-Germain. We shall not

come back till evening. We can lunch at or near the hotel

— anywhere, so we're not too long about it, and start it

early.

If you're feeling affluent, you may want to hire an auto-

mobile for this trip. It will cost two hundred francs, I

think — though the concierge at the hotel can tell us

more exactly. If we are saving our motor money for other

trips, we can make this one by steam tram from the Arc de

Triomphe; going out the broad avenue de la Grande

Armee, through the Porte-Maillot and across Neuilly—
where the Fair may be in progress, if it's late June or early

July; if it is, we'll stop off* here coming back.

Our first objective this afternoon is Reuil, about six

miles from Paris, where Richelieu once had a magnificent

chateau of which there are no traces now. What we've

come to see are the tombs of Josephine and Hortense, in

the church.

Then on, by the tram again, to La Malmaison, three

quarters of a mile away, where Josephine died.

It is intensely interesting — Malmaison! — but one

goes through it in a group (usually very large) at a pace

which seems a gallop; and hears that standard chant about

the origin of the clocks and carpets.

Perhaps it is unreasonable to ask more. When I recall

the comments I have heard on such occasions, and try to

compute how many thousands more of the same sort the

attendants must have heard, it is not in my heart to blame

them for their disbelief in our intelligence.
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There were, for instance, those two American women
near whom I stood once, in the garden, here. Very ele-

gantly dressed, they were; and a few minutes later I saw

them enter a superb motor, at the gate. But their lives

had, evidently, been very little troubled by any " Who's
who" outside their social register.

"Just who," one of them, lowering her voice discreetly,

asked the other, "was this Josephine?"
" Why-ee," the second woman began, hesitatingly; "she

— er — lived here, with Napoleon."

"Were they— er — married?"

"I believe so."

It may be argued against the guides that they cannot

understand what "we" say; and pleaded in their extenu-

ation that if they told really interesting things, we English-

speaking persons, who make up so large a proportion of

their crowds, would not understand them. And I am glad

to say that no other country of my acquaintance does half

so well in this particular as France. But no other country

that I know has anything like her ardor for sharing her

treasures with all the world. So I respectfully submit my
suggestion that a really informing little talk on each of her

great show-places would be a work of education genuinely

worthy of her; and that one English-speaking guide in

each such place ought not to be difficult to provide. (In

the Catacombs of Saint Calixtus, at Rome, for example,

one goes through with a group of English-speaking, or

French-speaking, or German-speaking persons, as one

chooses; and for each, there is a Trappist monk who dis-

courses in the language of that group. It is not an im-

practicable idea, for a place visited by many thousands of

persons yearly.)

From Malmaison to Saint-Germain-en-Laye is five

miles, by that same steam tramway which brought us from
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Paris. The museum at Saint-Germain closes at five; and,

in order to see it, we ought to leave Malmaison by three-

thirty at latest. (Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays are

the only days the chateau is open to persons without a

special permission; Sundays are too crowded; Thursdays

we are saving for certain things accessible only on that day;

so we must see Saint-Germain to-day.)

There has been a castle here for eight hundred years and

more. But the present one was built by Francis I while he

was still M. d'Angouleme. He was married here to Claude,

daughter of Louis XII and of Anne of Brittany. Anne had

opposed this match for her daughter, in spite of Francis

being heir to the crown; and that delicious old Court

gossip, the Abb6 Brantome, says it was partly because

Anne had not relinquished hope of bringing her husband

an heir who would put a different aspect upon the eligibility

of Francis. Anne was only thirty-seven when she died; and

it was not unreasonable for her to entertain hope of a son.

But when she was gone, Louis consented to the union. He
was, however, so afflicted with grief for Anne that he re-

fused to put off mourning, or to let the Court put it off, for

the wedding. And, in consequence, "the bridegroom and

bride were vestured and clothed in black cloth, honestly

cut in mourning shape/' and all the Court was garbed like-

wise.

Perhaps that gloomy wedding had something to do with

starting the new chateau off wrong. Because, for that

reason or some other, it seems to have, in spite of its

magnificent situation, an undue share of sombre associa-

tions, of tear-drenched atmosphere.

The son of Francis and Claude, Henry II, must have felt

that his father's chateau left something to be desired; for

he started another, practically alongside, and his son-in-

law, Henry IV, completed it. But of this latter, not much

is left.
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The old chateau has recently been restored and now
contains a museum of antiquities which will interest us if

we have read a good bit about the Gauls and their conquest

by the Romans, and not a great deal if we haven't. But
everybody ought to see something of the interior of the

chateau; to visit the thirteenth-century chapel, and to go

to the church, across the way, where James II of England

wished to be temporarily buried — but was not. He died

at the chateau where he had lived for more than twelve

years, handsomely supplied by his cousin Louis XIV with

everything that he could wish for himself, his family, and

his followers. And as he lay dying, he was assured by
Louis that " Whenever it shall please God to call Your
Majesty out of this world, I will take your family under

my protection, and will recognize your son, the Prince of

Wales, as the heir of your three realms."

Which should have restrained somebody in the house-

hold of James from adding to those three crowns another,

and within an hour of James IPs death proclaiming his

son, at the gate of the chateau, "by the title of James III,

King of England, Scotland, Ireland, and France."

But Louis XIV seems to have borne no ill-will on this

account. He continued his bounty to Mary Beatrice of

Modena (James IPs widow) as long as he lived.

It was hoped that when "James III" was invested with

his numerous crowns he would remove his father's remains

to Westminster. Meanwhile, instead of interring them at

Saint-Germain, they were taken into Paris, to the church

of the English Benedictines at 269 rue Faubourg Saint-

Jacques, where the lead coffin containing them was opened,

in 1793, by a mob opposed to kings of any creed or dynasty,

and the bones thrown into a ditch with many others like-

wise disturbed.

If it is five o'clock, now, let us engage a carriage for a
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drive of an hour in the forest. Then, when we come back,

we shall have time for an hour on the terrace, before we

order dinner at the Pavilion Henri-Quatre.

This pavilion is all that is left of the chateau Henry II

started and Henry IV continued. But little as it is, it is

interesting for many reasons. Louis XIV was born here,

and we shall see the room where he came into the world.

And all the rest of the reasons are, that we shall dine

superlatively, here, while enjoying a view unrivalled in

the world.

In the birthplace of Louis XIV you may like to refre-h

your memory a bit and gather together some of the odds

and ends about his birth which are scattered through it,

here and there.

To-morrow we are going to the Bastille, where the Man
with the Iron Mask died; and to the Cemetery of Saint-

Paul, where he is buried. Recollections of Dumas are

pressing to the fore. You are beginning to remember

something about an older brother of Louis XIV being

smuggled away; to recall that breath-taking episode

wherein Dumas brings him back, years later, for a brief

period, and puts Louis XIV in the Bastille.

We know, now, that the Man with the Iron Mask was

not Louis XIV's brother. But in Dumas's history cf

"Louis XIV and His Century/' there are some details

about the coming-into-the-world of that prince which you

may like to have in mind here, in his place of advent.

Louis XIII had been married, at fourteen, to the

Spanish princess known to history as Anne of Austria ; and,

after twenty-three years of married life, was still child'.

The relations between hifl queen and himself varied from

indifference to hate. Much of the time they kept out of

each otli< . Louis had women friend-; but some

writers (Du:.. :ig them) have believed that his
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relations with them were irreproachable. The best-known

among them, Mademoiselle de la Fayette, had, in conse-

quence of some plotting against Richelieu into which she

had been led, sought refuge in a convent the site of which

we shall visit to-morrow, on rue Saint-Antoine. On
December 5, 1637, Louis went there to visit her. He
arrived at four in the afternoon. He left at eight in the

evening. He was domiciled, then, at Grosbois, about

fifteen miles southeast of Paris. It was raining hard, and

very dark. The King's coachman asked if the King wished

to return to Grosbois.

"Louis XIII," Dumas says, " seemed to struggle with

himself, and after a moment's silence he said: 'No, we go

to the Louvre.'"

" Arrived at the Louvre," Dumas goes on, "the King

went up to the Queen's apartments, greatly astonishing

her by his appearance; because, for a long time, Louis XIII

and Anne of Austria had rarely met. She rose and saluted

him respectfully. Louis XIII went to her, kissed her hand

with the same timidity he would have felt toward a woman
whom he saw for the first time, and in an embarrassed tone

said to her: 'Madame, the weather is so very bad that I

cannot return to Grosbois; so I have come to ask you for

some supper and a lodging for to-night.'

"'I shall be greatly honored and delighted to offer

them to Your Majesty/ the Queen replied, 'and I now
thank God for this storm which terrified me awhile

ago.'"

The next morning, Louis returned to Grosbois. Dumas
thought the tempest a mere pretext. He believed that

Mademoiselle de la Fayette had urged him to effect a

reconciliation with the Queen.

In May, Her Majesty's physician told the King (who

seems to have thought very little more about the rec-
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onciliation) that Her Majesty was about to make him a

father.

The news spread quickly through France and through-

out Europe, and so eager were the people of Paris to hear

without delay the happy announcement they hoped for

that they had messengers so thickly stationed all along the

route to Saint-Germain that they could signal to one an-

other. If the child were a girl, the news was to be conveyed

by silence and folded arms; if a dauphin were born, it was

to be made known by hats thrown in air and joyful cries.

At half-past eleven on Sunday morning, September 5,

1G3S, Louis XIII received from the hands of the attendant

midwife the child just born, and going with it to the

window held it up and cried

:

"A son, gentlemen, a son!"

Along the living "telegraph" the announcement flew;

and in a very few minutes, Paris was wild with joy.

Then, here in this chamber of his birth, the Dauphin

was privately baptized by the Bishop of Meaux, in the

presence of as many princes, princesses, lords, ladies, and

Court functionaries as could be crowded into the Queen's

room. After which, the King and Court went to the chapel

of the old chateau, where a Te Deum was sung with great

pomp.

The bells of Paris rang, the cannon at the Bastille and

the Arsenal boomed in salute. That night all the mansions

were illuminated; candles of white wax burned in thou-

sands of windows; paper lanterns hung in the streets where

tables were set that every one might eat and drink and be

merry. A mighty bonfire seemed trying to tell the glad

news to the stars.

As we stand on the terrace of the Pavilion Henri-Quatre,

looking away toward Paris, perhaps we can see those

messengers stationed along the route, throwing their
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hats in air on that September noon, nearly three cen-

turies ago.

Louis XIV is said to have disliked Saint-Germain as a

residence because he could see from here the Church of

Saint-Denis which was to be his sepulchre. That, they

say, is why he built Versailles. But there were, doubtless,

many other reasons.

Perhaps you are tired thinking of Louis, now, and want

to give yourself up to the enjoyment of your dinner (which

includes Saint-Germain soup, of course!) and of the view.

If the night is fine, you will get for the picture-gallery of

your memory a landscape that will delight you as long as

you live. Seen from this height, the windings of the silver

Seine are of an incomparable loveliness. That bower of

green on the horizon is Paris. Above it soars the ethereal

Eiffel Tower. Occasionally one catches a glimpse of gleam-

ing Sacre-Coeur.

The air is full of the perfume of flowers and of fruit

ripening on southern walls. The Seine begins to reflect the

afterglow. Down a river rosy-red comes a black barge,

bound for Rouen or for Havre. We walk along the garden

terrace, and the world seems full of lovers. It must be

very wonderful to be in love, at Saint-Germain! But then!

it's very wonderful to be there at all.
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I'll ask you (if to-day is not rainy) to meet me at the

Carnavalet Museum at ten-thirty. Take the Metro to the

Saint-Paul Station, or a cab to the museum door.

The quarter of Paris with which you are to begin your

acquaintance this morning is one of the most fascinating

in the world, and has been more passionately beloved

by great romancers, more frequented by them, than any

similar area on earth; for, the deeper we get into the heart

of this district (still known as "the Marais" because it

was once a marsh), the more it seems to us as if every man,

woman, and child who ever lived here had felt in duty

bound to make himself or herself into a story that could be

told and re-told forevermore. The books that have been

written about the Marais and its inhabitants (many of

them by its inhabitants!) would fill a very, very large

library. If we lived here for years, and went story-hunting

every day, we should by no means overtake them all. So

you may know that we shall not do much in two or three

brief strolls through this labyrinth of old streets. But I'll

do my best to give you an inkling of what's to be found

there.

Your driver, if you came by cab, has probably brought

you out rue de Rivoli, past the Hotel de Yille, to where it

joins old rue Saint-Antoine that was the Roman road to

the east. Those masters of all that pertained to roads kept

this one diked, to prevent its partaking of the soggy, boggy

nature of the river-bank or of the low land to the north —
the marsh, the Marais. And then, bit by bit, the bog on
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both sides of the road was filled in, planted, cultivated,

built upon. Philippe-Auguste took a good deal of it within

his city when he built his great wall. Charles V took in the

rest of it, a century and a half later. Charles, when he

succeeded to the throne, in 1364, announced that hence-

forth the new palace in the Marais was to be the chief

royal residence, although he would continue to hold court

at the palais on the island and to entertain guests at the

Louvre.

The Marais district had, up to that time, been largely

occupied by convents and their gardens and dependencies.

Now it began to be fashionable; and for more than three

hundred years it was the elegant section of Paris.

At the Jesuit Church of Saint-Paul-Saint-Louis, which

we shall visit, later, your way turns north into rue de

Sevign6, which received its present name only in 1867, but

was an important thoroughfare more than six centuries be-

fore that. Number 11 contains an east wall of the old

prison of La Force, which played such a sinister part in

Revolutionary history; it lay between here and the street

west. Another wall of the prison is in the caserne, at

numbers 7 and 9. (This is the prison where the Princesse

de Lamballe was butchered on Sunday, September 2, 1792

— her head was thrust up, soon afterwards, at Marie

Antoinette's window; where du Barry was held until her

removal to the Conciergerie; whence Th6r6zia Cabarrus

sent the note and dagger to Tallien.)

At the corner of rue de S6vign6 and rue des Francs-

Bourgeois is the Carnavalet. The president of the

parlement of Paris bought this ground in 1544, and

commissioned Pierre Lescot to build him a mansion and

Jean Goujon to embellish it with his peerless sculptures.

When Francis I saw what they were accomplishing, ho

ordered them to build for him that wing of the Louvre
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which we visited yesterday, and this work was continued

by Jean Bullant, who, young though he was, had just

shown his mastery in the magnificent chateau he was build-

ing at ficouen, ten miles north of Paris, for the Constable

Anne de Montmorency. (Bullant was, later, one of the

architects of the Tuileries.) Du Cerceau the youngest

worked on it, too — nearly a century later — and the elder

Mansart in the generation after that. So it is in itself, as a

building, no inconsiderable history of Paris architecture.

And aside from its many beauties of design and workman-
ship, and all the treasures it contains, it is worth a pilgrim-

age if for no other reason than that Madame de S6vign6

'

was tenant of part of it during the last nineteen years of

her life, and from here wrote many of those letters which

are among the supreme things alike in epistolary literature

and in pictures of high life in Louis XIV's reign.

I have, about seeming to select what may interest you in

the Carnavalet collection, the same hesitancy that I have in

making suggestions about the Louvre and other museums.

You may be fascinated by the Gallic and Roman articles

which tombs or the muddy bed of the Seine have yielded

up; and you need not be an archaeologist to find them

interesting. You may care for the architectural fragments,

survivals of buildings in which history has been made for

fifteen hundred years. You may decide to come often and

spend hours on the pictures and plans of old Paris. You
may care, most of all, for Madame de Sevign6's rooms and

the objects they contain belonging to her time and her

brilliant world.

But whatever else may or may not interest you, I am
sure you will be deeply, absorbingly interested in the

rooms devoted to the Revolutionary period. We are on

our way to the site of the Bastille; you will be able to re-

construct it in your mind's eye, after you have seen these
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models of it. One of the abuses that made the Bastille so

hated were the lettres de cachet by which a person could

be arrested, immured in this fortress, kept from all com-
munication with the world outside, and so held, in-

definitely, without charge or trial; often these letters or

warrants were made out in blank and given to persons

in royal favor, who could use them to effect the seizure of

any one they wanted out of the way. And it frequently

happened that no one belonging to the captives knew what
had become of them. Here, in a glass case, are some lettres

de cachet. There was a man named Latude who escaped

from the Bastille by means of a rope ladder and who spent

thirty-six years in imprisonment. Here is his portrait, and

here is the very ladder.

Here is that pathetic scrap of paper on which Louis XVI
signed his last order as King of France. Here is a case of

documents relating to his execution. Here are the furnish-

ings of Marie Antoinette's room in the Temple prison; and

the widow's weeds she wore; and the playthings of her

little son. And so on.

It is a place to lure one back and back again, this beauti-

ful old mansion with its great memories and its collection

of treasures which mean more and more to us on each visit,

as we have learned to know more and more about Paris.

At number 29 rue de Sevign6 (just north of the

Carnavalet) is the Historical Library of the City of Paris.

This rue des Francs-Bourgeois which runs along the

south side of the Carnavalet is one of the most story-telling

old streets any one ever loitered along. In the thirteenth

century there were almshouses along here, sheltering those

"free burghers" whose civil status was such that they had

the legal right to change their domicile (which serfs of the

country soil and many petty city folk had not) so long as

they did not move out of the same district; but whose
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financial status was such that they couldn't move, and

they even had to be exempted from many of the taxes paid

by Paris citizens. Many grand folk dwelt hereabouts, too,

and at the same time; but it was the free burghers who
gave the street its most enduring name.

If it were not that we shall come back into this street

again on Sunday, we'd wander in it a bit now. But for the

present, we'll just go to the west end of the Carnavalet

(farthest from the entrance), cross the street, and look at

the beautiful Hotel Lamoignon built a little later than the

Carnavalet, for Diane de France, Duchess of Angouleme,

legitimated daughter of Henry II— not, say the historians,

by his great mistress, Diane de Poitiers, but by an Italian

who seems to have played no part in his life save that of

giving him this daughter of whom he was extremely fond;

perhaps she did not even do that, for there are good

students of French history, besides Dumas, who believe

that she was Diane de Poitiers' daughter. What is certain

is, that one of the first acts of Henry as king was to legiti-

mate her. And as Diane de Poitiers ruled him, absolutely,

it seems unlikely that she would have permitted such

honor to the child of another woman and that one of low

estate. Dumas, in "The Two Dianas," makes the Italian

girl a fiction to cover the maternity of the great lady. You
may think with Dumas or with the cyclopaedias. But in

any case, Diane de France was a fine woman, of good

character and good sense; infinitely the best child that

Henry begot, and the most comfort to him. Her half

brothers were devoted to her, too, and she had the right of

entrde into their royal councils at any time. It was she

who effected the reconciliation between Henry III and

Henry of Navarre.

Diane left this mansion to her bastard nephew, the son

of Charles IX and Marie Touchet. Later, when it had be-
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come the Hotel Lamoignon, it saw much of Moliere, of

Racine, of Boileau, and others of that great group. In

1721 a boy was born here who was to die on the guillotine

in '93 for having defended his king; Lamoignon de Male-

sherbes was his name. To-morrow we shall see his statue

in the great hall of the Palais de Justice. And if we go

back into a small court which is all that is left of the

once extensive garden, we may look up at the windows of

an apartment where Alphonse Daudet lived in 1867, and

wrote "Fromont jeune et Risler aisne," and was visited in

his "sky salon" by many notables of his day.

Rue des Rosiers, which Ave are now crossing, is a little

ghetto containing many old houses, but none with a history

of special interest for us.

As we continue on our way back to rue Saint-Antoine,

we are again on ground associated with the prison of La
Force. This street, rue du Roi-de-Sicile that we are cross-

ing, was so called because here, in the thirteenth century,

Charles of Anjou, younger brother of Saint Louis (Louis

IX), had a palace; and Charles was King of Naples and

of Sicily. It was a part of this palace, many times restored

and rebuilt, that became the main prison of La Force;

the women's prison, La Petite Force, was a new building,

still unfinished, when it began to receive Revolutionary

prisoners. The court where the massacres took place was

at the corner of rue Malher and rue du Roi-de-Sicile. The
Princesse de Lamballe and one hundred and sixty-seven

other Royalists were butchered there on that Sunday after-

noon and evening of September 2, 1792. That unhappy

Cardinal Balue, whom Louis XI kept in a cage for eleven

years (and who survived it!), was once the master of this

princely hotel; and there were many other interesting

and great folk who lived in this street.

Now we'll cross rue Saint-Antoine and glance down rue
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du Pr6vot, with its ancient houses. Until 1908 there

still in existence one turreted building of the fourteenth-

century mansion from which this street took its name and

ubout which so many memories clung that it is hard to for-

give anybody who was responsible for its demolition.

If we go through this narrow passage Charlemagne to

rue Charlemagne, we shall find back of the Lycee Charle-

magne (a boys' school) the Petit Lycee Charlemagne, a

school for girls, which has its gas meter in the remains of

an old tower of Philippe-Auguste, called the Tour Mont-
gomery. Philippe's wall ran north along here from the

Seine to rue Saint-Antoine, and at this point in it there

was a gate or postern called the Saint-Paul Gate, between

two towers.

This rue Saint-Paul to which we're coming was the west-

ern boundary of that tract within which were the palaces,

gardens, orchards, menagerie, and other appurtenances of

the great royal domain of Saint-Paul. The name came

from the very ancient Church of Saint-Paul which stood

here until 1729, on the site of an earlier oratory destroyed

by the Normans. This church was in a cemetery in which

interments were already being made in the seventh cen-

tury, and continued to be mads until the eighteenth. Ra-

belais was buried here, and so was the Man with the Iron

Mask, who was Count Mattioli; we shall say more about

Mattioli later, at the Bastille.

Look down this picturesque little old rue Eginhard

named for the chronicler of Charlemagne's great deeds,

and to our right up this pa int-Kerre down which

people used to go to the cemetery.

Xow a turn to our left on rue Saint-Antoine, and we'll

enter the present Church of Saint-Paul-Saint-Louis. The

latter name is linked with the former because in the I

sixteenth century the Jesuits, who were installed just v.
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of here (where the Lyc6e Charlemagne now is), built be-

hind the then existing Church of Saint-Paul a little church

dedicated to Saint Louis. In 1727, Louis XIII laid the first

stone of a costly church dedicated to Saint Louis (the

present edifice) and contributed largely to the building ex-

pense. Richelieu paid for the main portal, and celebrated

the first Mass here, on May 9, 1641, not long before his

death. Until the Revolution his coat of arms was above

the door. Until then, too, the hearts of Louis XIII and

Louis XIV were here, in magnificent cenotaphs; and the

remains of the Grand Conde in a superb mausoleum by
Sarazin, and those of Bourdaloue, the great pulpit orator

who here preached the Grand Conde's funeral sermon.

("He preached divinely/ ' Madame de S6vign6 said of

Bourdaloue. " It seems as if nobody had ever preached be-

fore" — though Bossuet was but just dead and she had

greatly admired him— " I do not draw a breath until he is

pleased to finish.")

It is said that at the Revolution the architect who was

charged with the work of seeing that royalist and aristo-

cratic tombs were duly desecrated and destroyed, gave the

heart of Louis XIV to the painter, Saint-Martin, who
thereupon bought the heart of Louis XIII, and sought to

extract from these and the drugs used in embalming them

a rich brown color for his canvases. Subsequently, a

painter named Drolling is said to have bought eleven

hearts for the same purpose, including those of Marie-

Th^rese, the Duchess of Burgundy, the Regent, and

Madame Henriette d'Orleans!

The church is constructed on the model of the Church of

Jesus in Rome, and at one time was surpassed by no church

in Paris in the splendor of its possessions. Not many of

them are left. Perhaps you have, as I have, a great dis-

taste for this style of architecture and decoration. But I
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think you will like to step inside, if only for a moment, be-

cause of the eminent persdns who have sat here, on one

occasion and another; practically all of that fascinating

great world of the mid-seventeenth to mid-eighteenth

centuries passed in and out here. If I could have come

here but once, then, I would choose that it might have

been to the funeral of the Grand Conde\

The Lyc6e Charlemagne, next door west, occupies, in

part, ground that once was the site of two mansions be-

tween which ran the wall of Philippe-Auguste; a part of it

is still standing, along the entrance corridor of the school.

The eastern of these two mansions was the first to become

Jesuit property (in 1580), and later they bought the other

also, and constructed a great new building. Bourdaloue

lived here, and so did Pere Lachaise, the confessor of Louis

XIV, who married the King to Madame de Maintenon.

The present library of the school was the apartment of

Pere Lachaise, who died there.

Many eminent men of art and letters have been scholars

at this school; among them, Gustav Dor£, Th6ophile

Gautier, and Michelet the historian (whose father was a

printer hereabouts).

Now we'll move eastward along rue Saint-Antoine to-

ward the Bastille. (Our saunter from the Carnavalet has

covered very little ground, and lasted perhaps twenty

minutes.) It is one of the oldest streets in Paris, this rue

Saint-Antoine, which was the Roman road to the east, and

which got its name from an abbey of Saint Anthony here-

abouts. And it has seen many great spectacles. In the

olden days, nearly all the pompous processions into Paris

entered by the east gate, the porte Saint-Antoine, built by

fitienne Marcel, who tried to deliver it to Charles the Bad.

(We'll revert to Marcel when we get to where his gate

was.) For the present, as we Btroll — we are about a
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quarter of a mile from the Bastille — let us look to right

and left for vestiges of those olden days.

Here, at the corner of rue du Petit-Muse (which was a

lovers' lane more than five centuries ago), there is what's

left of the Hotel de Mayenne which Diane de Poitiers

bought in 1554, when Henry II was still living some of the

time at the palace of the Tournelles, a stone's throw away.

Charles V, Charles VI, Charles VII, and Louis IX had all

lived in it, though probably not in the part we see, which

seems to have been built for Diane after Henry died. The
Due de Mayenne, whose name it bears, was one of the

brothers of the House of Guise and the only one who
escaped the vengeance of Henry III, whose death they

plotted in one of the rooms of this mansion.

Next to it is the one-time chapel (by Mansart) of that

convent to which Louis XIII came to visit Mademoiselle

de la Fayette. It is now a Protestant church called Sainte-

Marie.

On the other side of rue Saint-Antoine, a bit back, is the

Hotel de Sully built by a grandson of the architect that

designed Diane's house, and bought in 1634 by Sully who
had been Henry IV's great finance minister— the one

who opposed Henry's plan to marry his mistress, Gabrielle

d'Estr£es, causing Henry to say to Gabrielle, "I could do

without ten mistresses like you, better than without one

minister like him." And at that, Henry loved Gabrielle

better than he ever loved any other woman. But Gabrielle

had been long, long in her grave when Sully came here to

iivc— and Henry in his, too, for almost a quarter-century.

This narrow street on our right as we approach the

Place de la Bastille, is rue Lesdiguieres. In 1819, Balzac

came there to live in a garret, at number 9 — in a house

since demolished. Business of the army had kept his

father in Paris for six years; now he was taking his family
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back to Tours. Honor6 wouldn't go; he was determined to

stay in Paris, and to be — of all crazy, starvation things!

— an author. His father was horrified. But Honor6 de-

clared his willingness to starve. So his father granted him

an allowance that would just keep soul and body together,

and his mother found him this garret. The garret wa

dark that the new tenant had to spend more on oil than on

bread; it was suffocating in summer, and freezing cold in

winter, and rains and snows came through the leaky roof

on to the young author's bed. But he wrote to his mother:

"I am not sick of my hardships — I love them." He was

free! Master of his own time and movements, in the great,

world that is Paris. A short walk and he was in the library

of the Arsenal with its wealth of documents as well as of

books. All about him were people who were potential

books!

"A fire," he writes his mother, "broke out in rue

Lesdiguieres, number 9, in the head of a poor lad, and no

engines have been able to put it out. It was kindled by a

beautiful woman whom he does not know. They say she

lives at the Quatre-Xations [the Institut de France, where

the Academies are housed], the other side of the pont des

Arts; she is called Fame. Unfortunately, the burned youth

reasons; he says to himself: 'Either I have or I have not

genius; in either case I am laying up a store of sorrows.

Without genius, I am done for. I must then pass my life in

feeling desires I cannot satisfy, in miserable envy, cruel

pain. With genius, I shall be persecuted, calumniated; and

I know very well that Mademoiselle Fame will have to

wipe away abundant tears.'"

At number 3 rue Saint-Antoine, here on our right, is a

Bouillon Duval, one of a chain of "popular price" restau-

rants. The original Duval, and the best, is in rue Moi

quieu, near the Palais-Royal; the others are— everywhere.
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I cannot say much in their praise, for I seldom patronize

them; but I do sometimes go to this one when I am in this

vicinity. And as the Duvals are a phase of Paris food-

purveying, and you want to try many sorts, this is a good

occasion to make acquaintance with one. If you feel dis-

inclined for this, try Les Quatres Sergents de Rochelle,

3 boulevard Beaumarchais, for a hearty luncheon.

After lunching, and resting, we'll step out into the great,

busy Place de la Bastille from which streets radiate in

every direction, like wheel-spokes — all of them new, ex-

cept this one that we've followed. The east wall of the

city in Philippe-Auguste's day was, as we have just seen, a

quarter of a mile west of here, where Lycee Charlemagne

is.

Kings came, and went— nine of them, in a century and

a quarter following Philippe's death; and then one of them,

John, went to England a captive of the Black Prince after

the battle of Poitiers; his son Charles the Dauphin be-

came regent, and called a meeting of the States-General

(or parliament of people, clergy, and nobles), in which

there loomed up, bigger than all else besides, the figure of

fitienne Marcel, who, as head of the guilds, or labor unions,

of Paris exercised great power and the right to speak for

" the masses." In their name and their interests he bought

a pillared mansion where the Hotel de Ville has ever

since stood, and set up a city hall for Paris. In the States-

General, he demanded many reforms.

" That session," says Alfred Rambaud in his " History of

French Civilization," "was one of the most important in

our history. There were about eight hundred deputies, oi

whom the greater part were men of the third estate [the

Commons]. . . . Since royalty seemed unable to govern and

defend the country, the bourgeoisie intended to take the

direction." Before any more money was to be voted, there
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must be reforms in the way the money was spent. A com-

mittee of eighty drafted a bill of the reforms demanded.

Charles tried to evade this, but found that the country at

large was of the same mind; so he yielded. "In these

demands," says Rambaud, " there was not only a vast

reform, financial, judicial, administrative, and military;

there was a complete revolution . . . the Magna Charta of

England contained nothing more. If this reform had en-

dured, the French would have been as free as the English.

"

But Charles, who eventually won the sobriquet of "The
Wise," was not wise yet. He resisted these reforms and

restrictions; and Marcel roused the Parisians, led them to

the palais, where they slew two of Charles's counsellors,

and placed on the Dauphin's head his own cap of red and

blue — just as, more than four hundred years later, an-

other mob of the Parisian populace, invading another

royal palace, forced Louis XVI to unite those colors with

the Bourbon white, and wear the Tricolor of the Revo-

lution, of the Republic.

Then it was war to the death between Marcel and Charles

the Dauphin. And the death was Marcel's. He tried to

" oust " Charles from power and to put in his place Charles,

the King of Navarre, who was doubly descended from

Saint Louis and was married to a sister of Dauphin Charles;

the attempt failed, though for a time Navarre ruled the

city and the Dauphin besieged it. But Navarre was too

tricky to rally 'round; he was the sort who enters into

negotiations with both sides at once, and makes the better

bargain, whatever it is. He deserted Paris and Marcel,

"for a consideration." Then changed his mind, joined

forces with the English, and came bark again.

Meantime, Marcel had been "letting out" the fortifica-

tions of Paris, and just here where we are, at the end of rue

Saint-Antoine, he built a gate called porte Saint-Antoine.
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In the night of July 31, 1358, Marcel came here to open
this gate to Navarre's men and let them in to take Paris.

"The same night," Froissart says, "God inspired

certain burgesses of the city . . . who, by divine inspiration,

as it ought to be supposed, were informed that Paris should

be that night destroyed." So they armed, and made their

way here — where we are standing — and found Marcel

with the keys in his hands. Their spokesman asked what
Marcel was doing, and, when denied an answer, said: "By
God, you are not here for any good, at this hour, and I'll

prove it to you." So — though he was' Marcel's close

friend — he "gave with an axe on Eltienne's head, that he

fell down to the earth."

So died, here where we stand, a mighty man of the

people who would have wrought great good to his country

had he not convinced himself that "the end justifies the

means." His naked body lay exposed to view for days,

just where you turned off rue Saint-Antoine into rue

Sevigne to go to the Carnavalet. And after that it was

thrown into the Seine. You saw his imposing statue on

horseback, at the Hotel de Ville. There is a broad modern

street named for him. He had a great vision, but he died

caught in a dirty bit of treachery. And it was more than

four centuries before another great act in the drama of

Democracy was enacted on the same spot.

Charles the Dauphin became Charles the King; he

transferred his residence to this district, and ordered the

construction of a strong fortress at the east gate of Paris

where the immemorial road ran toward the Valley of the

Marne, the trodden avenue of invasion.

A line of white traced on the pavement marks the exact

site of the Bastille; and you have in mind how it looked,

after having seen the model in the Carnavalet.

It was not used as a prison, at first, but parts of it were
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so used during the reign of Charles VI. While the English

were in possession of Paris, after Agincourt, that soldier

whom Shakespeare has immortalized (if traduced!) as

Falstaff was Governor of the Bastille.

The odious lettres de cachet did not begin until the days

of Richelieu; but there had been noted state prisoners

there long before that: Cardinal Balue, under Louis XI;

Bernard de Palissy, the great potter, who, because he was

a Huguenot, died at the Bastille, in 1590; and others.

In 1698, a prisoner wearing a mask, not of iron but of

black velvet, was brought to the Bastille. Five years later

he died there, and was buried in the Cemetery of Saint-Paul,

under the name of "Marchioly." The amount of specu-

lation and research and argument this prisoner has caused

is paralleled by nothing in the history of any other prison.

Voltaire, who was twice imprisoned at the Bastille, once in

1717 and again in 1726, did a great deal to arouse interest

in the man of mystery; he said he had heard many things

from persons who were "on the ground" when the masked

man was there; he asserted that the man of mystery was a

bastard son of Anne of Austria and Mazarin; he hinted

that there was more he might say. After Voltaire died, an-

other writer declared that the Man with the Iron Mask
(they stuck to the iron it sounded so much better than

velvet) was a legitimate twin brother of Louis XIV. Xext

came a story hat this brother of the great King had a son

born to him, of some prison alliance, and this son went to

Corsica, took the name of De Buona Parte, and became

the ancestor of Napoleon! According to others, he was B

son of Louise de la Vallicre; he was an illegitimate son of

Charles II of England; he was Fouquet, Louis XIV's dis-

graced minister; and bo on. Dumas, in "Le Vicomte de

Bragelonne," makes him Louis XIV's older brother.

M. Funck-Brentano, the very scholarly librarian of the
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Arsenal Library at Paris, where the archives of the Bastille

are, has given years of research to the mystery, and has

satisfied himself and most (but not all) others that the

masked man was one Mattioli, who had agreed, for one

hundred thousand crowns, to betray to Louis XIV a

frontier fortress at Casale, which he (Mattioli) was hold-

ing for the Duke of Mantua. Mattioli "renigged," as we

say; and Louis XIV had him kidnapped and imprisoned—
first at the fortress of Pign6rol in Piedmont; then, when
that fortress was given up to Savoy, at Sainte-Marguerite

in the Bay of Cannes; and then, after nineteen years of

captivity, transferred to the Bastille. I am entirely satis-

fied with M. Funck-Brentano's findings. But in case you

don't care to be convinced by them, you have the sup-

port of so eminent an authority as Hugh Chisholm, M.A.,

editor-in-chief of the Eleventh Edition of the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica— who is not convinced by them at

all.

Next to the Man with the Iron Mask, the most " popu-

lar " prisoner of the Bastille was Latude, a nameless bit of

human driftwood who thought to curry favor with Ma-
dame de Pompadour by sending her a box of poison, and

then hastening to warn her of the wicked plot against her

life. He underestimated the lady's shrewdness. She saw

through his scheme and had him put in the Bastille, in

1749. After a short stay there, he was transferred to

Vincennes, whence he escaped; he was retaken, and sent

back to the Bastille; escaped after six years, and was soon

caught and returned to Vincennes; next year he escaped a

third time, and was soon recaptured. After twenty-eight

years of prison life, he was discharged on condition that In

get out of Paris and keep out. He remained, and was re

turned to prison for another seven years, his definite re-

lease not occurring until 1784. During the Revolution he
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was made a hero of, and the heirs of Madame de Pom-
oadour were compelled to pay him sixty thousand francs

damages. He died in Paris in 1805, at the age of eighty.

He wrote an account of his imprisonment which had

much to do with inflaming the populace of Paris against

fae Bastille.

As a matter of fact (of records) the Bastille was, for

some persons at least, a quite luxurious prison whose

"guests" of all degrees sat at table with the Governor,

and often furnished their apartments as they were able,

and received their friends. Latude is recorded as having

complained that his chicken was not larded I

When the Bastille was taken by assault on July 14,

1789, it contained just seven prisoners: four counterfeit-

ers, two madmen, and "another prisoner guilty of a mon-
strous crime." For entertaining these, the Governor, M.
de Launay, was massacred, and his body dragged to the

Hotel de Ville. The vengeance of the people fell at the

wrong time, or at the wrong place.

Some of the stones of the Bastille were taken to build the

pont de la Concorde. But, though this square was decided

upon in 1792, nothing was done about it till 1803. Na-

poleon thought he would erect an Arc de Triomphe there,

to his victorious armies; then he decided, rather, on a

monumental fountain, and ordered that this fountain

should be in the form of an elephant, cast from Spanish

guns. Pending the bronze elephant, a model in wood
and plaster was set up. It was in the great belly of this

beast that Hugo gave Gavroche lodging, along with the

thousands of rats — as readers of "Les Mis£rables" re-

member.

The July Column now in the square commemorates the

victims of that July street fighting in Paris, to overthrow

the last of the Bourbons. It was in this fighting that
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Gavroche died; so his monument is here close to where he

had his home with the rats!

Some of those who were killed fell near the Louvre, and

were buried where they died. When the bones of the three

hundred and eighty victims were collected, in 1840, to lay

beneath the Column, those beside the Louvre were piously

disinterred. But it was found that the same ground

contained some Egyptian mummies which had started to

decompose in the Museum and had to be disposed of. And
as there was some doubt as to which of the human remains

were French and which were Pharaohs, they were all

buried beneath our Column.

Running almost due north from the Column is the

boulevard Beaumarchais, named for the famous dramatist

of whose "Le Mariage de Figaro" Louis XVI said: "If it

is played, the Bastille will go." Beaumarchais was a good

friend of our American colonies — influenced his govern-

ment in our behalf, and lent us money, sent us ships. He
had a mansion and great garden here, where the boulevard

that bears his name begins, and here he died, in 1799. You
may like to remember this when next you are hearing

"The Barber of Seville" or "The Marriage of Figaro."

We'll go back to where his statue stands, on rue Saint-

Antoine at the foot of rue des Tournelles which marks the

eastern boundary of the old palace of the Tournelles,

where Charles VI, the mad king, lived; where the Duke of

Bedford kept royal state as regent on behalf of the little

English prince (later Henry VI) whom his puissant father

had caused to be crowned King of France. Then Charles

VII lived here — and let the English burn Jeanne d'Arc at

Rouen. And his son, Louis XI, brought two brides here.

It was here that Louis XII died and left the madcap, Mary
Tudor, a virgin widow for Charles Brandon to marry al-

most before poor Louis's bones were buried. It was here
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that Henry II died, after receiving in tournament, near by,

a wound from Montgom6ry's lance. Then Catherine de

Medicis ordered the Tournelles demolished, and began to

build the Tuileries.

Number 28 rue des Tournelles has another entrance at

23 boulevard Beaumarchais. The house was either built

by Hardouin Mansart, the architect of Versailles, or in-

herited by him from his more famous uncle, and was the

last abode of that most fascinating lady, Ninon de Lenclos,

who died here in 1705. Of Ninon it is commonly said that

Richelieu (dead in 1643) was her first admirer, and Voltaire

(born in 1694) her last. In truth, almost threescore full

years ^nd ten lay between the day that the great Cardinal

flashed back his appreciation of the girl's charm and the

day when a notary's little boy, brought here to see her, so

impressed her with his cleverness that in her will she left

him two thousand francs to buy books. And in between

those two, who that ever saw Ninon could resist her? And
of her time, when Olympus was so full of gods, which of

them was there that was not her friend? That was her

genius: friendship! She would never marry, for fear of

losing a friend. But it seems as if she might have kept a

husband as a friend — she who kept as such all her lovers,

even when she was through with them as favorites. "It

is not enough," she said, "to be wise; one must know how
to please." And she did know — supremely. So Le Brun

and Mignard painted her ceilings for her, and Molicre

brought her his plays to read and his troubles to share; and

Corneille came, too, and Racine; and La Fontaine and

Boileau; and De la Rochefoucauld and the Grand Conde;

and the Scuderys, brother and sister; and Franchise

Scarron — not yet Madame de Maintenon, From five to

nine Ninon was at home to her friends; and with bite and

sup they came, contributing to the material as well afl to
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the spiritual cheer. Ninon permitted no talk of religion or

politics; no malicious gossip; no grossness; no loud laugh-

ter; no card-playing. Conversation was an art and a reli-

gion. When she thought of heaven, it was as a place where

one talks endlessly with one's friends. Weird tales were

invented as to why she did not grow old. But there was
nothing weird about it! She was perpetually eager, and
always tolerant. And, like Diane de Poitiers, she was

addicted to cold baths!

Ninon charms me as utterly as if I had been here to one

of her supper parties. I can never forget the air of the

man, a concierge in the Place des Vosges, who once pointed

out her house to me. If he had been there with Moliere,

he could not have had a more proprietary pride in her.

"There," he said — I had not asked him; it was his fear

that I might not know— "lived Ninon de Lenclos." She

is still making friends and keeping them.

At rue du Pas-de-la-Mule, we turn for a few steps, to

our left, and enter the Place des Vosges.

If you had gone to Paris to see the sights three hundred

years ago, one of the first places you would have asked

direction to was this great centre of fashion and celeb-

rity.

Part of it was once covered by the Tournelles Palace,

and part was then a space which sometimes served as a

tilting-yard; but the great tournament at which Henry II

got his death-wound was staged on a larger area between

here and rue Saint-Antoine. It took place on the last three

days of June, 1559, and the occasion for it was the wedding

of Elizabeth, the fourteen-year-old daughter of Henry and

Catherine de M6dicis, with the twice-widowed Philip II of

Spain; and of Marguerite, Henry's sister, with Philibert

Emanuel of Savoy.

Henry's horoscope had warned him that he should die
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in a duel. Catherine's star-gazing convinced her that her

husband would meet with disaster if he left the Louvre

those last days of June. Nevertheless, Henry went; the

first two days he was constantly in the lists, and elated by

his skill, his success. The third day, June 30th, was Friday,

and the plans for that day's "events" were magnificent.

In the "field" were the Due de Guise, Alphonse d'Este,

Duke of Ferrara, and Jacques de Savoie, Due de Nemours;

and the honors went now to one of them and now to an-

other, Henry the King winning his share, but no more.

According to Dumas, Henry was not satisfied with these

even honors, and insisted on another combat, although

night was falling, and nobody wanted to joust any more.

Then Henry commanded the young Captain Montgomery

to oppose him; and in some fashion, that no one quite

knows, Montgomery's lance raised the visor of Henry's

casque and pierced the King's eye, entering the brain.

"Ah! I am killed! " Henry said as he was lifted from his

horse. "But let no one blame M. de Montgomery. It was

unavoidable. I pardon him."

Then he fainted, and was carried into the Tournelles

Palace, where he died on the 10th of July, leaving the

crown to his eldest son, Frangois II, not quite sixteen years

old, though for more than a year past the adoring husband

of young Mary, Queen of Scots.

In the museum of armor at Des Invalides, we shall see

King Henry's pierced casque.

Montgomery was executed, in front of the Hotel de

Ville, in 1574, fifteen years after the fatal tournament —
ostensibly for having caused Henry's death, but actually

for the crime of being a Protestant. Long before that,

however, the Tournelles had disappeared, on Catherine's

orders, and this space whereon we now stand was a horse-

market and a duelling-ground.
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Such it remained for some years, until Henry IV ordered

it cleared and plans drawn for the building, not of a palace,

but of a whole " quarter," to be devoted to luxurious

living. Radiating from the square as from a hub were to

be broad, handsome streets bearing the names of all the

French provinces, and beautified by mansions of the

nobility. Henry had need to break up the return to feudal-

ism which the weakness of his predecessors (Catherine de

M&licis's three sons) had fostered. He wanted to group

his great lords and princes around himself as the symbol of

national unity and national authority; to create a strong

central government. He had, in envisioning this quarter,

much the same idea that his grandson, Louis XIV, realized

at Versailles. It would have been better for France, how-

ever, could it have been captained by Navarre, the most

magnificent compromiser who ever led captive the hearts

of men.

He was so interested in the progress of the work, here,

that he came every day to speed it on. Then one of the

stupidest of all stupid assassins laid Henry low; and the

Place Royale (as it was called in the days of its glory) was

never quite what he had intended that it should be. It

does, however, contain one most interesting souvenir of

him, and that is its vaulted arcades which he wanted be-

cause he had learned to love such places in his sunny

Southland of Navarre.

On the 6th of March, 1612, there was another tourna-

ment held here, to celebrate another double wedding: that

of little Louis XIII with the Infanta whom we know in

history as Anne of Austria, and of Anne's brother, the

future King of Spain, with Louis's little sister. But this

time no one was killed.

Of all the many eminent residents in the square we must

content ourselves here with mention of only a few.
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Number 1 was the birthplace of Madame de S6vign6,

who always loved this square.

At number 8, Theophile Gautier once lived, and, suc-

ceeding him, Alphonse Daudet.

Rachel, the great tragedienne, lived for a short time in

number 9, just before she died near Cannes. In the seven-

teenth century this mansion was regarded as one of the

"sights" of Paris.

Richelieu lived at number 21 while his Palais-Cardinal

(now Palais-Royal) was building — and while he was, if

the gossips speak true, the lover of Marion Delorme.

Number 25 was in the possession of one family, father to

son, for two hundred and seventy years— longer than any

other house in Paris.

But it is number 6 that interests us more than all the

others. It was built in 1605, and the tenant of it in 1610

was the Marshal de Lavardin who was in the carriage with

Henry IV when the latter was assassinated. It was, later,

the home of Marion Delorme who there received the

masculine part, at least, of the great world of her day. In

it are supposed to have taken place many meetings of the

conspirators against Richelieu, headed by Marion's lover,

the Adonis-like young Cinq-Mars, who lost his handsome

head therefor. Alfred de Vigny uses this house as a back-

ground in his drama of " Cinq-Mars. " Dumas gives it to

Lady de Winter for a residence, and hither brings D'Ar-

tagnan and lets him see the brand on Milady's shoulder.

Hugo had written his drama ''Marion Delorme" before

he came here to live, in 1832, just after he had finished

" Xotre-Uame de Paris/ 7 Here he held his noted salons,

whither Dumas came, and Musset, and Lamartine, and

Gautier, and Xodier, and Charles Dickens, and Prosper

Merimee, and Barye, the great BCUlptor, and Delacroix,

chief of the insurgents in painting then; and many another.
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Here, in the hectic days when Hugo was trying to settle

his household and to direct rehearsals of a new play, and to

sit to Ingres for his portrait, came to bespeak his favor a

young actress who had been a sculptor's model (she sat to

Pradier for his figure of Strasbourg, in the Place de la

Concorde), Juliette Drouet by name.

Juliette had played several minor parts at the Theatre

Porte Saint-Martin and at the Odeon. She wanted a part

in Hugo's forthcoming play, "Lucrece Borgia." He gave

it to her. And thus began that friendship which was to

endure for more than fifty years, on scarce one day of

which did he fail to write her at least one letter — although

there were few of those days on which he did not see her.

Hugo had begun "Les Miserables," in this house, when
he had to flee it in 1848, on the downfall of Louis-Philippe,

who had made Hugo a peer of France. A squad of the

National Guard invaded Hugo's house while he was lead-

ing a detachment of the royal forces. In his study the

officer of the invading squad picked up some manuscript

and began to read it aloud; it was the first pages of "Les

Miserables," and they were carefully put back in place.

After we have concluded our visit to this house (than

which there is, to me, none in Paris more interesting), I

shall not ask you to do any more sight-seeing to-day.

Unless we have unduly loitered somewhere, it should

not be much, if any, past three o'clock, now.

Perhaps you want to go home and rest. Perhaps you

want to shop.

We'll be hungry for a good dinner to-night. And if

there's anything "on" that you like at either Op6ra, or at

the Th&Ure-Frangais, or the Od6on (where many standard

and familiar plays are to be seen), this would be a good

time to enter upon the enjoyment of those delights.

If it's the Od6on, let's dine at Foyot's. If it's the
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Th^atre-Fran^ais, or the Op£ra, suppose we say dinner at

Henri's on rue Saint-August in, just east of the avenue de

TOpera which leads straight up to the Opera and straight

down to the Theatre-Frai^ais. If it's the Opera-Comique

(where many of the best-loved operas are sung — like

"Manon," "Louise," "Carmen," "La Boheme," etc.), I

say let's dine at Paillard's, boulevard des Italiens, jusl a

little west of the Opera-Comique, where many of the best

restaurateurs of Paris were trained. Or, if that's too much
luxury along with opera seats (for Paillard's prices are

steep— there's no denying it!), let's say the Coq-d'Or, 149

rue Montmartre, which is good, and moderate, and liked

by Paris journalists.

This is a long chapter, but it does not mean a day of

great exertion. I have not asked you to walk so much a- a

mile, nor to spend more than two hours at the most in

looking at museums.



VI

YOUR SIXTH PARIS DAY
As Thursday is the only day on which visitors are per-

mitted in the Conciergerie, I have planned for you to-day

a grouping of things to see in that vicinity. I have often

taken friends over this ground, and almost without excep-

tion they have declared that this was one of the most

interesting of all their Paris days.

We must have a card for the Conciergerie. Your hotel

concierge will get it for you; but you must give him a little

time or else pay for sending a messenger to get it in person.

I do not advise your going after it yourself. The Prefecture

of Police, where it must be obtained, is a very bewildering

place for a novice, and a great deal of time is consumed

there in very small transactions. Ask your concierge not

later than Tuesday, and he will have your " permission'

'

for you before you leave the hotel for Thursday's saunter-

ings.

Ill meet you at ten-thirty, under the porch of Saint-

Germain-rAuxerrois, opposite the colonnaded east front

of the Louvre.

Most visitors to Paris are, I find, interested in this

church because its bell sounded the signal for the Saint

Bartholomew massacres.

The story is that Catherine de M^dicis from a window of

the Louvre gave the order for it by waving her handker-

chief. If she did, it was probably from a window of the

old castle which Louis XIV cleared away a century later,

but we must remember that then there were many build-

ings between the church and the Louvre.
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Paris, you will remind yourself, was full of strangers

come to see the festivities attendant upon the wedding of

the young King's sister, Marguerite, a Catholic prin<

with the Huguenot King of Navarre. Never had there

been such a union in the royal family of France, and feeling

ran high, not only throughout the country, but far beyond

her borders.

"The wedding will be blood-red/' the people of Paris

said, forebodingly, as they watched the followers of the

warring factions pouring into the city and seeking places

to lodge.

On August 18th the wedding took place, in front of the

great portal of Xotre-Dame, on a platform hung and

draped with cloth of gold. "I," Marguerite wrote, after-

wards, "was robed in royal fashion, with a crown and a

cape of spotted ermine which covered the front of my
bodice; and I shone with the crown jewels and glistened in

my wide blue mantle, with its four yards of train which

were borne by three princesses.

"

But though she was led to this altar like a lamb to

slaughter, those who coerced her could not make her say

"Yes"; her brother (Charles IX) laid his hand none too

gently on her head and made it bob — which the Cardinal

de Bourbon accepted as her affirmation. Then the bride

and her co-religionists went in to hear the Mass; and the

bridegroom with Coligny, the Huguenot leader, and some

other gentlemen, paced up and down in the court of the

bishop's palace, next door.

Thereupon the feasting and pageantry began, and lasted

until the evening of August 21st. The Salle des Caryatides

that you visited in the Louvre was the centre of it.

On the 22d, Coligny was shot in the arm, as he was

leaving the porte de Bourbon (of the old castle).

"I have," he said to his friends while the King's surgeon
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was extracting the bullet that the King's ally had lodged,

''no enemy but the Guises."

" Let us kill the Guises, then! " they cried. But Coligny

gave them stern orders to do harm to no one; he knew that

the time was ripe for a terrible conflict, waiting only an

occasion to start.

Charles IX was indignant at the attack on Coligny, or-

dered it thoroughly investigated, and went to call on his

wounded councillor to whom he said, "My father, you have

the wound, but / have the perpetual pain. May I fail of

salvation if I do not take so horrible a vengeance for this

that the remembrance of it shall never fade."

Catherine went, too! And Coligny, asking to speak

privately to the King, whispered to him to distrust his

mother and make his own decisions,

On the way to the Louvre, Catherine tormented her son

until she made him tell her what was said in those whispers.

And when he had yielded, Charles rushed to his room and

shut himself in, distraught by grief and fear and " hec-

toring."

That night and the next day Paris was aflame with ru-

mors that the Huguenots were going to avenge the attempt

on their beloved leader.

Catherine then called a council of her trusty agents (most

of them Italians) in the gardens of the Tuileries; and thence

she went to the King's apartments and began to lash him

into that nervous frenzy wherein she could always make
him do her will.

At length, his power of resisting her gave way. "For the

love of God," he yelled insanely, "since you want the Ad-

miral [Coligny] killed, then do it! But you must kill all

the others, too, so that not one shall be left to reproach

me."

Foaming, blaspheming, yelling, he banged out of the
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room. And the preparations for the massacre went on.

As Henry of Navarre, the bridegroom, was marked for

slaughter, Marguerite was the only one of the royal family

who was not told what was ordered. Her mother, on the

fateful night, roughly ordered her to bed. Better that she

should be killed with her unbeloved husband than that lie

and his attendants should be made suspicious by her ab-

sence.

The early dawn of an August morning was just breaking

when Catherine gave the signal for the tocsin to be rung

from Saint-Germain-TAuxerrois. Charles was with her, and

his brother Henry. It is said that at the last moment
Charles made a final effort to assert his will against theirs.

If he did, it failed. Soon there was the report of a pistol.

The thing was upon them! Terrified, then, they sent word

to spare Coligny— and the word came back from Guise:

"Too late!"

Bells clanged, cannon roared, victims screamed. " Death

and bloodshed ran the streets together" — the Seine was

thick with corpses. No one knows how many thousands

perished; the number has been put as low as two thousand

and as high as eight thousand. The King behaved like a

maniac, exulting in the fire he had started. When it was

over, his mind was a blank. It was never again anything

but a prey to horrors and remorse. He was not twenty-two;

and he survived for nearly two years — terrible years,

haunted by visions of blood and floating corpses. "What
evil counsel was given me!" he cried. "0 God, forgive me
and have mercy upon me!"

We in this country hear "Les Huguenots," where the

drama is subordinated to the florid music of Meyerbeer.

But we do not see " La Reine Margot " in the theatre. 8e*

it in Paris if you can. If not, re-read the story. They call it

"Marguerite of Vaiois" in translation. Dumas could not
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have made it more vivid had he been an actor in every

scene he depicts.

With this refreshing of your memory concerning things

read of Saint Bartholomew's Eve, you have a prelude not

unfitting for that later tragedy which is soon to engross us

at the Conciergerie.

There is not a great deal to see in the ancient Church of

Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois, of which the belfry (eleventh

century) is the most venerable part. There has been a

church named for Saint Germain here since the sixth cen-

tury. In his old age, the Abb6 Magnin, who at great risk

carried consolation to Marie Antoinette in her death-cell,

was the cure here— long after the Queen's execution.

One thing you may like to think on is that Moliere was

married here. And many noted artists are buried here; they

died at the Louvre, where apartments were granted them,

and were brought here either for interment or at least for

their last rites. Among them are: Coysevox and Coustou,

the sculptors; Soufflot and Gabriel, the architects of Louis

XV; Nattier, Chardin, Boucher, Coypel, etc., painters.

Between the old chateau of the Louvre and the Church of

Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois there used to be the Petit Bour-

bon, a mansion of the Bourbon family, built in 1370 and

confiscated by the Crown after the execution, in 1527, of the

Constable de Bourbon, for treason. The great hall of this

mansion was used for a theatre for some years; some of Cor-

neille's plays were presented there, and Moliere's troupe

gave many performances in it.

Of the many other mansions that were once there and

were cleared away to give the Louvre more space and easier

access, there are few of great interest to the visitor— al-

though you may like to know that the one in which Jeanne

d'Albret, mother of Henry of Navarre, died was on the site

now known as 15 rue du Louvre. She was first cousin to
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Henry II, her mother having been that learned and learn-

ing-loving lady, Marguerite, sister of Francis I, who married

the King of Navarre, protected Protestants, and wrote very

charming tales and verses which have given her a genuine

place in French literature. Jeanne, who inherited her

father's kingdom and her mother's character, was in Paris

for the wedding of her son, when she died so suddenly as

to suggest poison, and Catherine de Medicis was blamed.

But while Catherine would willingly have poisoned her, or

had her poniarded to death in the massacre, it seems that

what Jeanne actually died of was consumption, which she

did not know she had. (It was not through her, but through

her husband that their son Henry stood next in line for the

French throne after Catherine's sons, three of whom were

living when Jeanne died. Her husband had been Antoine

de Bourbon, descended through twelve generations from

Saint Louis whose younger son married the Bourbon heir-

ess. They had a terrible tendency to extinction, those

royal lines, though most of them were so prolific.)

Well, if Henry's mother did not die of poison, hereabouts,

his beloved Gabrielle probably did. Sully or no Sully,

Henry was bent upon marrying her, although he was not

yet -unmarried from Marguerite. Gabrielle had been at

Fontainebleau with him, and it was deemed discreet that

she should come away in Holy Week; so she came to Paris,

Henry accompanying her a good part of the way. She

stopped in the Marais, supping with Henry's friend, Zamet,

and, it seemed, supping poison which Sully may or may not

have known something about. That was Tuesday evening,

and after supping she came down here to the vicinity

of Saint-Germain-]'Auxerrois, where her aunt lived. On
Easter Saturday morning, 1599, at five o'clock, she died

here in agonies so terrible that Henry was not permitted to

see her even after she was dead. "The root of my love is
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dead!" Henry cried. "There will be no spring for me,

henceforth." There was! But it had nothing to do with the

"fat bankeress" from Florence, Marie de Medicis, to whom
he was soon married. It was in what is now rue Perrault

(named for the architect of the Louvre colonnade) that

Gabrielle died, at number 4. It is north of the church, al-

most as far as rue de Rivoli; I'll not ask you to walk those

steps. But if you're interested in Henry (and who can re-

sist him?), I'll be glad to walk them with you.

In this twelfth-century street behind the church, rue de

l'Arbre-Sec (or Dry Tree), stands an eyesore of such hide-

ousness that I shudder whenever I see it: a new structure,

looking like Coney Island in its last degeneracy, which

houses the department store known as " La Samaritaine,"

whose " succursales " (or branches) one finds in several

places throughout the city. The first hydraulic pump of

Paris, which used to stand near the north bridgehead of the

Pont-Neuf , and pump water for the Louvre and the Tuile-

ries, was called in memory of the woman of Samaria who
gave water to Christ, "La Samaritaine"; and the store

appropriated the name.

This unpardonable structure stands on the ground once

occupied by the house in which Coligny was murdered and

Sophie Arnould, the queen of opera, was born; in which,

also, that Duchesse de Montbazan lived and mysteriously

disappeared, who was the mistress of the Abbe de Ranc6,

and left him so grief-stricken that he founded the great

Trappist order of silence.

On that ground, too, stood a tavern well-beloved of the

Three Musketeers.

I'm sure you'll resent as much as I do the iron ginger-

bread and yellow paint of "the home of bargains."

Along the south side of the old church is the narrow

picturesque little rue des Pretres-Saint-Germain-l'Auxer-
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rois, where the cloisters used to be. At number 17 is the an-

cient house in which Murger "set" those bohemians of his

imagination who do more to keep alive the fame of Cafe

Momus than all the actual artists and authors who fre-

quented it. You will like to have the place in mind, I think,

next time you are hearing "La Boheme."

To stand at the corner of this street and rue de l'Arbre-

Sec and look north, recalling Coligny and the others, is even

better than going nearer.

And right here at number 10 quai du Louvre is wiiere the

Cafe de Parnassus used to be, kept by a man of means,

named Charpentier, and much frequented by the men of

the law courts at the Palais de Justice and the Chatelet.

About 1780 there began to appear, each evening, a shabby

young law student who ordered a demi-tasse, played domi-

noes, and gazed wistfully at Gabrielle, the proprietor's

sweet and modest daughter acting as her father's cashier.

Georges Danton was the young man's name.

They fell in love— the briefless barrister and the daugh-

ter with the big "dot" — and on June 14, 1787, they were

married in Saint-Germain-rAuxerrois. A very happy

couple they were, and continued to be until that August

night, five years later, of the attack upon the Tuileries.

Then, felicity for Gabrielle was all a thing of the past, and

life itself was nearly over. She had been in her grave for

more than a year when Danton saw the Parnassus cafe for

the last time, on his way to the guillotine to die, leaving a

young widow of seventeen, and Gabrielle's two little boys.

Now here we are at the Pont-Xeuf, whose first stone was

laid by Henry III, and which Henry IV was the first person

to cross. It was the westernmost bridge between the north

and south banks of the river until the Pont-Royal was built,

nearly a century later; the sidewalks of this Pont-Neuf

were the first laid in Paris.
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Let us pause in front of Henry IV's equestrian statue,

and look behind it to the little point of land which is the

prow of the ship that the island resembles. On that land

was burned, in 1314, Jacques de Molay, the last Grand
Master of the Knights Templar in France. " I am presently

to die," he said as the executioners bound him, "but wrong-

full}^ God knows. Wherefore woe will come ere long to

those who condemn us. God will avenge our death." And
as the flames leaped up into the evening sky, he called on

the Pope and on the King to appear with him before the

bar of God. Within forty days the Pope went to his ac-

counting; and within a year the King was gone to his,

leaving three sons to reign and to die without heirs (like

Henry IPs three sons, more than two centuries later) and

the Hundred Years' War to descend upon France through

the quarrel over the succession. The Valois dynasty began

when a King's three sons succeeded him, and left no heirs; it

ended when a King's three sons succeeded him, and left no

heirs

!

The first statue of Henry IV to stand here was by Gio-

vanni de Bologna (creator of the famous "Mercury") and

was set up by order of Louis XIII. It was melted down in

1792 and replaced by the present one in 1818.

This always very popular bridge is the one of which it

was long said that it could not be crossed without meeting a

soldier, a grisette (girl of the streets), and a white horse. I

don't know about the soldier, now, or the grisette; but the

white horses are very, very scarce.

Henry IV looks eastward over the Place Dauphine which

was created in his reign and named in honor of his son, the

Dauphin, later Louis XIII. The ground on which it stands,

and that west of the bridge, where Molay was burned, were

two tiny islets until after the bridge was opened to traffic.

Then they were united, and the new square built.
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In the eighteenth century, young artists, as yet unrecog-

nized and unable to "make" the Salons of the Academies,

were permitted to hang their pictures here for public ap-

praisal on the morning of Saturday before Corpus Christ i;

or, if it rained that day, on the Thursday morning follow-

ing. The shopkeepers on the north side of the square hung

their fagades with white canvas, and to this the aspirants

attached their pictures. Boucher, Nattier, and Chardiu

were among those who thus exhibited.

Number 28 Place Dauphine is the house in which Manon
Phlipon grew up and lived most of her life until she became

Madame Roland. She was not born there, as some writers

say, but in rue de la Cit6 over beside the Hotel Dieu, and

she was about two when she came to live in this busy, in-

teresting, fashionable quarter where her father (a master

engraver) had his shop on the street level and his very com-

fortable home on the second floor. There Manon learned to

read so early that she was a bookworm when she was four.

There she associated much with the artists who frequented

her father's shop. You may see her going sedately to Len-

ten services and carrying " Plutarch's Lives," instead of a

prayer book, to read in church. You may see her leaning

from her window at night, looking out on the Seine and

weeping that she had not been born in Athens or Sparta

where there were heroic things for women to do.

Here her mother died, when Manon was twenty-one.

Here she began her friendship with M. Roland, twenty

years her senior, with whom she alternately quarrelled and

made up, and whom she married in 1780; but no wedding

feast was celebrated here; for Manon had left her drunken

and dissolute father and taken refuge in a convent. And
the next association of Manon with the quai de 1'Horloge

(back of the old home in the Place Dauphine) was on No-

vember 8, 1793. When she came out from her trial, in that
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room to which we are on our way, the cart that was to take

her to the guillotine was waiting in the Cour du Mai
whither, also, we are bound. She was clad carefully in white

muslin, trimmed with blonde (the net that we call "foot-

ing") and fastened by a girdle of black velvet. " Her face

seemed more animated than usual. Its color was exquisite

and she had a smile on her lips. With one hand she held up
the train of her gown; the other she had abandoned to a

crowd of prisoners who pressed near to kiss it."

When the tumbril crossed the Pont-au-Change (the

bridge east of the Pont-Neuf) she looked at the quai de

l'Horloge, and at the window whence she had leaned, years

ago, wistful to be a heroine. Then she smiled, and doubled

her efforts to cheer her companion in death, who was afraid

to die.

She was smiling to the last. " Liberty! " she said to the

colossal statue set up there where Louis XV had been, "how
they have mocked thee!" She had worshipped that god-

dess — she refused to betray her— she made common lot

with those who sought to save Liberty from shame; there-

fore she died.

Let us walk along the quai de THorloge to the Concier-

gerie, the prison which some historians date back to Roman
times and others deny more than a mere thousand years of

existence.

Three round towers with conical tops flank the quai.

The westernmost of these, and the only one which preserves

its crenellations, is sometimes called the Tower Bon-Bee,

sometimes the Saint-Louis Tower. In it was the torture

chamber where Ravaillac, Damiens, and many others were

subjected to horrible agonies, to make them name their

accomplices. And underneath were the terrible oubliettes

where prisoners were "forgotten" by all but the ferocious

river rats who gnawed them even faster than hunger did.
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The first of the twin towers is the Tour cTArgent, or

Treasury Tower. The other is the Tour de C6sar, or Cae-

sar's Tower.

Persons whose way, late at night in 1793 and early the

year following, took them along this quai, were wont to

gaze shudderingly (or exultingly, as their sort was) up at

the Tour d'Argent, where a light in one of the narrow win-

dows of the first floor told them that the terrible prosecutor,

Fouquier-Tinville, was at work preparing his lists for the

morrow. When he had finished, he would go to bed in the

Tour de C6sar. In the morning, he would step directly into

the adjoining courtroom where the Revolutionary Tribunal

sat in those judgments which were not trials. And when the

session was over, he would be so exhausted that he could

scarcely drag himself back to his room and his bed. When
he had rested a little, he would go out to dine with friends.

Then, back to his office in the Tour d'Argent. Some time

every day or night he wTent into the prison and acquainted

himself with what was going on there. From time to time

he visited the other prisons in search of "feed" for the guil-

lotine. It was his job to "run them through" in numbers

sufficient to satisfy his bosses.

He was a big, powerful man of forty-seven, pockmarked,

beetle-browed, with very black hair. And his costume as

public accuser included a black coat and a hat with a bunch

of black plumes like a hearse ornament.

In those days the entrance to the prison was not here

where we are about to present our card. It was around the

corner, in the Cour du Mai. The Conciergerie has under-

gone many changes since the Revolution — changes by

which the lot of its prisoners has been so greatly improved

that we cannot lament the destruction of historic back-

grounds. But, in spite of all the persons who had intimate

knowledge of it as it was under the Terror, we have only the
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most meagre, and often varying, details wherefrom patient

research may reconstitute for us a picture, a plan, of what it

was like.

Ramshackle constructions which filled and surrounded

the beautiful Gothic halls of Saint Louis's palace have

been cleared away until there are few traces left of the

prison that the Terror knew.

We enter the Conciergerie by a gate east of Csesar's

Tower, which is opened for us by a prison guard. Inside is

the court of the prison, and at our right is a Gothic-arched

doorway containing a very narrow door with a wicket

through which we can state our business. But, this being

Thursday, the many-bolted door opens readily to our re-

quest.

We go down a few steps into the Salle des Gardes of the

old palace, and there we sit awaiting our summons into the

cells, and thinking of the men-at-arms who lounged about

here, in generations long by-gone, swapping tales of their

fights and their wanderings. Saint Louis's companions on

the Seventh and Eighth Crusades, some of them must have

been; and, a century later, survivors of the battle of Crecy

sat here, doubtless; and after them, men who had narrowly

escaped being taken prisoner along with their king and

many of their comrades, at Poitiers, by the Black Prince.

In a corner of the Salle des Gardes is the little stairway

by which Marie Antoinette is said to have ascended to her

trial and descended from it; but the best-informed students

doubt this.

And as we sit here we see the inner side of the twin

towers, and the entrance to their dungeons. Ravaillac,

who killed Henry IV, was confined in Caesar's Tower; and

Damiens, who tried (with better reason) to kill Louis XV,
occupied a cell in the Treasury Tower. There was once

another tower here, whose exact situation I do not know,
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which was always called the Montgomery Tower after the

unfortunate man who accidentally killed Henry II went

thence to his execution. Later, in that same tower, the

celebrated poisoner, the Marquise de Brinvilliers, awaited

the hour of her death.

When the guide is ready for us he will tell us a few words

about the existing towers, point out "the stairway of the

Queen," and lead the way into a vaulted corridor known as

the rue de Paris, from which we look, through an iron-

barred grill, into the beautiful Salle Saint-Louis, one of the

most superb Gothic halls left to us.

We are on our way to the last cell of Marie Antoinette.

She was brought here from the Temple (where she had

been for a year lacking but a few days) in the night of Au-

gust 2-3, 1793. Her son she had not seen for a month; but

she was permitted to take a brief leave of her daughter and

of her sister-in-law, Madame Elizabeth. At the Concierge-

rie there was hastily cleared for her a room which had been

used as a council chamber, and in which was put a bed

of straw with two mattresses, a bolster, and light bedcloth-

ing; a wash-basin; a common table and two chairs of the

prison -furnishings sort.

It was three o'clock in the morning when she arrived

here (you will recall from what you saw at the Camavalet

of her furnishings in the Temple that they were comfortable

and even made some effort at daintiness), and the jailer's

kitchen maid, Rosalie, has left us a pen-picture of the

"astonishment with which the Queen's eyes took in the

horrible bareness of this room."

She probably knew (even deprived as <he was of all com-

munication with the world, all knowledge of what was going

on) that prisoners were taken to the Conciergerie when
their summons before the Tribunal was imminent. But she

rather welcomed the idea of having her "case" called; for
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she felt sure that when it was heard she would be set free—
she and her children and Madame Elizabeth; sent out of

the country, doubtless, but free to return to her own people.

As for those who had her in custody, they were by no

means decided as to what they would do with her; but they

had thought that by transferring her to the Conciergerie

they would remind the Powers of Europe of her peril, and

bring on negotiations for her release. Some there were who
had no intention of considering proposals for her mere

banishment; but for the present, they were biding their

time.

A month rolled by, and nothing was done. Then, on the

night of September 2d, the Committee of Public Safety

held an all-night session at the home of the Mayor of Paris.

One of the secretaries of this terrible committee was a spy

in the employ of the British Government, and it is to his

report of that meeting that we owe our knowledge of when

and why Marie Antoinette's death was decided upon. It

was Hubert, the gutter-snipe editor of that filthy, scurrilous

sheet called "La Pere Duch&ne," who said to his confreres

that night :
" I have promised the head of Antoinette. I will

cut it off myself, if you're too long giving it to me. I have

promised it to the rabble without whose support you will

soon cease to be. It is her head or ours."

Just when this report reached London, I do not know.

The British Government made no overt move to save the

Queen, but it may have been semi-officially behind "the af-

fair of the carnation" which was even then under way.

You may recall Dumas's thrilling story "The Chevalier

de Maison-Rouge"; or have read Lenotre's no less thrilling

relation of the same events, not as romance, but as docu-

ments from the Archives. In case you have not read either

or your recollection of the details is dim, I will recapitulate,

briefly:
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A young chevalier named Rougeville who had no special

reason for risking his life to save Marie Antoinette, but who

was adventurous and who seems to have been acting for

other persons (probably in England, and very probably

headed by Madame Atkins, of the Walpole family, whose

efforts in behalf of the royal family of France were untiring

and unsparing of expense), had been making cleverly con-

cealed plans for carrying off the Queen. The director of

prisons was an ex-lemonade seller, Michonis, who liked to

strut and brag that he could blow tobacco smoke in the

widow Capet's face whenever he felt a fancy for that dis-

play of power. Rougeville could not seek acquaintance

with this dignitary; it would be too obvious. So he scouted

around and learned of a crony with whom Michonis liked

to drink and dally. Rougeville set his mistress, a young

woman of humble sort, to make herself attractive to the

crony and then to organize a party including Rougeville. It

was a protracted party and they got very well acquainted.

Then the crony had a party, and Michonis came to it, and

bragged as was his wont. And, very dissemblingly, Rouge-

ville declared he would give most anything to see so rare a

sight as Michonis described. So Michonis, vinously expan-

sive, offered to take Rougeville with him on a visit to the

Conciergerie. Rougeville accepted, not too eagerly. And by

adroit questioning he learned that Marie Antoinette was

guarded constantly by two gendarmes and a woman at-

tendant— that detail, and others.

Michonis took him. Rougeville watched his chance in

the Queen's cell and whispered to her (without seeming to)

that he would drop a carnation. He did, and she man-
aged— with much manoeuvring— to pick it up when he

was gone, and extract the tightly rolled note it concealed,

which told her that she was not forgotten nor forsaken; that

her friends were preparing to rescue her; that he would
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come again on Friday; and that if she needed money to

"buy" her guards, it was at her service. All this was
couched in careful terms, of course.

Marie Antoinette had no pen nor pencil; but she pricked

with a pin on a scrap of paper some sort of reply (I cannot

take space here for the details of how she contrived to do

this) which she then essayed to get her guard to deliver to

Rougeville before he left the prison. She had no gift for

such business, poor Marie! She went straight to the point

with her request, appealing to the man's goodness of heart.

Many persons, in those days, had not lost goodness of

heart, but everything was in abeyance to their fear. This

fellow was terrified. If the prisoner got away, upon how
many would vengeance fall! He took the pin-pricked note,

gave it to Madame Richard, the jailer's wife, and she— in

equal terror— turned it over to Fouquier-Tinville.

As a consequence of this (although they could not deci-

pher the pin-pricks) Richard was removed from office and

thrown into a cell in another prison; the jailer from La Force

was brought to replace him; the Queen's cell was changed,

and the rigors of her captivity were increased many-fold.

Rougeville escaped. That infinitely pathetic scrap of pin-

pricked paper, still undeciphered, is in the Archives.

She was brought to this cell on September 11th, and left

it on the morning of October 15th, to go upstairs to her

trial.

Of what we see, nothing is as she saw it save the flooring.

Previous to her transfer hither, this space was occupied by

the prison pharmacy; next to it was the infirmary, "the

most horrible hospital in the world," and the chapel. While

she occupied this place, it seems to have been a rather large,

square room, with a low screen scarcely four feet high which

afforded the captive, briefly, the only respites she had from

the gendarmes' scrutiny.
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Knitting and sewing needles were denied her. She read

a little, but the light was poor, her eyesight had failed ter-

ribly, and she had never been fond of books. No lights were

permitted her after the daylight faded. You may see

her here, pulling some threads from her counterpane and

"knitting" them on some wooden toothpicks as children

knit worsted on pins stuck in a cork; or standing beside the

table whereat her guards almost incessantly played back-

gammon, watching them for a relief from the torture of her

thoughts. She was well fed, and her preferences were con-

sidered in the kitchen of the jailer where Rosalie prepared

her food. But in no other wise was anything allowed to

ameliorate her lot. Even her watch was taken from her; so

she could not mark how the hours dragged. When she first

came to the Conciergerie, the heat was excessive, stifling.

But here, in this cell, in the late September and early Octo-

ber days she suffered sorely from the chill and damp.

On Sunday, the 6th of October, Hubert and some of his

associates (including the Mayor) went to the Temple and

there made the little Dauphin swear to charges against his

mother and his aunt, so hideous that they can scarcely be

hinted at even in the necessary frankness of the historian.

This accusation the pretty child signed in scrawling charac-

ters so unlike his usual neat handwriting (practised under

his fathers care until they were separated) as to give evi-

dence that he was either drunk or terror-stricken.

With this document in hand, all was ready for Marie An-

toinette's "trial." It began at eight o'clock on Tuesday

morning, October loth, and lasted until four on Wednesday
morning, with an intermission from four in the afternoon

till five. After sentence was pronounced, the Queen was

conducted back to her cell to await thfi hour of her execu-

tion and to write that farewell letter to Madame Elizabeth.

About seven, Rosalie came in to see if the Queen would take
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any food. Marie Antoinette said: "My girl, I no longer

have need of anything; all is finished for me." But when
Rosalie ventured to urge that the Queen needed strength

for the coming ordeal, she was permitted to fetch a cup of

bouillon, of which Marie Antoinette could swallow but a

few spoonfuls.

Then came a priest who offered to hear her confession.

But, knowing he must be one who had taken the oath to

this government, she refused his offices. (She had already

had the consolation of more than one secret visit from the

Abbe Mangin, and had received the communion on Satur-

day night from another priest secretly brought in to her.)

At eight o'clock, Marie Antoinette made her last toilet. At
ten the executioner came; her hands were tied behind her,

her hair was cut off, and she was led, or driven, to the court

where the tumbril awaited her. She had given the letter to

her sister-in-law to the jailer, Bault, who turned it over to

Fouquier-Tinville. It was found between the mattresses

.of Robespierre's bed after he was executed, nearly nine

months later.

The cell next to Marie Antoinette's is said to be the one

where Robespierre spent a few hours before his condemna-

tion to death and his journey to the scaffold.

In the chapel, the twenty-one Girondists passed their

last night. "The death of Marie Antoinette is to gratify the

rabble," Hebert had said; "the Girondists must go to safe-

guard us."

They were, you will remember, the Moderates— those

men who were sometimes called Brissotins because Brissot

was one of the leaders, and sometimes Girondists because a

number of them came from the Gironde; that is to say,

from near Bordeaux— and they were not so much a party

as they were kindred souls, men who drew together be-

cause they had a common attitude toward what was going
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on around them. Idealists, all. Patriots above everything.

Republicans at any cost but that of tyranny. Better a little

headway, rightly won, than too much destruction — and

chaos. The Rolands were of their number; he had escaped

from Paris, but she had been in prison since June 1st. The
twenty-two Girondists who were members of the National

Convention were voted out of that body by the Terrorist

majority on May 31, 1793, and their trial was ordered. It

did not begin, however, until the 23d of October, a week

after the Queen's execution; and it lasted seven days, at the

end of which time all of the accused were declared " guilty

of having conspired against the unity and indivisibility of

the republic/' and condemned to death. It was eleven

o'clock at night, and the excitement in and outside of the

courtroom was intense. Valaze, one of the twenty-two, had

managed to conceal a dagger in his clothes; and when the

verdict was pronounced, he killed himself; the others left

the court singing the "Marseillaise" with such fervor that

it resounded through the prison as they made their way to

this chapel where they were to spend their last night.

Four gendarmes carried the body of Valaze and laid it in

a corner. It was to go to the scaffold with the twenty-one,

and into the grave with them in the cemetery of the Made-

leine where Marie Antoinette was lying still unburied.

Those about to die kissed, one by one, the hand erf their

dead comrade, murmuring as they did so: " Until to-

morrow!"

One of their friends, who was in hiding in Paris, had

promised to send them a farewell supper ere they left the

Conciergerie either for liberty or for death. It was brought

— the finest foods, the choicest wines, the fairest flowers.

And there they sat, holding high converse on lite and death,

until the dawn broke. . . . As they entered the tumbrils

they again sang the "Marseillaise." And, still singing it,
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they mounted the scaffold. At last, only one voice was left;

it was that of Vergniaud, the golden-tongued orator. Then,

silence. There are few pages in history more touching than

those which describe the last days of these young men, all of

whom, were gifted, most of whom were handsome; who had

sc much to live for, but who were so glad to die for a cause

they believed in.

Madame Roland went to the scaffold a week later than

her friends. Charlotte Corday had gone in July. Their cells

looked down into this Cour des Femmes, or Women's
Court, from which Marie Antoinette's was also lighted.

That court was the scene of many episodes of the Revolu-

tion, varying from the efforts of great ladies to make their

toilet at the fountain to the frightful shambles of the Sep-

tember massacres.

The chapel of the Girondists is now the historical mu-
seum of the Conciergerie, though many objects which prop-

erly belong here are scattered through other collections—
notably the Carnavalet, the museum of the Prefecture of

Police, the Archives, and so on; not forgetting Madame
Tussaud's in London.

Here are three paintings of Marie Antoinette in prison;

but the one depicting her communion is fanciful rather

than historic in its details. There are also some engravings

depicting her last hours; her ivory crucifix; an armchair of

which she was fond at the Tuileries, brought here under

Louis XVIII, and so on — including old locks and bolts of

the prison.

Now we return, through Robespierre's cell, to the

Queen's, which would have been an infinitely more impres-

sive memorial to her if Louis XVIII (who never liked her,

and made poor work of all his pretences in that direction)

had ordered the place of her detention returned as nearly as

possible to the state in which she left it, and so kept. One
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resents the altar, the stained glass, and — most of all — the

transformations in the very cell itself.

Leaving the Queen's cell, we are taken into a corridor

through which many of the condemned passed on their way
to the tumbrils; are shown where their hair was cut — but

I am afraid it is not the actual place of that sinister cere-

mony; and then we retrace our steps— after we have

tipped our guide.

As we go back through the rue de Paris, you may try to

picture what it must have been like when there were as

many as two hundred and fifty prisoners living in it. There

were two classes of prisoners during the Revolution: those

who could pay four or five francs a day for the luxury of a

cell; and those who had to herd with others on the filthy

straw laid on the floor of some dark corridor like this.

When we emerge from the Conciergerie on to the quai de

l'Horloge again, we continue our way to the great square

clock-tower on the corner. Saint Louis's grandson built

this tower and ordered placed on it a splendid clock. The

clock which now serves is of the time of Henry III, and the

exquisite design of it is by Germain Pilon.

Now we follow the boulevard du Palais till we come to

the great gilded iron grill and gates of the Cour du Mai, at

the back of which is the imposing stairway to the Law
Courts of the palais. We'll go up these stairs, enter a gallery

or vestibule, turn to the right, and find ourselves in what is

called the " Salle des Pas-Perdus." It used to be the audi-

ence hall of the palace, and was the scene of so many events

in French history that I dare not begin here to remind you

of them, for fear of not knowing how to leave off. Probably

the picture most vivid in your mind as you stand here, is

that from Victor Hugo's "Xotre-Dame de Paris," describ-

ing the presentation here of Gringoire's play. The great

marble table which was used for royal banquets, for coun-
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cils, and for a stage, was long since broken and destroyed.

The hall has been burned and restored many times.

I think you will like the dignified appearance of the

French advocates we see hereabouts, in their gowns and

rabats; and if you want to visit some of the courts in ses-

sion, I'll gladly go with you. They are very impressive.

In the Salle des Pas-Perdus is the imposing monument to

Malesherbes who went to the scaffold for having defended

Louis XVI at his trial.

Standing in front of this, let us look across the hall and

then to the corner of that side which is on our left. There is

the door to what is called the Premiere Chambre. It was

Saint Louis's bedroom (it is just above the Salle des Gardes

where we sat waiting in the Conciergerie) and was so used

by Louis XII also.

Francis I held a court of royal justice here. It was here

that Parlement proclaimed Louis XIII's coming of age.

Here the Fronde was born. It was here that Louis XIV,

booted and spurred, strode unexpectedly in while Parlement

was discussing some of his edicts, ordered that in future his

decrees should become laws without discussion; and, de-

claring, "I am the State!" went out. He never again ap-

peared at the palais during all the sixty remaining years of

his reign. (He was only seventeen when he gave this child-

ish performance.) But he was scarcely dead when his will

was broken, here in this very room, in the uncomprehend-

ing presence of that frail, pretty child of five who had just

begun to be called Louis XV.
On the 10th of March, 1793, this room became the seat of

the terrible Revolutionary Tribunal. Here Charlotte Cor-

day was condemned to death, and Marie Antoinette, and

the Girondists, and Madame Roland, and hundreds of

others.

After sentence was pronounced, they were taken below.
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Those who were sentenced early in the clay, as Charlotte

Corday was and Madame Roland, went at once to the guil-

lotine. Those whose trials were prolonged, or called late,

spent the night in the jailer's quarters, near the entrance

of the prison. It frequently happened that a new arrival

brought (usually in a fiacre) to the Conciergerie to await

trial met in the jailer's office s me friend who — hair cut,

hands tied — was leaving it for the journey to the guillo-

tine.

We'll go back down the staircase now, and reenter the

Cour du Mai — so called because hr ^, long ago, the clerks

of the law courts used to set up their Maypole. At our left,

as we descend, is a small court reached by a few steps going

down from the Cour du Mai. The buffet of the law courts

is here now, and we shall see advocates and clerks snatching

rather hasty luncheons before returning to their labors.

Here, where they eat, was the old office of the jailer. This

door, through which they come and go, was the entrance to

the prison. At the top of these steps is the place where the

tumbrils stood. (They were ordered in the morning, before

the " trials " began. Fouquier-Tinville could tell in advance

how many carts would be needed, at twenty francs apiece,

for the journey.)

The usual hour for starting to the guillotine was about

four in the afternoon, though many executions took place

earlier in the day.

" Toward four o'clock/' George Cain says, "one by one

the condemned came through the grey door, surrounded by

jailers, gendarmes, bailiffs, executioner's assistants; men
and women, all had their hair cut short and their hands tied

behind their backs; their eyes, red with weeping, were

scarcely able to bear the sudden emergence from prison

gloom to daylight; they trembled and paled under the in-

sults with which they were assailed by the waiting mob;
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filth rained down on them as they crossed this little court

and went up the steps at the top of which Sanson (the ex-

ecutioner) awaited them, his carts drawn up against the

gril! . It was there that the executioner, almost always clad

in a long brown redingote and wearing a high, peaked hat,

checked off his victims on the death-lists he held, before

ordering them tied to the board on which they were to sit,

facing the crowd that followed them to the scaffold."

Some there were who scorned to weep— many, indeed!

Some smiled. Nearly all were brave.

feardou laid the last act of "Thermidor" here in this

court. He was an impassioned student of this place and all

its memories.

I would like to linger here with him, and with many an-

other who has written of these scenes with supreme pity

and supreme understanding; but I realize that we must be

on our way, and that I must not crowd upon you details

(however engrossing) too numerous for such a hurried sur-

vey as most travellers must make.

We will leave the Cour du Mai now, and follow the

course that the tumbrils took on their way to the Place de la

Concorde. It is a considerable walk, so we'll hail a fiacre

and jog along not much faster than the death carts went,

over the pont au Change and on to the quai opposite the

Conciergerie. If you speak no French, write the directions

on a card and hand it to your cocher:

"Pont au Change; quai de la Megisserie; rue de la

Monnaie; rue du Roule; rue Saint-Honore jusqu'a la rue

Cambon."

This rue Saint-Honor^ we're traversing is a very ancient

street. Keep a lookout on your right, first, for a house num-

bered 96, on the site of Moliere's birthplace. The house in

which he was born in 1622 was demolished in 1801.

On your left, as you pass the Louvre colonnade, at num-
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ber 145 is the church, or temple, of the Oratoire, a famous

place of Protestant worship now, although in the days of

Louis XIII, XIV, and XV it was the Court chapel. Napo-

leon gave the Protestants three churches, including Saint-

Louis-du-Louvre which was taken down to enlarge the

Place du Carrousel, and this was substituted for that.

This site is where Philippe Auguste's wall formed the west

boundary of Paris. In a much later day, Gabrielle d'Es-

trdes lived in a fine mansion here.

To number 161 we are coming to-morrow, so you need

not give it any special thought now.

Number 280 is where Jeanne Vaubernier worked as a

milliner's saleswoman, not very long before she became

Madame du Barry and ruled France.

Now we cross rue des Pyramides and come to the Church

of Saint-Roch which has so much of interest in it and about

it that we'll come back here after lunch. Across the street,

before there was a church here, was a humble hostelry

called the Three Pigeons, at which Ravaillac lodged while

he was seeking his chance to kill Henry IV. Later, there

was a caf6 here which was so much frequented by Robes-

pierre that it came to be called, briefly, by his name.

But it was in another caf6, a few doors farther on, that

Robespierre was sitting while Marie Antoinette was still on

trial. One of those with him had just come from the court-

room, and he told Robespierre about the monstrous charges

Hubert had preferred against the Queen. "That fool!"

Robespierre cried, dashing his plate on the ground. He was

shrewd enough to know the mistake made in charging

Marie Antoinette with a crime of which no one would ever

seriously believe her guilty, instead of piling up against her

accusations of a political nature.

This occurred in the Caf6 Venua, housed in a part of

what had been the Hotel de Xoailles — and is now the
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Hotel Saint-James-and-Albany, at 211 rue Saint-Honor^.

This was the home of Lafayette's bride, and here the very

young couple (he, sixteen, and she, fourteen and a half)

came to live after their marriage.

At number 350 (you have noticed that the numbers are

much higher on the "even" side of the street than on the

"odd" or south side) Napoleon signed his marriage con-

tract, in the office of Josephine's attorney to whom the

young general, asked what his possessions were, replied,

"What I have on." This house is also associated with Sava-

lette de Langes whose story is one of the most melodramatic

of all Revolutionary tales, and quite unique among theni;

but I don't dare embark upon it here, with so much else

that should be said first, and a long chapter growing longer.

Madame de Condorcet kept a little shop at 352, and

painted miniatures, and slipped away when she could to

visit her eminent husband in his hiding-place which you

shall visit next week. (After that, you'll look with greater

interest at this house.)

Number 374 was called "The Ministry of Society"

when Madame Geoffrin held her salon there in the middle

of the eighteenth century. Horace Walpole came here in

1766, and made a memorable pen-picture of her. She was

of humble origin and scant education, but she gathered

the greatest men of her great day about her. Walpole said

she had "more common-sense than I almost ever met

with." She seems to have used it in judging herself as well

as in judging others. For when one of her eminent friends

proposed dedicating a grammar to her, she said, "Why, I

don't even know how to spell."

Perhaps the dinners (she had married a rich manu-

facturer) had something to do with attracting Voltaire and

Hume and Gibbon and Grimm and other such to her

house. But I doubt it. There was no dearth of tables in
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Paris at which the spiritual fare was as distinguished as

the material, and these men were welcome at them all.

You may like to "see" them coming here — the artists on

Monday nights, the men of letters on Wednesdays. Or

you may care more for the shade of Chateaubriand, who
lived here after Madame Geoffrin's long day was done.

Now here we are at rue Cambon. The tumbrils went

on to rue Royale, but we'll stop here. At the southeast

corner of this street and rue Saint-Honore is Voisin's,

founded in 1813, one of the most famous of all the famous

eating-places of Paris; but very, very expensive. Perhaps

you are so hungry you don't care about expense. If so,

you can have a meal here that you'll never forget, and

wine (be sure to choose Burgundy or red Bordeaux) from

one of the greatest cellars in Paris. Voisin's is frequented

by diplomats, and it is said that "the man who knew
Voisin's wine-list would be the greatest authority in the

world on claret." But as for me, I'll probably go down a

short block, past rue Mont-Thabor, to one of the English

tea-rooms — the Marlborough or the Columbine— and

content myself with a good lunch of a "lighter" and less

costly sort.

The church across from Voisin's is the Assumption. It

used to be the chapel of the convent belonging to the

Dames of the Assumption. Lafayette, as I reminded you

in Chapter I, was buried from there.

After you have lunched, you will, perhaps, enjoy the

shops of rue Saint-Honor6 and hereabouts. The most

attractive are this side (west) of Saint-Roch; from there

to the £lys6e Palace and even beyond. But you may not

want to walk so far; and it ifl impossible to enjoy shops

except on foot — sauntering. There are some interesting

ones on rue Cambon north of Saint-Honor^ — behind the

Rifcz.
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Suppose, however, that we stroll along the south side of

Saint-Honor^ as far as Saint-Roch, looking in windows

and entering where we are tempted; then cross over to the

church and come back westward on that other side.

On Monday, in rue Vivienne, we met the discouraged

young Corsican who had about decided to become a Turk;

we followed him to the Tuileries and saw him given com-

mand of the Paris troops. I promised you that you should

see him leap into fame, a few hours later. Well' here he is

!

The Royalists are massed about this church— not only

within gunshot of the Tuileries, but within a veritable

stone's throw, or almost that. Up from the gardens, across

what was then an open space, come the Republican troops

who retired last night under a fire of oratory. But they

have a new commander now! A youth in shabby boots,

a worn coat, and a hat too big for him. A pale, almost

cadaverous-looking person, with scraggly locks of hair

and a generally unkempt appearance. But he knows

artillery! He gives the reactionaries "a whiff of grape-

shot." They retire, and disperse. All Paris becomes

curious about the young commander. Turkey will not get

him. I wonder what would have happened in Europe if

he had gone into the Turkish army? Standing here and

looking at the pockmarks he made on the church fagade,

on the bullets still lodged there, for what are you grateful

or regretful? If I could know that, you'd be no stranger to

me.

I find that our guidebook tells nearly all the main things

about this church, including the fact that Corneille, the

father of French tragedy, French classic drama, is buried

here; and also Diderot, the encyclopaedist, who died on rue

Richelieu. Mignard, who also died in that street, is like-

wise buried here. And so is Lenotre, the eminent land-

scape gardener who laid out the gardens of the Tuileries

and of Versailles. Bossuet preached here.

/!
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These steps were always crowded when the Revolu-

tionary tumbrils passed; and it was from them, as our

guidebook reminds us, that a woman spat at Marie An-
toinette on her way to death.

Now, then, back on this side of the street, which has

many alluring shops.

And after we pass rue Cambon, mind you take a good

look up rue Duphot, for it's there that Prunier is, and there

he serves such sea-food as there may be elsewhere in the

world — but I haven't found it?

A few steps farther, and we shall be at rue Royale, where

the tumbrils turned down to the place of execution.

But there are two other houses to look at, as we stroll.

One is number 271, across the street, which was the

cabaret of the Holy Spirit, dating from the seventeenth

century, and a famous place of rendezvous for Revo-

lutionists, especially when the tumbrils were going by.

And the other is on this side, number 398, the house of

Duplay, the cabinet-maker, with whom and his family

Robespierre lived from July 17, 1791, to July 27, 1794.

On the former date there had been, on the Champ-de-

Mars or military manoeuvre field, a bloody encounter as a

result of which, 'twas said, the leaders of the Revolution

were to be thrown into prison. Robespierre, returning to

his shabby lodgings in the Marais, was recognized by the

crowd in the rue Saint-Honor^, and so noisily acclaimed

that he seemed to think it best to "make himself scarce,"

as we might say. At this juncture Duplay came out of a

shop, took in the situation, and offered Robespierre shelter

in his house. Robespierre accepted.

"I find eminently tragic," Lenotre says, "this meeting

between these two men. Duplay, the good bourgeois, the

peaceable and calm man of small affairs, the happy pater-

familias, taking Robespierre by the hand, introducing him
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in his home, and at the same time taking into it a terrible

unhappiness which was to weigh down him and his."

He never left them.

For three years the Duplays thoroughly enjoyed the

distinction of being hosts to this man of constantly grow-

ing power. One of the daughters married a young satellite

of Robespierre's — Labas — who went to the scaffold

with him. Another daughter was engaged to Robespierre,

and wore widow's weeds for him for nearly forty years.

The mother died in prison, after Robespierre's downfall.

The father narrowly escaped the guillotine.

All this was in store for Duplay that July day shortly

after the royal family was brought back from its flight,

when he offered shelter to a "man in the street."

The history of those three years in this house is of the

most absorbing interest. Sardou, making studies of this

locale for "Thermidor," grew so fascinated by it that

he wrote a book on "The House of Robespierre"; not just

the house, of course, but the household and the persons

habitual and incidental who came and went in those three

years as a consequence of Robespierre's being there—
those associates of his so many of whom fell beneath the

knife when he suspected their subservience to him to be

waning; and those who came to beg him for that pity which

he did not have. Lamartine has left a vivid picture of it

in his book on "The Girondists" for which he had the

assistance of Madame Labas who had been one of the

Duplay daughters.

The Duplays adored Robespierre — quite literal!^

adored him. Perhaps because he put them and kept them

in prominence. Perhaps because they really believed him

to be a great apostle to suffering mankind.

His manner of living was simple, almost austere; but he

was dandified in dress and had a hairdresser every morn-
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ing to "do" his hair. This was almost the only time he

could be seen by the crowd. It was like the King's dining

in public at Versailles, in the old days.

Let us step into the court of number 398 and look about

us. The front of the building is of late date, and so are the

upper stories of the back part. At our left is a staircase

(enclosed) . The third window beyond it on the floor above

the street level is the window of Robespierre's room. In

his day there was a shed beneath it, and the top of the

shed was a sort of balcony whereon he sat to have his hair

dressed. People crowded into the court to stare up at him;

he took little notice of them; generally he read the paper

and ate his breakfast of bread and fruit and a little wine.

Thursday evenings the Duplay family was "at home,"

and the leaders of the realm thronged the bourgeois

"settin' room" with its furnishings of red cotton plush.

Sometimes those callers ceased to stop at the door and

come in — they went on, to the rue Royale, and turned

down it; they were riding, now, and their hands were tied

behind their backs; their hair was cut short.

In the late spring of '94, after Danton and Desmoulins

had gone riding past without stopping, Robespierre began

to act like a man inside whom something that was his

source of energy, of power, has failed suddenly. He made
desperate efforts to conceal it from those surrounding him,

but his success was only partial. Few, if any, knew what

had happened; but many knew that something had gone

amiss.

Was he suffering remorse? Not a bit! The bottom had

dropped out of his plans — that was all!

He seems to have had lit tic faith in the possibility of con-

tinuing for any length of time a republican government.

Perhaps he believed in it as an eventuality; but he had

seen too much of war-to-death among would-be leaders,
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not to know that the country was getting ready to cry out

for an indisputable head again. It could be rallied round

a Bourbon king— temporarily, at least — if that king

were a plastic child, stripped of all old-regime counsellors

and under the regency of a constitutionalist, of one who
had been indefatigable in ridding France of her tyrants.

In a word, it was to be Louis XVII and Robespierre — at

least until such times as, perhaps, Louis could be dispensed

with.

Others were cherishing the same plan— but with a

different regent. Robespierre, however, did not know this.

On the 19th of January, the shoemaker, Simon, and his

wife had quit their post at the Temple as guardians of "the

little Capet." In all human probability they had smuggled

the child out with them; from that day forward the rec-

ords, hitherto so full of references to him, mention him no

more. Robespierre may not have noticed this omission.

He was very busy! He had not been at the Temple in two

years; but on the evening of May 10th, he went out there.

He saw Madame Royale; and he probably took away with

him, not then but two weeks later, the little boy designated

to him as Charles Louis Capet. After an absence of six

days the child seems to have been returned. He was not

the little Capet! Some one had got him before Robespierre

tried.

And that is, in all probability, why Robespierre "from

the first days of June seemed visibly * through. ' He de-

serted the Committee of Public Safety; resigned conv

pletely his part as dictator, and left the government to hfo

colleagues. In those days he took long, solitary walks ?q

the Champs-Elys6es, followed by his dog Brount, a great

Danish hound."

The Revolution, in its desire to destroy all the old

authority, had abolished God as well as the kings. Then it
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began to seem to Robespierre that people need something

to believe, some faith to sustain, some reverence to re-

strain, them. So he allowed the Assembly to grant them a

Supreme Being, and permission to expect immortality for

their souls.

On the 8th of June there was a great fete to celebrate

the inauguration of this new cult, and Robespierre was

the central figure of it. He delivered, in the Tuileries

Gardens, an oration which was one of the supreme efforts

of his life. But his evil genius was with him. When he

came back here to the Duplay home, he knew that he had

failed. He had seen the handwriting on the wall.

"You will not see me much longer/' he said to them

that night.

On July 26th he appeared in the Convention for the

first time in more than a month, and delivered a harangue

which lasted for four hours, in which he declared that the

Terror ought to be ended. (In the six weeks just passed,

more than twelve hundred had perished on the guillotine!)

"They call me a tyrant," he cried. "If I were a tyrant

they [meaning his denouncers] would be crawling at my
feet."

That evening, he re-read the speech to the Jacobins.

"This," he told them,. "is my last will and testament."

They shouted reassurance to him, and he may have be-

lieved — as he said — that "the great body of the As-

sembly will support me."

The next day, "the great body of the Assembly," rallied

by the desperate Tallien, denounced him and ordered his

arrest. He never came back to the house of Duplay.

He passed, though — two days later, on his way to the

guillotine.

We shall consider, in another place, some of the details

of those intervening hours. To-day it will, I think, be
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enough for you as you stand here to visualize the man of

thirty-five going hence on a hot July day, the terrible dic-

tator of France; and, a little more than forty-eight hours

later, riding past in a cart, followed by a hooting, howling,

execrating mob, on his " rendezvous with death."

It should be now not much past three — unless we've

lingered in some shop. We've had four hours or so of

sight-seeing in places that make thought grave— but oh!

how the recollection of what we've seen to-day will vivify

much that we read, forever after.

The rest of the day ought to be gay.

What we shall do depends on the weather, the time of

year, and your inclinations.

We are in the midst of the most enticing shops in the

world.

Perhaps, though, you'd rather go home, rest a bit,

freshen up, and go to tea in a smart place: at the Ritz or

the Carlton, in town, or out at Pre-Cat£lan or Armenon-

ville or Madrid in the Bois — if the season for them is in

full swing.

If the salons are open, you may feel like spending an

hour in one of them. I always look forward with the ut-

most delight to taking a friend in Paris on her first visit to

the salon of the Soci6te Nationale des Beaux-Arts, in the

Grand Palais. The picture galleries, upstairs, are not

notably different from many great exhibitions we have

known. But if there is anything elsewhere on earth like

the main floor where the sculpture is shown, I have never

seen it. The effect of all those soft white cheesecloth

curtains billowing overhead, and of the gleaming statues

set in bowers of deep, ilex-like green, is simply breath-

taking in its loveliness, but promptly restorative in its

restfulness.
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Or, across the broad avenue Alexandre III is the Petit-

Palais, permanently housing the municipal art collection,

and in itself (as a building) a thing of beauty. It is "free"

to-day (other days, except Sundays, a franc), and, even if

you don't feel like looking at pictures or sculpture, I think

you could hardly help loving to sit in the colonnaded open

court looking into the lily pool and up to the blue sky.

If that is too crowded for the cloistral quiet which brings

out its greatest loveliness, we can cross the Champs-
tlysees and patronize one of the puppet shows — petits

guignols — or sit beneath the trees and watch the children

at play.

There is a military band concert in the gardens of the

Tuileries and of the Palais-Royal late this afternoon. Or,

if we drive out to the Bois and go to the Jardin d'Accli-

matation (a delightful place, and always full of interest)

we shall hear a good open-air concert or — if the weather

is bad — listen to it in the gorgeous Palmarium or palm-

house.

It's hard to suggest about dinner, unless I know where

you'll be before dinner and what you'll be doing after-

wards.

It might be the best possible night to go over the river to

the Tour d'Argent and eat duck prepared as only the

disciples of Frederick (he's gone, now!) can prepare it.

This is on boulevard Saint-Germain, quite a bit east of

Notre-Dame, and not a good place to go to if you're goinur to

opera or theatre. In the latter event, I'd say Prunier (if

it's open — closed in dimmer) or ( Jiro's in the rue Danou,

or — if you like a good table-d'hdte at a moderate price —
Romano's at 14 rue Caumartin, north of boulevard des

Capucines.



VII

YOUR SEVENTH PARIS DAY
This morning will be a good time (if you feel like it) to

spend an hour in the Louvre and begin making acquaint-

ance with its picture treasures.

If you have just come up from Italy, you may be sated

with Italian masters or you may be all the keener to see

more of them. If you have just landed at Cherbourg or

Havre, and the Louvre is your first great European gal-

lery, you will probably want to see the pictures you have

heard most about.

We will ascend the Escalier Daru, past the Winged
Victory, and take the left-hand one of the two flights into

which the stairway divides at the landing. This will lead

us to the Rotonde d'Apollon from which we can enter the

Galerie d'Apollon, one of the most magnificent apartments

in the world and in itself a study. Be sure to note the

Gobelin tapestry portraits of the builders of the Louvre.

And to look out of the windows

!

In the Salon Carre (or Square Room) opening into the

south end of the Galerie, many of the greatest pictures

used to be grouped. They are, most of them, in the

Grande Galerie now, and better lighted; but I am not yet

reconciled to the change. Some of them seem — to me at

least — to demand a smaller room, a smaller company.

But very few great pictures have ever been adequately

hung — for lighting, for safeguarding, for surroundings,

for accessibility. The problem seems too many-fold for

solution. The Sistine Madonna is superbly hung. Rem-
brandt's " Sortie of Banning Cock's Company" (the so-
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called " Night Watch") is. Raphael's "Transfiguration"

is — in the Vatican galleries. And Rembrandt's "School

of Anatomy" at The Hague. But there are not many
others. The glass over them tends to make them mirrors

reflecting us and our fellow-gazers. None of them was

painted to hang in a crowded museum. Every one of them
suffers from many things which not even the supremest

reverence and skill in their conservators can avoid or over-

come. It is well for us to remember these difficulties when

we come for the first time to look upon canvases pro-

nounced superlative by all the world; to remind ourselves

that our first glance at them is little likely to enthrall us

as our hundredth glance will. Deep, searching, reverent

acquaintance with a few great pictures will do infinitely

more for any one than a "survey" of hundreds. There are

thousands in the Louvre.

If you have definite ideas as to what you want to see,

you need no one's suggestions.

If, however, you happen to be one of those travellers

who have never given much thought to art, but — now

that you are where it is a part of every one's life, and where

many of the world's greatest treasures are assembled —
you want to see something of it, so that you may go home

from Europe with a new vision of beauty, I'll venture to

suggest that you see, here: Correggio's "Betrothal of Saint

Catherine of Alexandria " ; Veronese's " Christ in the House

of Simon the Pharisee" and his "Marriage at Cana";

Titian's "Man with the Glove" and his " Francis I," and

compare these with Raphael's "Castiglione"; Leonardo's

"Mona Lisa" and "Virgin and Saint Anne"; Murillo's

"Immaculate Conception" and his "Beggar Boy"; Ve-

lasquez's "Infanta"; Holbein's "Erasmus "; Van Dyck's

"Charles I"; Rembrandt's "Supper at Emmaus."

If you see these on a first visit to the pictures, and do
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not try to go into the galleries of French painting until

another time, I think you will come away less confused

than most persons do.

As we return to the stairway up which we came, we
shall pass through a room where photographs of the Louvre

treasures are sold. Every sou you spend on such is, to my
way of thinking, an investment which will yield many
hundred per cent. The people of my acquaintance who get

most out of their memories of Europe are those who have

brought back the most satisfying collections of postcards,

photographs, and pamphlets, which serve to keep vividly

in mind what has been seen.

But before you begin your buying of this sort at the

Louvre, I want to remind you that directly back of the

porte by which we enter the galleries, on the quai du

Louvre, is the porte Jean Goujon by which we enter the

Musee de Chalcographie, where we may buy prints from

hundreds of etched and engraved plates belonging to the

Louvre. These are sold at astonishingly low prices. See

them first; and then buy photographs; and after that,

postcards.

I cannot say too much for picture postcards — of the

right sort. We have hundreds upon hundreds of them, and

they have been worth their weight in gold.

Now, let us leave the Louvre, cross our glorious Place du

Carrousel, go through the Pavilion Richelieu (where the

Hotel Rambouillet stood) and come out into the Place du

Palais-Royal.

At our right are the Magasins du Louvre, one of the big

department stores of Paris, an excellent place to buy silks,

velvets, dress-goods, millinery materials, perfumes and

other toilet requisites, and — very specially— kid gloves.

On our left is the Grand Hotel du Louvre; and the little

street which runs past the west end of this hotel is the rue
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de Rohan. At the corner of rue de Rohan and rue Saint-

Honore is where the porte Saint-Honor^ was in Charles

V's city wall. It stood here till Richelieu's time, when he

had it taken down; the western wall of the city thence-

forth for some time was at rue Royale. Jeanne d'Arc was

attacking this wall (Paris then being in the hands of the

English) when she was wounded and carried into a house

which stood where now is number 4 Place du Theatre-

Frangais. Her camp was on a slope, dotted with wind-

mills, about a quarter of a mile to the north.

At this place, now number 161 rue Saint-Honore, is the

Caf6 de la Regence. This is no time of day to make
acquaintance with it, but I want you to know it some time

in the late afternoon or after the theatre in the evening. It

used to be a few doors farther east, at the corner of the

Place du Palais-Royal and rue Saint-Honore; and it owes

its name to the Regent who was living in the Palais-Royal

when the cafe came into being along about 1718. In those

days it was a very gay place, much frequented by the

gallants of the Regent's "set." But it seems to have had a

long association with chess (which certainly is not gay!),

for we know that Diderot liked to watch the games there.

The author of "Gil Bias" used to frequent it, too; likewise

Rousseau and Voltaire, Grimm and Franklin, Beaumar-

chais, and many more — Robespierre, for instance, and

Bonaparte.

There is a story to the effect that Robespierre was sitting

alone at a table in the Regence one night during the Terror,

when a young man seated himself opposite and challenged

Robespierre to a game of chess. Robespierre asked what

the stakes were, and was answered: ''A life! The life of a

young man condemned to death." Robespierre seems to

have been interested in this, as a game of chance with an

unusual element of suspense, of thrill; and he agreed. The
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young man won; and then — hysterical, no doubt — dis-

closed the fact that "he" was a young woman, playing for

her sweetheart's pardon. They say she got it.

Napoleon's fondness for chess is easy to understand. I

would give a good deal to have seen him at it; wouldn't

you? The Regence has a table on which he played. The
cafe has been in its present location since 1854, and it is

still frequented by lovers of chess.

Now we'll cross the Place du Th6atre-Frangais, and

at least stop to read the announcements of forthcoming

performances. If you speak no French at all, you would

probably find the purchase of tickets at the box-office a bit

bewildering, and it will be better for you to "book" them
at your hotel. Or, for instance, the chasseur (footman) at

the Boeuf-a-la-Mode, who speaks a little English, never

forgets a patron, and makes you feel that the place is

terribly lonely when you stay away, can always get

excellent seats, and hand them to you when you come to

dinner. And when you go to the Theatre-Frangais, the

Bceuf-a-la-Mode is the logical place to dine. The plays

given at the Theatre-Frangais and the Od6on are nearly all

standard plays, and many— if not most — of them are

available in English translation, obtainable at Bren-

tano's (on avenue de l'Opera) or at Galignani's (on rue

de Rivoli). There are few play-going Parisians who have

not seen every one of these plays, "over and over," as

we say.

If we come by here around six o'clock some evening, we
shall find the arcade at the north of the theatre, leading

into the Palais-Royal Gardens, already filled with people

waiting in line for early chances at the best of the cheap

seats. Some of them are eating a light supper as they

stand and wait. If you could catechize them, you would

find, doubtless, that every one of them has seen this play
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half a dozen times or more. Why do they come? Not to

find out what the play's about, certainly. But to see it

done! The parts are differently cast, to-night — perhaps;

"it will be most interesting to see M. Blanc play the young

lover to-night, whereas he played the old grandfather

when I last saw this drama.

"

When we, in America, have a play-going public like

that, we shall have a different kind of theatre. I wish you

might hear, and understand, the animated discussions of

plays here, between the acts! In America, the bulk of

every audience has come to the theatre, child-like, to be

amused, diverted, to hear an unfamiliar story told, and to

pronounce it "punk" or "peachy" as its development

teases or tickles their ideas of life. In France, they come to

see craftsmanship which approximates or attains to Art —
come to see how a dramatist develops his thesis; how the

actors interpret and illumine character.

At the north end of the Palais-Royal Gardens there is

another theatre— the Palais-Royal — devoted to French

farces of the type which has given most Americans their

one idea of the French theatre. Paris loves gaiety, laugh-

ter; she loves musical comedy, and likes it spectacular and

highly spiced. She loves comedy — loves to laugh at her-

self, at her foibles and frailties. But she loves other things,

too; and you do not really know her until you have known

her at the Theatre-Frangais — "the House of Moliere."

This broad street running straight away to northward,

to the Op£ra, is the avenue de l'OpSra which was cut

through a network of little old streets between 1854 and

1878. It was the first street lighted by electricity.

One old street which had its end lopped off is the rue

d'Argenteuil in which Corneillo lived, and died; his house

is demolished, but it stood where number 6 now is. And
you may like to know that Bardou had the keystone of its
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front door and the rail of its stairway out at Marly-le-Roi>

where he lived amid many such treasures.

The first street on our right as we go up the avenue is

rue Moliere which runs into rue de Richelieu where the

Moliere fountain is.

There are few interesting shops along the avenue in this

lower end, but more as we near the Opera.

Rue des Petits-Champs which crosses the avenue about

halfway up is well worth loitering along, some day when
you feel like it. At number 57 Rousseau lived, early in

his connection with Therese Lavasseur, when he spent a

month trying to teach her to tell time on a neighboring

clock— and then gave it up as hopeless.

The tiny rue M6hul which runs from rue des Petits-

Champs to the Bank of France annex, opposite where

Rousseau lived, is where the Rolands lived, in a magnifi-

cent mansion, while he was Minister of the Interior, in

1792. A little farther along rue des Petits-Champs, to the

east, is rue des Moulins where Jeanne d'Arc was encamped

outside the walls of Paris.

Napoleon wrote his recollection of coming through rue

des Petits-Champs on the 20th of June, 1792, and meeting

the mob pouring from the markets toward the Tuileries to

insult the king and queen. On a pike's point they carried a

head. They ordered Napoleon to shout, " Vive la Nation !

"

"And," he assures us, "I lost no time in doing so."

Now let us cross the avenue to the Brasserie Universelle,

for lunch.

We'll go upstairs, and turn either to right or to left as

beckoned. This is, as you will see, a most popular restau-

rant. The food is very good and the prices are not high. It

has always been celebrated for its hors d'oeuvres. In "the

good old days" before the war, one paid eighty centimes

(then sixteen cents) for hors d'oeuvres, and had some
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twenty or thirty varieties presented, from which he chose

all that he wanted and called for more if he wished. Such

liberality is no longer possible; but even at the present

prices, one gets extraordinary quality, variety, and quan-

tity for his money. They cook sole most deliciously here.

Indeed, I know of no item on their extensive bill of fare that

is not good. And for a finish to your meal I recommend a

coupe Universelle, made with lemon ice and many fruits,

all drowned at the moment of serving in a generous

libation of champagne.

A little way up the avenue, and we come to rue d'Antin.

Number 3, just west of the avenue on the north side of

the street, is now a bank of the Netherlands. It used to be

the Mairie of this (the Second) Arrondissement. On the

9th of March, 1796, the Mayor was asked to be in readi-

ness to perform a civil ceremony of marriage between a

widow no longer young (as Creole women count youth)

and a bachelor so much her junior that, to decrease the

disparity in their ages, she had taken four years off her

total and he had put eighteen months on to his. But as he

swore (in his application for a marriage license) that he

was born on February 5, 1768, he could not say that he

was born in Corsica; because at that date Corsica was not

yet French— he would be reckoned an alien— there would

be complications. So he said he was born in Paris. After

all, what difference could it make? Who'd ever see that

application?

They are not bothering with any religious ceremony —
that will not come for more than eight years, on the eve

of their coronation at Xotre-Dame. But the young bride-

groom, who is tremendously in love, cannot bear to go off

on his campaign into Italy, two days hence, and leave this

fascinating widow behind save as his wife.

His residence is not far away, on rue des Capucines
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(just where rue Volney now cuts in), and at the corner of

that street and the boulevard of the same name is his office

where he met the lady who is now to become his bride.

He had ordered all weapons held by private citizens to be

surrendered. That included the sword which was about all

that the Vicomte de Beauharnais had left to his children.

Eugene was distraught at giving this up, and his mama
suggested that he go to General Bonaparte and ask for its

return. The lad's request was granted, and his mama
called to present her thanks for the courtesy. The young

general was enchanted; he began an ardent courtship.

The widow— ! Well, she seems less to have been won than

to have yielded; perhaps she thought it was the easiest

way to cure his insistence. She ought to\have married

money. But Josephine was hardly the woman to bother

about that. She got what she wanted, and left the bills to

Providence; they always seemed to get paid, somehow.

Well, here we are, on that March evening, five months

after our young soldier was so narrowly saved from be-

coming a Turk.

If it is two o'clock (which it shouldn't be) one may step

to the door of the bank and ask if we might see "la salle de

mariage de Napoleon." (Banks are closed between twelve

and two.) This gorgeous apartment, little changed since

long before that wedding, is now a bank directors' room,

but it is shown, when possible, to pilgrims. It is much
gilded, and painted with Cupids and garlands and god-

desses; has a massive fireplace in red marble — mirrors

in heavy frames — and so on.

Whether we enter it actually or not, we can enter it

imaginatively on that March night, 1796. Again it is

Lendtre who leads us:

"Barras, dandified and talkative, is there; and Tallien.

They are to sign, as witnesses, the marriage record of their
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protege. Camelet, Josephine's confidential adviser, holds

himself modestly apart. The bride, with her undefinahle

Creole nonchalance, her very sweet smile, her amber skin,

her chestnut hair knotted, a la Grecque, wears one of her

clinging tunics which reveal so perfectly her body's grace

and suppleness. Chin in hand she sits before the fire, in a

reverie, her little, arched feet stretched toward the warmth.

"At this hour there is no noise in the deserted street,

except that of the cochers talking, and the horses of Barras

pawTing impatiently. The ticking of the clock on the

mantel is plainly heard. Josephine looks at the time:

Bonaparte is late. Perhaps he will not come!

"Two long hours they wait, and as the time dragged by

we may imagine what was in the glances exchanged be-

tween Josephine and Barras. While as to the official,

Leclercq, he sleeps shamelessly, in his armchair behind his

desk.

"A little after ten o'clock — the sound of voices on the

stairway, the clanking of a sabre on the stone steps — the

door opens, and the general appears, followed by his aide-

de-camp, Lemarois. He is in a hurry, goes straight to the

sleeping mayor, shakes him by the shoulder, and in an

impatient tone says: 'Come, M. le Maire, marry us

quickly.
"'

It is done; the witnesses disperse. The bride and the

bridegroom enter Josephine's carriage and are driven to

her house. That carriage and those 4 fine black horses used

to belong to the King and Queen of France. They were

presented to Josephine— probably by Barras — to rec-

ompense her for those she had had Long ago. The gods

— of some sort — always did provide for Josephine! She

was of those who neither toil nor spin, yel Solomon in all

Iii— glory —

!

She had a house, too. She had rented it six months ago,
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without knowing in the least how she was going to pay the

rent. It was in what was then called rue Chantereine, and
was soon rechristened by Napoleon rue de la Victoire.

(The house is gone now, but it was on the site of 58-60;

and the street is north of rue de Lafayette.) When they got

there, Josephine's pug-dog, Fortuny, jumped out of her

bed and vociferated his resentment of the intruder.

"I wanted her to put him out," Napoleon wrote about

the episode, "but she told me I must accept him for a bed-

fellow, or seek other quarters. It was take him or leave

him— and her. I yielded, but the favorite was less accom-

modating" — he bit the newcomer in the leg!

Early on the 11th of March, a post-chaise drew up in the

court of the house on rue Chantereine; it was loaded with

valises filled with books, maps, pistols, etc. Junot and
Chauvet were already in their places. "Bonaparte tore

himself away from the wife he had so ardently desired,

mounted the step, waved good-bye, the door closed behind

him, and the carriage started in the direction of the Italian

frontier. Thus began the
'

fabulous journey' which was

destined to end at St. Helena twenty years later."

Now let us walk down rue d'Antin, cross rue des Petits-

Champs and rue Gomboust, and look at the Marche Saint-

Honor^. It is a little late in the day for a market, but that

isn't what we have come especially to see.

We have come to see where the club called the Jacobins

used to meet. It had such innocent beginnings — that

club wherein the Terror was born and nurtured

!

When the Assembly was sitting at Versailles, some of

the Breton deputies, and a few from other provinces, used

to gather, evenings, at the Caf6 Amaury, and "talk things

over." It was very exciting, this being "in politics," and

they felt terribly responsible.

When the Assembly moved to Paris, in October, 1789,
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the provincial deputies were more than ever in need of a

place where they could meet to discuss the problems of

their new duties. The Assembly met in the riding-school

of the Tuileries. The deputies found lodgings as near by

as they could, and then they sought a place where they

might meet informally in the fashion that the English

called a club.

Very convenient to the Tuileries was the convent of the

Preaching Friars called Jacobins, who were glad to let

their refectory for two hundred francs a year. A like sum
sufficed to furnish it. And the deputies who got it under

way decided to call it the Society of Friends of the

Constitution. But that was too long for everyday use.

The people of the neighborhood referred to it as the

Jacobins — and that name stuck.

You see, all these men had come to the Assembly just

bursting with ideas as to the country's needs and how to

save it. Only a few of them could get the floor in the

National sittings. And they just had to talk!

There were only fifteen or twenty of them at the first

meeting, and the number grew so slowly that the monks

used to drop in and help make up an audience, and no-

body found anything incongruous in the white-robed,

black-hooded friars sitting listening to how France should

be saved.

Then it was decided to admit as members those who were

not deputies. And all those who believed that they knew

Bow France should be saved, and wanted to tell it, flocked

to the Jacobins. Within three months the refectory was

no longer big enough for the gatherings. There was talk of

going elsewhere, but the monks were loath to lose these

interesting tenants, so they offered the Jacobins their vast

library, which was a kind of upper story of their church, a

long, vaulted apartment with excellent ventilation and
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light. And such was the Preaching Friars' respect for their

tenants that they neither removed from their shelves nor

made any attempt otherwise to protect their thousands of

rare and precious volumes. Even their monastic pictures

were not taken from the walls, and an altar at the end of

the hall was not disturbed.

The Jacobins installed tiers of seats, a platform for their

president, tables below it for the secretaries, and a speak-

er's stand.

The meetings were held every other evening, from eight

o'clock to ten-thirty. The minutes of those meetings are

published. They are very like the minutes of a high-school

debating society.

Thus the Jacobins began. Thus they continued for al-

most two years. When they moved out of the refectory

into the library, a sort of annex or understudy club took

possession of the smaller quarters, and there the working-

men of the quarter " orated" in their best possible imi-

tation of the lawyers, journalists, and economists in the

larger body.

On the morning of writing these lines, the papers print a

White House sanction of a boycott on sugar to bring the

profiteering prices down. On the 30th of January, 1791, a

member of the Jacobins held the floor with a speech urg-

ing that all his fellow-members join him in a boycott on

sugar until the price came down within reason and within

the reach of " the largest and most precious part of the peo-

ple." He said he could picture the joy with which " the great

Washington and his companions in arms" would welcome

the news of this patriotic fervor. And that so moved an-

other member that he proposed that the abstention in-

clude coffee, also. This was carried, enthusiastically. But

one commentator was moved to wonder how many of the

Jacobins who passed this resolution refrained from going
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to a neighboring cafe on their way home for their habitual

demi-tasse. Human nature may progress a little, but it

doesn't change much.

The new American flag shared with the French and

English flags the place of honor on the tribune; Franklin's

bust was there with Mirabeau's, and Richard Price's (the

English political moralist) with Jean-Jacques Rousseau's.

When the ecclesiastical properties were all secularized

and taken over by the state, the Jacobins occupied the

whole of the Preaching Friars' convent, which wTas entered

from the rue Saint-Honore, here at what is now the little

rue du Marche-Saint-Honore. There were three arches in

the great portal — a centre one for vehicles and two side

ones for persons on foot. Inside wras a square court, sur-

rounded by the conventual buildings, including the church.

We cannot stop here for a history of the club; but I

thought you would like to stand in the Marche-Saint-

Honore and reconstitute for yourself its " setting," so that

when next }
rou read of the terrible Jacobins (and terrible

they did indeed become) you may picture the place where

they met. After the downfall of Robespierre, the club was

disbanded, their quarters were " sealed"; and not much
more than five years after popular fury had destroyed the

Bastille, symbol of royal tyranny, it turned upon this old

convent which had become hateful through the tyranny of

demagogues, and left of it not one stone upon another.

There is food for thought in the Marchd-Saint-Honor6!

We'll take a cab here, now — a fiacre if possible — and

say to the driver, "Aux Invalides (Oz Envaleed), s'il vous

plait."

He will take us to the Place de la Concorde, along the

Cour la Reine, and over the superb pont Alexandre III.

I have never seen the Taj Mahal, though I am familiar

with pictures of the approach to it and am willing to be-
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lieve that it may exceed in beauty of a certain sort the

approach to Napoleon's tomb. But I doubt if anything in

the world equals this place that we're going to in majesty

and in thrill.

If you're a sentient human being, something's going to

happen to you, a few minutes hence, that you will never

forget.

This broad Esplanade des Invalides was laid out be-

tween 1704 and 1720. There used to be a fountain in it, and

on this fountain Napoleon placed in 1804 the venerated,

the almost-sacred winged Lion of Saint Mark which he

had brought from Venice in 1797. In 1815, when Napoleon

had fallen before the Allies, the Austrians (then masters of

Venice) took down the Lion, and broke it in so doing. It

was mended, and restored to its place in the Piazzetta at

Venice, in close proximity to the ancient bronze horses

of the Quadriga which Napoleon set on top of his Arc

de Triomphe du Carrousel, for a while, and which the

Austrians returned to the porch above San Marco's portal,

where they had been since 1204. (They have seen the

world from many vantage-points, those horses ! They were

probably on a great arch of Nero, once. Constantine sent

them to the city to which he gave his name. And Napoleon

brought them to Paris.)

We will go first to the Tomb ("o tom-6o") and there dis-

miss our cab.

All the details about who made the building, the statues,

and when, are in your guidebook. I shan't repeat them.

I'm sure you cannot care about any of them on this first

visit. It is about all any mortal can do to contain the

emotions, the reflections, that surge up within him like a

tidal wave, when he stands looking down into that circulai

crypt, upon the porphyry sarcophagus flooded with that

unearthly radiance.
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When you are able to tear yourself away from that spot,

come with me up to these side chapels where Vauban, the

great military engineer of Louis XIV, and Turenne, the

greatest of his marshals, lie. Not many people come here;

and we should not have great difficulty in finding him we

seek. He is a -allow, spindling youth of fifteen, recently

come up from Brienne to the military school near by; and

we may, I think, be sure that one of the first places he

would go, when he had any leisure, was here. When he

died, in exile, and in his will desired "that my ashes may
rest on the banks of the Seine, in the midst of that French

people whom I have so greatly loved," he was probably as

far from seeing this majesty of sepulture, this procession of

pilgrims as to a shrine, as he was when he wandered here an

anxious lad, worrying about the education of his younger

brothers and the marriage portion of his little sisters.

One event of Napoleon's association with the Church of

the Invalides, that you will doubtless like to recall, is the

impressive ceremony which took place here on his orders,

February 8, 1800, to mourn the death of George Washing-

ton, for whom the officers of the French Army wore mourn-

ing, and of whom Xapoleon said: "His memory will always

be cherished by the French people and e.-pecially by the

French soldiery who, like him and the American soldiers,

fought for equality and liberty."

After leaving the Dome (Napoleon's tomb), be sure to

visit the Church of Saint Louis, behind; and especially see

the St. Helena souvenirs in the Napoleon Chapel.

Then go into the Court of Honor, and see the trophies

and other memorials of the recent war: the Gothas brought

down; the restaurant-wagon (dining-car) in which the

Armistice term- were signed, etc.

In the museums it i I
plan to go upstairs fir-t.

There is BO much to see that, if you are likely to get tired,
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it will be better to leave off before seeing the ancient

armor than before seeing the intimate belongings of

Napoleon, Guynemer's plane, and so on. In one of the

glass cases in the Salle Guynemer, be sure to note the re-

port which that magnificent and legendary eaglet made
out for his commanding officer — that laconic and matter-

of-fact listing of breath-taking performances. He rides

the winds that blow above France forever— that lad! "No
man knows his burial-place/ ' nor eye hath seen the flam-

ing chariot that transported him into eternity. But here,

hanging from the low ceiling, is the almost toy-like little

machine in which he out-sailed the clouds.

Be sure to see, also, in this room, that aviator's button

which, cut open, contained a tiny compass and tight-folded

map. Many a bird-man, brought down on enemy soil and

escaped from the snare of the fowler, made his way back

to safety with the aid of such a "button" on his coat.

When you come out of the Court of Honor, do not fail

to get the northward view, the vista along the Esplanade,

across the river, past the "palaces" of art, and up to the

avenue Gabriel where the gardens of the Elysee Palace

are.

Then turn to the east. We are now at the western edge

of the old Faubourg Saint-Germain, the quarter that

attracted the aristocracy after the Marais had seen its

best days. Here is where the early nineteenth-century

romancers laid so many of their stories. Some of the old

noblesse are still in their stately mansions; but not many.

The Bois de Boulogne quarter has attracted some. Others

keep no large establishment in town — only in the country

— and are apartment-dwellers when in Paris. The great

houses of other days are foreign embassies now, or offices of

Ministries of the French Government, and so forth. The

famous quai d'Orsay is immediately to the north. And
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from that, south to rue de Babylone, we are in the land of

Diplomacy. A very interesting land it is, too, to those who
have entree to it; though not much of it can be glim:

by the wayfarer.

If you feel like a little stroll hereabouts, we'll take rue de

Grenelle as far as the Fountain of the Four Seasons.

Rue de Constantine, which runs north from here, facing

the Esplanade, contains a number of mansions belonging

to important persons — the Due de la Rochefoucauld,

the Due Decazes, etc., at number 31. In the hotel of the Due
de la Rochefoucauld, General Pershing established his

Staff Headquarters in June, 1917.

At number 115 rue de Grenelle, at the right of the

entrance, there is a marble tablet noting that in this

ground (then a vacant waste) Adrienne Lecouvreur was

buried in 1730. We shall see, in rue Visconti, another day,

where she died, in the arms of her lover, the Marshal de

Saxe. Being an actress, she could not be buried in con-

secrated ground nor with church rites; so she was brought

here, in dead o' night, and buried with no ceremony but

that of love and tears.

The church we see on our left is Sainte-Clotilde, a new
edifice (as churches in Paris go) with a fashionable congre-

gation. The spires are those we glimpse from the Place de

la Concorde.

The Ministry of Posts and Telegraph, at number 103,

has a court in which one of the telegraph instruments

of Claude Chappe was set up. On the boulevard Saint-

Germain, not far from here, is the monument to Chappe,

showing him with his apparatus which was an optical

telegraph or signal--y<tem by means of which a mo-
could be transmitted two hundred miles in fifteen minutes.

But it took a lot of "manning/' of relaying!

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry is next door,

in a mansion built in 1700.
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At number 97 the Due de Saint-Simon, the brilliant but

caustic chronicler of Court history under Louis XIV, the

Regency, and Louis XV's early reign, edited his famous

"M&noires" for publication, and died — in 1755.

The Due de Cosse-Brissac, last lover of du Barry, lived

at number 118, where the Mairie of the Seventh Arron-

dissement is now.

Number 85 has been the mansion of the Dues d'Avaray

since 1718. Horace Walpole lived there when he was in

Paris in 1767.

Number 79, built in 1709 for the Duchesse d'Estr^es,

was tenanted later by her nephew, the Due de Biron, and

by other famous persons including the Marquise de

Tourzel, who had been the governess of the royal children

(of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette) and accompanied

them in their flight to Varennes, and shared with them
their early imprisonment. It was the Russian Embassy
until Russia ceased to have ambassadors; and the Czar

Nicholas II and Czarina were lodged there in 1896.

Number 73 is one of the entrances (the other is on rue

de Varennes) of the Italian Embassy which used to be

called the Hotel de Galliffet. It has many memories, but

the most interesting are those that relate to Talleyrand,

the renegade Bishop of Autun, who proposed the confis-

cation of church properties. He was excommunicated and

expatriated, but went back to France under the Directory;

and, thanks to the influence of Madame de Stael (whose

lover he seems to have been), Barras made him Minister

of Foreign Affairs, in 1796, and he came here to this house

to live and to direct his Ministry.

It seems to have been some time before this that he

wrote to Barras about a beautiful East-Indian, twenty-

five years old, who had had as an adventuress an extraordi-

nary career which we must not attempt to detail here.
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She was known as Madame Grand, and she had a husband
— somewhere. She was arrested on some charge of

conspiracy.

"She is," Talleyrand assured Barras, "the person in all

Europe most incapable of meddling in any affair. She is an

Indienne, very beautiful, very indolent, the most un-

occupied woman I have ever seen. I beseech your interest

in her behalf. ... I love her."

Barras got the lovely lady out of jail. And when Talley-

rand came here as Minister, he brought her with him. And
here she stayed. Here, some years later, having effected

"an arrangement" with M. Grand, she achieved a civil

marriage with Talleyrand. This was a concession to the

ambassadresses, who objected to paying their respects to a

lady in her unsanctioned situation. But if some opinions

were softened by the marriage, others were not. The old

Duchesse de Talleyrand refused to recognize "that per-

son" as her daughter-in-law; the Vatican was scandalized;

and Napoleon was none too well pleased. He conceded the

beauty of Madame, but he said she was a fool. The day

after her marriage she was presented at the Court of the

First Consul, who — with his usual directness of speech —
told her that he hoped "the good conduct of the Citizeness

Talleyrand would cause the ' lightness ' of Madame Grand

to be forgotten"; to which she replied that she "could not

do better than to follow, in this regard, the example of

Citizeness Bonaparte."

If she was a fool, she must have had a fool's temerity

about speaking truth!

There are many piquant stories about her; but we must

not linger. The marriage was unhappy — although the

liaison seems to have been quite satisfying — and they

separated in 1815. She died in l^.'Jo, and is buried in the

Cemetery of Montparna
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At number 57-59 is the beautiful Fountain of the Four

Seasons, reminiscent of one at Rome. Alfred de Musset

lived at number 59 for sixteen years. From there he went

to Italy with Georges Sand. Thither he returned, dis-

illusioned.

Now let us turn down the boulevard Raspail. Perhaps

you'd like to stop sight-seeing and go shopping at the Bon-

Marche, two blocks down the boulevard.

If not, let's wander back along rue de Varennes, and look

at number 57, a superb mansion built for the Marshal de

Montmorency. Talleyrand was once owner of it. TheComte
de Paris lived there in 1884. (He was Louis-Philippe's

grandson— oldest son of Louis-Philippe's oldest son— and

heir to the crown, if there was ever again to be one.) And in

1886, his daughter Amelie was here betrothed, with great

ceremony, to the Duke of Braganza who became King of

Portugal under the name of Don Carlos, and who was

assassinated in 1908. On this betrothal occasion there was

such a Royalist demonstration that it led to those laws be-

ing enacted which banished from France the older branches

of families once regnant there. The Duchesse de Galliera,

widow of another grandson of Louis-Philippe, gave the

mansion to the Emperor of Austria, and it became the

Austro-Iiungarian Embassy.

At number 61, Therezia Cabarrus lived, when she had
" ditched" poor Tallien and likewise Barras and the rich

lover who succeeded him, and become the Princesse de

Cliimay.

At number 69, the Countess Duchatel, widow of one of

Louis- Philippe's ministers, held her very popular salon of

the old regime, when the " upstart" Napoleon III was in

his heyday.

Number 77 is the Hotel Biron, where the Rodin Museum
is installed. It is, apart from the collection which is the
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sculptor's superb gift to the nation, a place full of interest,

of memories.

The very rich man for whom it was built had come, a

young wig-dresser or barber's boy, to Paris when Louis

XIV was king. lie had a gift for " business," and his small

affairs prospered. Then he led into trouble the daughter

of a well-to-do man who obliged our young man to marry

the girl. When John Law's "Mississippi Bubble" was

dazzling France, this Abraham Peyrenc risked all he had,

won an enormous fortune, and got out before the crash

came. Then he ordered for himself a mansion which should

surpass in elegance the most sumptuous abodes of great

nobles or great financiers. In 1730 it was finished, and the

gardens laid out; but two years later Peyrenc died, at the

age of forty-six. His widow sold this property to the

Duchesse du Maine, widow of Louis XIV's favorite son by

Montespan. The Duchess died here in 1753. The next

proprietor was the Marshal de Biron who lived here thirty-

five years in the utmost magnificence. The gardens, in his

day, were one of the sights of Paris, and he was very

generous in admitting the public to them. I lis tulips alone

were said to have cost more than two hundred thousand

francs. He died here, aged eighty-eight, just before the

Revolution, and left the property to his nephew the Due
de Lauzun, who went to the guillotine, as did his widow

after him, and his aged aunt, the former mistress of this

domain. In 1S20 the property was sold to the Mesdames
of the Sacred Heart who used it as a convent until 1

(.)07.

The project of cutting it up in "lots" for sale aroused great

indignation, stirred and kept alive largely through the

efforts of M. Andre Ilallays, of the "Journal des DebaK"
whose continued protests led the Government to hwy it.

You may feel like going into the Rodin Museum to-day

(if it isn't too near closing time), or you may prefer a
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glimpse of the garden where those who love Paris past

have had so many reveries. It lies in the very shadow of

the golden dome above Napoleon's ashes.

Let us take a fiacre, now, and direct the driver "h
l'Ecole Militaire — Champ-de-Mars — Tour Eiffel."

It may be the little Corsican that you will care most to

think about as you drive past the Military School. I, for

my part, seem to find him there with the utmost difficulty,

or not at all. The dominant figure thereabouts, to me, is

Foch the Teacher. He had been here as a student, too —
called, in 1885, when he had been seven years a captain, to

the Superior School of War for two years of intensive train-

ing and study. Ten years later he was made associate

professor of military history, strategy, and applied tactics

at this school for officers; and a year later advanced to

head professorship and made a lieutenant-colonel. He was

forty-five years old-, and had been for a quarter of a century

a student of the art of war. Now he was teaching it, and

with it teaching great principles. What we owe to the

skill and to the spirit he taught in this school is beyond all

computation. It was here, as much as on the field of battle,

that the war was won.

Between the Eiffel Tower and the river, let us stop a few

moments for the view over toward the Trocadero.

Perhaps you want to go home, now. If not, let us say to

our driver, " Boulevard Montparnasse." This is a continu-

al ion of the boulevard des Invalides; and after we have

followed it a very short distance, we shall come to the

Gare Montparnasse, across from which is the big restau-

rant Lavenue where we like to dine. If the evening is

warm, we may sit in the garden. The music here is always

good, and the food likewise. After dinner, we like to stroll

along the boulevard as far as boulevard Raspail, and then

settle down for the evening at one of the popular cafes —
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notably the Cafe du Dome. It is hereabouts that one sees,

nowadays, the outstanding figures of the Quarter — some

students, but more men, and some young women, who
have begun to arrive, who are already being pointed out

and talked about.



VIII

YOUR EIGHTH PARIS DAY
If this happens to be Wednesday or Saturday, and you

would like to visit the manufactory of Gobelins tapestries,

the expedition I propose should start betimes, as the

Gobelins' is open only from one to three. If that visit

(interesting as it is) seems of less moment to you than

some other things, on your first stay in Paris, you might

take the morning for shopping or for a visit to the Mus6e
du Luxembourg, and give the afternoon to sauntering. Or,

if you want to go to the races in the afternoon, you could

take this stroll in the morning if— you will start about ten.

I shall try to plan so that you can fit it in with any other

half-day you choose to link with it.

Since you may elect to combine it with the Luxembourg

(which is a rational thing to do, because it is close by, and

is indoors, whereas we shall be outdoors for the most part

in our further sight-seeing), I'll say to you that you will

find this museum infinitely easier to see than the Louvre.

It is small. You doubtless know that at the Luxembourg

the French Government exhibits its purchases from con-

temporary artists. Some years after an artist's death, his

works in the Luxembourg are transferred, either to the

Louvre or to the museums of other French cities. So there

is constant change, here, not only in arrangement, but in

content. Any picture or piece of sculpture I might

especially urge you to seek out is liable to be displayed

elsewhere before you read these lines. The thing to keep

in mind in the Luxembourg is that these works of art

represent what a government committee (invariably made
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up of the best, the soundest, and also of the most open-

minded art authorities in the nation) has adjudged the

best and most characteristic work of the most significant

artists of the present generation.

After a morning at the Musee, you will easily find your

way to Foyot's if you want a very fine lunch, or to I

Medicis, or to Cafe Harcourt (on the bouT Mich') if you

wish to lunch less expensively.

In any case you are close to the Pantheon, where we will

start our stroll.

The story of this hill on which the Pantheon stands

goes back a long, long way — part of the way in history,

and beyond that in legend. Fm not sure how far in n

spect you'll want to go. But I find that many of un-

American friends are glad to have their memory jogged a

bit when they're looking at the superb mural paintings,

and before they descend to the tombs.

Sainte Genevieve, in whose honor the church was built,

id to have entered upon the religious life when she

only seven, urged thereto by Saint Germain, Bishop of

Auxerre, whose statue you see here. She was born in 422,

and was a young woman just past thirty when she rallied

the courage of the Parisians as Attila advanced. It

she who persuaded the father of Clovis to erect a tomb

over the burial-place of Saint Deni-, who had been

martyred by the axe two hundred years before. SI

very lovely and very real as well as very spirit uelle, in the

exquisite Puvis de Chavannes paintings here. Th

which Clovifl is taking in the James Blanc mural is that he

made before the battle of Tolbiac wherein he wafl to meet

the Romans for a decisive battle. Clotilde, the wii

Clovis, was a Christian; and her husband vowed that if lie

victorious over the Roman-, he would adopt her faith.

He was victorious; he kept his word; and on Christina-
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Day, 495, he and three thousand of his warriors, together

with their wives and children, were baptized at Reims, by
Bishop Remi (or Remigius) whose statue, also, is here. It

is in consequence of this baptism of King Clovis, which

made Christianity the religion of France, and of the sainte

ampoule, believed to have been brought from heaven by a

dove for his anointing, that the kings of France were

crowned and anointed at Reims. Blanc has a picture of

the baptism of Clovis, too. The coronation of Charle-

magne, which another artist pictures, was at Saint Peter's,

Rome, on Christmas Day, 800. Three hundred years be-

fore, Clovis — a Frankish chieftain — had beaten back

the Roman legions and set up a sort of royal authority over

a small section of what we now call France. Charlemagne's

coronation, in Rome, was followed by the Pope's kneeling

in homage before him who had just been proclaimed

" Emperor of all the world." The two pictures suggest a

great change in the position of France in Europe.

Next of the Panth6on paintings, in point of time

illustrated, are those by Cabanel, of Saint Louis ad-

ministering justice, founding the Sorbonne, etc. And last

come the Jeanne d'Arc pictures, concerning which nobody

needs any reminder.

When Mirabeau died, in April, 1791, the feeling was

widespread that the man whose vision and counsel were

wTorth most to France in her crisis, had been taken away.

Just how much the majority of the people comprehended

the wisdom of his policies, the worth of his influence, we
cannot gauge. But they knew enough to feel grief-stricken

when death threatened him; to hush all sounds about his

house (at 42 Chauss6e d'Antin) while he lay battling to

live; and to declare, when he had lost his fight, that no

place but the recently completed Church of Sainte-

Genevieve was worthy to be his sepulchre.



FRANCIS I AND CHARLES V VISITING THE TOMB OF

SAINT DENIS

Painting in the Louvre
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In consequence of this resolution, the church (already

secularized) was constituted a Pantheon, consecrated to

the great men of the country. And on April 4th, 400,000

persons followed Mirabeau's body thither, to the sound of

martial music, by the light of funeral torches.

In July, Voltaire's body was brought from the abbey of

Scellieres in Champagne, where it had been hastily and

secretly interred in 1778, for reburial in the Pantheon. The
night of July 11th it lay in state on the site of the Bastille

where Voltaire had twice been a prisoner; and the next

morning at eight a great funeral car, drawn by twelve

horses, started for the Pantheon. On it was a granite

sarcophagus, bearing a recumbent statue of Voltaire,

draped in purple and crowned with a diadem of gold stars.

The first stop was on the boulevards near the porte

Saint-Martin, where hymns were sung. Then to the house

of M. de Villette, where Voltaire had died. There it was

awaited by fifty young girls in classic garb, by the actors of

the Theatre-Frangais wearing the costumes of their most

famous roles, and by children with baskets of blossoms

which they were to strew before the chariot. But a drench-

ing rain came down; and it was a dripping, sodden cortege

when it got here.

Rousseau's body was brought from Ermenonville in

October, 179-4, and lay in state for a night in an "Isle of

Poplars'" constructed for the occasion in the great basin

of the Tuileries Gardens. His interment ceremonies were

pompous than Voltaire's, but imposing.

Meanwhile, Mirabeau had been dislodged! When the

papers hidden by Loui< XVI in his famous iron safe (that

he himself had ma -reted in a wall of the Tuileri

wen 4 examined, some of Mirabeau'a counsels t<> the King

were interpreted — in this vi 'lent y< — a- pn >ving

that Mirabeau had tried to save the King and kingdom;
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and his bones were ordered from their honorable sepulture

to be replaced by those of Marat.

Accordingly, Mirabeau's remains were carried away to

the little Cemetery of Clamart where many victims of the

September massacres had been buried; and Marat —
dead more than two months — was hauled through the

crowded streets to the Pantheon where he lay for a few

months only— then was cast out, and thrown into the

"common grave" of the near-by Cemetery of Saint-

El tienne-du-Mont.

Even more interesting than Voltaire and Rousseau to the

average American visitor to the vaults beneath the Pan-

theon is the last resting-place of Victor Hugo, whose body,

in the poor-man's coffin that he had requested, lay all night

beneath the Arc de Triomphe before its interment here.

Zola's remains are here, also.

The Pantheon is very beautiful, very impressive; but I've

seen scores of burial-places I'd prefer to its vaults.

You may care to look in at the reading-room of the Bib-

liotheque Sainte-Genevieve, across the square; and to recall

that where this now stands there was once a college,

founded in 1314 by an archbishop of Reims, which counted

among its students men so diverse as Ignatius Loyola,

founder of the Jesuit Order; Erasmus, the great Dutch

thinker; and John Calvin, Protestant theologian— and all

of them within a generation's span!

The School of Law, next door, is part of the Sorbonne, or

University. This is rue Cujas that we're on — behind the

Law School. On the other side of the street is the Lyc6e

Louis-le-Grand, where Moliere was educated, and Condor-

cet, Desmoulins, Robespierre, and many others who have

written their names variously on the scrolls of remem-

brance. And it may interest you (as it does vie!) to know

that when Robespierre was a student here the old convent
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of the Jacobins was still here — this street, and many an-

other hereabouts, was cut through its property after the

Revolution. The old monastery was founded in 1217.

Thomas Aquinas had taught in it; and its church contained

the tombs of innumerable royalties. The porte Saint-

Jacques of Philippe-Auguste's wall was here, and it was

through this gate that Charles VII entered with his troops

in 1436.

That is the Sorbonne, across from Lyc6e Louis-le-Grand

;

but we are coming to that another day, and are headed in

the opposite direction, now.

Straight down this street, behind the Pantheon, is the

fagade of Saint-Etienne-du-Mont, one of the most pictur-

esque and most interesting churches in Paris. It was begun

under Francis I and finished one hundred and seven years

later under Louis XIII. Marguerite of Valois laid the first

stone of the fagade, in 1610. It was a sort of attendant upon

the old basilica of Sainte-Genevieve (near where the Pan-

theon now is) which was then the repository of Sainte

Genevieve's remains. They were in a gold reliquary made
in the form of a church and covered with precious stones.

During the Revolution this casket was sent to the Mint,

and the remains (what was left of them after twelve and a

half centuries) were burned in front of the Hotel de Ville

where malefactors were executed. Some of the ashes, and a

part of the old sarcophagus, are said to be in the modern

shrine, here in Saint-Etienne-du-Mont, around which so

many white tapers are always flickering. I once saw a

young father and mother and their six little children (the

tiniest in its mother's ann<) in reverence at this shrine.

Every one had lighted a little taper before kneeling down
— there was even one for the baby — and they made a pic-

ture worthy of Van Eyck or Memling. What they hoped —
those of them who were old enough to hope anything —
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Sainte Genevi&ve would do for them, I could not guess.

But it was a lovely sight to see, and I am grateful for the

memory of it.

The carved marble rood-loft, called a jube, is one of the

most beautiful pieces of ecclesiastical decoration anywhere,

and more pictured by artists than any other detail of a

church interior unless it be the rood-screen at Saint Mark's

in Venice. Racine is buried in the crypt of this church, and

so are Boileau and Pascal. We must be sure to go back into

the chapter-house built in the old cloister, and to see the

superb stained glass in some of the small windows there.

This is one of the churches of which I never tire ; I wel-

come every occasion which takes me to it. One day not

long ago I was coming out of it after a visit to it with some

American friends, when a big sight-seeing car drew up at

the curb. It was filled with compatriots of ours, and they

had evidently seen several churches— enough! Only one of

them all would get out of the car and venture in. She was in

a hurry, and banged the swinging door behind her as she

dashed in. A moment later she was out again, at our heels,

shouting at a friend in the car. "Come on in, Em!" she

cried encouragingly; "it's real odd!" But Em was not to be

tempted. I dare say her "feet hurt."

The street that runs behind the Pantheon (to our left as

we come out of Saint-Etienne-du-Mont) is rue Clctilde,

named for the wife of Clovis. On the other side of it is

Lycee Henri IV, and that square tower we see above the

walls is part of the old Church of Sainte-Genevieve. It is

of the twelfth century, but its foundations are older; and

it was the first observatory at Paris.

In this old church (built by order of Clovis about 510, de-

stroyed by the Norsemen in the ninth century, and rebuilt

in the twelfth) Clovis and Clotilde were buried.

The Lyc6e Henri IV was opened, in part of the old con-
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ventual buildings of Sainte-Genevieve, in 1800. Alfred de

Musset came here to school; so did Scribe, the dramatist;

Merimee, the author of "Carmen"; Sainte-Beuve, the emi*

nent critic; and Viollet-le-Duc, the very famous architect of

the Second Empire.

The street which runs south from the Pantheon is the rue

d'Ulm, at number 43 in which was Pasteur's first labora-

tory.

Crossing it, very near the Pantheon, is the rue de l'Estra-

pade. The house now numbered 3, built in 1681, but much
rebuilt, is the cradle of the French Encyclopaedia, since

Diderot was living there when that great work was pro-

jected.

If you are a lover of Balzac you will certainly want to

turn down from the rue de l'Estrapade into rue Tournefort,

at number 24 in which is the house described as the Pension

Vauquer, the shabby dwelling of Pere Goriot. Henry James

called this "one of the most portentous settings of the scene

in all the literature of fiction . . . there is a profound corre-

spondence between the background and the action." Bal-

zac gave infinite pains to the selection of this place, and a

kind Providence has preserved it practically as he knew it.

At the end of the rue de l'Estrapade we come to the Place

de la Contrescarpe where the celebrated Caf6 of the

Pomme-de-Pin used to be, frequented by Villon and Rabe-

lais, by Ronsard and Jodelle, by Racine and Boileau and

La Fontaine.

If we take rue Rollin, a dozen steps to the north, we shall

see, at number 2, the site of the house wherein Pascal died;

at number 4, the actual hou-e (built in 1G23) whore Bernar-

din de Saint-Pierre lived when he wrote "Paul and Vir-

ginia" (later, he was superintendent of the Jardin dee

Plantes, near by, and lived there); at number 14, a house in

which lived De.-cartes, the first great philosopher to write in
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French. At the end of the "block" (as we say) we shall

come to the Arenes-de-Lutece (Colosseum of Paris), or,

rather, to what remains of it. This amphitheatre was prob-

ably built under Hadrian, and destroyed first by the barba-

rians and then by the early Christians — perhaps because

of martyrdoms suffered there. There is not much to be seen

here; indeed, the presence of these remains was not sus-

pected until 1869. But you may be glad to know where the

Roman Arena was.

Rue de Navarre turns the corner and goes south a few

feet. Following it, we shall reach, in a minute, rue Lace-

pede, at number 4 in which was the entrance to the Augus-

tines convent where Manon Roland was educated. A few

doors away (number 11 to 15) was the Revolutionary prison

of Sainte-Pelagie, where, in a noisy, ribald company, elud-

ing the watchfulness of the keepers, that same Manon,

waiting for the knife to fall and end her days, wrote her

sparkling "Memoirs." (The manuscript is in the Biblio-

theque Nationale— seven hundred pages of neat, firm

writing.)

" So full and natural," says Miss Ida Tarbell in her " Ma-
dame Roland," "are these memoirs that they are really the

most attractive material we have of the life of her class in

the eighteenth century."

And so warm with gayety and tenderness, so scintillanV

with smiles and tears, that they endear her to us more than

all her political fervors.

Josephine de Beauharnais was in Sainte-P61agie Prison,

too — before going to the Carmelites.

We'll follow rue Lacepede back to Place Contrescarpe,

and then turn south on rue Mouffetard, one of the most

picturesque streets in Old Paris, and little known by

touri

We shall not, though, find ourselves alone in rue Mouffe-
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tard! And in this quaint setting of other days, it is impos-

sible to linger long without being a spectator at ofte or more
episodes of the Com6die-Humaine which has been abun-

dant hereabouts for centuries.

It is said that dwellers in rue Mouffetard have no need to

leave their street except to go adventuring. All they require

for ordinary purposes is here.

If you like (as I do) to look at shops wherein you have

no expectation of buying and therefore no responsibility of

making a choice, you will enjoy sauntering .on rue Mouffe-

tard. It is the other end of the gamut from rue de la Paix;

and some people care only to be dazzled. You will not be

dazzled here. But if you are the sort of traveller who's in-

terested to know how much poor folks are pa}Ting for food,

and what kinds they're buying, and how they do their mar-

keting, and what dry-goods cost them, you can learn a

great deal in a street like rue Mouffetard without going in-

side a shop or asking a single question. It's all spread out

for easy knowing.

Let us glance, to our left, along rue Saint-Medard, full of

ancient houses, and to our right (farther on) down rue du

Pot-de-Fer which neither our century nor its predecessor

has invaded with an " improving" pick.

Where the Caserne (barracks) now is, occupied by the

Garde Republicaine, there used to be a convent of the Mi-

sericordia into which Francoise Scarron withdrew for a time

in her penniless early widowhood and while she was yet a

great way off from being the wife of Louis XIV.

At number 99 is the entrance to the passage des Patri-

archies, beloved by etchers and all other lovers of the pic-

turesque.

And presently wo come to the Church of Saint-Medard,

built in the twelfth century and rebuilt in the sixteenth.

It was the first church in Pari- restored to the old religion
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after the Revolution. If you do not care about going in, I

shall not urge it. There used to be a cemetery here, too; and

one of the tombs in it was supposed to be miracle-working,

so that extraordinary scenes took place here, and the place

was closed by order of Louis XV— which caused a wag to

write on the gate :
" By order of the King, God is forbidden

to work any more miracles in this place."

But what I care most to see here is an old man, seventy-

five years of age, sitting on the edge of a well and telling his

beads as he makes mute appeal for alms. Yes, he's here

now; he's always here; he will be here forever; Victor Hugo
has seen to that. You remember that when Jean Valjean

had brought Cosette to Paris and was living in the garret in

boulevard de l'Hopital, he ventured forth only after dark

and then into quiet streets. He spoke to hardly any one;

but to this old beggar at Saint-Medard's he always gave a

trifle, and at times he accompanied it with a word or two.

One night, Jean went up to the crouching figure and placed

his usual charity in the old man's hand. "The beggar sud-

denly raised his eyes, looked fixedly at Jean Valjean, and

then let his head hang again. This movement was like a

flash, but Jean Valjean gave a start; he fancied that he had

seen, by the flickering light of the lamp, not the placid and

devout face of the old beadle, but a terrifying and familiar

face ... an instinct urged Valjean not to utter a syllable."

It was Javert! the terrible police inspector. Valjean's pres-

ence in Paris was discovered; his lodging was soon located.

We are on the eve of that breath-taking flight of hunted

man and little nameless child through the streets of Paris

by night, in 1824. If you cannot re-read it all while you are

in Paris, try to go over at least a part of "Les Miserables,"

beginning at chapter ninety-five; see what it means to you

now!

As we cross rue Claude Bernard, glance down rue Broca,
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which is full of old and very curious houses and is one of the

most picturesque streets in Paris.

The avenue des Gobelins starts here. At the very begin-

ning of it, close by Saint-M6dard, a very ancient street

called rue Fer-a-Moulin leads us, in a dozen steps, to rue

Scipion, at number 13 in which is the bakery where all the

bread for Paris hospitals is made in what used to be a very

splendid palace in the best Florentine style.

Catherine de M6dicis, although she was only fourteen

when she came to France as a bride, wTas always very loyal

to the Florentines; and among those of her native city who
flocked to Paris, sure of her favor, after Henry II died, was

one, Scipio Sardini, who was amiable, ingratiating, abso-

lutely unscrupulous, and skilful at fishing in troubled wa-

ters. Scipio got himself a contract or commission to collect

the taxes on salt. He "discounted" these for the Crown;

and, not on what he held back from the Crown (we may be

sure), but on what he wrung from the wretched, he soon be-

came scandalously rich. "Those," said a contemporary

writer, "who a short while ago were only little sardines,

have become enormous whales; and thus it is that France

fattens the little Italian fishes."

Then Scipio began to look about him for a wife who could

help him to some social prestige, and settled upon one of the

frailest of those frail beauties who formed the famous "fly-

ing squadron" of Catherine de Mddicis and whose business

it was to intrigue the leading men of the Court and country,

learn their secrets and affiliations, and keep Catherine in-

formed. Isabelle de Limeuil, of the house of the Counts of

Auvergne, was the one of these ladies that Scipio got. She

had been the mistress of Ronsard, the poet, of the Abb6
Brantome, Court chronicler, of the Prince de Cond6, and of

many more besides; and had grown more intent upon her

gallantries than upon her "secret service" to the Queen, to
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the extent that Catherine not only dispensed with the lady

Isabelle's attendance, but had her locked up where her in-

discretions could compromise no one. Conde got her out,

and Scipio married her. It is not exactly our idea of marry-

ing for social prestige; but it seems to have been a perfectly

good one in Scipio's day. His wealth covered the multitude

of Isabelle's sins, and her taste, elegance, and " visiting list

"

gave his money some expression.

The}7, built this beautiful palace, which in those days had

splendid Italian gardens; they entertained magnificently;

they bought the chateau of Chaumont on the Loire; Scipio

became a State Councillor, a collector of rare editions, a cul-

tivator of roses, and died an old, peaceful, and happy man,

after Catherine and her four sons were long years in their

graves, and Henry IV was almost in his. There is no

" moral" to this story!

Scipio's great possessions passed on to one, Alexandre

Sardini, born — the gossips of the day have told us— to

Isabelle a week after her gorgeous wedding fetes, but not

related to Scipio in any way at all. And before Scipio had

been many years in his grave, this mansion had become a

place where beggars were shut up to keep them off the

streets! Later additions to its " guests" were pauper

women, girl-mothers and their babies, and other persons of

the utmost wretchedness.

History is full of stories of the new-rich: of sudden for-

tunes and their dazzling display. Exceeding few of those

fortunes have been enduring, have founded anything sub-

stantial. Their general tendency is gourd-like. A study of

BOine of them would make an interesting book; and one that

should have value for many generations, since every decade

— almost — seems to bring on its own fresh crop of profit-

eers.

Scipio, the " sardine" who became a whale, is a fair type.
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We cannot go into his old manison without a special permis-

sion, and if we had one, we should not see much save a very

efficient and extraordinarily clean bakery. But we can

stand in the court and stare about us. Perhaps this doesn't

interest you. If so, you have only to stay on the avenue des

Gobelins, and omit this tiny detour of a stone's-throw dis-

tance.

It might be that now, instead of going to the Gobelins

and thereabouts, your interest would lead you along the

boulevard Arago, here on our right, and off to the cata-

combs (which you may enter if it is the first or third Satur-

day of the month, and if you have a permit) and the Lion of

Belfort (by Bartholdi) and the Cemetery of Montparnasse

where Bartholdi is buried, and Guy de Maupassant, and

C&ar Franck, and Sainte-Beuve; or down the avenue de

Montsouris to the pretty park of Montsouris where — as I

write — the municipality of Paris is planning to erect a new
colony for students and struggling artists who find lodging

and studios increasingly difficult to get in the old "Quar-

ter." Or, if you are scientifically minded, you may want to

visit the Observatory, just off boulevard Arago. The first

Saturday of the month is the principal visiting day here

(permission must, however, be obtained in advance), but

certain parts can be seen at other times than that. The first

and third Saturdays (1 to 4 p.m.) are the visiting days for

the Pasteur Institute, which is over in this part of town, but

about two miles almost due west of where we're now debat-

ing what you may do next.

This is the district of hospitals, asylums, clinics, and

medical schools; and, in the part immediately south of us,

of tanneries, dye-works, and similar industries, mostly situ-

ated along the banks of the Bievre, a river whose pleasant

meandering through this section made it a favorite location

for suburban villas long ago.
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The Gobelins, Jean and Philibert, who left their name to

this quarter, came here, probably from Reims, early in the

fifteenth century, and made .their mark, and much money,

not in tapestry-weaving, but in the manufacture of dyes—
particularly a scarlet which only they knew how to make.

Rabelais says that they made the Bievre run red with their

waste, so that it was called " the river of the Gobelins "; and

under that name Ronsard sings of it in his odes and sonnets

that Mary Stuart loved.

As makers of scarlet the Gobelins waxed so rich that in

a generation or two their descendants were done with

" trade," had purchased titles, and were trying to forget

dyestuffs. Flemish weavers set up their looms here on

these banks, and in time were succeeded by Frenchmen of

the same craft. Early in the reign of Louis XIV the State

bought the factory and directed Charles Le Brun, the most

eminent artist of the day, to reorganize it for the manufac-

ture of magnificent royal furnishings. Le Brun lived here

for more than twenty years, and died here, in 1690— suc-

ceeded by his great rival, Mignard.

Your guidebook is very explicit in the matter of the Go-

belins; and I will not duplicate. The visit is a decidedly in-

teresting one; but only a small proportion of tourists, I sup-

pose, would feel that it was an essential or even important

part of a first brief stay in Paris. If you go, do not neglect

to step into the near-by court of an old mansion popularly

associated with "la reine Blanche," the mother of Louis IX.

Queens in early times wore white as widow's weeds, and

in consequence queens-dowager were frequently called

"blanche"; but it is probable that Queen Blanche, widow

of the first Valois king, had a country house here, and died

in it about 1398. It was razed soon after; but her name

clung to the castle built on this spot a century later. Only,

by that time people had forgotten which Queen Blanche it
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was who lived hereabouts, and went a hundred and fifty

years or so too far back, to find her. This majestic residence

was either built for or soon passed into the hands of a family

allied with the later and richer Gobelins.

And under Louis XV the administrative offices of the

Gobelins' manufactory were here. To-day it is a tannery.

We find it in rue des Gobelins, off the avenue, number 17.

And this short street terminates in one of the most

picturesque corners of Old Paris, the ruelle des Gobelins,

with its exquisite little hunting lodge built in 1735 for

M. de Julienne, one of the dyers of this district, on whom
Louis XV conferred a patent of nobility— which interests

us much less than that Watteau was his friend and often

came here.

Beside this pavilion is the entrance to the gardens of the

Gobelins, wherein each worker cultivates his own "bit."

This corner is certainly "one of the curiosities of Paris/ ' as

the Marquis de Rochegude says.

You may care, especially if you are a Napoleon enthu-

siast, to follow the avenue des Gobelins a little farther, to

where it ends at the Place dTtalie. The barriere, or gate, by

which the city was entered from Fontainebleau, was there;

and through it Napoleon reentered his capital, from Elbe,

on the 20th of March, 1815 — the beginning of the Hun-
dred Days before Waterloo.

If this does not attract you, let us walk through rue de

Banquier, almost opposite the Gobelins', to the boulevard

de THopital, where we shell find nothing to remind us of

that gloomy abode in which Hugo put Valjean, Cosette,

Marius, and the Th6nardiers; but it is there for us, not-

withstanding. It seems that there was once, at 50-52, just

such a place as Hugo describes in such graphic detail. And
it will always be there, of course! Anything else occupying,

or seeming to occupy, that site is an impertinent intrusion.
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To the real Hugo-lover I heartily commend starting here,

"Les Mis6rables " in hand, and, following Valjean and
Cosette as they dodged through the dark streets, pursued

by Javert — up into rue Mouffetard, skirting the passage

des Patriarches, on toward the pont d'Austerlitz, and over

among the timber-yards of the opposite bank, to the

Little Picpus.

To-day, we'll content ourselves with passing 50-52, and
crossing over to number 47 which is one of the entrances

(the main one) to the Hospice de la Salpetriere, so called

because under Louis XIII there was an arsenal here, and a

gunpowder magazine. Under Louis XIV new buildings

were erected including a church, and the place was con-

verted into an asylum for paupers and insane persons. In

1678 Louis XIV ordered a strong-house constructed here,

for the incarceration of " undisciplined or incorrigible

women or girls." It is thither that the Abb6 Prevost brings

Manon Lescaut; and thence that she starts toward Havre,

on her shameful voyage of deportation to Louisiana.

The Lamotte woman who concocted the plot of the

diamond necklace that gave Marie Antoinette so much
trouble, was imprisoned here, and escaped hence to Lon-

don. Th6roigne de M6ricourt, that fury of the Revolution-

ary mobs, died here, a raving maniac after twenty-five

years in a madhouse— which, as a penalty for violence,

makes the guillotine seem light indeed.

In the latter part of her stay here, Dr. Philippe Penel

was director of the institution, and had begun his memo-
rable work as a pioneer in ameliorating the treatment of

the insane and studying the control and cure of nervous

disorders. Another great man long (thirty-three years)

associated with la Salpetriere, is Charcot, who may be

called the father of suggestive therapy, and the founder

of a school of healing which is growing in extent and in
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variety of application much faster than the old school of

materia medica.

There are more than five thousand patients at la Salpe-

triere. It is a city within a city. Visitors who ask at timely

hours are usually permitted to see the Court of the Mas-

sacres (where, on that September Sunday in 1792, forty-

five of the inmates were butchered — after one hundred

and eighty-three prostitutes had been set at liberty), the

old buildings of Louis XIV's time, the library and study of

Dr. Charcot, etc.

Beside la Salpetriere is the Jardin des Plantes— another

world! And one of so many interests that, if you are a

naturalist of any sort, in any degree, you may well decide

to spend a good deal of your time there.

It has been beloved by Parisians of all classes for nigh on

three centuries. They come here, as you see, at all ages,

and for many purposes : to play and to study and to work

and to make love and to sit and dream.

The garden has so many kinds of appeal that, not know-

ing you individually, I cannot guess in which of them I

would best direct you.

But you are probably tired of walking. The ground

you've covered since I met you is about two miles. You
may care more to sit under the cedar of Lebanon and rest

than to wander any farther.

The great wine-market is just across the way. You
might like a glimpse at that, or at the port, on the quai,

where the cargoes of wine coming by waterways to Paris

are unloaded. Water transport is a great feature of France

and one that visitors should be often aware of in their

sauntering* ; so much that is picturesque and interesting is

x'iated with this canal and river commerce which links

the vineyards with the sea. Whore the wine-market is,

there was once the abbey of Saint-Victor, celebrated for its
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schools where Abelard, Thomas a Becket, Saint Bernard,

and other eminent men were students.

You may want to get back to the shops, or to a smart tea

place. You may feel like loitering about here until time to

eat a rather early dinner at the Tour d'Argent, which is

close by. I must warn you that this is a costly place. But
it is one you ought not to miss, even if you have to eat

several very economical meals elsewhere, to compensate

your "budget."

/ could loaf about here, deliciously, for hours. But you

may feel that your Paris stay is too short to permit such

lingering.

If the river steamers are running,, the very pleasantest

thing we could do, now, is to take one here at the pont

d'Austerlitz, in front of the main entrance to the Jardin

des Plantes; go by river all the way to Suresnes, and dine

at Saint Cloud, at the Pavilion Bleu. There might be time>

on a long day in summer, to drive in the lovely park of

Saint Cloud before dining; or, there may be a fete going on

in the park to which we can go after dinner.
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YOUR SECOND SUNDAY IN PARIS

If you are the kind of Paris visitor who came in at five or

six this Sunday morning, from the cabarets or dance halls,

and will still be sleepy when you start for the races after a

late breakfast, this chapter is not for you. But if you were

that kind of " sight-seer/ ' you wouldn't be cumbered with

a book like this.

I'm taking for granted that, without being a "fan" for

anything in particular, you are here to see Paris, and

especially those things in it which will forever after make
your reading, your play- and opera-going, your enjoyment

of art, infinitely richer and more delightful.

On that presumption, I'm going to ask you to meet me,

about ten or ten-thirty, at the east front of the Louvre —
the rue de Rivoli corner.

We'll walk up the rue du Louvre to rue Adolphe-Jullien

(third turning on the right, as they say in England) ; and a

few steps to the east (right) we shall come to a circular

building called the Bourse de Commerce, or Produce Ex-

change, with a cold-storage of great capacity below.

Much has happened here where this quite uninteresting

building stands.

Long ago there was a turreted mansion here, close to the

western wall of Philippe-Auguste, which belonged to the

seigneurs de Nesle, and they gave it to their King, Louis

IX, who, in turn, bestowed it on his mother, Blanche of

ile, to whom he owed much that made him a good man
and a great king. She died here, and left the property to

her >('<•< »nd son, ( Jharles, King of Sicily. A later tenant was

John, the blind King of Bohemia, who was killed fighting
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for France at the battle of Cr6cy— where the Black

Prince took his crest and motto and passed them on to the

Princes of Wales ever since: three ostrich feathers, and
Ich dien (I serve).

The blind King of Bohemia was the grandfather of

Charles V of France; and another tenant of this place was

Charles V's second son, Louis, Duke of Orleans, the builder

of Pierrefonds and rebuilder of many other noble resi-

dences. We are going, presently, to see where Louis met
his death; and also to see where the instigator of his assas-

sination hid after the deed was done.

Charles V had three brothers, the youngest of whom
was Duke of Burgundy and founder of that princely line

which soon became so powerful and so rich that there was

no sovereign in Europe able to compete with their magnifi-

cence; their pride, their vast possessions, their ambition,

made them outstanding figures in European history for

three generations.

The elder son of Charles V, who sat on the throne for

forty-two years, was a madman most of the time. His wife

was that Isabeau of Bavaria whose name is more execrated

than that of any other woman in French history. She was

the mother of Charles VII, whose kingdom she tried to be-

stow on the English; and of that pathetic child, Isabelle,

who went to England at the age of eight, as queen to

Richard II, and after his death was married to her cousin

Charles of Orleans, the poet-prince, who wrote an exquisite

lament for Isabelle when she died in childbed at Blois,

aged two-and-twenty; and (not to mention any more) of

Katharine, wife of King Henry V of England and mother

of Henry VI.

Isabeau was an almost complete summing-up of all the

vices except those which are " defects of quality" ; and

among them was a guilty passion for her brother-in-law,
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Louis, who lived here with his excellent and adoring

Milanese wife and their children, including the future

poet-prince who was to become the father of Louis XII.

Louis XII lived here before he acceded to the throne

(and the wife) of his kinsman, Charles VIII. Then there

were Magdalenes here for fourscore years, until Catherine

de M6dicis turned them out. It is said that one of the

astrologers she was always consulting (and who certainly

gave her a lot of very bad advice! ) warned her to beware

of the vicinity of Saint-Germain PAuxerrois. And in con-

sequence, she bought a great deal of property hereabouts,

including a recently rebuilt mansion, and established her-

self here after the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew. Here

she kept her star-gazers and soothsayers. Here, probably,

she read the books and pamphlets decrying her, which

were sold almost publicly and read as avidly by Catholic

as by Protestant, and which caused her to " laugh till she

could hardly hold herself," and to say "that if they had

only given her notice before, she would have told them
many other things of which they knew nothing."

All that is left of Catherine's palace is the fluted Doric

column, one hundred feet high and ten feet in diameter, in

which a staircase ascends to the roof where the Queen went
with her astrologer to consult the stars.

The first street east of the circular rue de Viarmes which

surrounds the Bourse de Commerce, is the rue Vauvilliers,

a thirteenth-century street which until 1864 was called

the rue Four-Saint-Honor6, evidently because there was a

public bake-house or oven there. The east side of it was

sacrificed, some years ago, to the new constructions for the

markets; but number 33 is on the west side, and it is that

we have come to see. As lately as 1878 it was still the

Hotel de Cherbourg, as it had been for a century or more
before that.
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One day in October, 1787, a shabby little soldier from

Corsica came here to find a cheap lodging, and was given

room number 9, on the third floor. He had been home on a

furlough, and to get that furlough extended was one of

his reasons for being here now; the other was to urge a

claim of his mother's against the French Government.

They were far from being reconciled yet— those very Ital-

ian Buonapartes— to the French purchase of Corsica. And
this lad of eighteen, although he and his older brother had

been educated by the bounty of the French, was bent upon

two things: freeing his island from French rule, and in

some way or other making money for his family so that

the younger boys might be educated without thanks to

France, and the girls might be provided with dowries. The
prospect of providing much for the numerous Buonapartes

seemed slim indeed on a petty officer's pay; and this boy

(whose father had been dead two years) took very seri-

ously his responsibilities as a " family man."

He had so little to spend that he stayed in his room much
of the time, writing a novel, waiting for news of his affairs,

and going out only to eat. His face, still stranger to the ra-

zor, was furrowed with premature wrinkles, and his clothes

seemed to flap on his lean body. He ate, for six sous, in

the passage des Petits-PSres, near the Place des Victoires;

and sometimes at the Trois-Bornes in the rue de Valois. He
seemed— they could remember, afterward — ashamed of

his very small expenditure, and used to wrap his money in

his " check" or bill, and carry it to the cashier without say-

ing a word to any one.

The hotel-keeper was named Vedrine. " If," says Lenotre,

" Vedrine had, some time later, the curiosity to go and see

his old tenant going to Notre-Dame where the Pope had

been waiting for two hours to crown him Emperor, he would

scarcely have been able to recognize in the Csesar saluted by
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cannon, trumpets, and bells, the stripling with scraggly

locks, the little grotesque of five-feet-three whom he had

once upon a time lodged for four crowns a month.

"

This is not the time to see the markets. You should be

here about six on a week-day morning, for that; but I can-

not see that there is anything to compensate a tourist for

the effort of getting here then— except the lovely, the

ineffably lovely, light that mornings in Paris have. And if I

got up to enjoy the light, the markets with their slaughtered

animals, their muck of vegetable-strippings and fish-scales,

is one of the last places I should choose to do it in.

It is more picturesque hereabouts between midnight

and dawn, when the farmers who have driven in from the

country are waiting for the markets to open. There are

street-dances here, sometimes, which are strange sights to

see, if one comes properly attended. And there are un-

derworld cabarets— one, at least, in some deep-down cells

tenanted by monks in days long gone — where the avowed

enemies of law, order, and property meet and vaunt their

ferocity.

The people of the markets (Les Halles, in French, and

pronounced Lay Hal, with the "H" very lightly aspirated,

almost eliminated) have always numbered a majority of the

violent sort. The nature of their occupation seems to give

them too much time for swapping opinions; followed by long

periods of nerve-tension and exhausting toil which make
them highly irritable, readily inflammable. Their bump
of reverence is not merely non-existent; it is a positive con-

cavity! I don't know how much it might take, nowadays, to

get one's head stuck on a pike by the market crowd; but I

am willing to live and die without trying to find out. I am
not, you see, a devotee of the mark*

Your guidebook gives you Borne facts and figures about

the markets, but omits to tell you that they have occupied
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this space, or part of it, since the beginning of the twelfth

centum; and that, for instance, the fishmongers have never

changed their location since Saint Louis allotted it to them,

nearly seven centuries ago: Pavilion nine, the next to the

easternmost in the north row.

Across the broad, modern rue de Rambuteau is the

church of Saint-Eustache, next to Notre-Dame the largest in

Paris. Let us go there for a bit, at least, of the High Mass.

Joseph Bonnet is at the organ, and his choir is one of the

finest to be heard. We have been walking, since I met you,

only about a scant quarter of a mile. We should be in ample

time for this service. (If you are a special lover of the organ,

keep your eyes open for notices of recitals here by M. Bon-

net
;
you may be fortunate enough to be in Paris when he

is giving a series.)

Saint-Eustache, on the site of a twelfth-century chapel,

was over a hundred years in building, and they were years

of such sharp transitions in architecture that the great

church is, more than most great churches, a medley of

styles; and of styles that mingle badly. Some people admire

the building greatly; others do not. Viollet-le-Duc, the

eminent architect of the Second Empire, said it was "a

confused mass of debris borrowed from everywhere, with-

out relation and without harmony; a sort of Gothic skeleton

clothed in Roman tatters sewed together like the pieces of a

harlequin's suit."

It is imposing, in any case— majestic. One of the love-

liest sights I ever saw was a procession, in the evening,

winding its way through the dim aisles of this church—
hundreds of flickering white tapers in hundreds of hands.

Richelieu was christened here, and Colbert was buried

here. The body of the great finance minister (of whom
Mazarin had said to the young King, Louis XIV, "Sire, I

owe you everything; but I believe I am going to pay my
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debt by giving you Colbert") had to be brought here in the

night, for fear of violence from the populace who hailed

Louis for the glory of his conquests, but hated Colbert for

the expense of them.

Colbert's tomb was preserved from the Revolutionary

mobs which destroyed nearly everything else in the church,

by removal to the convent on the other side of the river

where the Beaux-Arts is now. We shall tell the story of

that convent and the preservation of French monuments,

in a later chapter.

Mirabeau's grand funeral took place from Saint-Eus-

tache. You may imagine the demonstration of sorrow and

regret made here at the time; and then think of the same

populace, demanding, three years later, that his bones be

taken out of the Pantheon and tossed into a common grave

in the cemetery of Clamart over beside the house of Scipio

Sardini.

This was the populace which, when the Feast of Reason

was substituted for the Christian faith, turned Saint-

Eustache (where the new cult was inaugurated) into a hall

of drunken debauchery, resounding with the ribald laughter

of persons who hailed the maudlin intoxication of little chil-

dren as an evidence of "liberty, equality, and fraternity."

When we leave Saint-Eustache, let us take a few steps to

the west, back to the rue du Louvre that we came up, and

walk a short block to northeast on rue Jean-Jacques-

Rousseau.

Here, at the corner where rue de Louvre meets rue

Coquilliere, there used to be the mansion in which Henry

IY's mother, the Queen of Navarre, died. Later, it was

occupied by the Due de Bellegardc who had been Henry

IV'fl rival for the affections of Gabrielle d'Kstrees. Henry

was very jealous of Bellegarde, and everybody knew it. So

when, one day, Bellegarde was in Gabrielle's apartment and
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the King came in unexpectedly, the Duke thought to save

a great deal of trouble for all concerned by a quick dis-

appearance. There being no way out but the way the King

was coming in, Bellegarde scrambled under the bed. Henry
either saw "the last of him" sliding under, or suspected

that he was there. So he stayed on and on, enjoying

GabriehVs uneasiness and the elegant Duke's discomfort.

The King asked for supper, and ordered it served there.

Partridges were brought, and their odor was appetizing.

M. le Due must be hungry, as well as cramped! So the

King threw a partridge under the bed, saying, " Everybody

has to live!"

It is a trifling episode of gallantry, but the deeper you go

into Henry's history and the study of all that made him a

great king because he was so much a man, the more this

partridge tossed to a rival recurs to you as typical of him

who fed the Parisians while he was besieging them!

Later, Bellegarde was told to keep away from Court

while he was unmarried. So he "very quickly" got him a

wife, and settled down here as a model husband.

The mansion was rebuilt in 1615 for the Chancellor

Seguier, who welcomed the new French Academy there for

its sittings.

A little farther on we come to the Post Office, on the site

of a house in which La Fontaine died.

Now, a few feet to eastward, on rue fitienne Marcel, and

up rue Montorgueil, for a long time the great oyster market

of Paris, and now the place par excellence to eat snails, at

l'Escargot, number 38. (Try sole there, if you don't like

snails.) If you want a hearty luncheon we can come back

here a little later. If you breakfasted late and with Ameri-

can additions, you may not want another "real meal" till

dinner.

Do you, by any chance, remember Henry Irving in "The
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Lyons Mail"? In it he had one of his great "parts" — or,

rather, two; for he played both the guilty man, Dubosc,

murderer of the courier and robber of the strong-box, and

Lesurque, the innocent man condemned to death for a

crime of which he knew nothing, but of which even his old

father believed him guilty. The play, by Charles Reade, was

founded on a French drama of an actual crime committed

in 1796. We shall see, on another day, where the coaches

of the Lyons Mail had their Paris terminus. Lesurque

lived here, at number 38, where the Escargot is.

At numbers 64 to 72 is the most picturesque old inn-yard

that is left anywhere in this modern world, to my knowledge.

It is called the Compas d'Or, or Golden Compass, and dates

from the beginning of the sixteenth century. Mr. E. V.

Lucas says that his first pilgrimage, on each arrival in Paris,

is to see if this place is still uninvaded by modernity.

The entrance to it is through an archway; and, once in-

side, we have accomplished a miracle — we have gone back

four hundred years. At any moment a dust-covered courier

may dash in, fling himself from his foam-flecked horse, and

tell us that King Francis had been made prisoner at the

battle of Pavia and carried off to Madrid; or a wild-eyed

citizen, the first to get here from the tilt at the Tournelles,

may shout that King Henry's head had been thrust through

by Montgomery's lance just at the tourney's close.

It is hard to come out; but we must.

And to go hence, where all is as it was, to the Cour des

Miracles, where nothing is as it was, would be so hard that I

shall not ask you to do it. Although, if your recollection of

that old haunt of beggars, thieves, and worse, as Hugo de-

scribes it in "Notre-Dame de PariV makes you want to

sec where it was located, we can gratify you by a very short

walk on to the rno Reaumur. The Cour des Miracles — so

called because the professionally halt, lame, and blind be-
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came "miraculously" whole when they returned there to

enjoy what their simulated sufferings had wrung from the

pitiful— was at number 100.

If you are not curious about that, we will leave rue

Montorgueil where it ends, at rue Saint-Sauveur, and wralk

through this ancient and ancient-looking street to rue

Dussoubs (one short "block"), turning back south on the

latter. At number 21 in this street, Goldoni, "the Italian

Moliere," whose statue is at the east end of lie de la Cite,

back of Notre-Dame, died in great poverty, in 1793.

Now we cross rue Marie-Stuart, whose early name was a

coarse one that shocked the young Scots Queen; and in her

honor it was renamed. The celebrated Italian comedian

known as Scaramouche lived in this street in 1691. He died,

three years later, in rue Tiquetonne to which we are now
coming. In this latter street, Dumas gives D'Artagnan lodg-

ing at " La Chevrette" — not in "The Three Musketeers/'

but in "Twenty Years After" — where now is the Hotel

Picardie. A step or two farther, and we are at the Tour de

Bourgogne, which is number 20 rue Etienne-Marcel.

This tower, built in 1405, is all that is left of the Paris

residence of the Dukes of Burgundy, which covered all the

ground between a space south of this street and rue Tique-

tonne, and between rue Montorgueil and rue Saint-Denis.

(If you will look at your map, you will realize what an extent

that was for a vassal of the Crown to occupy with his "town

house." But the Dukes of Burgundy had at least a dozen

splendid palaces, all the way from Dijon to Bruges. And
they owned another in Paris, too! — the old mansion of the

Counts of Flanders, where the Post Office now is.)

When this tower was built, the Duke of Burgundy was

contending with his cousin, the Duke of Orleans, for the

mastery of France. The King (Charles VI) was a madman,

shut up in his Saint-Paul palace, neglected to the degree that
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he was not even kept clean or his surroundings kept decent.

The Queen had installed herself in the Hotel Barbette (to

which we shall come, presently) where she was living in

debauchery, plundering the royal treasury for her vices and

concerning herself about nothing so little as about her un-

fortunate husband and their seven children.

Burgundy's desire to control the affairs of his unhappy

country was not pure patriotism and benevolence, of course

;

but he really had good reason to believe that other profit

than hisown would result if he could rid France of the abom-

inable Isabeau and her paramour, Orleans. Burgundy, for

instance, wanted to retake Calais from the English, and Or-

leans refused to sanction it. Burgundy had married his heir

to Michelle, one of the mad King's little girls, and his daugh-

ter to Louis the Dauphin, and these children of Burgundy

were at the Saint-Paul Palace with the children of France.

Then, one day, the King's mind cleared, briefly, and he re-

sumed authority. When Isabeau heard this, she and Louis

fled toward Milan, leaving orders for the children to be

brought there too. Burgundy went after the children (his

own were taken, too) and took them back to Paris, and the

King made him their guardian — for he knew that his lucid-

ity was a mere interval, and that the shadows would engulf

him soon again. They did! And Isabeau and Orleans came

back, to resume their old behavior. Things went from bad

to worse. The people kneeling in the churches prayed:
" Jesus in Heaven, send some one to deliver us from Or-

leans."

On the night of November 23, 1407, Orleans was at sup-

per with the Queen when a messenger came to him, begging

his immediate attendance upon the King, in the Saint-

Paul Palace.

Orleans left his sister-in-law, and started for Saint-

Paul. He was Bet upon and murdered by Burgundy's min-
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ions— Burgundy, 'tis said, looking on from a dark door-

way.

Then the master of this tower came home to it, and
climbed to this upper chamber wherein we may stand retell-

ing his story, if you do not mind climbing many a winding

stair. (For permission, ask the concierge of the school, at

the right.)

At first, he denied connection with the crime; then he

confessed it, and fled Paris. But the Court called him back.

Nobody but the personal adherents of the Orleans family

was sorry about the murder; and almost everybody pre-

ferred Burgundy— whatever his designs might be— to

Isabeau; so he was reinstated in all his former privileges,

and absolved from the crime.

This palace saw much more history, but we can't reca-

pitulate it here. The feud between Burgundy's descend-

ants and the descendants of Orleans reached to the third and

fourth generation, and far beyond. Orleans's great-grandson

was Francis I; and the vast possessions of Burgundy were

united with those of Austria and of Spain in Emperor

Charles V, who was the direct heir of this Duke John

the Fearless that we've been talking about. Francis and

Charles were forever fighting and making terms; and as a

result of one of their treaties, Charles relinquished all the

Burgundian possessions in France, including— of course—
this mansion which had teen unoccupied for a long time and

was in a sad state of decay. The large parcel of ground was

cut up into lots and sold. But, if anybody bought the tower

and the buildings about it, the Crown must somehow have

got them back again; for Louis XIII traded them to some

monks for a part of their land near the Place des Vosges.

And the monks set up a soup-kitchen for the poor, in the

tower of John the Fearless. It was a Pere Vincent who was

in charge of this benevolence and so many others that
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he was canonized, and is revered throughout the Christian

world as Saint Vincent de Paul.

The plot on the southwest corner of the Burgundy estate

was bought by a band of players, and became the cradle of

the French Theatre and, subsequently, of French Opera.

(For the tablet recalling this, we must cross the rue fitienne-

Marcel to number 29, on the side opposite the tower.)

These players had had earlier quarters near by— at the

northeast corner of rue Saint-Denis and rue Greneta. There

they had been installed for a hundred and forty years, in

the hall of a "hospital" whose hospitality was not for the

sick, but for the travellers who arrived at the city gate after

curfew and couldn't be admitted until morning. That north

gate (in Philippe-Auguste's wall) was where number 135

rue Saint-Denis is now. The shelter for the belated was

where number 142 is. So the first plays given by Paris per-

sons who made a business of acting were given just outside

the walls.

There they had their stage constructed in three levels,

the highest representing heaven, with God enthroned; the

middle one, earth; and the lowest, hell — in the form of a

dragon's mouth.

The plays presented were called Mysteries, and the play-

ers were called the Brethren of the Passion of our Lord,

Jesus Christ. It was the same sort of performance wThich

previously had been given, on occasions, by the churches.

The only difference was that these Brethren were not re-

cruited from the congregation to perform now and then;

they made a business of acting, and gave regular perform-

ances for pay.

They prospered; and when the Burgundy property was
put up for sale, they were able to buy a parcel of it for their

exclusive purposes— so that, for the first time in the history

of Paris, there was a group of " professionals" chartered by
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the Government and owning their own theatre. There they

had a large but low hall, which accommodated a very deep

stage and about two thousand spectators. The " Standing

Room Only" sign might have been hung out at every per-

formance; for there were no seats, except in the boxes.

Now, here is something for the Little Theatre folk of to-

day to take fresh courage from! The development of the

modern theatre did not have its birth in the big hall, with

the huge stage, among the professional players. It started

with the " amateurs," on the outside!

One company of these was made up from law clerks in the

Palais de Justice, who gave their plays in the great hall of

the palace that is now called the Salle des Pas-Perdus.

(Hugo has given us a vivid description of their perform-

ances, in "Notre-Dame de Paris.") They called their

dramas Moralities, and they left heaven and hell alone

and stuck to this plane that we know more about; dealing

with life as they saw it; hitting at abuses, vices, and ab-

surdities.

People preferred this to Mysteries. The more it made
them laugh, the more they preferred it. In the Mysteries,

no one was funny but Satan. In the Moralities, many
characters were funny. It was inevitable that some of the

"progressives" who played with the law clerks and "got a

lot of laughs" (in the parlance of the stage, to-day) should

withdraw from Moralities and form a new company to play

Follies. And the Follies were most popular of all.

The Brethren of the Passion took note of all this. And
of course they tried to profit by the other fellows' success,

just like theatrical managers to-day; nearly every one of

whom hastens to put on any sort of show similar to one out

of which some enterprising (or merely lucky) fellow has

made a "hit." But they wouldn't abandon their type of

play. What they did was what a Broadway manager in
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this year of grace would call "jazz it up a bit." They tried

to make heaven and hell as funny as the Follies. And peo-

ple were shocked.

They had been in their new theatre only four years when

they were ordered to abandon Mysteries and confine them-

selves to secular subjects. But they, who had horrified

Paris with their unseemly jocularities on sacred subjects,

didn't "believe in" secular plays! That is, they wouldn't

play them; but they would rent their theatre to the Care-

free Children who played the Follies of 1548! Which they

did. And then the Brethren, while continuing to draw rent

from the Follies, gave up their time and energies to de-

nouncing the stage and arraying the Church against it ! In

a little while, acting — child of the Church — was a pro-

scribed calling when the Church had lost control of it; and

those who professed it were denied Holy Communion or

Christian burial.

But the Moralities and the Follies both "wore thin.'
1

With all of life to draw from, they seemed not to know how
to keep themselves abreast of the times. Perhaps it was

asking too much of anybody to make entertainment out of

the times of Catherine de Medicis. At any rate, it was in

her day that business, for the Care-free Children, was so

bad they shut up shop; and the Brethren rented their hall

to a travelling company.

After some ten years, differences of opinion developed in

this company, and it split — the conservatives staying, and

the progressives leaving to form that Marais company
whose competition with the older house did much to stimu-

late French drama. Corneille's " Melite." his first play and

the first comedy written about decent, well-bred people,

produced here in 1029. Racine's ''Alexander the Great''

and "Andromache" in 1665 and 1667.

The Opera-Coinique used the hall of Hotel Burgundy
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(or Bourgogne) until 1783; but not a vestige of it is left,

now.

Let us walk east to rue Saint-Denis along which (the

story goes) Saint Denis went after his execution, with his

severed head in his hand, to the place where he wished to be

buried. (You see him thus in sculptures on fagades of old

churches.) The street was laid out, they say, in his foot-

prints on that journey; it isn't very straight, but Haw-
thorne thought it was as well done as one could reasonably

expect in the circumstances. Saint-Denis's street is one of

the oldest in Paris; and in the Middle Ages it was the long-

est, richest, and most beautiful street in the city. There

were four different gates in it, in the four successive

walls; the last of them still standing, on the boulevard

Saint-Denis.

Down this street came, always, the monarchs of France

making their " joyous entry" into Paris after their corona-

tion at Reims. Up this street went such of them as died in

Paris, to be buried at Saint-Denis.

Here on our left is the Church of Saint-Lou-Saint-Gilles,

an old abbey church of the early fourteenth century. Near

it, many centuries ago, there used to be a street shrine to

the Virgin whose image therein a soldier struck with his

knife. According to the 1 gend, the image bled profusely.

The sacrilegious soldier was tortured and executed; and for

more than three hundred years, down almost to the Revo-

lution, there was kept, to preserve the memory of this, a

three-day fete during which a manikin representing the im-

pious soldier was paraded through the streets and finally

burned, here, in the midst of an illumination and a display

of fireworks. A picture of the crime and its expiation is in

the first chapel of the old church, on the south aisle.

In the eighteenth century there used to be seen here "a

curious ex-voto representing Louis XV, at the age of six,
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kneeling before Saint Lou and asking to be cured of fear—
that fear which later became such extreme timidity that

every strange face made the king suffer/

'

Isn't that an unexpected "angle" on Louis XV?
On we go until we reach the Square des Innocents on

part of the ground where the ancient cemetery of the Inno-

cents used to be. Interments were made there during seven

centuries, to the aggregate of 1,200,000 bodies, till the earth

was so full of decay that a body consigned to it was said to

be consumed in nine days. The poor were buried in caves

containing about 1500 bodies each, into wThich they were

carried down a ladder. In 1780, the odors arising from the

place were so dreadful that it was cleared away, and the

millions of bones removed to the Catacombs. La Fontaine

was buried here on April 14, 1695. What are believed to be

his remains are now at Pere-Lachaise. Some writers say

that Madame Pompadour was buried here; others main-

tain that she was buried in the Capucines church, rue

Saint-Honor6.

By order of Philippe-Auguste, the cemetery (ancient

then) was walled, surrounded by cloisters, decorated with

frescoes of La Danse Macabre, or Dance of Death; and in

the walls were several of those " living tombs" wherein mis-

guided persons immured themselves to wait for death.

The Church of the Holy Innocents was built in 1150 and

stood till 1790, alongside rue Saint-Denis and over to that

part of the present square where the fountain is. The ceme-

tery stretched away, to the north, over a good part of the

ground now occupied by the markets. The old market,

called the Market of the Innocents, was a string of booths

along the outer side of the north cloister.

The lovely fountain of Pierre Lescot and Jean Goujon

was not designed to stand out in an open space as it does; it

wafl originally on the south side of the church. If you will
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try to imagine it without that disastrous "cupola," and
without the steps or base, you will the more readily under-

stand its reputation for great beauty. I have read a story to

the effect that it was Henry IPs delight in this fountain

which caused him to commission Lescot and Goujon for the

Louvre. But they had already done their incomparable

"wing" there for Henry's father, when this fountain was

executed.

I was here, once, with my brother, who had never seen

the fountain, when a workingman in his smock joined us to

point out the beauties of Lescot's design and Goujon's

decorations. The water was not running, and he was dis-

tressed. We ought to see it with the water running. If

we would wait a minute, he would find the man whose re-

sponsibility it is to turn the water off and on. He did; and

came back, beaming, to enjoy our increased appreciation.

"Things like that never happen to me in Paris!" people

often say, when I mention some incident of this sort. To
which I can reply only that they "happen to me" by scores;

that the byways of Paris are, for me, full of memories of

kindlinesses from the people who were my hosts. Perhaps

my love of their beautiful things is more evident than some

others \ Perhaps I am a less formidable looking person than

they— look more obviously "folksy." I don't know. All I

know is that in my experience it seems that there are few

persons here who, seeing that I love their Paris, show any

unwillingness to love me.

Over here on the south side of the Square, we'll pass be-

neath one of those arches into the rue de la Ferronnerie

which has kept its name since the days of Saint Louis

when it was a street of ironmongers. It was very narrow, and

Henry II gave orders for its widening— but nothing was

done.

Up and down this street and some neighboring streets,
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the Bell-Ringer of the Dead used to go, wearing a black

tunic painted in skulls and cross-bones, ringing an enor-

mous bell, and in a sepulchral voice calling out: "Wake,
sleeping people! Pray for the dead!"

The great interest attaching to the rue de la Ferron-

nerie, however, is that here, on Friday, the 14th of May,

1610, Henry IV was assassinated.

He was on the eve of leaving Paris for a campaign against

Austria. Dissatisfied with the limited authority she was to

have in his absence, Marie de Medicis demanded to be

crowned. She had been married ten years, had brought the

King six children, and yet had never worn the crown of

France. Henry quite frankly detested her; she had neither

beauty nor intelligence, she was cold but violent. He had

married her because she was the Pope's niece, and because

she had the largest dot of the epoch. But they quarrelled in-

cessantly. Henry wanted to exile her, but Sully (his great

minister of finance) thought it would be politically impru-

dent. She knew Henry's desire — and she demanded to be

crowned. He demurred, saying it had been predicted that

he would be killed after a grand ceremony. She insisted;

and the ceremony took place at Saint-Denis on May 13th.

In January there had come to Paris one, Francois Ravail-

lac, who had been a novice at the Feuillants Convent in

Paris, then had gone back to his native place, Angouleme,

to teach school. He came up to Paris to try to persuade the

King to revoke the Edict of Nantes which granted freedom

of religious worship. But his appearance was so forbidding

that he was repulsed, everywhere. So he returned home.

In April, he was back; and it began to be noised about in

Paris that "the murderer of the King" had come.

He had tried to find lodging at an inn, near where the

Theatre-Franc,ai* is now; but Paris was crowded — the inn

was full. Afl he came out, he saw (in a cutler's shop, I sup-
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pose) a huge knife shaped like a bayonet, with a very sharp

point, and a stag-horn handle. Of this he possessed himself;

and he carried it about with him for nigh on three weeks.

Every morning he took up his station outside the Louvre,

watching for his chance. Every evening he returned to his

lodging in the humble hostelry of the Three Pigeons, across

from where the portal of Saint-Roch's now is.

At length, discouraged, he started to go home, and had

got as far on the way as Etampes, where he chanced in some

way to break off about an inch of his knife-blade; and being,

when it happened, in front of the wayside crucifix outside

Etampes, he got the idea that there was some mandatory

significance between the two — as a result of which he went

back to Paris, resolved to stay till the deed was done.

On Friday morning, May 14th, he was outside the

Louvre again.

That day, the Due de Vendome, Henry's son by Gabri-

elle, told his father that an astrologer, La Brosse, had pre-

dicted this day would be fatal to the King.

" La Brosse," answered the King, "is an old trickster who
wants your money, and you are a young fool to believe him.

Our days are counted by God."

Nevertheless, he was troubled — restless. It was hot.

At four o'clock he decided to go to Sully; he always took his

troubles to Sully. The minister was ill, at the Arsenal. So

Henry ordered an open carriage, and set out. With him was

the Due d'fipernon (in whose arms Henry III had died, of

an assassin's thrust), the Marshal Laverdin, and three

other gentlemen. Ravaillac saw them go, and followed.

When the little cortege reached this narrow and much-

encumbered street, the footmen took to the cloisters of the

cemetery, to leave more room for the carriage, and went on

to meet it at the rue Saint-Denis.

In this street were two carts, taking up so much of the
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scant space that the King's carriage had to squeeze dose

to the shops to pass them. Thia was Ravaillac's opportu-

nity. The carriage stopped, whilst some one rolled the carts

away. And in the wait Ravaillac jumped up on the wheel

and drove his long knife into Henry's heart. Then, without

trying to flee, or even to throw away his knife, the assassin

stood, awaiting the fate he knew would be his. The by-

standers would have killed him then and there but for the

intervention of the gentlemen-in-attendance. Henry died

in Epernon's arms; but the curtains of the royal carriage

were closed, the people were told that the King was only

wounded, and the way to the Louvre was retraced. Con-

sternation — terror! — reigned there when it was known

the King was dead. They laid him in the Salle des Caryat-

ides, where his wedding to Marguerite had been celebrated,

just before Saint Bartholomew's bloody Eve; and the pal-

ace was barricaded. Xo one believed that Ravaillac was an

irresponsible fanatic, driven to desperation by a rumor that

the King was going to make war upon the Pope. Every-

body believed him the tool of a party thus preparing to

seize the power. Which party?

We can't go into that, here. The probability is that Ra-

vaillac was nobody's "tool," but the victim of delusions

that bigotry breeds.

He was tried — not to fix his guilt, for that was indisput-

able — but to discover his accomplices; and hideously tor-

tured, not so much to avenge his deed as to wring accusa-

tions from him. All to no avail. Ravaillac was executed on

the Place de (ireve, in front of the Hotel de Yille, and his

body was quartered and burned.

The house numbered 11 of rue de la Ferronnerie was

built under Louifl XXV 00 the site of the one before which

his grandfather v. mated.

Madame du Barry, when she was Jeanne Yaubernier,
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worked in the rue Ferronnerie as errand-girl for a dress-

maker whose establishment had furnished Louis XV with

another fascinator: Mademoiselle Morphise.

Back to rue Saint-Denis, now; and down it for a very

short distance to the rue des Lombards, where the pawn-

brokers used to abound and the Italian money-lenders.

Boccaccio is said to have been born here.

Now, across boulevard de Sebastopol, and up rue Saint-

Martin. But on our way to it, through rue des Lombards,

glance up rue Quincampoix, one of the most ancient streets

in Paris, where, for more than five centuries, the Mercers,

or silk merchants, had their headquarters. During the

speculation frenzy of John Law, in 1718, his bank was here,

and this quaint old street was called "The Mississippi."

On rue Saint-Martin, at the end of rue des Lombards, is

the Church of Saint-Merri, beloved by etchers. The stained

glass in the choir is well worth going to see; and the crypt is

interesting. But if you feel disinclined to go in, just now,

you shall not be urged. There is much to delight even the

passer-by.

This street was, as I have elsewhere reminded you, the

great Roman highway to the northern provinces. Like rue

Saint-Denis, it had four successive gates as the walls

moved out; the first one was here where Saint-Merri is.

Let us see rue du Cloitre-Saint-Merri, along the north

side of the church, and glance up rue Taillepain and rue

Brisemisch, two of the quaintest, most picturesque bits of

old Paris.

When we have returned to rue Saint-Martin, we must

glance to the left, on that street, into the Impasse Saint-

Fiacre, where— long, long ago — there was a house be-

longing to a man who owned some coaches for hire, and who
gave publicity (after the advertising fashion of his day) to

his business by hanging out as a sign a picture of "Saint"
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Fiacre. There was probably some local humor in this; for

Fiacre was no saint at all— he was a liveryman! He had

carriages to let, and his place of business was near where the

Palais-Royal is now. His name has clung to horse-cabs in

France ever since.

A few steps farther on, the street we cross is named Saint-

Merri east of us, and Aubrey-le-Boucher to west. Both are

picturesque, and sinister; they seem to have been designed

as backgrounds for blood-curdling stories of the sort that

make us afraid to turn out the light and go to sleep. These

are scenes such as Eugene Sue describes in "The Mysteries

of Paris." (And when that engrossing "thriller" was run-

ning serially in the "Journal des D6bats" it was impossible

to print enough papers to meet the demand; so copies were

rented for ten cents the half-hour!) This passage Jarbach

marks the spot where, in the early days of Louis XIV, a

rich banker named Jarbach had his mansion. He was a

great collector of fine pictures, and when he died his pic-

tures were bought by Colbert and became the nucleus of

the Louvre Museum.
The rue de Venise, to which we now come, looks more like

a fissure in a blackened rock than like a thoroughfare. More
perfectly, perhaps, than any street still existing, it helps

us to re-create the Paris that Villon the Vagabond knew.

At the corner of rue de Venise and rue Quincampoix is a

low drinking-place which used to be the cabaret of the

Wooden Sword, frequented by Racine and his literary

friends.

My Paris friends incline to be appalled when I report my
saunteringa in these places. I can only say that I have been

here many, many time-, and have never met with anything

to make me the least afraid. Before the war, this quarter

was reputed to be the hiding-place of the most terrible

"Apaches." Perhaps it was one of their chiefs who, when
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first I went to locate the Wooden Sword, helped me most

courteously to find it. I did not, before accepting his kind-

ness, demand his history. If you are fearful of squalid

streets, you need not venture off rue Saint-Martin, which is

still a highway.

Where this broad, modern rue Rambuteau that we're

crossing now is, there used to be, in the thirteenth century,

the Street of the Jugglers.

In the passage Moliere, on our left, was the theatre in

which Rachel made her debut.

The north wall of Philippe-Auguste's city crossed rue

Saint-Martin between Impasse de Clairvaux and rue

Grenier-Saint-Lazare; the porte Saint-Martin was here, for

a long time. This rue Aux Ours, on our left, dates back to

1300, so it must have hugged the wall of Philippe. You are

probably saying to yourself: "What is it that I ought to

remember about the rue Aux Ours? Why does it sound

familiar to me? Ah! Porthos! It was here he came to Ma-
dame Coquenard's, and ate her stingy dinner and flattered

her until she made her husband's strong-box yield him the

money for that equipment wherewith he kept up before his

three companions his fiction about the duchess who adored

him."

In the rue de Montmorency, on our right, the mansion of

the great Montmorencys stood for more than four centuries.

Now we have come to the Church of Saint-Nicholas-des-

Champs, which is beautiful, and interesting because part of

it is Gothic of the time of Charles VI and part of it is

Renaissance of the time of Henry III.

Opposite the church is one of the principal entrances to

the Paris sewers, the trip through which may be made on

the second and fourth Wednesdays of each month. It is

interesting and in no way offensive.

On the other side of rue Reaumur is the Conservatoire
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des Arts et Metiers, occupying part of the ground of the old

abbey of Saint-Martin-in-the-Fields. The abbey was out-

side the city, so it had need to be surrounded by high walls,

crenellated and flanked with eighteen defence towers. A
fragment of this wall and one of the towers, the Tour

Vertbois — constructed in 1140 — are to be seen at the

corner of rue Saint-Martin and rue Vertbois, just north of

the Conservatoire. It was saved from demolition in 1877 1 >y

the ringing protests of Victor Hugo and other lovers of old

Paris. The refectory of the monks was built by the same

inspired architect to whose genius we owe Sainte-Chapelle

— Pierre de Montereau — and is a gem too little ^qgii by

visitors to Paris. Even if the Museum does not interest you,

the refectory, now used as a library, surely must. The old

abbey church is an exhibition hall.

We have now walked a good two miles. It is probably

past noon. You may be hungry. The boulevards are close

at hand. If you are very hungry, let's go to Maire's, 14

boulevard Saint-Denis — which is quarter of a mile east.

If you want a lighter lunch, come into Caf6 Provost, across

the wray from Marguery, and celebrated for its chocolate

and brioche.

After luncheon, we can take a cab, if you're tired, and

merely halt at the Square du Temple on our way to the

Archives Nationales. There i< nothing to be seen, where

the great stronghold of the Templars stood, but a pretty

green square. Tin sure you'll want to see it, though; and

for those of you who are interested (as, I find, most people

are) in the royal captives of the Temple, I'll try to give

you some idea <>f what it was like in their day. You can

read this while you wait for your lunch, and make only a

brief halt at the rite <>f the Temple as you drive down the

rue du Temple from the Place de la R£publique.

The Knights Templars were in-tailed at Paris about 1

1
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after the Second Crusade, and were given a domain of many
hundred acres well be}rond the city walls. This they forti-

fied so strongly that it was a securer place than any within

Philippe-Auguste's bulwarks. The great square donjon was

erected about 1300. The domain was so rich and so for-

midable that the King coveted its treasure and feared its

strength; so he suppressed the order, helped himself to its

possessions, and gave its property to the Knights of Malta,

who usually had, for their Grand Prior, one of the bastards

of the royal family. The enclosure was a sanctuary, subject

only to the Prior's justice; and he was lenient to other

people's debtors and assailants, so that there grew up about

him, in his palace, a large colony of persons who durst not

venture outside, and also a considerable number who chose

the enclosure as a residence because there they paid no

Paris taxes and enjoyed protection and many other advan-

tages.

If you will take your guidebook map of this vicinity and

draw a line from the top of rue du Temple to rue de Bre-

tagne, and from the latter, up rue de Picardie and inside rue

Beranger, you will have (roughly) the extent of the Temple

enclosure in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;

previous to that, it stretched farther to south and to north-

ward. There was a high crenellated wall all about it,

flanked with towers. The sole entrance to the vast enT

closure was on the rue du Temple side, opposite rue des

Fontaines; it was a mediaeval-looking gateway, between two

big towers.

The palace of the Grand Prior was at the southwest

corner, and the present Square covers the site of its garden.

The great donjon was where the rue des Archives now runs

between the Square and the Mairie of the Third Arron-

dissement; it was square, very high, and had a small round

tower at each corner. In one of these was a winding stair;
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the others contained small rooms, one on each floor, open-

ing out of the big apartment of the centre tower.

When the royal family was brought here on the evening

of August 13, 1792, nothing was in readiness for them. The
King supposed that they were to be lodged in the Prior's

palace, which he knew to be elegant in its appointments.

But they were permitted to remain in the palace, which was

untenanted, only a few hours, and then were taken to a

small tower near the great one, and there kept until the

donjon could be made ready for them.

This "making ready" consisted in removing all near-by

buildings, enclosing the space thus created about the tower

with a thick wall some twenty feet high; covering every

window in the tower with a chute-shaped thing which

permitted light to enter only from an angle of about forty-

five degrees, and nothing to be seen from within except a

strip of sky; dividing the space on the second and third

floors into four small rooms of thirteen by fourteen feet.

The second floor was prepared for the King, who was moved

into it on September 30th, and remained there till his death;

the Dauphin shared his father's room. On the floor above

were the Queen, her daughter, and her sister-in-law.

Perhaps the<e arc details enough for you; although, when

I go into more and more intimate detail in lectures, I find

that people are universally fascinated by it, a- I myself am.

Two pha-e< of the royal captivity seem especially appeal-

ing: Louis XVII and the mystery of his fate; and the

personal narrative- left by many of the guards and keep

showing the change in their attitude when brought into

close contact with the prisoners.

This chapter i- BO long that I dare not lot myself go on

the subject of the Temple a little bit about the

Dauphin.

To-morrow we >hall go to the shabby little cemetery of
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Sainte-Marguerite, where Louis XVII is supposed to be

buried— and quite certainly is not. In all human probabil-

ity the child was smuggled out of his prison by the Simons, in

a hamper of their dirty clothes. What becameof him then is a

mystery. But what is very well established is that the little

boy who died in the tower of the Temple in June, 1795, was

not the son of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette. Nor was

the little fellow so ill-treated as he has been represented.

Simon tried to make a "good republican" out of him, and

Simon's ideas of "liberty, equality, and fraternity" were

about what one might expect of a shoemaker who had never

been able to live by his trade, and whose wife was a char-

woman. Far more privileged persons than they are obsessed

by the idea that democracy is a process of reducing every-

body to the lowest level, instead of raising the many to a

higher.

The Simons had led, previous to July, 1793, only the

most precarious and wretched existence. As guardians of

the little King they were paid ten thousand francs a year

and provided with an excellent— to them, a luxurious—
living. At the end of six months they gave it all up and re-

tired into poverty and obscurity, for no reason discoverable

if not for the reason that they were bent upon snatching the

child they had come to love from all possibility of harm.

It is not probable that any one would have harmed him
— as they understood "harm." He was worth too much as

a gage wherewith to negotiate with foreign powers. But the

Simons could not comprehend that; so they snatched him

away. All the stories of the child in the Temple being

"walled up" date from the time in January, 1794, when

those successors of the Simons (who had signed a receipt for

the person of the "little Capet") found that the child in

custody was a deaf-mute. To permit this news to get out

would be fatal to many things. Nobody must be allowed
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near the substituted child. And this led to all the wild talk

of his being immured (for eighteen months!) and left to die.

As if a delicate child of eight could live thus, for a year and

a half!

After "slowing up" here, and turning the corner of the

Square, let us drive down rue des Archives to the Archives

Nationales, which are open to visitors on Sunday after-

noons.

There is every reason for coming here : beauty for the eye

to feast on, memories for the mind to revel in— thousands

upon thousands of Yesterdays linked with To-day.

"Whom do you salute?" an old man was asked who,

passing the Archives, took off his hat reverently.

"I salute," he answered, "those who are no more and

who have made us what we are!"

This thoroughly characteristic French anecdote is told

us by Jules Claretie, for many years the eminent director of

the Theatre-Frangais.

"Do you wish," M. Claretie says, "to know this nation

which has fought so much for others, torn herself, exhausted

herself, so many times appeared near her end, and always

'come back' more ardent and more proud than ever before?

Do you want to know the past of this country of devotion

to great causes and beautiful follies? Do you want to know
what France is? Look! She is here!"

He quotes Michelet's ardent lines speaking of his visits to

the Museum of French monuments (now dispersed, but

then where the Beaux-Arts now is) and telling how he be-

gan to feel history as a living thing. If tombs could make a

man feel thus, M. Claretie goes on, what QUght we not to

feel in the presence of such memorials as are collected in

these Archives? u
It is not the dead whom we meet here," he

, "but their very SOUls, their book of life, still burning

with their strifes, their tears, their blood." "If," he says,
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"you feel the need of refortifying yourself with the truth; of

asking the past to counsel the present; if you burn with de-

sire to demand of death the secret of life, come here. I

know no other place more strengthening to thought. The
mind rises and expands, here; the heart takes to itself new
courage. One learns to look crime, treason, success, in the

face and to depise them. One measures all the glories and

all the failures. One comes out more consecrated than evei

to sacrifice and justice, more impregnated with love oi

country."

It is a union, a fusion, an evolution of many historic

mansions which is now known as the Hotel des Archives.

This ground belonged to the Templars, and part of it was

given to Olivier de Clisson, the famous Constable of Charles

VI. (And, by the way, we have curiously corrupted that

old French word, constable, or count of the stables; it was

always a warrior of distinction who was made the count of

the king's stables; and in course of time, after having led

the army, the constables got to command it.) This mag-

nificently picturesque old doorway at number 58 rue des

Archives, with its Gothic arch and its pepper-pot turrets, is

as the doughty old Constable de Clisson left it, at the end

of the fourteenth century. It had many interesting tenants,

even before it was bought, in 1553, by the Guises, along

with several other mansions adjoining, and became the

cradle of the League, or ultra-Catholic party. When Mary
Stuart was a young girl, she must have come here often to

visit her uncles the Cardinal of Lorraine and the Duke

of Guise — her mother's brothers — whose " court" was

hardly second to that of the Valois at the Tournelles or the

Louvre.

In 1697 the great mansion which the Guises had con-

structed here on their collected properties was bought from

the widow of the last duke, by Madame de Soubise, then
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very much in favor with Louis XIV who seems to have paid

for the palace and also to have furnished the funds where-

with Madame's husband (whom he made a prince) spent

years in embellishing it until it became one of the most

sumptuous that Paris has ever known.

To attempt even the scantiest summary of documents

that may be seen here would be to embark on a task that

would weary you. But, to mention a few, there are the

volumes of that pathetically "dry" journal which poor

Louis XVI kept in the midst of such tremendous events; his

last will and testament, and that tear-stained letter of

Marie Antoinette's which Robespierre had hidden in his

bed. Here is Charlotte Corday's letter begging, "Forgive

me, my dear papa, for having disposed of my life without

your permission." Here are the papers relating to that

affair of the Carnation, at the Conciergerie. Here is a letter

of Manon Roland's written from the Abbaye prison, pro-

testing against the illegality of her arrest. Here are the

documents of Jeanne d'Arc's trial, and the report of her

death. Here is Mary Stuart's marriage certificate, and a

letter of Coligny's written on a shirt and so smuggled into

Rouen where Montmorency was then besieged. And so on,

and on, and on — including many documents in Napoleon's

handwriting.

The tables at which persons sit in the public hall, to study

documents brought out at their request, are those at which

the terrible Revolutionary Tribunal sat. In another room

is a study table belonging to Louis XVI at the Tuileries and

removed to the rooms of the Committee of Public Safety,

whereon Robespierre was laid, bleeding from his broken

jaw after he was brought back from the Hotel de Ville and

before he was taken to the Conciergerie.

As we come east along the rue des Francs-Bourgeois,
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which is the south front of the Archives, glance in — if you

care to — at the Mont-de-Piete, or national pawn-shop, at

number 55-57.

At rue Vieille-du-Temple, turn down as far as number 47.

It was here (and not in front of 38 rue des Francs-Bourgeois,

where an erroneous inscription used to be) that the Duke of

Orleans was murdered by Burgundy's minions, on Novem-
ber 23, 1407. In the present house on this site, Beaumar-

chais wrote the "Mariage de Figaro."

Then, back again, to number 74 on the same street,

north of rue des Francs-Bourgeois. This is the Hotel de

Strasbourg or de Rohan— so called because four of the

Rohan were Bishops of Strasbourg. They were of the

Soubise family, and had their garden in common with that

of the manvsion behind, now the Archives. If you have this

house in mind, and two others that I shall indicate, shortly,

they will serve to vivify the story of the diamond necklace

when we recall it at Versailles.

Farther up the rue Vieille-du Temple, number 90 is the

site of the Marais Theatre, that offshoot of the Hotel ce

Bourgogne of which we spoke. It came here, to a tennis

court, in 1635; and here the first performances of Cor-

neille's "Le Cid" took place, at the end of 1636.

If you are interested in famous French salons you will

want to look, as you return toward rue des Francs-Bour-

geois, at number 22 rue des Quatre-Fils, where Madame du

Deffand held her intellectual court for many years, and was

found still charming by Horace Walpole when she was

seventy-three and had been blind for a decade.

At the northeast corner of rues des Francs-Bourgeois

and Vieille-du-Temple is the charming little tourelle of the

Hotel Barbette where Isabeau lived and, later, Diane de

Poitiers. It is said that Diane was looking out of this

window when Francis I had his first glimpse of her. The
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opera, "Rigoletto," is based on Victor Hugo's drama,

"Le Roi s'Amuse," which is a story of Francis and Diane.

It loses much, to my thinking, in being recast as an Italian

story.

Number 31 rue des Francs-Bourgeois is the Hotel d'Al-

bret. Frangoise Scarron lived there or visited there; and

this is the place where Madame de Montespan (so they

say) persuaded the widow Scarron to become governess for

the semi-royal children.

On, past the Carnavalet (you may like to go in, for a

half-hour or so) to the rue de Turenne. Number 66-70 is

where the great Marshal Turenne lived, who sleeps at Des

Invalides. Number 56 is where Paul Scarron died, and

where— in the last six years of his life — he was visited by

half the notables of his day. There he sat, year in and year

out, chained to his paralytic's chair, nothing nimble about

him but his wit and his tongue; and the young girl who was

his Platonic wife was learning much that was to serve her

when, a quarter of a century later, she became the wife of

Louis XIV. From this house that young wife sallied forth

into the streets to gaze at the royal cortege when the King

brought home his Spanish cousin-bride; and back hither

she came, saying how happy Marie-Therese should be, with

such a husband.

At number 10 rue Saint-Gilles lived the Countess de

Lamotte, of the diamond necklace plot.

A little farther along in rue de Turenne we come to the

rue Saint-Claude, at number 1 in which was the apartment

of Cagliostro, the Sicilian necromancer — also implicated

in the Necklace scandal — to which many persons of the

greatest wealth, the highest fashion, the utmost beauty,

trooped in quest of "magic."

It must now be well on toward four o'clock. If the after-

noon is fine, a restful and delightful way to finish it would
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be at the concert in the Tuileries Gardens; or having tea in

the Bois de Boulogne— at Pre-Cat61an, or Dauphine, or

l'Ermitage, or Pavilion de la Cascade.

If you dine in town, you might like the Franco-Italian

restaurant on avenue Matignon, in the house wherein Heine

died. This is tremendously popular on Sundays, and there

are many "types" to watch. The food is good, and the

prices are not high. Avenue Matignon runs north from the

Rond Point des Champs-Elysees. Des Gauffres, at the

corner of Matignon and the Rond Point, is excellent, too.



X
YOUR TENTH PARIS DAY

Monday would be a good day for this programme, unless

you are bent upon getting into the Chateau de Vincennes,

for which you have provided yourself with a permit issued

by the Military Governor of Paris at the Invalides, and

valid for Sunday or Thursday. In that case, you would

"do" this section of Paris on one of those days.

I recommend taking the Metro (as near to ten o'clock as

you can make it) and riding to the Place Martin-Nadaud,

from which it is a short walk to the north entrance of Pere-

Lachaise, the great city of the dead which holds the remains

of more illustrious persons than any other place of sepulture

except Westminster Abbey. Louis XIV's Jesuit confessor,

Pere Lachaise, owned a suburban estate here, the King's

gift to him; and his name is the one popularly given to the

vast cemetery which was opened here in 1804 under the

official appellation of the Eastern Cemetery. It is a most

fatiguing spot to visit, unless one is willing to confine him-

self to a very few of the innumerable tombs.

As you come in through the north gate (and please don't

hop off too soon, at the Pere-Lachaise station of the M6tro,

which would give you a long walk through a section of the

cemetery you will least care to see), you will find facing you

avenue Transversale number 2. Follow it a very short way,

to avenue des Thuyas; turn to your right and go to avenue

Transversale number 1, after crossing which avenue des

Thuyas calls itself Chemin-Casimir-Delavigne, for the poet

and dramatist who is buried here. Charles Nodier, lover

of Paris, librarian at the Arsenal, cultivator of modern
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romanticism, friend of Hugo, Dumas, Lamartine, Musset,

etc., lies here; and Delacroix, the eminent painter; and
Barye, the great sculptor of animals; and Michelet, the

historian. But the grave we have come especially to see is

Balzac's.

It was on August 21, 1850, that Hugo, Dumas, Sainte-

Beuve, and Baroche bore Balzac's body here where he had

so often sat as a dreaming boy, gazing down on Paris.

" When we reached the grave, which is on the brow of the

hill/' Hugo wrote, "the crowd was immense. While I was

speaking, the sun went down. All Paris lay before me afar

off in the splendid mists of the sinking light, the glow of

which appeared to fall into the grave at my feet as the dull

noise of the earth upon the coffin interrupted my last words:

'No; it is not the Unknown to him. No, I have said it be-

fore, and I shall never weary of saying it— no, it is not

darkness to him, it is light. It is not the end, but the be-

ginning; not nothingness, but eternity. . . . Such coffins

proclaim immortality."

'

If you follow avenue Transversale number 1 for a

considerable distance, you will come to a section (25) where

the bones of Moliere and La Fontaine may or may not be

lying beneath those stones which Balzac said "told all and

set the passer-by to dreaming"; and where Daudet is

buried; and Parmentier, who persuaded the French to eat

potatoes when bread was too dear; and Champollion, who
found the Rosetta Stone and the key to Egypt's inscrip-

tions; and Pradier, the sculptor; and Corot and Daubigny,

beloved painters.

Take the chemin du Bassin to avenue de la Chapelle;

follow that a few feet to avenue Saint-Morys, turn to your

left and walk to the Monument to the Dead, by Barthol-

omd, facing down avenue Principale toward the main en-

trance to the cemetery. Be sure to see this beautiful and
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impressive monument. Then take the chemin Denon,

named for the Egyptologist and director of museums under

Napoleon I, who also is commemorated in the Pavilion

Denon by which we enter the Louvre •Museum; he lies here,

not far from Chopin. (As you entered this path you passed

near the grave of Talma, the great tragedian.) Keep on to

avenue Casimir-Perier, cross it, and you will see the Gothic

canopy under which the bones of Abelard and Heloi'se may
or may not be lying, but of which their memory makes a

shrine excelled in popularity by few love shrines anywhere.

Each generation which stands in sentimental reverie before

the monument to these illustrious and tragic lovers would

probably treat living lovers of their sort no more gently

than the twelfth century treated these. This tomb seems to

me to be well worth visiting if for no other reason than to

demand of ourselves how tender and "comprehending" we
could probably bring ourselves to be if Abelard were a living

prpfessor of great eminence at, say, the Institut-Catholique,

who broke his monastic vows to wed the loved and loving

girl he had made a mother.

In the Jewish Cemetery here is the elegant Rothschild

chapel and the tomb of Rachel, the great actress.

Following rue du Repos, which describes a right angle,

you will find yourself, in a few moments, at the Porte

Principale, or Main Entrance. There are many graves and

monuments of interest to which I have not directed you, be-

cause I know how very, very tired one can get in Pere-

Laehaise. It is a great pity not to see at all a place about

which one reads so much. But to attempt to see all of it is

to make one's self too weary to care for anything else that

day.

At the entrance, take a cab (preferably a fiacre) and
show the cocher, if you can't tell him, these directions:

Rue de la Roquette — arr&ez-vous devant la prison; rue
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de Charonne 161; Sainte-Marguerite; rue du Faubourg-

Saint-Antoine a la Place de la Nation; Cimetiere de Picpus;

Bois de Vincennes, au bord du lac de Saint-Mand6.

Rue de la Roquette runs into the main entrance of Pere-

Lachaise.

In about a minute you will pass, on your right, the prison

for young offenders— boys under sixteen— similar in

purpose but not in method to what we call a reform school.

The boys detained here are not known by name even to the

keepers. They never come in contact with one another. Each

boy is taught a trade, but taught it privately, in his cell. He
leaves his solitude for exercise, for chapel, and to visit in the

parlor with his relatives; but has no contact with his fellows,

no chance to teach or to be taught " tricks," no need to be-

come known as one who has been "in trouble," nor to know
others as such. So much solitude for a growing boy may be

deplorable; but is it half as bad as what we subject our

young offenders to?

Across the street, on your left, is the site of the old prison

of La Grande Roquette in front of which, from 1853 to 1899,

the public execution of criminals used to take place, very

early in the morning, before crowds which had been gather-

ing since midnight for the gruesome spectacle. The five

stones on which the guillotine was set may still be seen in

the pavement. (In the crooks' argot of an earlier day this

prison was called the Abbey of the Five Stones.)

Number 161 rue de Charonne is about five minutes'

"jog" south of La Roquette. This building, and the one

adjoining (163), which had belonged to the Marquis de

Chabanais, had a strange history during the Terror.

Number 161 was what in Paris is known as a Maison de

Sant6 (what we would call a private hospital or sanitarium

or nursing home) kept by a Dr. Belhomme, who was a

friend of Robespierre.
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When the prisons— in spite of the busy guillotine —
were crowded to suffocation, Dr. Belhomme opened his

sanitarium as a " boarding home" for prisoners who could

afford to pay him a very fancy price. It was quite generally

understood that, in addition to all the comforts and most

of the luxuries, his " boarders" were assured of immu-

nity from the Revolutionary Tribunal and the guillotine;

Robespierre saw to that for his friend. So, to increase his

asylum, Belhomme rented the mansion and great gardens

of the erstwhile Marquis de Chabannais; and his list of

"guests" was very distinguished. Once in a while, one of

them grumbled at the cost. Two duchesses left— and

perished on the scaffold a few days later. Belhomme said

they were "victims of a misplaced economy."

One day there came to this refuge the widow of Philippe-

figalite, Duke of Orleans. The former mistress of the Pa-

lais-Royal who was the richest heiress in France had led

a sorry life with her profligate husband, but she supported

with calm and uncomplaining courage the indignities he

heaped on her, and probably was the most surprised of

women when she found that a Revolutionary prison was,

for her, not the gateway to release and eternity, but the

nursery of her great Romance.

Shortly after her entrance upon the scene at Dr. Bel-

homme's, there came, from the Carmelite prison on rue

Vaugirard, a man from Toulon, Rouzet, who had been a

professor of law there, had been elected a deputy to the

National Convention, and had suffered many cruel dis-

illusionments in his brief career as a "minority member."

He refused to vote for the King's death, protested against

the arrest of the Girondists, and otherwise made himself so

unpopular with the powers that he was put behind bars and
slated for the scaffold. But somehow or other he managed
to get himself transferred to Belhomme's refuge; and there
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he quite promptly fell deeply in love with the recently

widowed Duchess of Orleans, who loved him devotedly in

return. The whole of their romance of six-and-twenty

years' duration is too much to be detailed here. He went

into exile with her, never left her, was her faithful, adored,

and adoring friend until he died, in 1820, and was buried by

her in the magnificent mausoleum she erected at Dreux for

the Orleans family, and of which the provincial lawyer who
had come to Paris to support republicanism was the first

tenant, followed by many sons and daughters of royalty.

In the crypt of that bizarre monument, the Duchess had

ordered two exactly similar sarcophagi of white marble. In

one of these she had Rouzet laid; and into the other she her-

self hastened soon afterwards. Her son, Louis-Philippe, re-

moved his mother's remains to the upper part of the church

he built around her mausoleum, and left Rouzet in the

crypt, alone.

This little-known royal romance is one of the few pages of

Revolutionary history which record long years of quiet

happiness growing out of the terrors and anguish of that

great upheaval; and I thought you'd like to drive past here

and recall it.

Now you go in a westerly direction along rue de Cha-

ronne, and when you pass number 98 you may like to know
that there, in 1655, died Cyrano de Bergerac, whom Rostand

made more alive than ever Cyrano made himself. He was

converted in the chapel of a Dominican convent, here, of

which his aunt was prioress, died and was buried there.

Three streets past the boulevard Voltaire, you come to rue

Saint-Bernard, at number 36 in which is the little Church of

Sainte-Marguerite which was built in 1624 as chapel of a

convent, and became a parish church in 1712. Girardon,

the eminent sculptor, is buried behind the high altar; and

the relics of Saint Ovide which gave rise to the great pil-
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grimage and fair held in the Place Vendome, and then in

the Place de la Concorde, are now here.

The cemetery, adjoining, was the official burial-place for

the quarter of the Temple (a mile and a half away), and

that was why the child who died in the Temple in July,

1795, was brought here for interment in the common grave

or "lot." It was near ten o'clock at night when the body

was brought, and very secretly laid away. Twice it has

been disinterred for examination— in 1846 and 1894—
when the skeleton was found to be that of a boy over five

feet in height and evidently about sixteen years of age.

When you leave Sainte-Marguerite's, you will go down
rue Faidherbe to rue Faubourg-Saint-Antoine; and as you

turn east in the latter street, look at number 210, where

Santerre, the brewer, lived and carried on his business. It

was here that the assailants of the Bastille drank so deep,

without charge, that it is not to be wondered at that they

made Santerre the commanding general of their section.

Two of the prisoners released from the Bastille were

brought hither. Three years later, he led his battalion and

his unenlisted neighbors in the attack on the Tuilcries. And,

soon after, he was made Commander-in-Chief of the Na-

tional Guard and warder of the King and royal family. He
conducted Louis to trial, notified him of the death sentence

passed on him, and was in charge of his execution. In his-

tory he is generally charged with having ordered the drums
to beat so dial l ho King's last words should l>e inaudible.

Prom Santerre's house (the brewery was behind it) to the

Place do la Nation is a very short distance. This big, round

open space, an ancient cross-roads, near Paris, on the im-

memorial rout o from 1 ho oasi , was for a hundred and thirty

years called the Place du Trone, because of a throne which

wafl temporarily erected there in 1660 when Louis XIV and

his Spanish bride celebrated the Peace of the Pyrenees.
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During the Revolution it was called the Place du Trone-

Renverse (throne-overturned), and for a time, June 15th to

July 27th, in 1794, the guillotine did its work here, when,

in forty-nine days, thirteen hundred and seven persons

perished, fifty-four of them in one day— June 17th.

The Gingerbread Fair held here every year for three

weeks after Easter, is one of many similar events of which

there is nearly always one in progress somewhere in or

about Paris. No visitor to Paris should fail to spend at least

a couple of hours loitering about one of these fairs. My
favorite time for doing it is around six to seven-thirty, when
the fascinating folk who " follow fairs" for their living are

enjoying a little leisure and attending to the business of

supper. Family life as it is lived in the gaudy wagons

of snake-charmers, sword-swallowers, deep-sea divers, car-

rousel-keepers, freak photographers, vendors of varied

" chances," etc., is intensely interesting as one gets glimpses

of it in the " slack" hours.

From the Place de la Nation it is, again, but a very short

distance to the Cemetery of Picpus where General Pershing,

at Lafayette's tomb, said, on July 4, 1917: "Lafayette, we
are here!" For the sake of that soldier-man of ours who
expressed himself and us so perfectly in those words, if not

for all the other compelling reasons, I hope that no Ameri-

can tourist to Paris will fail to visit this little cemetery at

35 rue de Picpus.

Victor Hugo has told us a great deal about the Convent

of the Perpetual Adoration, in whose garden this hastily

created cemetery lies. He learned the details he gives us

largely from Juliette Drouet, who was long a boarder-pupil

t here, as he made Cosette. It was over this garden wall that

Valjean and Cosette escaped from Javert and found

Fauchelevent, the old man who so handsomely paid Val-

jean the debt of gratitude he owed him. You will remember
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how Jean was smuggled out of here in the coffin of the nun,

and taken hence to the Cemetery of Vaugirard to be all but

buried alive.

At nightfall, on each of those forty-nine days at the end

of the Reign of Terror, a wagon filled with severed heads

and bodies came from the Place de la Nation to this lonely

spot where two men stripped the headless corpses of their

bloody clothing and threw the mortal remains of hundreds

of France's noblest and best men and women into a great

ditch which they never covered— so sure were they that

on the next night it must needs yawn again.

Andr£ Chenier, the exquisite young poet whose life and

death are more poignant even than his poems, was one of

those thus interred, on July 20th.

For eight years no one knew where those hundreds of

victims had been buried. Then, in 1802, the Marquise de

Montagu-Noailles, returned from her place of emigration,

sought the grave of her mother, the Duchess d'Ayen,

executed on July 22, 1794. No one could tell her where it

was, until she learned (by chance) that a poor working-girl

named Mademoiselle Paris had followed the tumbril carry-

ing her father to execution, and had waited in the vicinity

of the reeking scaffold until she saw where the bodies were

taken. Every Sunday she had gone to pray on the spot,

which she gladly indicated to other mourners when she

realized how many there were who desired to mingle their

tears with hers. Madame de Noailles bought the ground

occupied by the common trench or grave; and, when it be-

came known that here slept the victims of the Terror's last

butcheries, many of the very illustrious noble families of

France sought and obtained permission to have sepulture

near by their martyred relatives. It is among these latter

that Lafayette, married toa daughter of the Noailles, lies,

the Star- and Stripe- fluttering always above his dust.
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Every day, in the convent chapel, the nuns of the Per-

petual Adoration say a service in memory of those who lie

in the Martyrs' Field at the back of their trim garden. And
once a year, in the springtime, when the early flowers and

the fruit trees are in bloom, there is a solemn service here

attended by the families of the Martyrs, in mourning, who
wend their way from the chapel to the little enclosure where

poplars wave and cypresses stand perpetual guard over the

bones of princes and poets, duchesses and simple folk, like

the father of Mademoiselle Paris.

I haven't said anything in the itinerary for the cocher

about rue de Charenton. Fearful, always, of overcrowding,

I did not include this " background" of Cartouche, the

notorious bandit of two hundred years ago. But if you are

interested in such histories (many people are, I find; and a

boon sort they are, too, for fellow-pilgrims to Canterbury

or elsewhere— keen, catholic creatures, as alert for a lively

thief-chase as for a Gothic portal), you may want to pull

your cocher's coat-tails, as he leaves the Picpus, and show

him this:

Rue de Charenton, 306— enfin, Bois de Vincennes.

This will take you hardly at all out of your way; and as

Cartouche figures not a little in literature (having, with
.

other bandits, engaged the serious attention of M. Funck-

Brentano, historian of the Man With the Iron Mask; and

also, if my memory be not confused, of the last Henry

Irving, Sir Henry's son, who made a study of famous

criminals), this Blight detour will give you another touch of

intimacy to enhance your delight in reading, when you've

gone back to your delicious, fireside evenings at home.

Cartouche was a gamin of the Marais quarter, in the last

years of Louis XIV. When he was twelve, he ran away

with some gypsies whom he met at a fair, and they taught

him the tricks of thievery. When he fell ill at Rouen, the
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gypsies abandoned him, and presently he was back in Paris,

where he soon became the leader of a devoted band. He
was a gay little fellow, of the sort usually called "the life

and soul of the party/' and seems to have had a very good

time— while it lasted. Both his braggadocio and his sense

of humor were tickled by the state of terror that not only

Paris but all of France was in because of him. The agents of

the law seemed powerless against this laughing, mocking

little dare-devil and his outlaws, male and female. Some
rumors had it that the police were their accomplices; others,

that they were afraid of the Cartouchians. Everybody, high

and low, talked and wrote about the crimes of Cartouche as

— for instance— everybody talked and wrote, nearly two

hundred years later, about Jack the Ripper.

One of the many girls who were carried away by his repu-

tation and his personality was Justine, lady's-maid to the

Duchess de Boufflers. One evening, Justine let Cartouche

in, through a window, to the Duchess's room. And when he

gallantly introduced himself to that noble lady, she almost

died of fright. But Cartouche assured her that all he de-

sired was supper and a night's lodging, and promised that

he would leave in the morning without having taken a

thing. He had a fancy to be a guest, tete-a-tete, of a

duchess — that was all.

He found the Duchess's food excellent, but her cham-

pagne mediocre; so, a few days afterwards, he sent her,

with his thanks and compliments, several baskets of super-

lative champagne that he had stolen from a noted cellar,

telling her that he had great pleasure in providing her with

some wine more worthy of her hospitality.

That — in one of his phases — was merry little Car-

touche. This house at 30G rue de Charcnton belonged to

him; and though the police often came here to find him—
followed him here, indeed — the most thorough search
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failed to discover him. In the courtyard he had a well

through which he dropped to a level where a concealed

opening gave access to a subterranean passage leading to a

far and safe exit.

Georges Cain thought it must have been this well of Car-

touche which gave Sardou his idea for Angelotti's hiding-

place, in "La Tosca"; and that it was a similar one in

which Madame Bouquey hid the seven fugitive Girondists

in 1793.

It was even rumored that Cartouche forced all thieves

not in his band to pay him a tax on their takings.

All sorts of stories grew up about him; he was invested

with the legendary characteristics of Robin Hood and en-

dowed with some that not even the balladists ventured to

ascribe to the merry-andrew of Sherwood Forest.

When, at last, Cartouche (aged twenty-eight) was caught

and lodged in the Grand Chatelet, he had scarcely been in

his cell five days when the Comedie-Frangaise was playing

a piece based on his exploits.

The end of the laughing lad was horrible— he was bro-

ken, alive, on a wheel in front of the Hotel de Ville. . .

.

Now, go on to the beautiful Bois de Vincennes, and there

have luncheon in the delightful little restaurant, Caf6-du

Chalet-du-Lac, on the Lake Saint-Mand6. If the day is fine,

you may be served in a rustic summer-house, and share

your bread with the friendly ducks.

The Lake Saint-Mand6 is close to the Chateau; so that,

after luncheon, you have to walk but a few steps to see

whatever portions of the fortress may be open for inspec-

tion. As I write, an historical museum is being installed

there, and admission to certain parts of the enclosure is

about to be made more frequent and less difficult. The

beautiful chapel, with its very fine sixteenth-century win-

dows, and the monument of the poor young Due d'En-
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ghien, is always open to the public at the three Sunday

morning services.

There are so many stories to recall at Vincennes! Saint

Louis sitting under an oak tree to hear the plaints of

his people, as Cabanel has painted him at the Panthdon;

Henry V of England dying here— and his poor, mad
father-in-law; and Charles IX, haunted in his last hours by

all the horrors of Saint Bartholomew, and raving of his

blood-guiltiness— the poor terrorized lad of three-and-

twenty— and Mazarin.

The donjon of Vincennes has had many famous prisoners

— more, even, than the Bastille. Broadly speaking, it may
be said that if <an offender against the sacred, inalienable

rights of the Crown was a mere impertinent— irritant, like

a mosquito, but not much more important; like a writer, for

instance — he was sent to the Bastille; whereas, if he were

a Somebody whose dissatisfactions might foment a con-

spiracy, he went to Vincennes.

The best-known description of the dungeons, torture-

chamber, chapel, etc., is Dumas's in "Marguerite of Val-

ois"; and, as La Mole and Coconnas were veritable persons

who actually suffered what Dumas ascribes to them, there

is as little fiction about that part as about others of the

famous story.

I don't know how a poor encyclopaedist like Denis Di-

derot got here, instead of going to the Bastille; but he did;

and Rousseau came here to visit him. Mirabeau was put

here when he was twenty-eight mainly through the influ-

ence of his own father, who had procured, at one time and

another, no fewer than fifty lettres de cachet against mem-
bers of his own family. It was a drastic treatment, but it

seems to have been justified in this case. Mirabeau stayed

here five years, and emerged a very different man, schooled

for the great leadership he was about to assume. Here he
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wrote his influential treatise on the "Lettres de Cachet"

which played its part in bringing down the old absolutism.

Of all the prisoners of Vincennes, though, it is the young

Due d'Enghien whose memory is greenest, although he was

there but a few hours. He was the last of the great Cond6
line, the cadet family of Bourbon, and he was born at the

superb Chateau of Chantilly. His father fought against the

Revolution— led the Royalist forces gathered outside

France, against the armies of the Republic— but although

the young duke (then only twenty-one) fought with hi3

people at that time, there is nothing to show that he was

active in his father's movement against Napoleon, twelve

years later. Enghien had secretly married the Princess

Charlotte de Rohan, niece of the "Necklace" Cardinal, and

for some reason that I do not know she continued (at his

wish) to live in her house in rue Bonaparte, where he went

to visit her. His own residence was at Ettenheim in Ger-

many, near the Rhine. His secret visits to Paris were inter-

preted by Napoleon's police as connected with a Royalist

plot, and he was seized — at his home in Germany! —
brought to Paris, and lodged in this donjon about five

o'clock in the evening of March 20, 1804. His request to see

the First Consul was not granted. That evening he was

called from his bed to "trial," and shortly after midnight

he was dead — shot, by a firing squad, in the moat where a

grave had already been dug for him. Napoleon's apologists

have tried to exculpate him; but the stain of Enghien's

murder is one of those spots that will not "out."

In the last war, also, there were firing squads at Vin-

cennes; and one of them faced a woman, the dancer Mata-

hari, convicted as a spy.

If, at the Esplanade in front of the chateau, we take the

route de la Pryamide, it will lead us past the pyramid

marking the site of Saint Louis's oak tree, and across
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the drill-ground toward the confluence of the Seine and

Marne.

Return to Paris may be made by steamer or by Metro or

by train. If you have shopping in mind, you could easily be

in the midst of it by three o'clock, by omitting the walk to

the Marne and taking the M6tro at the porte de Vincennes

close to the chateau. And as you have walked little since

leaving Pere-Lachaise, you should not be tired.

If you are in the mood for a very special dinner to-night

and don't mind dining indoors, you might try Larue, on rue

Royale, across from the Madeleine. Weber, farther down
the same street, is good, but not so expensive; and there is

the Restaurant Volney in the Volney-Chatham Hotel; or

Ciro's across the street from it.

Or, this may be the night you'll elect to dine at the Am-
bassadeurs in the Champs-Elysees, watching the elaborate

theatre programme as you eat.

Americans all seem to know about the Cafe de Paris; so I

don't mention it. I am much less fond of it than of other

places under the same management: Fouquet's on the

avenue de Champs-Elysees, and Pre-Catelan and Arme-

nonville in the Bois de Boulogne. The food is superlative at

all, and the wine excellent. But the backgrounds and the

patronage are, to me, least interesting at the Cafe de Paris.
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VERSAILLES

There is no question in anybody's mind about going to

Versailles. The only question is as to how, and when.

I strongly advise against going in a sight-seeing party. I

advise against that way of seeing anything, but very spe-

cially in the case of Versailles. The ride down in a motor is

pleasant— it may even be so in one of the big sight-seeing

cars loaded with tourists— but it is not worth hiring a car

to make it, unless money is no object to you. Better save it

toward a trip where the difference between going by auto

and going by train is all the difference in the world.

The tram from Paris to Versailles is interesting, but

takes too much time. There are three railway lines, and

each of them makes the journey in about half an hour. I

prefer the Ligne des Invalides-Versailles, which is electric,

and runs from the Gare des Invalides in front of the Es-

planade leading to Napoleon's tomb.

Ask your concierge about the train schedule; and choose,

I pray you, a train that will get you to Versailles not later

than ten-thirty; because, whatever you're to see of the'

chateau, you should see before luncheon— leaving the

afternoon for the Trianons and the gardens.

So much for the how. Now for the when. Any day but

Monday. If you can go but once, and feel that you must

see the great fountains play, ask for the nearest date of such

an occasion. It is always on Sunday, and the crowds are

enormous; so it is a bad time for coming and going, a bad

time for service in the restaurants, and a bad time to see the

palace and the Trianons.

My advice is to go on a quiet day; Tuesday is a good one.
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The weekly cleaning is just over; the attendants have had

their holiday; and a nice freshness and serenity reigns over

everything.

I shall not repeat all the details your guidebook gives as

to how much Versailles cost, and how long it is, and how
many people it can hold, etc.; nor can I embark, here, upon

a history of the palace, a summary of its noted occupants, a

disquisition on its paintings. It is the fashion to speak

slightingly of the latter. Perhaps not many of them are no-

table works of art as the Louvre counts masterpieces; but

most of them are, to my mind, decidedly interesting, and

with their aid the Chateau of Versailles is one of the best

places I know to study French history. If I could use fairy-

godmother magic for the very young persons I love best of

all, I would transport them to Versailles to spend a summer
as in a story-book incomparable; to play familiarly in those

gardens, and wander almost daily in the palace and the

pleasure-houses; to meet fairies in the bosquets where the

tiny princes and princesses played; to study the early his-

tory of France in the great Galerie des Batailles; to re-live

the melancholy scenes of October 6th when the Paris mob
wrent away with its royal captives; to meet Napoleon at the

Grand Trianon; to see the German Empire born in the

Galerie des Glaces, and to witness the German Republic

signing the Versailles Treaty, there in that same place.

And so on.

But you are probably going to Versailles, not for a sum-

mer, but for a day.

I know how overwhelming is the magnitude of what

there is to see in a few hours. I know that most persons

come away confused and unutterably weary. If I can help

you to see " the high spots " with some economy of time and

effort, it will be a great dv:d to accomplish in a chapter.

In approaching Versailles — making your mental as well
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as your physical approach— it is important to keep in

mind what, besides a gigantic stage for display, Louis XVI
had in view when he built this palace, and why it is, more

than any other palace in France (perhaps in the world) a

symbol, an epitome, of the political history of the past two

hundred and fifty years.

Louis XIV may well have had more vanity than any

other man of modern times; but it was not mere self-

satisfaction— it was also a policy of state.

Louis XI, when he found the sovereign power in France

weak and the great vassals too strong, built up the author-

ity of the crown— made France a nation instead of a group

of warring factions — by a policy of terror. Shabby, moth-

eaten little man that he was, preferring the company of his

lowest subjects to that of his highest, he would have been

insolently amused at Louis XIV's idea of attracting the

nobles about him and eclipsing them. Louis XI went after

them in their strongholds, and "squashed 'em."

Gradually, after he was gone, they began to get arrogant

again, and powerful; the Crown got conciliatory— some-

times more, sometimes less; but never absolute. Henry IV

had to make constant concessions to his nobles to establish

the Bourbons on the throne. Richelieu, acting for Louis

XIII, laid the foundations of an autocratic, all-sufficient

sovereignty. Louis XIV carried it to its utmost lengths

possible in a modern age wherein the Renaissance and the

Reformation were both " working" like yeast in a mass.

His excesses in glorifying the Crown at the expense of every

subject, high and low, brought on much suffering for all,

himself included; but to overlook why they seemed to him

not only pardonable but necessary, and to think of him as a

mere voluptuary, an insane egotist, a strutting peacock, is

to miss all the truth about him. And the truth about Louis

XIV is immensely interesting and important.
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He created Versailles out of nothing, not only to show

what a great king could do and how he should live, but to

provide a setting for magnificence so dazzling that none of

his people of consequence could bear, or afford, to stay-

away from it. He wanted them all there, under his eye,

looking to him for their pleasure, their distinctions, their

aggrandizements. Not to be "at court" in his day, was al-

most tantamount to being defiant of the sovereign. Magnif-

icent chateaus, all over France, were closed and left to go

to seed while their princely or ducal owTners intrigued and

fawned for the favor of lodging in some comfortless small

closet, here, where they might be on hand for the pomp and

pageantry— and for the preferments

!

That very noble duke who told his valet to call him at

eight o'clock, "unless somebody dies," was wholly typical.

If anybody died, the Duke was to be called at once, not to

mourn, but to see about getting the deceased's place, or his

lodging, or what-not.

It is this policy, this plan, we must bear in mind as we ap-

proach Versailles — and as we go hence to the Trianons

where the monarchs sought escape from the tyranny of that

which they had created.

From the station, go straight to the Place d'Armes in

front of the chateau. If you came by the Ligne des In-

valides, the walk is not a long one, up the avenue des

Sceaux.

At your left, in a side street, just before you come to the

Place d'Armcs, see the Jeu-de-Paume, or Tennis Court, to

Which the National Assembly retired after its demands

caused its ejection from the very elegant hall originally ar-

ranged for it. It was here that the deputies took that fa-

DIOUS oath called " Le Scrment du .Jen-de-Panine," swear-

ing not to dissolve their body until they had given a consti-

tution to France. This was in June, 1789. The tennis court

is now a museum of the Revolution.
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The palace really faces the gardens; so that we are going

in by the back way, in a sense— although it is the principal

entrance. Louis XIV, on his horse in the Cour cTHonneur,

looks east— not exactly, but sufficiently for our purpose in

identifying the wings of the chateau. On the ground floor of

the south wing is the former Chamber of Deputies (so-used

when Versailles was the seat of government of this Third

Republic), where the presidents of France are elected. If

you want to see it, go into the Cour des Princes, at your left,

and back to the entrance to the south wing, where an atten-

dant will conduct you to the chamber. Give him a franc or

two.

Then cross the Cour Royale and enter the north wing.

There are many things in this wing that are well worth see-

ing; but for this first visit, I'd suggest that you try to see

none of them except the chapel, at the near end of it, and

possibly the Op£ra (later used as a Senate Chamber) at the

far end, but entered from another approach, in rue des

Reservoirs. The Opera was dedicated at the time of Marie

Antoinette's marriage, and its memories as an opera house

centre about her. The chapel was finished late in Louis

XIV's day, and was the scene of many royal weddings.

Previous to the construction of this, the chapel was where

the Salon d'Hercule now is, alongside, to the north; it was

in this earlier, smaller chapel (of which this room formed

the upper part) that Louis XIV was married to Madame de

Maintenon, in 1G85, when he was forty-seven and she was

fifty.

The rooms immediately to the west of this, looking over

toward the Basin of Neptune, were the grand apartments

of the King. The Salle de Diane was the billiard-room; and

the Salon de Mars, next, was used as a ballroom under

Louis XIV, and here his coffin lay in state for eight days.

The next room, the Salon de Mercure, was a bedchamW.
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Next came the throne-room, the Salon cFApollon, where the

Doge of Venice, bowing in submission before Louis XIV,

told the courtiers that what most surprised him at Ver-

sailles was to find himself there. It was here that Louis XIV
held his last public audience. The last room of this series

is the magnificent Salon de la Guerre, from which we
enter the celebrated Galerie des Glaces (or Gallery of Mir-

rors), with its incomparable views from the windows, and

its many memories. The German Empire was proclaimed

here in 1871; the Treaty of Versailles was signed here, in

1919. Innumerable spectacles, one more gorgeous than an-

other, have defiled here before potentates and favorites.

The temptation to recall some of them in detail is very

great — but must not be yielded to. I shall permit myself

to remind you of only one story connected with this gallery

— and that is the arrest, here, for his complicity in the Af-

fair of the Diamond Necklace, of the Cardinal de Rohan,

Grand Almoner of France. It is impossible to read any-

thing at all about Marie Antoinette without reading of the

diamond necklace. I find that the details of it are hazy in

the minds of most Americans abroad, and that they like to

clarify the story in their book of memoty when they are

here where so many of its scenes were enacted. You may
like to sit down on one of the fauteuils here in the gallery,

looking out on the gardens, and rest while you recall this

affair that had so much to do with increasing the disfavor in

which Marie Antoinette was popularly held.

On the Quai des Orfevres (number 54) there used to be a

firm of Court jewellers, Boehmer and Bassenge, who had in-

vested a great fortune in diamonds — and diamonds were

gone out of favor, since Marie Antoinette had set the

fashion, at the Petit Trianon, of muslin dresses and sim-

plicity. The Queen must be induced to restore popularity

to diamonds. They made up their choicest stones into a
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superb necklace valued at 1,600,000 livres, took it to Ver-

sailles and induced one of the gentlemen-in-waiting to show

it to the King, who was delighted with it and ordered it

shown to Marie Antoinette. She said that she had enough

diamonds; that such a jewel could not be worn more than

three or four times a year; and that the money it would cost

might better be invested in a ship for the navy.

Boehmer was in despair. He secured an interview with

the Queen, at which he told her that he would be ruined if

she did not buy the necklace, and would drown himself. Her

common-sense suggestion that he take the ornament apart

and sell the gems separately met with no favor with him.

He hawked the costly thing all over Europe, but found no

purchaser.

The Grand Almoner of France, then, was the Cardinal

Prince de Rohan, who had been Ambassador of France at

Vienna, where he was heartily disliked by Maria Theresa, of

whom he made cruel fun for which Marie Antoinette never

forgave him. When he came to her Court, in his position of

vast influence, she would not recognize him. This was a

terrible chagrin to Rohan, who was of the high nobility,

immensely proud and pompous, and bent upon becoming

prime minister with power equal to that of Richelieu or

Mazarin.

Rohan was also Bishop of Strasbourg; and there he first

met that extraordinary charlatan calling himself the Count

of Cagliostro, who claimed to be three hundred years old, to

have the secret of perpetual youth, the power of reawaken-

ing love, the magic of making gold and precious stones, the

art of healing, the gift of divination and prophecy— and a

few other things.

That was an age of scepticism and rationalism in religion;

so the credulity which was unemployed by the Church went

out without stint to fakirs like Cagliostro. Rohan, Prince of
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the Church, was one of Cagliostro's most ardent dupes; he

believed that with his own eyes he had seen the magician

make gold and gems "out of nothing"; and he wTas so

convinced that Cagliostro could and would remove from his

path every obstacle to the summit of human power and

splendor, that there was nothing he would not do at the

sorcerer's behest.

But a woman's wits were needed to complete the combi-

nation working against Marie Antoinette; and they pre-

sented themselves, in due time, in the person of an adventur-

ess, Madame de la Motte, who was descended from an ille-

gitimate son of Henry II. This woman and her husband

were living in Paris in the direst poverty, their hope being

that she might obtain an audience with the Queen and so

work upon her sympathies as to get a handsome pension;

even their household goods and their clothes were pawned,

when it occurred to Madame de la Motte to appeal to the

Cardinal de Rohan. He was captivated by her coquetries,

but had to admit that he had no influence with the Queen.

This gave her the suggestion she needed.

She said she would try again to see the Queen. Soon, she

reported to Rohan that she had been granted an interview

in which Marie Antoinette told her that her apparent dis-

like of the Cardinal was only a pretence and that she was

seeking some way to lot him know her real feeling for him.

He believed this. And when the La Motte woman showed

him letters purporting to be from the Queen and asking him

to loan her large sums of money, this gullible prelate handed

over the cash — although the letters begging for it were

signed "Marie Antoinette de France" which was, he should

have known, a signature the Queen would never have used.

The clumsy forgeries were made by a renegade named
Villette, whom the husband of Madame de la Motte had

me1 in the army. Theygol 120,000 livres out of the Cardinal
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so easily that the swindlers soon set about getting a vaster

sum. They heard about the necklace, and Madame told the

Cardinal that nothing in the world would please the Queen

so much as to have that ornament, but that the King opposed

the purchase. If the Cardinal, acting as her agent, would

negotiate the purchase, the Queen would pay for the gems in

four instalments of 400,000 livres each, the first to fall due

at the beginning of August. Rohan expressed himself will-

ing to help her get it, if thereby he could win her favor.

Cagliostro, consulted, strongly advised it.

La Motte had noticed in the Palais-Royal gardens a

young woman of bad repute who in face and figure strik-

ingly resembled the Queen. He followed her to her lodging,

and told her that a countess would call on her next day to

seek her help in a matter of great importance. This girl,

Mademoiselle d'Oliva, was not let into the plot; she be-

lieved that she was being employed by the Queen, for some

little joke or prank. So she went with the La Motte woman
to Versailles and suffered herself to be dressed like the

Queen and introduced into the gardens, after dark. There

Rohan presented himself believing that he was to have a

secret tryst with Marie Antoinette. But scarcely had he

approached her whom he supposed to be the Queen than

Madame de la Motte hurried up and whispered that the

King's sisters-in-law were approaching. All there was time

for was the gift, to Rohan, of a rose and a small box with

her portrait on it, and the whispered words: "You know
what this means." Then the "Queen" vanished.

On the strength of this, Madame got 150,000 more livres

from the enraptured prelate "for the Queen's benevolence";

and she was able to satisfy him as to why Marie Antoinette's

demeanor toward him continued so cold, although her

letters of gratitude were so warm. Also, she got him to act

in the purchase of the necklace, which was delivered to him
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at the end of January, 1785, in his residence in the rue

Yieille-du-Temple, and taken by him next day to Versailles,

where Madame had a modest lodging in what is now the

Place Hoche. There a man wearing the Queen's livery (he

Villette, the forger) appeared to receive the jewel-case,

and immediately withdrew.

The necklace was taken to England, broken up, and the

stones in it sold separately. The Cardinal wondered that

the Queen remained cold to him, and that she never wore

the necklace.

August came — and the jewellers received no payment.

When they urged their great necessity, the fraud was dis-

closed.

On Assumption Day (August 15th) the chapel at the

chateau was all in readiness for the Mass; the Galerie des

Glaees was full of courtiers wTaiting for their Majesties, to

attend them to the service. The Cardinal, in his magnifi-

cent robes of office, was there; suddenly, he was summoned
to the King's room, where an explanation was demanded of

him. It was far from satisfactory. When he returned to the

Galerie, one of the King's ministers gave the bodyguard the

order: " Arrest the Cardinal de Rohan."

Soon, all the conspirators, including Cagliostro and his

wife, were in the Bastille, except the La Motte man; he was

in England and could not be extradited. The trial was a

tremendous sensation — not for nine days, but for nine

months. Rohan and the La Motte woman had burned all

their papers, and evidence was hard to produce. Many
people believed that the Queen had made dupes of the

persoas on trial, and was trying to shield herself by trumped-

up accusations of trickery.

There was a vast throng outside the Palais de Justice on

the evening of May 31, 178G, when the verdict was rendered.

It was acquittal for all but the La Motte woman and
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Villette; and it was greeted with roars of applause. When
the judges left the Palais, as many of the crowd as could

reach them kissed their hands. Wishful to believe ill of

the Queen, they did so.

Now, resume your round of the royal apartments. The
Queen's suite began at the Salon de la Paix, in the corner,

at the south end of the Galerie des Glaces. The next room
was the Queen's bedchamber. Two queens (Marie Th6rese

and Marie Leczinska) died here — the only other who ever

reigned at Versailles died on the guillotine— and nineteen

princes and princesses were born here, including Louis XV
and his ten children and the four children of Marie Antoi-

nette. The custom of permitting any one who wished to

witness a royal birth survived until after Marie Antoinette

was nearly smothered here, by the curious crowding about

her bed when Madame Royale came into the world.

The private entrance from this room to the King's apart-

ments was through a dark passage, of a sort very common
in all palaces, where unobserved communication was a

luxury difficult to attain. And from this bedroom, too,

Marie Antoinette had access to that suite of little rooms

which she had prepared as a refuge from the wearisome

pomp of the palace routine. You may see them by asking

for the Petits Appartements de la Reine.

The next room was the Queen's salon where her drawing-

rooms were held and presentations to her were made; and

beyond that was the room in which the Queen dined in

public — any one who was decently dressed might stand

and gape whilst Royalty ate a most unenviable meal.

Benjamin Franklin, when he was a tourist in Paris, before

he went there officially, stood here and stared like the rest—
just as we should do to-day, doubtless, if queens were still

on exhibition.

The Salle des Gardes de la Reine is next; here, three
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guards were killed in the early morning of October 6, 1789,

while defending the door leading to the Queen's apartments.

One of the things I like most to do at Versailles is to re-

capitulate— there, where the scenes were laid — the events

of those last two days when Versailles was the home of

France's king. But to comprehend them, we must go back

a little.

On June 4th, Louis and Marie Antoinette had suffered

the great grief of losing their elder son, the Dauphin, seven

and a half }^ears old. (Two years before, they had lost a

baby girl, not quite a year old.) The Dauphin was buried at

Saint-Denis on June 13th; and on June 17th the Third

Estate (or Commons) with some of the clergy withdrew

from the States-General (or General Assembly of Nobles,

Clergy, and Elected Deputies) and declared itself the

National Assembly; and Mirabeau had ordered the King's

message-bearer: "Go tell your master that we are here by

the power of the people, and that we can be driven away
only by the force of bayonets." On July 14th, the Bastille

was taken. Two days later the flight from Versailles of

many of the royalties and great nobles began. On July 22d,

Lafayette was made commander of the new militia, the

National Guard.

The Revolution was on.

The morning of October 5th there was a great gathering

of the Parisian rabble, mostly women, before the Hotel de

Ville, complaining that there was no bread in the baker.-'

shops, and shouting "To Versailles!"

Lafayette 4 had a battalion of the National Guard drawn

Up on the quai de Greve, and he rode up and down trying

to persuade the mob to disperse and abandon its plan. But

a young man of the Guard stepped out of the ranks, seized

the bridle retted horse, and -aid: "General, hitherto

you have commanded us; now we are going to lead you."
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And Lafayette gave the command to go; but the first lot

of rioters had got away hours before the troops.

That morning Marie Antoinette was sitting in the gar-

dens of the Petit Trianon where she had not made a sojourn

for about fourteen months. It was dark and rainy, and the

autumn wind blew the fallen leaves across the lawns and

along the deserted paths. A page from the palace came,

begging her to return at once.

The King was hunting, near Meudon; he, too, was re-

called by messenger.

The first lot of marchers from Paris, led by a band,

plodded along in wind and wet and reached Versailles about

four in the afternoon when the rain was falling in torrents.

They went first to the National Assembly, and then to the

palace where a deputation of five women was received by

the King and so kindly treated that they returned to their

bedraggled sisters and urged a quiet, orderly return to Paris.

For this advice, they nearly lost their lives. The disorder

grew. And the rain continued. Lafayette arrived at about

ten o'clock— there was much parleying with him, inside

the palace, and much discomfort and cursing, without.

About 2 a.m. the King and Queen retired. The town was

quiet then. Those of the mob who had not been able to find

shelter had made a big fire in the Place d'Armes and were

bivouacked there. Lafayette, with an absurd confidence in

the " goodness" of the people (as if democracy must needs

be so much better represented by those who wear her colors

than religion is by those who wear hers!) for which it has

been hard to find justification, left the palace in the early

morning hours and went to his father-in-law's mansion in

the rue do Noailles. There he lay down to rest, and was

soon awakened.

At five-thirty in the morning the mob invaded the palace,

killing three of the Queen's guard within a few feet of her
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room. The marble staircase up which the assailants came

is here, beside the room in which the Queen's guards were

kill-

Marie Antoinette fled from her room, by a door concealed

behind the panel on which her portrait hangs, through

the dark passage to the King's apartments in the (Eil de

Boeuf, where their children soon joined them.

This room, in which Louis XIV had slept until he moved
(late in his reign) into the one adjoining, where he died,

looks out on the Cour Royale, and the furious crowd, seeing

their Majesties at the window above, shouted for them

to come out on the balcony of the next room, facing the

court.

The King complied. There were shouts for " The Queen !"

Marie Antoinette, accompanied by Lafayette, and hold-

ing the Dauphin by one hand, her daughter by the other,

stepped out on the balcony.

"The Queen alone!" they shouted, from below.

She pushed the children back into the room, and faced

the frenzied crowd, expecting nothing else than that they

would kill her.

But before her calm courage, they lowered the guns they

had raised. Some one cried, "Vive la reine!" Lafayette

came to her side and kissed her hand.

"To Paris!" cried the mob.

Preparations were hastily made, and at one o'clock the

cavalcade started. Louis XVI, Marie Antoinette, Madame
Elizabeth, the Dauphin (probably) looked for the last time

at the palace of Versailles.

Close to the Queen's aide, through all these was

Count Fersen, the young Swedish nobleman who had loved

her for more than fifteen years with B great and irre-

proachable love, and who was to make the desperate at-

tempt to Lret her out of the country, two years later.
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It was at Versailles, just before she became Queen, that

he first saw her. And when he realized that he loved her,

and she loved him, he went away, with Rochambeau, to

America, and fought for the freedom of our colonies, for

which Washington rewarded him with the Order of Cincin-

natus. He was not back in France till the fall of 1783.

Both he and Marie Antoinette had learned much of self-

discipline by that time. Each knew that the other had high

and unyielding ideals of honor and duty; they were "able to

be much in one another's company without fear of weaken-

ing. He felt the chill winds of disfavor blowing toward her

and was powerless to change them or to keep them from

making her cold with apprehension. But his sword was at

her service while he had strength to draw it. . . .

He followed her to Paris, with the gentlemen of the King's

household.

From the room beyond that in which the guards were

killed, you enter the first of three small rooms which formed

the apartments of Madame de Maintenon, concerning

whom so many of my compatriots have confused ideas that

I believe some, at least, among you will be glad to go over,

here, this extraordinary woman's story.

Frangoise d'Aubign6 was born in a prison, where her

father was confined— partly for his debts, partly for his

religion, and partly on political charges — and lived there

until she was three years old; then her father was released

and took his family to Martinique, where he died. She was

ten when she returned to France and was given to her

father's sister "to be raised." Her father's family were

Protestant — her mother's Catholic. Frangoise became

Protestant with her aunt. Her mother then had her re-

moved from that care, and given to her godmother—
where Frangoise was with much difficulty persuaded to re-

nounce her Protestantism. The penniless girl, with no
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prospects, was introduced, when she was about fifteen, to

Paul Scarron, the wit and dramatist, who offered her the

protection of his name and home, the advantages of his

brilliant associations, in return for such care as a daughter

might have given him. For nine years she was wife-in-

name-only to the caustic cripple. Then death took him; and

there followed nine other years of struggle as a widow. She

was on the point of quitting France to go to Portugal when
she met Madame de Montespan, then high in favor with

Louis XIV and on the eve of becoming his acknowledged

mistress. The first two of Montespan's seven children by

the King were born before their relation was admitted;

they must be secretly brought up; the beautiful young

widow Scarron seemed ideal for the purpose, so she was

sought, secured, and installed with her little charges in a

large, isolated house on what is now the boulevard Mont-

parnasse, but was then a suburban road.

After five years of this life, Franyoise and her charges arc

removed to Versailles. There is nothing to be kept secret

now; the children of Montespan are not merely acknowl-

edged, they are legitimated. The King is extravagantly

fond of them; he feels that they are being passing well

brought up; he is so grateful to Madame Scarron that he

gives her money to buy the estate of Maintenon, and the

right to style herself the Marquise de Maintenon. She is

an admirable woman! Handsome, intelligent, placid, pious.

Versailles is far from finished; it is not yet the royal resi-

dence — only a play-house and place of resort, and a resi-

dence for the children of the favorite — but the King is here

often enough to become very fond of Madame de Main-

tenon's society; and the Court is not slow to feel her grow-

ing favor and influence. ''She is," Madame de Sevigne

writes, "introducing the King to an entirely new region; I

mean the commerce of friend-hip and conversation without
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chicanery and without restraint; and he appears charmed

with it."

It was on the 6th of May, 1682, that Versailles became

definitely the official residence of the French Court. Montes-

pan's star had passed its zenith and was well on toward

setting; Maintenon's was in ascendancy. The relations of

the King with his wife were better (thanks to Maintenon's

influence) than they had ever been since the first days of

their marriage. Marie Therese died, in Maintenon's arms,

on July 30, 1683; and when Frangoise essayed to withdraw,

the Due de la Rochefoucauld said to her: "This is not the

time to leave the King; he needs you."

The King himself seems to have known his need. Almost

immediately that he was widowed, he offered her his hand.

Their marriage occurred early in the following year.

There seems to be an impression quite general among
English-speaking people that Maintenon had been the

King's mistress. No French historians or students of history

believe this; whether they execrate her or ecstasize over her,

they know that she was, by every instinct, every conviction,

true to her own adage: "There is nothing cleverer than

irreproachable conduct." It was by her virtue that she won
and held Louis XIV, who, at forty-seven, was weary of

complaisance, of flattery, and ready to love a woman of

fifty who never hesitated to tell him what he ought to be

and do.

Nobody (that I know of) has ever contended that she

loved him; she could not, perhaps, have influenced him so

profoundly if she had known loving dread of losing his favor.

What she cared for was dominion over his conduct. FroA/s

his magnificence she lived apart; of his wealth she accepted

only a modest allowance; it was his soul that was her prize,

and his service to the cause of religion, as she interpreted it,

that was her constant concern.
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In these small apartments (numbered on the plan of the

palace, and in your guidebook, 141-143) she lived for more

than thirty years; and hither the Sun-King came, as fre-

quently as he could leave the pomp of Court life for a brief

interlude of almost bourgeois simplicity. Her bedroom was

the one numbered 142. In her day there was a chimney-

place in this room; on one side of it stood the King's arm-

chair, with a table in front of it for his papers; on the other

side was her armchair, with a table in front of it for her book

or needlework. Her bed was in an alcove, in a part of the

room now cut away to continue the marble staircase to the

floor above. (The apartments of the Dauphin were at the

foot of the marble staircase, on the ground floor, imme-

diately beneath those of the Queen.)

You may pretend, if you like, that when you leave these

apartments you are in the wake of Louis XIV, who usually

spent here the hours between 5 and 10 p.m., going hence to

supper with the royal family in the room numbered 121 on

your plan. After the supper, he went into his bedroom (until

1695 the room numbered 123 — after that, the one where

his bed is, numbered 124) and there chatted with the

favorite members of his immediate family until he retired.

When you are in that room (124) you may whisk yourself

back two hundred years and more, and see Louis XIV die.

His last years were most melancholy. Wars, excessive

taxation, the Huguenot emigration, had reduced industries

to a frightful degree. Many towns were decimated; thou-

sands of homes had fallen into ruins; starvation stalked on

y hand; on a single journey from Paris to Orleans, one

traveller counted thirty dead by the roadside.

Of Loui- XIV- BIX children by his queen, only one sur-

vived to maturity, the Dauphin; and he died in April, 1711.

In February of the year following died the Dauphin's eldest

son and heir, the Duke of Burgundy; the Duche-
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Burgundy; and a few days later, their eldest son, the Duke
of Brittany.

Louis XIV went down to his grave knowing that the

crown of his distraught kingdom was to go on a baby's head.

The illness which carried him off was gangrene caused by
an irritation of the left leg where his garter chafed it. This

his doctors treated by giving him wild asses' milk to drink,

and bathing the infected part with hot spiced wine.

It was his aged wife (she was eighty) who told him that

his days were numbered.

"I am prepared," he said; " being persuaded that there is

a Sovereign infinitely higher than earthly kings, to whose

orders we must submit. My confessor has told me that I

must have great confidence in the compassion of God; but I

never can console myself for having offended Him."

His one regret, he said, was in leaving her; but at their age

they could not be long separated. He was sorry that he had

not been able to make her happier, and thanked her for all

the good she had been to him.

He had the tiny heir to the crown brought in to sit in an

armchair at the head of the bed. (I'm sure you can see him

there, now, listening, round-eyed.)

"My dear child," the dying king said, "you, who are

about to become the greatest king in the world, never forget

that you owe everything to God."

There was much more good counsel. And, almost up to

the last, the old monarch worked at setting his house in

order. His sufferings were intense, and the gangrene be-

came frightfully offensive. Long before the last spark of

spirit flickered out, the corruptible flesh had become the

prey of decomposition. This part of the palace was sedu-

lously avoided by all who were not compelled to be here.

On Saturday afternoon, August 31, 1715, he lost con-

sciousness. When he had sunk into coma, Madame de
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Maintenon gave away her few possessions, and left the

palace forever, going to the school she had founded at

Saint-Cyr.

Very early on Sunday morning the courtyard was full of

people from Paris, waiting to hear that the King was dead.

His last sigh came at eight-fifteen. (It was, you will re-

member, on a Sunday morning of early September that he

came into the world, at Saint-Germain.) And when his jaw

was bound up, his eyes closed, his linen changed, and the

candles lighted about his bed, the Grand Chamberlain,

wearing a black plume in his hat, stepped on to the balcony

and cried: "The King is dead!"

Then he went in, changed his black plume for a white one,

returned to the balcony and cried, three times, "Long live

King Louis the Fifteenth!

"

Inside, all the Court was bowing low before the five-year-

old king. Somebody then dried his baby tears and took him

out to show to the acclaiming crowd in the grand court.

Nearly threescore years later, Louis XV died, of smallpox

very pestilent, in the next room but one (numbered 126 on

the palace plan), and Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette fell

on their knees, exclaiming: " God help us! We are too young

to reign."

Louis XV lived here, boy and man, during most of his

sixty-four years; but there is not much about him that I

care to recall and I am not sure what there is that you might

wish I had reminded you of.

"What," he demanded, "would life be worth without

coffee? But then, what is it worth oven with coffee?"

There you have him, in a nutshell. Bored to extinction,

always, satiated with everything.

Of the women who ruled here in his day, Pompadour and

Du Barry are interesting. Superficially considered, both

are deplorable wantons and wasters of millions wrung from
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the starving poor; " under the skin/' each is an intensely

absorbing study, and one that awakes many sympathies.

To those who are interested in these women and their

psychology, I commend the books of Edmond and Jules de

Goncourt — "La Du Barry/' and "Madame de Pompa-
dour" — written from the documents of the National

Archives, the Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal, and from private

papers. I dare not embark, here, upon any summary of their

associations with Versailles, for fear of making this chapter

unpardonably long.

If you reached the chateau at eleven, it is probably past

noon, now, and will be one o'clock by the time your lunch-

eon is served.

I have not directed you to the great Galerie des Batailles

(almost twice as long as the Galerie des Glaces) in the south

wing, where, under Louis XIV, the Duke of Orleans and his

children were housed. I am very fond of this Galerie, and

my one thought in keeping you clear of it is to save you

fatigue. If you are hardy, and do not want to miss it, enter

this wing of the chateau before you go into Madame de

Maintenon's apartments. And if you are very hardy, see

something of the galleries of historic paintings in the north

wing. They do a great deal toward re-creating for us the

outstanding scenes of French history.

And before leaving the palace you will, I am sure, like to

refresh your recollections of its history since that October

day when Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette left it as cap-

tives of the Paris mob.

A Russian traveller who came to Versailles only a year

later (in 1790) found the town so desolate that he could

scarcely get a wretched meal.

After the Republic was declared, the furniture of the

palace was sold, and the building was left to go to ruin. In
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1800, two thousand wounded veterans of Napolei >n\< armies

were installed in the central wing and in the apartmen

Louis XV and Louis XVI. Five years later, Napoleon gave

orders for the restoration of the palace and the Trianons;

and in February of that year he gave a ball in the Salon

d'Hercule. When he resided at Versailles, it was at the

Grand Trianon.

Louis XVIII and Charles X seldom came here to their

birthplace, after the Revolution. Louis-Philippe got from

the Chambers (of Deputies and Senators) money for the

restoration of the palace (which work had not gone far

under Xapoleon), but only on condition that it should be-

come an historical museum.

The Museum was inaugurated June 10, 1S37, at a grand

state dinner in the Galerie des Glaces, and a gala per-

formance in the theatre.

In August, 1855, Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort

were entertained here by Xapoleon III and the Empress

Eugenie. A magnificent ball was given in the Galerie des

Glaces; there were elaborate fireworks in the park; and a

supper in the theatre.

On September 19, 1870, the victorious Germans— their

bands playing the "Marseillaise"! — entered Versailles.

On January 8, 1871, "an altar covered with a red cloth was

d in the Galerie de- Glaces, opposite the windows look-

ing out upon the park. On this red cloth was the figure of

the Iron Cross erf Prussia. Around the altar stood offi

holding fiacrs. At one in the afternoon. King William,

surrounded by representatives of all the reigning famili*

Germany, by the members of his family, his aenerals, and

his ministers, entered and took his place before the altar.

. . . The new German Empire was about to be establish*

On leaving the ch&te for luncheon either to the

Hotel d(- in rue dee ReE which runs in
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front of the north wing of the palace; or to the Hotel

Trianon Palace, which you may reach by turning to your

left at the boulevard de la Reine (just past Hotel des

Reservoirs) and continuing on it to the avenue Saint-

Antoine. The first of these hotels is housed in an old

mansion of Madame de Pompadour's. The second is new.

Both are good, but expensive. Your guidebook gives the

names of several restaurants, but as I have not patronized

them I cannot say what their merits are.

The boulevard de la Reine runs into the avenue de

Trianon just beyond the Trianon Palace Hotel, and leads,

in about half a mile, to the Grand Trianon. If you feel un-

equal to this walk, you will find cabs plentiful.

Long before the palace of Versailles was finished, Louis

XIV had a little refuge here, a tiny place to which he could

come, briefly, for a respite from the fatiguing ceremonies

and crowds of his Court. And so happy was he in the simpler

atmosphere that in some degree resembled a home that,

soon after his marriage to Madame de Maintenon, he re-

placed the first Trianon (where Madame de Montespan had

presided) with this glorified marble " bungalow" where he

and his wife could entertain their intimates, and Madame
could be recognized as the mistress of the house. (At Court,

her position was perfectly understood, and respected; but

her status was unprecedented and undefined— she was the

King's wife, but she was not the Queen; so she avoided

causing problems of conduct, by keeping much to her own

simple routine of life.)

Both the Trianons have to be visited in charge of guides

who run their herds through to the accompaniment of the

usual sing-song about clocks, tables, carpets, and cande-

labra — most of which is drowned in the noise of shuffling

feet and private conversations.

Near by is the Musfe des Voitures, with gilded state

carriages which seem to belong in a fairy-tale.
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And then we come to the Petit Trianon, which Louis XV
began for Pompadour and finished for Du Barry, but which

is principally associated in most minds with Marie Antoi-

nette.

The visit to the villa is moderately satisfying; but the

visit to the garden is, to my mind, one of the most delicious

experiences that fall to the human lot in journeying through

this world that is so full of beauty. Whether you re-create

the past here or merely revel in the present, there is as

much as your soul can hold. Get as deep into this garden

as you can; let its quiet loveliness "sink in." Exquisite

memories of the time you spend here will stay with you as

long as you live, and delight you always.

From this garden, go back to the great gardens of the

palace, which are superb, but not as "sympathetic." And
spend here all the time— and energy— you have left.

If you have no reason for hurrying back to Paris, you will

find it very well worth while to dine at Versailles and loiter

about the town a bit.
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YOUR TWELFTH PARIS DAY
If you were at Versailles yesterday, you are probably no\

feeling extraordinarily ambitious this morning; so I have

planned for you a day which you may start late, finish early,

and still see some very interesting and important parts of

Paris, with a very moderate amount of walking.

Suppose you say that you will be at Notre-Dame at

eleven o'clock, or thereabouts. If you think you will want

to climb the towers (which is a bit fatiguing, but well worth

doing, not for the view alone, but for the impression one

gets, at close range, of the infinite and beautiful detail of

Gothic architecture — " flowering stone"), it would be well

to start at least half an hour earlier.

I have gone very often to Notre-Dame with friends who
were seeing it for the first time, and I cannot remember that

any of them seemed avid for many facts about it or dis-

posed to study it architecturally or archseologically. Most
people who read, who have any " background/ ' have

thought so much about seeing Notre-Dame, looked forward

to it so long and so eagerly, that when they at last find

themselves there they are more or less overcome by emo-

tion; and as this seems to me so eminently right, I never

want to disturb their ecstasy by a single nudge or sugges-

tion. I like going with people who feel thus about it; and I

like going with others who have been there many times and

have long since begun to have special enthusiasms. One
friend of mine has been fascinated by gargoyles and has

given a world of study to those fantastic water-spouts; she

tells me delightful things about the famous ones of Notre-
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Dame. Another friend is a close student of ancient stained

glass, and tells me much that enhances my appreciation of

those (and other) glorious windows. Many friends I have

who are architects specializing in Gothic, or teachers and

lecturers in Gothic art : going to Xotre-Dame with them is a

liberal education. Other friends are etchers, and I know-

few things more interesting than going round and round

Xotre-Dame with one of them, looking for a vantage-point

from which to sketch — unless it be going round and round,

inside and out, with one of those other friends who can re-

create before my inner eye Xotre-Dame as it was in days

long-gone. I have been there, too, with friends who were

students of sacred music, and who have told me what

would make a fascinating book about music at Xotre-

Dame.
I have tried to choose from all that I have read about

Xotre-Dame, and all that I have been told about it, and all

that I have seen there, what might best serve you on your

first (and perhaps only) visit to it. And after weeks of

consideration, I have come to the conclusion that the thing

to do here, in a book, is the thing I should do were I there

with you in the flesh. And if I were actually escorting you

thither for your first visit. I'd never, never halt you outside

to remind you when this cathedral was begun and when

finished, to urge you to study the sculptures of the facade or

the details of the portals. If you wanted to stop, guidebook

in hand, and inform yourself about those things, I'd be

respectful of y< >ur desire; if you were not yet ready for them,

we'd go in; and I'd never, never tell you how long the nave

• r how high 1 1 don't know), nor prod you to notice the

double aisles. I'd follow you silently, as you chose your

and revelled in your own reflections. Some, on their

first visit, arc overcome by the awesome beauty of what

their syes behold; others are thrilled by the thought of
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waking with their footsteps the echoes of others who have
trod these stones in ages long gone by: the little Corsican

coming hither to be crowned and to make Josephine "more
than queen"; Marie Antoinette, at the Te Deum giving

thanks for the birth of the Dauphin; Henry IV hearing that

Mass which he deemed a kingdom to be well worth; Mary
Stuart, walking out in her proud young beauty, wearing the

crown of the queens of France; the mother and brothers of

Jeanne d'Arc, brought here to witness the ceremony at

which the Church expressed its deep contrition for having

found the Maid of France a heretic; and so on. Or perhaps

it is the thought of the millions of feet which have stepped

reverently here, in nigh on eight hundred years, which fills

you with a new sense of kinship with "them that have

believed."

It may be that you will witness a church ceremony of

some sort. An unforgettable one I once saw at Notre-Dame

was the funeral of an old cocher, or cab-driver. An exceed-

ingly humble funeral it was, following the pompous beadle

down one of the shadowy right aisles, his heavy staff-of-

office thumping measuredly on the stone pavement to

announce the coming of His Majesty, Death — the King of

Kings. Saint Louis was buried from here, with more pomp
than my cocher, but with no more reverence. I was very

deeply touched by the way that poor man's obsequies

seemed perfectly at home in the glorious old Cathedral;

there was not the slightest incongruity about their being

there. And I tried to think whether this triumph of de-

mocracy was due to Christianity or to the French spirit.

I dare say both were responsible; but when I tried to think

of a cab-driver's funeral at Westminster Abbey or Canter-

bury Cathedral or Saint Thomas's on Fifth Avenue, I had

to grant the French attitude toward death the greater

credit.
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You have, I'm sure, been impressed by the universal re-

spect shown the dead as they pass through the streets of

France on their last journey: every man's head bared to

them as they go by. Death has often been called the great

leveller; in France, he seems more to be the great elevator,

raising everybody, at last, to a dignity beyond that of kings.

You may want to visit the Treasury, where the reliquaries

of the Crown of Thorns and the Xail of the True Cross are

kept, and Thomas a Becket's cross, and other relic- — some

sacred, and some interesting for other reasons, like Napo-

leon's coronation mantle. Of course you'll pay your respects

to Notre-Dame de Paris, the famous statue of the Virgin

which has been venerated for more than five centuries. You
will walk around the ambulatory, and see the choir-stalls,

and perhaps ascend the north tower. If you haven't had a

good view of the apse, walk around to the east, and gaze up

at those marvellous flying buttresses.

To the north of the Cathedral, where the old cloister used

to be, with its fifty-one houses for the canons, is a district

with many interesting associations. I would like to take

you " prowling'
7

there; but that is, perhaps, for the leisurely

sojourner in Paris rather than for the tourist. So, while you

take a few moments' rest after your descent from the tower

(you may like to sit in the charming gardens at the south of

the Cathedral, for this), we'll recall Hugo's "Notre-Dame

de Paris," which he wrote in 1831, when he was twenty-nine

years old and had just made a sensation in the theatre

world with his "Hornani." He had a contract with a

publisher, to write a novel; but the social distractions

consequent upon his success in the drama were so many
that he could not Beem to "get down to" the novel. He was

living, then, in the rue Jean-< roujon, near where the Grand-

Palais 18 now; and one day he went out, bought himself a

big bottle of ink, a BUpply of quills for pens, and a coarse
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gray robe like a monk's habit. When he got home, he locked

up all his good clothes (he was quite a " dandy ") and denied

himself to everybody. In five months and a half of prodi-

gious industry, he completed his book, writing the last

words of it with the last drop of ink. He thought, first, of

calling it "What There Is in a Bottle of Ink/' but gave that

title to his friend, Alphonse Karr, and chose for his story

"Notre-Dame de Paris." Goethe damned it as "a dull and

tiresome show of marionettes." Perhaps Quasimodo is a

marionette; and Gringoire, and Esmeralda, and Claude

Frollo, and Captain Phoebus. But with their aid, Hugo
made fifteenth-century Paris live again and forevermore, as

no other writer has ever done, though many a one has tried

to paint that vivid, eventful time.

Xow, cross the pont-au-Double, close to Notre-Dame,

and reach the quai de Montebello. The street which runs

from the bridge-head is rue Lagrange; and a few feet south

of the bridge, on your right, is a street called rue du Fouarre,

or street of the straw or fodder. In the Middle Ages there

were many colleges here; and by an edict of Pope Urban V
the students were forbidden to sit on benches when listening

to lectures, but were obliged to sit on the ground. When the

jrround was muddy, they threw down bundles of straw.

Hence the name of the street, which Dante mentions in his

" Paradiso," and where he probably sat at the feet of Siger

de Brabant and of the Florentine, his fellow-exile, Brunetto

Latini, in 1304. Follow this street (past some half-dozen

housed, only) to the rue Galande, also a very ancient street

with many quaint old houses; and turn, again to your right,

into rue Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre, in which you will find the

little old church of the same name. There was a chapel and

a "religious lodging house" here away back in the sixth

century when Saint Gregory of Tours was sheltered there.

The precut church is a little older than the oldest part of
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Notre-Dame. It was the chapel of the Hotel-Dieu (the

hospital) for many years; and is now used by Greek Catho-

lic s subject to the Pope of Rome. Saint Julien the Poor was

a humble man who served his poor fellows by ferrying them

across the river. One day a leper whom he had thus served

revealed himself as Christ. This story is told in sculptural

relief over a door at 42 rue Galande. In the yard north of

Saint Julicn's church is a considerable fragment of Philippc-

Auguste's wall. The view of Notre-Dame from this little

garden is splendidly impressive.

Xow another step or two in rue Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre

and you reach rue Saint-Jacques, and across that street you

will see the apse of Saint-Severin, one of the most exquisite

architectural gems of Paris, and by some authorities con-

sidered the most interesting of all Paris churches. The rue

Saint-Severin, on the north of the church, is one of the oldest

in Paris. In it, beside the church, long ago, there wras a sort

of prison where erring girls were shut in and left, for their

subsistence, to the charity of passers-by. It may have been

that thinking of this, as he passed to and fro, gave the Abb6
Prevost, who lived in this street, some impulse toward writ-

ing the story of "Manon Lescaut." We know "Manon"
better through Massenet than in the printed page; but it

i> well to remember that this perfectly written, poignant

talc has had an immense influence on fiction for nigh on two

centuries.

The Church of Saint-Severin (where Saint-Saens was long

the organist — sitting at an organ whose case was built in

1417) has some superb stained-glass windows, a number of

which were at one time in Saint-Germain-des-Pres.

The apse of this church, Huysmans says, is "one of the

most astounding tabernacles that the artists of other days

ever executed to shelter the altar of the Holy Sacrament.

They seem to have borrowed the theme of it from thevegeta-
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tion of the country where Christ was born, because they

have created here a lofty forest of palm trees from which the

ruby light before the Host drops like blood-red fruit."

You will, I think, be interested in the multitude of

supplicative and grateful plaques hanging about the chapel

altars— entreaties that a student's examination may be

successfully passed, that a marriage may be happy, that a

journey may be safely made, a malady may be cured. And
when these prayers were answered, those who had made
them hung up a "Merci" or "Thanks" plaque, to attest

what had been done for them.

The street in front of the church, called rue des Pretres-

Saint-Severin, crosses (close beside the church) the quaint

old rue de la Parcheminerie, so called since 1387 when it had

become a centre for copyists, illuminers, and other workers

on parchment; and beyond the street of the parchment-

workers (which leads, a few feet farther on, to the rue de la

Harpe, where Madame Roland lived when she was arrested

— it was her last home) the rue des Pretres-Saint-Severin

becomes the rue Boutebrie, which ends, a stone's throw be-

yond, at the boulevard Saint-Germain, in front of the Cluny

Museum.
You are probably thinking of lunch, now. So, cross the

boulevard Saint-Germain and the bouP Mich' (boulevard

Saint-Michel— you are in the very hub of the Latin

Quarter, now) and follow rue Pierre-Sarrazin torueHaute-

feuille. At number 5 rue Pierre-Sarrazin, corner of the Im-

passe Hautefeuille, note the turret on a remaining part

of the "town house" of the abbots of Fecamp. (In that

[mpasse lived Christophe Le Blon, inventor of engraving

in color.) Giorgione, the Venetian painter, lived inthetur-

reted house in 1560 or thereabouts.

A I urn to the left, a few steps, and you arc in the rue de

] fic( .lc-de-Medecine, with the huge buildings of the Schools
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of Medicine on both sides of you. There is much here to

interest physicians and surgeons. But to non-medical

visitors the chief reason for coming here is the association of

this section with those extremists of the Revolution who
were called the Cordeliers.

The original Cordeliers were Franciscans, followers of the

gentle saint of Assisi, who were girt with a knotted cord;

they came to Paris in 1217, and it was Saint Louis who
bought this ground for them, from the vast abbey domain

of Saint-Germain-des-Pres. The Church of the Cordeliers

was one of the largest in Paris, and one of the most popular;

it was very long and very narrow, and occupied the ground

now covered by the Place de FEcole-de-Medecine. There

the Chevaliers of the Order of Saint Michael held their

glittering Assemblies; and there the members of the French

Academy convened to eulogize their deceased confreres.

But from the beginning of the eighteenth century, novices

had been few; the rule of the Order was severe, and the taste

of the times was not for austerity. So, gradually, parts of

the great convent were allotted to secular bodies.

Notwithstanding the spectacular part they played in the

Revolution, the Corde'iers as a body have left us very

scanty records. If they kept any minutes, they have

perished. I do not know wTho star led the society (whose

official name was Friends of the Rights of Man and Citizen)

;

but it had a large membership of butchers, and a butcher,

Legendre, was at one time its president; he lived in this

street, which had twenty-two butcher-stalls in it; and so did

Marat, Danton, and Simon the shoemaker who was destined

to become the Dauphin's jailer. It is said that Legendre did

not know how to read, but he had a violence of speech which

won him great favor with certain sorts. It was he who, in

the Cordeliers, demanding the death of Louis XVI, had

shouted: "Let us cut the pig's throat! Let us make as
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many pieces of him as there are departments of France, and

send a morsel to each one; the head shall remain in Paris,

hung to the vaulting of this hall." It was he who proposed

to requisition butchers' blocks whereon to cut up the aris-

tocrats and the rich. "As for me/' he yelled, "I shall

eviscerate, with pleasure a noble, a rich man, a statesman,

or a man of letters, and I will eat his heart."

It was an assembly responding delightedly to such

sentiments which deified Marat, and whose acclaim Marat

courted when his intellectual peers (men of science and

philosophy) scorned him for his truculence and then perse-

cuted him for his retaliation. We incline to think of Marat

solely as a violent "Red," hiding in sewers and emerging

into prominence only when sewer-filth overflowed; we in-

cline to forget that he was more than nationally eminent

in medicine, as an oculist, and as an experimenter with

electricity; that he was a brillaint linguist, and a man of

encyclopaedic erudition; that many of his attacks were upon

indefensible abuses, and that much of his constructive

critical reasoning was very clearly to the point. He became

an arch-Terrorist because of his bitterness over the failure

of his abilities to convince and lead able men.

His house was number 20 rue des Cordeliers (now rue de

TEcole de Medecine) and no trace of it nor of the street, as

he knew it, remains; nor of the meeting-place of the Corde-

liers, who did not use the refactory (now the Mus£e Dupuy-

tren of the Medical School) as their assembly hall, as most

of the guidebooks erroneously state; they met in the Salle

Th£ologique of the chapter-house, on a spot now covered

by one of the amphitheatres of anatomy.

But as you are on your direct way to lunch, you may like

to imagine the scene in this street on that July evening

of 1793, the eve of the Bastille anniversary, when a fiacre

with a young woman passenger drove up to the door of
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number 20, and stood waiting at the curb while the young

woman went within.

Marat's apartment was on the first floor above the stores;

there was a roomy salon, a good-sized bedroom, and a study,

on the street front, and a kitchen, dining-room, and bath-

room behind, lighted from the court. Charlotte was ad-

mitted by the servant, Jeannette. The household consisted

of Simonne Evrard, Marat's " common-law wife," her sister,

Catherine, and his sister, Albertine — the latter in Switzer-

land at the time of the murder. Simonne was in the small,

tile-floored cabinet, back of the bedroom, where Marat sat

in the shoe-shaped bathtub you saw at the Musee Grevin,

on the top of which he had his papers outspread as on a

desk. Catherine, Jeannette, and the concierge of the build-

ing, whom Marat employed to fold his printed sheets, were

all in the small inner hall between the kitchen and dining-

room, when Charlotte was admitted. There arrived, almost

at the same moment as Charlotte, two men; one, named
Pillet, came to present a bill, and the other was Laurent

Bas, a messenger who frequently executed errands for Marat

and who now brought a supply of print-paper. How many
more persons there might be in the apartment, Charlotte

had no means of knowing. Pillet was directed to the bath-

room, presented his bill, had it approved, and left. When he

came out, he saw Charlotte, and heard the concierge trying

to persuade her that it was useless to try to see Marat.

Charlotte persisted; and the argument brought Simonne,

who, when she knew that Charlotte was the girl who had

been there that morning, consented to ask Marat if he

would receive her. He consented, and Simonne escorted the

stranger through the dining-room and into the bath-cabinet.

A minute later she was back again, to see what was happen-

ing; she found Charlotte sitting near the bathtub, with her

back to the window. Some conversation passed between
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Marat and Simonne, relative to a remedial drink she was

preparing for him (he had contracted a loathsome and

painful skin disease, when hiding in the sewers; and the

bath he was sitting in was a sulphurated one, to relieve his

tortures), and then she left, taking back to the kitchen with

her two plates of sweetbreads and calves' brains which she

had bought for supper and left there on a previous visit to

the bath-cabinet. Scarcely had she reached the kitchen

with these when she heard a raucous cry, and ran back.

Marat was bleeding profusely, horribly; a jet of blood as

big as his thumb was gushing from the wound in his naked

breast; Charlotte, very pale, was standing against the win-

dow; the knife was among the blood-stained papers upon

which Marat's head had dropped. (M. Anatole France

owns those papers now.) Simonne's cries brought the three

other women and Charlotte profited by the confusion to slip

out and regain the hall; but the messenger, Laurent Bas,

was there, and he knocked her down and beat her with his

fists. A dentist who was a tenant of the house rushed to the

aid of the stricken man; and soon the house was full of the

curious, the resentful, and the representatives of the law.

The first examination of Charlotte took place in the salon

of the apartment. It was with extreme difficulty that she

was got through the furious crowd and taken to the Abbaye

prison, near by.

Co through rue Antoine-Dubois and rue Casimir-Dela-

vigne, to the Place de l'Odeon, and lunch at Cafe Voltaire,

number 1 in the square— still frequented, as it was two

centuries ago, by men of letters.

After lunch, take rue Racine back (one block) to the

Cluny. George Sand lived at number 3 rue Racine, on the

fourth floor, for a time, and was visited there by the Brown-

ings; jiihI Longfellow twice had lodgings in this street: once

at number 49 and once at number 5.
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You may find that a half-hour's visit to the Cluny Mu-
seum will suffice you; or you may feel resentful that you

were not directed to go there on one of your first days in

Paris, so you could plan to make many visits. If, however,

you are one of those to whom the Cluny is an inexhaustible

treasure-house, you have almost certainly known before

coming to Paris that this would be a main objective, and

have lost no time getting here. Students and workers in

the applied arts find here thousands of the choicest exam-

ples in the world of ceramics and enamels and glass; of

carved ivory and wood, and wrought iron, and bronze; of

jewelry and reliquaries and altar ornaments; of tapestries

and textiles and embroideries and lace; and so on. Collec-

tors find here, in greater abundance perhaps than any-

where else in the world, the rare and precious things they

most covet. Designers get more from the Cluny than

from any other place. If you belong to any of the above

classifications, you will find yourself, at the Cluny, in the

midst of objects about which }^ou have heard, read, studied

so much that you will feel like a pilgrim come at last to

Mecca.

The sight-seer without special art education and without

the museum habit is, on the other hand, apt to be less en-

grossed by the sixteen thousand articles housed here than

by the exquisite casket in which they are contained, and by
the remains of the Roman baths.

You enter the Cluny from the rue du Sommerard, named
for the eminent collector whose treasures form the major

part of the museum.

I think that most persons who are capable of any "thrill"

at all feel that they are leaving a workaday world behind

and stepping into the heart of Romance when they enter,

through the arched gateway in those crenellated walls, the

courtyard of the Hotel de Cluny, and find themselves face-
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to-face with that lovely octagonal turret, beside the old well

of Tristan l'Hermite.

Do you find doors, or doorways, intensely suggestive? I

do. I could name a number of doors the merest glimpse of

which brings up out of the depths of my imagination all the

poetry, the mystery, the once-upon-a-time-ness that ever

went into me from without or generated in me from within.

Both the larger and smaller gateways in the Cluny wall

are among the number; and the doorway of the octagonal

tower is high up near the top of the list. " Special inter-

ests' ' always add greatly to the value of travel; they need

not, should not, mean that the heart and mind are closed

to the million-and-one other appeals; but a hobby has a way
of making us intensive; and they travel best wTho are on

some special quest as well as on many general ones. If you

have no hobby of your own, try doorways (if they interest

you) for a while; and note how many delightful things will

fall under your observation while you're looking for lovely

or unusual doors. Make a collection of pictures of doors.

I have one, and I cannot tell you, here, all the kinds of

pleasure and profit it has been to me and to others.

This exquisite house that you're entering was built by

the abbots of Cluny, and finished about 1490. For some

reason the monks lived in it very little, and seemed to pre-

fer renting it to distinguished tenants. One of the first of

these was Mary Tudor, the madcap young widow of poor

old Louis XII, best known to this generation as the heroine

of " When Knighthood was in Flower." It was here that her

husband's successor, Francis I, surprised her with Charles

Brandon and ordered an immediate wedding for them.

(Francis could be very "proper" — at times!) It was here

that Francis, twenty-one years later, married his daughter

Madeleine to James V of Scotland. Rather strangely, the

J lot el de Cluny later became the residence of the House of
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Lorraine from which James V took his second wife by whom
he became the father of Mary, Queen of Scots.

The mansion had tenants of many sorts in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries; and in 1833 M. Alphonse

iu Sommerard rented it to house his immensely valuable col-

lection of antiques of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.

He was a Vendean and a monarchist, the son of a financier

and a member of the Cour des Comtes. The furious de-

structiveness of the Revolution horrified him. "The Van-

dals of the fifth century (Attila's hordes) did not destroy so

many works of art," he said. And he gave himself, piously,

to the gathering together of precious things which had sur-

vived the storm of human passions. He was forty years

collecting these, and he was fortunate (as well as wise)

enough to get as a repository for them one of the most ex-

quisite examples of domestic architecture created in the era

which gave birth, also, to the objects of his collection.

On the death of M. du Sommerard, his heirs, wishing the

collection to remain intact and benefit the largest possible

number of persons, sold it for a very small sum to the direc-

tors of Fine Arts; and a few years later, the Government

also bought the mansion. About the same time the city of

Paris bought the ruins of the old palace and baths of the

Roman emperors, adjoining, and presented them to the na-

tion to be, with the Hotel de Cluny and the du Sommerard

collection, a museum. The son of M. Alphonse du Somme-
rard was curator of the museum until his death.

All of us who love old Paris spend a great deal of time

lamenting what has been swept away by the rebuilders. We
have much to deplore; but we also have some things

wherein we are more fortunate than earlier generations. If

we had lived a hundred years ago, we should have found

tile Hotel de Cluny "let out" to a variety of tenants- and

the baths of the Roman emperors u.^ed as a coopers shop,
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with a vegetable garden growing in the thick soil that hid

priceless fragments. There was a proposition made, under

Louis XVI, to buy this property and convert it into a mu-
seum; but the storm broke before anything was done about

it.

It was Constantius Chlorus, conqueror of England, who
built the palace of which these baths were a part, during the

five years that Paris was his headquarters— 287 to 292

a.d. Julian the Apostate was here proclaimed emperor,

tradition says. And Childebert, at least, of the descendants

of Clovis, lived here. But the splendor of the emperors

seems to have descended into ruin and neglect more than a

thousand years ago.

If you have no special interests among the Cluny exhi-

bits, and want only a general impression of its treasures, you

might walk through rooms, I, III, IV, V, VI, and VII, into

IX which has a number of specially beautiful things. There

are three interesting rooms to your left as you turn into

room IX; but if you find yourself not greatly attracted by

what you see in room IX, you may omit these (the car-

riages, in room XV, are rather less interesting than those

you saw yesterday at Versailles) and take the staircase in

room VIII for the floor above. (That staircase was brought

from the old Chambre des Comtes and bears the arms of

i I enry IV and Marie de Mddicis.) On that floor you will, I

think, want to see the ceramics, especially those in rooms

XVII (note the Bernard Palissay things, because you are

going, presently, to see where he lived) and XVIII, and

1 he enamels in room XX; and to see room XXIV with its

sixteenth-century furniture; and room XXV, which was

Mary Tudor's bedroom. If you must cut short your visit,

you might omit further exploration of this floor; but you

will miss some exceedingly beautiful things if you do.

The Roman baths are entered from room IX, in which is
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the main doorway of the Church of Saint-Benoit whose

chaplain was foster-father of Villon; it was in the very pre-

cincts of Saint-Benoit that Villon killed a priest, Philippe

Sermoise, who was his rival in love. The Church of Saint-

Benoit was at the corner of rue Saint-Jacques and rue des

Ecoles where the Sorbonne is now.

After visiting the baths, spare at least a little time for the

garden, between the Cluny and boulevard Saint-Germain;

it is charming.

When you come out of the Cluny, you are but a stone's

throw from the Sorbonne. Walk a few steps east in rue du

Sommerard to rue Saint-Jacques, and down the latter a

few steps to rue des Ecoles. After you have crossed this

street, you will have the College de France on your left and

the Sorbonne on your right.

Robert de Sorbon, chaplain to Saint Louis, is usually

credited with the founding of the Sorbonne; but it was

really Robert de Douai, physician to Marguerite of Pro-

vence, Saint Louis's wife, who left fifteen hundred livres to

found a college and confided the execution of his bequest to

Robert de Sorbon. A "college," then, meant a group of

men of the same profession— literally, colleagues. It was

Abelard who first drew students toward this quarter, away
from the doctors of Xotre-Dame. And Robert of Sorbon's

first college, aided by a gift of lands and houses from the

King, opened its doors in 1255 to sixteen poor students.

But soon the faculty of theology took up residence in the

college, and the students shifted for themselves as best they

could. The first books printed in France (examples of

which you may see in the Galerie Mazarine of the Biblio-

theque Nationale) were done here in 1470; and on the

Grand Staircase of the Sorbonne you may sec that first

French printing-press pictured in a fine mural by Flameng.

Apply at door Yii in the rue dee Bcoles for permission to
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visit the Sorbonne, which now houses only two of the many
faculties it controls: Sciences and Letters. There are about

seventeen thousand students always in attendance at the

various faculties of the Sorbonne. The famous old univer-

sity has had many ups and downs in its centuries of exist-

ence. It was suppressed by the Revolution— of course 1

— and, equally of course, reopened by Napoleon; but aftei

his downfall it had little support. The present building was

begun in 1889 and finished in 1901.

I hope you will see the murals of the Sorbonne. You have

already seen those of the Hotel de Ville and of the Pantheon.

Think what French appreciation of this great form of art

has done to encourage it in the past generation! We in this

country have made tremendous strides, during that same

time, in architecture; but our art leaders have not yet been

able to get American millionaires, corporations, or govern-

ment committees to give any adequate patronage to mural

painters. It is the next important step in our development

of the beautiful; and every one of us who comes home with

a definite feeling in favor of it will be a help in hastening it.

The Church of the Sorbonne was rebuilt by Lemercier

(architect of the Palais-Royal, of part of the Louvre, etc.)

for Cardinal Richelieu, who, on being elected head of his

Alma Mater, in 1624, rebuilt it, handsomely, at his own ex-

pense. Richelieu was buried here, in a superb tomb de-

signed by le Brun and sculptured by Girardon. In 1793 his

tomb was violated and his skull was stolen and passed from

hand to hand until it reached a little village of Brittany,

whence it was returned, in 1866, to its rightful resting-

place. The tomb, Girardon's masterpiece, was saved from

destruction at the hands of the mob only by the heroism of

Alexandre Lenoir who threw himself upon the exquisite

thing and in his own bv)dy received the hurts intended for it.

You shall hear Lenoir's story when you go to the Beaux-
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Arts; it is one of the most moving tales that Paris has to

tell.

Over the tomb hangs Richelieu's red hat. And there are

some interesting murals here, too.

I am not sure that the College de France will be of much
interest to the average visitor; nor that there will be any-

thing to repay him for walking across the street to take a

closer look at the Lyc6e Louis-le-Grand. This was the Jes-

uit college of Clermont, and Moliere, Voltaire, Robespierre,

and Camille Desmoulins were among the students; but

nothing remains of the buildings they knew.

There is, however, a fairly short detour easy to make
from here, which will be very interesting to some readers.

The rue Saint-Jacques, you will remember, was the old

Roman highway. If you loiter on it o' nights, with your ear

not to windward, but toward that retreat where the echoes

stay— the echoes of yester-years — when no one is sum-

moning them forth, you may distinctly hear the tramping

feet of Rome's legions. Those that sound a little weary are

coming up from the south — it has been a long march; the

springier steps are those of men returning from Rome's out-

posts to Rome's very self.

A pause; a lapse of ages; then the soft footfalls of another

from the south, a lone man, his pace beating the measure of

a sad heart, the heart of a man who wrote of life as "the

time of my debt" and endured it as one endures a prison

sentence. Dante is coming to call on Jean de Meung, author

of the second part of " Le Roman de la Rose " which was for

two centuries and more the most celebrated work of French

literature. Jean lived at 218 rue Saint-Jacques. His house

is, of course, long since gone; but you may like to visit the

spot.

As you continue down the old highway, look to your left

along rue des Fueillantines (it is just beyond the big Na-
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tional Institute for Deaf-Mutes) ; for here was the delicious

old convent garden in which Victor Hugo spent those en-

chanted years of his imaginative childhood which he has so

exquisitely described in "The Last Day of a Condemned
Man," and in "What Went on in the Feuillantines around

IS13." It was an id3rllic place for such a child, and we have

reason to be grateful for it.

At number 269, where Vincent dTndy now has his Schola

Cantorum, or school of choral singing, there used to be the

convent of the English Benedictines, in whose chapel James

II of England and his daughter Louise-Marie were buried.

At number 284, at the back of a mean little "yard," is a

portal between two columns. Through it, on an April day

in 1674, Louise de la Valliere entered the Convent of the

Carmelites to begin that penance so harsh that nobody ex-

pected her to survive it for very long, but which she en-

dured for thirty-six years. She was not quite thirty when
she came here, and at the height of her beauty; but for seven

years past she had been supplanted in the King's affections

by Madame de Montespan. Her two children were with

her — Louis XIV's children— and friends and relatives

followed in another carriage. "Thirteen years earlier—
day for day!" says her biographer, Jules Lair, "little La
Valliere, Maid-of-Honor, had set out, in innocent young

gladness, for Fontainebleau ; and now she was going to a

living grave."

She at once put on the coarse serge habit of the Order;

and that night with her own hands she sheared away her

golden hair. In the Galerie Mollien of the Louvre, contain-

ing French paintings of the seventeenth century, you may
gee a picture by Lebrun of Mary Magdalene which used to

hang in one of the chapels of the Carmelite church, and

which is sometimes said to be a likeness of Louise de la Val-

lifcre. This latter is an obvious error; but the picture was
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there when she passed her long vigils in prayer, and doubt-

less helped to sustain her in her arduous penance. If you

are especially interested in La Yalliere, you may like to go

through to rue Pierre-Nicole, immediately behind rue Saint-

Jacques, on your right, and see at number 17 bis what is

called the Oratory of La Yalliere; it was a "station" in the

garden of the Carmelifc

Across the street is the hospital of Yal-de-Graee. This

Was once a Benedictine convent, and the present buildings,

including the church, were erected by Anne of Austria in

thanksgiving for the birth of Louis XIV. It is now a mili-

tary hospital which still houses and nurses a great number

of victims of the late war. The church, whose dome is one

of the dominant features of the Paris sky-line hereabouts, is

in the style of Saint Peter's at Rome, and the high-altar is a

copy of Bernini's in Saint Peter's. Mignard painted the

dome frescoes, which some authorities pronounce " perhaps

the most important mural that France possesses. " And
Moliere wrote a poem to celebrate the completion of Mi-

gnard's work.

The hearts of many royalties were buried here: Anne of

Austria; her sister-in-law, Queen Henrietta-Maria of Eng-

land; Louis XIY's eldest daugher, dead in infancy; and so

on, down to the first dauphin of Louis XVI and Marie An-

toinette, the little boy who died at Meudon in June, 1789.

It is said that his is the only one of all those royal hearts

which was not snatched from its resting-place by the mobs

ol '»

When you leave the Val-de-Gr&ce you are almost to the

boulevard Port-Royal, across which, on the opposite side

also of rue Saint-Jacques is the Maternity Hospital where

one of the shells from "Big Bertha" wrought such dreadful

havoc among mothers and new-born babies in the spring of

1918. (This was a branch of the Jansenist abbey of Port-
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Royal-des-Champs, and had many interesting associations

in the late seventeenth century.)

At this corner you may board a bus, route A, which will

take you, in five minutes, to Saint-Sulpice — to which

those who have not cared to make this detour may proceed

from the Sorbonne by way of rue Vaugirard and up rue F&
rou. Just before reaching this latter street, on Vaugirard,

you pass Massenet's house (48 Vaugirard), and number 54,

where Voltaire's adopted daughter, " Belle et Bonne/' the

Marquise de Villette, died in 1822.

You may think that this day has too many churches

in it. I cannot blame you — for Saint-Sulpice is the sixth.

But there is, I think, not one of them (unless it be the

Val-de-Grace) which you would not be regretful to miss.

And as a compensation, I shall not ask you to visit one

to-morrow, and very few more in all the course of our Paris

days.

You really ought to come to Saint-Sulpice for a service,

to hear the magnificent organ, superbly played, and the fa-

mous choir. And if you love such things, you ought to come

to a service in the Students' Chapel at nine some Sunday

morning, and hear the little organ of the Dauphin (Louis

XV's son) on which Mozart played at Versailles.

I am fond of Saint-Sulpice for many reasons. I love this

"neighborhood," as we'd call it. I can walk these streets

and meet so many sorts of people who fascinate me. At

almost every turning I encounter one of the Musketeers.

Athos lived here in rue Ferou, within two steps of the Lux-

embourg; D'Artagnan's lodging, in the house of Bonacieux,

was id what was then rue des Fossoyeurs and is now Servan-

doni; Porthos had that apartment, to which he invited no

one, in rue du Vieux-Colombier, to the north of the square;

and Aramis lived in rue Vaugirard, just east of rue de Cas-

sette, his windows overlooking the Luxembourg Gardens.
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No wonder that Booth Tarkington described this vicinity

to Arthur Bartlett Maurice, as "just around the corner

from the places where Aramis and Company used to hang

out." (And if, by the way, you belong to the delightful

company of those who love "footsteps," I commend to you

most heartily Mr. Maurice's book on "The Paris of the

Novelists," with the aid of which you may follow many a

trail of romance and immeasurably intensify your joy in

reading.)

You come up rue Ferou toward Saint-Sulpice, along the

east side of the old Seminary of Saint-Sulpice, which ceased

to be a seminary in 1906, and was under discussion as a

more commodious housing for the Luxembourg Museum
when the war came and filled it with fleeing refugees from

the invaded districts. It is in a parlor of this seminary that

the fourth act of "Manon Lescaut" is laid — but that

would be in the older buildings which disappeared soon af-

ter the Revolution. The superior of the seminary at the

time of the Revolution was the Abb£ Em£ry, who was im-

prisoned in the Conciergerie; but from there, under the very

nose of Fouquier-Tinville, directed the maintenance of the

suppressed faith, not only in the Conciergerie (where Mass
was celebrated every day), but in all the prisons of Paris.

And when the condemned were not able to receive the sac-

raments before leaving for the scaffold, they were secretly

notified where, along the via dolorosa, a priest would be

standing to give them absolution as they passed. All this

was organized and directed by this intrepid man of sixty

from the depths of his own cell which was above that of

Marie Antoinette whom he comforted at least once, if not

oftener, with a midnight ministration.

It was in the new seminary, however, that Ernest Kenan
was a student, and from which, casting aside his soutane, he

walked out, in October, 1845, and went to a modest lodg-
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ing-house on the other side of Place Saint-Sulpice — to do

his own thinking, thenceforth.

I come to Saint-Sulpice for many "occasions": now on a

late December day in 1790 to see Lucille Duplessis married

to Camille Desmoulins; to follow the bridal party into the

sacristy, and to shudder as one of the witnesses signs the

marriage register with the name Maximilien Robespierre.

He is the bridegroom's schoolmate; he aspires to wed the

sister of the bride; 3^et within little more than three years he

will send both these young spouses to the guillotine. Again,

I come here on a June day in 1821, when Victor Hugo and his

brothers carried their mother's body across the Place, from

the house at number 10 rue des Mezieres, where she died, to

the Church of Saint-Sulpice, and thence to the Cemetery of

Montparnasse; and, in October of 1822, 1 come to see Vic-

tor married here in the same chapel of the Virgin from

which his mother had been buried.

Rue Servandoni (where D'Artagnan lodged) runs south

from the church to rue Vaugirard. On the fagade of number

14 you may see a medallion showing Servandoni, the archi-

tect, unrolling his plans for Saint-Sulpice. At number 15,

the French sculptor Frangois Vernet died in 1784; and to

his widow, still living here in 1793, came certain persons

who asked her if she would give shelter to a proscribed man.

This heroic woman did not hesitate a moment, although

: he knew that the penalty for hiding one proscribed was

death. She did not even ask the name of the man she was

to harbor. All she sought to know was if he was honest.

"Then, let him come," she said, "and lose not a moment,

for while we talk he may be seized."

So he came. He was the Marquis de Condorcet, fifty

years old, a member of the Academy of Sciences and of the

French Academy, also of the academies of Turin, Saint Pe-

burg, Bologna, and Philadelphia; the friend of almost all
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the distinguished men of his time. He had been inspector-

general of the Mint, and had lived at the Hotel des Mon-
naies, where his young wife (one of the most beautiful

women of her time) held a salon that was famed throughout

Europe— because she was not merely the beautiful wife of

a brilliant man, but was herself an intellectual of remark-

able sort. Condorcet was an anti-Royalist, an anti-Clerical,

a secretary of the Legislative Assembly, and a member of

its committee on public instruction; the plan which he

drafted for a system of state education laid the foundations

on which the modern educational scheme of France is built.

He was one of the first to declare in favor of a republic, and

to resign his offices and titles; but he voted against the

death of the King, denounced the arrest of the Girondists,

and was accused of conspiring against the Republic, con-

demned, and declared an outlaw, subject to the Revolu-

tionary Tribunal.

This wTas the man Madame Vernet received into her

home. When he realized the risk she ran to shield him, he

declared he must leave. "I am outlawed," he said, ''and if

I am discovered, you will meet the same end as myself."

To which Madame Vernet replied :
" The Convention, Mon-

sieur, has the right to declare you beyond the protection of

the law; it has not the power to declare you beyond the pro-

tection of humanity."

And stay he did, though his hostess had to keep constant

surveillance over him lest he change his mind and steal

away. His wife came often, in greatest stealth, to see him;

and it was she who persuaded him to employ his time in

writing that which he had long contemplated: his "Historic

Outline of the Mind's Progress," in which he presented his

arguments for his belief in " the infinite perfectibility of the

human species." In the midst of the Terror, hunted by the

men who had the power to show what perfectibility there
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was in free creatures, this calm, dauntless philosopher pre-

served not only his courage, but his cheerful faith in man-
kind.

At length he fell a prey to fears, not for himself, but for

the heroic woman who was hiding him; and, eluding her vig-

ilance, he stole away from her house and began wander-

ing, forlornly, denied other shelter. Three days and three

nights he hid in the quarries of Clamart; then, driven forth

by hunger, he entered a humble tavern and called for an

omelet. When asked for his papers, he had none to show.

He was searched and a volume of Horace was found on him.

Sufficient proof that he was a dangerous man! He was

thrown into a damp cell in the jail at Bourg-la-Reine, and

found dead there on the floor, next morning— whether of

exhaustion or of poison, no one knows.

I think that all of us who are idealists and who suffer, at

times, abysmal despair over the human race and its conduct

when given the rein, must needs regard this house in rue

Servandoni with the utmost reverence and with profound

renewal of faith. For the bloody Terrorists of '93 passed;

and out of all the suffering they caused emerged a new
France in which the possible perfectibility of the human
species has been demonstrated as it has seldom been else-

where in the annals of mankind.

There is a great deal more in this vicinity that you might

enjoy seeing on another day. But for the present you have,

I am sure, had enough.

You may like to sit for an hour or so in the Luxembourg

Gardens, and then dine at Michaud's, on the northeast

corner of rue Saints-Peres and rue Jacob, where you

can get excellent food, plain service, and good company,

for a very modest sum. Or you may want to spend an

hour or so in the fascinating antique shops which you

will find between boulevard Saint-Germain and the Seine
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on several streets: rue Saint—Peres, rue Mazarine, rue de

Beaune, etc.

If by any chance "Manon" is "on" to-night at the

Opera-Comique, think what a time 'twould be to see and

hear it

!

Should you be going to the Comique, you might like to

dine at Xoel-Peters, 24-30 passage des Princes, just off rue

de Richelieu; or at Lapre's, 24 rue Drouot, north of the

boulevard immediately across from rue de Richelieu.

Or, if the night is warm and you are inclined for outdoor

dining, and disinclined to spend a great deal, suppose you

take at place Saint-Sulpice a bus marked "A E" and ride

out past the Lion of Belfort to the Pare de Montsouris,

where you may dine very well at the Pavilion du Lac, and

hear a band concert.



XIII

YOUR THIRTEENTH DAY IN PARIS

The saunter I propose for to-day is one which will richly re-

ward lovers of "old Paris/' bring admirers of "the little

Corsican" very close to him in his first Paris day, and give

glimpses of the Mint and of the Institut de France. (Those

who wish to see the Mint must have a permit, issued, on

written application, by the Directeur des Monnaies, 11

Quai Conti.)

Those who feel that they have had their fill of " old Paris "

and of Bonaparte, and are not specially interested in the

Mint and the Institute, would do well to take this day

(Thursday) for a trip to Chantilly, which I outline in the

chapter called "Here and There."

On the supposition that you want this stroll (which to

my way of thinking is one of the most fascinating in the

world, but which might bore some persons to tears) Pll sug-

gest that you take the "M6tro" (about ten-thirty) to the

Saint Paul station, at the beginning of rue Saint-Antoine,

and walk back, west, from the station, to the rue du Prevot;

down that short street to rue Charlemagne, and (a step to

your right, across rue Charlemagne) into rue du Figuier

which dates back to 1300, and was named for a fig tree

which stood here until 1G05, at the corner of what is now

the rue de l'H6tel-de-Ville, but used (for many centuries)

to be the rue de la Mortelleric.

At this corner is the Hotel de Sens, which was begun in

1474 for the archbishops of Sens who were, until 1623, the

ecclesiastical lords of Paris; a curiously protracted survival

from those very early days when Sens was an important
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Roman town and "Lutetia" was an unimportant outpost

and dependency.

The great lords of the Church who lived here seem to

have been, almost without exception, a rascally lot, and

given to the lowest infamies, personal and political. Louis

de Guise, Cardinal of Lorraine, uncle of Mary Stuart, was

one of the tenants, and it was his influence, perhaps, which

made this, after his death, a favored meeting-place of the

Ligue or ultra-Catholic party opposed to Henry III and

even more to Henry IV. Some historians aver that Henry

IY's death was plotted here, in those days when he was

fighting for his kingdom. What we know is that the then

master of this mansion, the Cardinal de Pelleve, died here,

suddenly, when he heard that Henry IV had entered Paris.

After Henry's marriage with "the fat bankeress from

Florence" (Marie de Medicis) there seemed to Marguerite

de Valois, his divorced wife, no reason why she should not

come back to Paris and its gaieties. Nor did good-natured

Henry see any reason, either. So he provided her with a

suitable dwelling on the outskirts of town. But "Margot"

had no suburban tastes. She complained to Henry that she

was too far from the centre of things; and he, always anx-

ious to please, gave her this Hotel de Sens. She had not

been here very long when her favorite of the moment (Mar-

guerite was fifty-two, but she liked young lovers) was killed,

at her side, by her favorite-of-the-moment-before. The
murdered youth, a curly-haired youngster of eighteen, was
her page; and the murderer was a "man of twenty." Mar-
got was returning from Mass at the Celestins, and the

pretty page was helping her from her carriage when the

jealous ex-favorite slew his rival. Whereupon Margot swore

that she would neither eat nor drink till she had seen the

crime avenged. 'Tis said she went in person to Henry to tell

him her troubles. It would not have seemed incongruous to
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either of them. At any rate, swift justice was meted out;

and on the morrow of the crime, Margot sat in her window
and saw her erstwhile lover ascend a scaffold, draped in

black velvet, on the spot where the page was slain, and

tried to think she was glad when the headsman's axe flashed

and a second lad went into eternity on her account. But she

had none of her mother's indifference to violent death; and

she never again could bear the Hotel de Sens. Henry, sym-

pathetic, then gave her a great grant of land on the south

bank, and there she spent the last decade of her disorderly

but fascinating life. She is often called "the best of the

brood" of that unnatural she-wolf Catherine de Medicis;

but this is an injustice to that poor young martyr, Eliza-

beth, who succeeded "Bloody Mary" in the Bluebeard-ly

succession of Philip IPs wives. I have to confess that nearly

all of Catherine's children fill me with an enormous pity—
not excepting Charles IX. I suppose that Margot wrung

more from life than any of them. She was the only one who
scratched any gray hairs, or came within a mile of doing so.

And she seems to have learned, at a fairly early age, how to

fend for herself in matters of pleasure. She has had her eu-

logists, like Brantome; and those who wanted to throw

stones at her were never at a loss for stones to throw. But it

is Dumas who has kept her, for all time, the living woman
of passionate flesh that she really was, and I am sure that

she is ardently grateful to him, and tells him so, whenever

they meet in the Otherwhere.

Long after Margot's day, the Hotel de Sens was the Paris

starting-point for the coaches of the Lyons Mail.

At half-past five on the evening of April 27, 1796, the

coach for Lyons left here, carrying a large sum in gold and

bank notes.

Near Fontainebleau the coach was held up, the driver

killed, and the treasure carried off. Joseph Lesurque, a
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man of blameless life, living at 38 rue Montorgueil, Paris,

was "recognized" by several passengers as the murderer

and robber, and executed, on October 30th. Two years

later the real perpetrator, Dubosc, was captured and guil-

lotined. This is the episode which furnished the Henry Irv-

ings, father and son, with one of their most popular plays,

" The Lyons Mail." I am not sure but it is still given some-

times in Paris (at the Odeon, probably), but if I ever see it

announced, I'll not miss it. They call it "Le Courrier de

Lyon." Keep a lookout for it.

After the rue du Figuier crosses the rue du Fauconnier, it

becomes the rue de l'Ave-Maria.

Look up the rue du Fauconnier. It was there in 1265,

and I don't know how long before. It used to be inhabited

by women of evil repute.

The rue de TAve-Maria got its name from a convent that

Saint Louis founded. At number 15 is the doorway through

which Moliere and his companions came and went to their

dressing-rooms and stage when "The Illustrious Theatre,"

as they were pleased to call it, played in the deserted tennis

court of the Black Cross. They came here, from another

tennis court across the river, in January, 1645, on the eve

of Moliere's twenty-third birthday, and set up their tragic

Muse under the very noses of the rich and fashionable, who
inclined no more then than they do now to devote any of'

their abundant leisure to Hecuba wailing on the walls of

Troy — or similar entertainment. Moliere's "Little The-

atre" was a dismal failure, like most of ours; he was arrested,

because he could not pay for the candles he burned to light

his echoing playhouse, and haled to prison in the Grand
( 'hatelet. That was in August,

r

45. And not long thereafter,

Moliere left Paris, in an ox-cart, for those twelve years of

preary wanderings which taught him to make people laugh

if he would eat.
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He must have come by here, often, in later years; and I

like to conjecture what his reflections were. He lodged,

when pla}ring here, at either 5 or 7 rue des Jardins hard by—
across the street from where Rabelais, the other great, mor-

dant comic genius of France, had died in 1553. Look up

that street, which has eight centuries of history, and let

your spirit salute those of the great satirists who lived there.

(The tablet recalling the Illustrious Theatre is at number

32 quai des Celestins; but the existing remains are at 15 rue

de TAve-Maria.)

At the end of rue de TAve-Maria, rue Saint-Paul runs

northward, along what was the western boundary of the

royal enclosure known as the Saint-Paul Palace, or group of

mansions and their dependencies. The grand old mansion at

number 4 rue Saint-Paul dates back to the end of the fif-

teenth century, and has so much history that M. Lucien

Lambeau, secretary of the Old Paris Commission, published

a resume of it, in 1907; but there is no outstanding feature

of it which I feel sure you would care to muse upon as you

make your way up the ancient street on a little detour of

four short blocks which some of you may decide to "skip."

The first street on your right as you go up rue Saint-Paul,

is rue des Lions, so named because thereabouts the menage-

rie of the kings used to be. In a wretched garret here Ra-

chel lived when she was a little urchin singing for coppers in

the streets and winning the notice of Victor Hugo.

A few steps farther, and you come to rue Charles V,

commemorating the founder of the Saint-Paul domain.

And at number 12 in this street is the mansion of the Mar-

quise de Brinvilliers, whose story became a part of litera-

ture because Madame de Sevigne* and other writers of her

day made so many comments on it; and continues so be-

cause M. Funck-Brentano has made a so-complete story of

it in his "Drama of Poisons."
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She was a dainty, appealing little thing, that Marie-

Madeleine Dreux d'Aubray, with big blue eye-, extraordina-

rily white skin and a childishly inn< -cent face. When sh.

twenty-one, her father. :elet

n, found her a rich husband in the person of the dk

kite Marquis de Bi $, of the famous Gobelins family,

who went on with Ins own gallantries and either encoun

or permitted the girl M cause herself with

fairs.
3

I her love:- v. ung cavalry

officer of bad reputation, named Godin de Sainte-Ci

and their "carryings-on" soon became su

that her father decide when the

Marquise and 8 -
1

: were riding in her a . the

eaniag topped by officers of the Crown furnished

alettre de cachet, who seized Sainte-Croix and hurried

him to the Bastille, where he stayed for a year, sharing a

cell with an Itali I that he had

made away with one hundred and fifty persons in Rome
alone.

Sai te-C ix'a interest in learaing of poisons was princi-

pally, at first, that he might safely avenge himself on the

Marquise's father, and. in getting him out of the way, re-

move his interference and secure hi . Brinvilliers

had fled town his credil leine

her fath. ister had become a

iclite nun, a ie-Madeleine

inclining a life of service — so much time did

\yx>T in their

<>ted nurse, but it could not be

that she v. •• number of her pa-

tients died. Marie-Madeleine v. g on them the -

poisons that S had learned to brew. He, freed

from the Bastille, had taken rooms in the Im: ;:>ert

over on the Left Bank, and there he distilled and prepared
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the poisons that she administered. Even the servants of

her household became subjects of her experiments; and in

time her father died, of a lingering and unnamed malady.

She nursed him devotedly to the end, and seemed to mourn
him sincerely. Then her two brothers succumbed. When she

purposed poisoning her sister and sister-in-law, her secre-

tary and accomplice, a man named Briancourt, was horrified

and tried to dissuade her. He began to moralize. "Enough,"

he doubtless said, "was enough"; he thought she should go

no farther. Marie-Madeleine told Sainte-Croix and they

decided that Briancourt should "disappear." He knew too

much about their methods to be easily poisoned; so it was

planned that Marie-Madeleine should give a midnight ren-

dezvous to Briancourt, and that Sainte-Croix should appear

and kill him. Briancourt was madly in love with the lily-

fair Marquise, and could not wait for the time to come
when she was to receive him. He hid himself in a corridor

of the same floor on which her chamber was, and through a

half-closed window he could see her as she made her prepa-

rations for the night, dismissed her maids, and locked the

door. Then, a torch in her hand, she went to the fireplace;

it was summer, and the aperture was closed. She slid back

the covering, and Sainte-Croix emerged. There were kisses,

caresses, directions; then Sainte-Croix went back to his

hiding-place.

Briancourt was so frightened when he realized the trap

prepared for him that he leaned too heavily against his win-

dow and either broke it or in some other wise attracted

Marie-Madeleine's attention to his fear-frozen face. She

taunted him for not coming to keep the rendezvous, and he

went in. Sainte-Croix leaped from the fireplace, but Brian-

court did some leaping too, and lived to tell his tale at

Marie-Madeleine's trial.

She had been giving poisons to her husband (Marie-Mad-
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eleine was rich, now, and he was back to spend her money),

but they seemed powerless.

Then, one day, the glass mask that Sainte-Croix wore

when bending over his death-distilling broke, and he died of

the fumes. The police came to search his papers for some

clue to relatives or properties, and found, instead, Marie-

Madeleine's letters to him revealing their crimes.

Somehow, she got wind of his death in time to flee before

they came to arrest her; and when they arrived at this por-

tal, she was on her way north, in a coach, bound for Eng-

land. There she heard that her capture was planned; so she

fled to Liege and entered a convent. There, after some time,

she met a handsome young priest who made love to her and

persuaded her to "fly" with him. The carriage crossed the

French frontier, the "priest" tore off his clerical disguise

and revealed himself as Desgrais, a clever police officer, and

Marie -Madeleine went to the Bastille, thence to the Con-

ciergerie where she was subjected to the water-torture and

made to confess. It is said that when she saw the prepara-

tions for her torture she summoned a coquettish bit of rail-

lery and said, "Surely, gentlemen, you don't think that a

little body like mine can hold those three buckets of water."

But soon the show of courage vanished, and the admissions

that she made were beyond even what had been suspected.

After sentence of death had been passed upon her, she

was denied the consolations of the Church; but on the way
to execution, she was taken to Xotre-Dame and made to

kneel in front of it and confess afresh. Clad in a hooded

gown, her feet bare, a rope around her neck, a lighted taper

in her hand-, she publicly admitted her manifold guilt; then

resumed her plac k in the tumbril and her way to the Place

de Greve (in front of the Hotel de Yille), where she was first

beheaded and then burned. Her husband wept beside her

the whole way. "Everybody and his wife" were there to
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see her die. Some say she rallied the women of rank and
fashion on the entertainment she was providing for them.

But I doubt it. Charles Le Brim made a drawing of her as

she passed in her tumbril. (It is in the gallery of Old

French Designs, in the Louvre.) And unless he imputed to

her a terror she did not feel, she was a creature well-nigh

dead of horror as they dragged her through the streets. Her
execution took place late on the afternoon of July 16, 1676,

and was graphically described in a letter next day by Ma-
dame de Sevigne who witnessed it.

If you have come to look at her house, you will find your-

self, a few paces beyond it, at rue Beautrellis, at number 16

in which Sardou was born, in 1831. Across the way from

him, when he was a little boy, was an old mansion which

had subterranean passages leading to the Seine, to the Bas-

tille, and ('tis said) to the house where the Marquise de

Brinvilliers lived; and its garden was part of the old Saint-

Paul cemetery whe e Rabelais was buried, and the Man
with the Iron Mask. Is it any wonder that he became such

a weaver of spells, such a passionate lover of this old Paris?

A stone's throw beyond rue Beautrellis, is rue du Petit-

Musc. If you are specially interested in Gabrielle d'Es-

trees, you may care to cross it and follow rue de la Cerisaie

(street of the cherry trees) to number 10, where she supped

with Zamet, the Italian financier, on Tuesday, April 6,

1599. Her wedding garments were made. Henry had given

her the ring with which, at his coronation, he had wedded

France. She was queen in all but name. There were many,

however, who had other plans for Henry— and Gabrielle

died. The house has other memories, too. Peter the Great

was a guest there of the Marechal de Villeroi, in 1717. But

nothing that he ate made him violently ill. Perhaps noth-

ing could

!

Go down rue du Petit-Muse to the quai des C61estins. At
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the northwest corner of the quai and Petit-Muse, you will

see an extraordinary-looking building, now occupied by the

Ecole Massillon. Hardouin Mansart (architect of Ver-

sailles) built it for Fieubert, chancellor of Anne of Austria;

but it has suffered many vicissitudes since then— the

worst of them from those who thought they were doing

most to restore or to embellish it. In front of the school are

some remains of one of the Bastille towers, uncovered in

1899 when the Metro was digging on the site of the old fort-

ress, and removed hither. Next door to it (number 4) is

where Antoine Louis Barye died, June 25, 1875, after a long

struggle with poverty. Almost everybody, in every land,

knows Barye's small bronzes and something of his great

groups; knows that he was the greatest artist of animal life

of the French school and perhaps of any school. But not

everybody knows that he was once a goldsmith, like Verroc-

chio and Cellini, and that he did not suspect his real genius

until long after he had left the Beaux-Arts. He delighted in

the Jardin des Plantes, and, from making vigorous draw-

ings of the animals in their menagerie, went on to model-

ling them. You have seen his groups in the Tuileries Gar-

dens. There is a whole room devoted to his works in the
A

Louvre. You will soon see his monument on the He Saint-

Louis.

This quai des Celestins got its name from the old con-

vent of the Celestins founded here in 13G5, under Charles

V. The Celestins' church was very popular with royalty,

even after royalty deserted its dwellings hereabouts for

the Louvre. The Duke of Orldans, murdered by his cousin

}f Burgundy, was buried here, and so was his wife. And
here were the hearts of poor little Francis II and of his

father, Henry II, and of his brother, Charles IX, and of

Catherine de Medici-, and of the Constable du Montmo-
rency. GermainPilon's "ThreeGraces/'nowatthe Louvre,
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was here, too— though how the severe Celestins tolerated

those lovely ladies I am at a loss to know.

This church was not demolished until 1849. It stood

about where number 12 boulevard Henri IV is now, and

where the conductor of the famous band of the Garde Re
publicaine lives, at the corner of the rue de Sully. The Ca-

serne (barracks) des Celestins houses the Garde Republi

caine.

This is the Arsenal quarter, and to the lovers of old Paris

there is magic in the very name— not because of the Arse-

nal, which Louis XVI suppressed, but because of the library

which once belonged to his brother Charles, and of the as-

sociations that collection of books and manuscripts has had

in the last ninety years or so.

Let us give the old uses of the Arsenal their due, and then

pass on to those which make it a veritable shrine.

Francis I began the casting of cannon here, and Henry II

made the place into a vast factory for war; it occupied all

the ground between the Seine, which used to be where the

boulevard Morland is now, and the Bastille, and contained,

among other things, many powder mills. There was a grand

explosion, about the time of the Saint Bartholomew massa-

cre, and when Henry IV had become King and fought his

way into Paris and found a little time to settle down, he or-

dered a new arsenal built. Of all that was constructed for

him, nothing remains except the residence of the Grand

Master, which you are about to visit. Sully lodged here,

and it was on his way hither to see his sick minister that

Henry IV was assassinated. They will show you (if you

ask) some apartments that are said to be Sully's. The most

searching writers aver that, while the panelling and other

decorations are those of Sully's suite, the rooms he actually

occupied were on the other side of the building, facing the

river. It was here, in this building, that the Marquise de
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Brinvilliers was tried and condemned; and here, also, was

Fouquet's celebrated trial which had all France agog.

After the death of Louis XIV and the breaking of his will

(by which he left the regency of the Kingdom to the Due de

Maine, his dearly beloved son by Montespan), the Duke
and Duchess of Maine, cheated of regnant dwelling at Ver-

sailles and Marly and Fontainebleau, came here to live for

a while. If you ask to see their apartments you will, doubt-

less, he permitted to do so. They are very charming; and

besides being in themselves well worth seeing, they contain

some of the treasures of the library.

This library was founded by M. de Voyer d'Argenson,

Marquis de Paulmy, who was the last governor or grand

master of the Arsenal. He was so proud of it (as he well

might be!) that he was very anxious to guard against its

breaking up after his death. So he sold it to the Comte
d'Artois, younger of Louis XVLs two brothers. Just what

that wild young rake was supposed to do with a library, I

cannot imagine; but doubtless it was considered a "gen-

teel" and princely thing for him to own. And twro years

later he acquired a large part of the superb library of the Due
de la Valliere, grandson of Louis XIV and Louise. Buying

libraries was not costly for Artois — he just promised to

pay, and then forgot both the books and the promise. His

books became national property in 1702, and four years

later were open to the public. Louis XVIII returned them

to his brother, in 1814; and in 1830, when Artois had

been chased from the throne after six inglorious years as

Charles X, the library of the Arsenal became a public

treasury for all time.

Charles Nodier had been librarian of this collection since

1824, and he continued in his post till 1844, when he died.

There have been other eminent librarians here — poet-,

dramatists, booklovers, members, all, of the Immortal
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Forty — and each of them has done notable work as a re-

sult of his tenure of this vantage-point. But no name asso-

ciated with the Arsenal library shines with such refulgence

as Xodier's. Indeed, I do not know that anywhere in the

annals of libraries there is a story comparable with his as an

ideal of all that a librarian can be, though few of them seem

to aspire thereto.

Nodier was a native of Besancon, the same border town

that gave Hugo to the world, and was a librarian there in

his youth. His father was a Jacobin, and Charles seems to

have been one, too, when he was only twelve years old. It

was the safest thing to be, just then! But, somehow or

other, he had got to be a Royalist by the time the Bourbons

came back — enough of one, anyway, to get this job from

Charles X— and grateful, indeed, ought we all to be that

he had. For those were years when extraordinary young

persons were " coming up" in Paris: Hugo and Balzac and

Dumas and Musset and Vigny and Sainte-Beuve and La-

martine — and others; and Nodier had a great gift for per-

ceiving literary talent and for encouraging it. The circle he

gathered about him at the Arsenal, the suggestions he made,

the critical discussions he started, had more to do than any

one will ever be able to compute, with the extraordinary

fruition of the romanticists.

There has never again been so great a galaxy of first-mag-

nitude stars; but each decade or thereabouts has had its

luminaries, and nearly all of them have been more or less

lighted at the Arsenal.

For the lover of books it is a place of delicious reverie—
far from the madding crowds, quiet, redolent of ageing vol-

umes and of unexplored documents which may yield to the

indefatigable delver, some day, the solution of dear-knows-

what teasing mystery. For, in addition to more than 600,-

000 volumes (as compared with 3,000,000 in the Biblio-
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theque Xationale) and about 120,000 engravings, this li-

brary has about 10,000 manuscripts, including the archives

of the Bastille, the love-letters of Henry IV (charming they

are, too!), the records of Brinvilliers' trial, all the papers in

the Affair of the Diamond Necklace, and all the evidence re-

lating to the Man with the Iron Mask. M. Funek-Bren-

tano, the present librarian, has been splendidly true to the

traditions of his place and has enriched French literature

with many scholarly studies of the manuscript treasures in

his charge. It is to him that we are indebted for the solu-

tion of the Iron Mask mystery.

Ask to see the psalter of Saint Louis and the fragment of

his mantle of blue silk sewn with gold fleurs-de-lis; and

Charles V's Bible, in which he wrote: "This is my book, the

King of France." He owned about nine hundred books —
did Charles — which was a goodly number, a century be-

fore printing was thought of — but in the evil days of his

poor drivelling son, Charles VI, the collection was dis-

persed, and a great part of it went over to England with the

Duke of Bedford, " regent" for Henry VI of England, who
was crowned King of France in Notre-Dame, in 1431.

You are probably thinking of lunch, now. But if there is

any good restaurant near here, I do not know it. I hope you

can defer lunching, to-day, until about one-thirty; by that

time, you shall be where there are many good places to

choose from.

AVhen you leave the Arsenal, go back to the quai des C6-

lestins, and look down at the port Saint-Paul, beneath this

quai, and let your "mind's eye" do some seeing for you. It

is about four-thirty on the afternoon of October 30, 1784,

and you, not being very busy, are watching the clumsy big

barge which is warping in to unload her cargo of country

produce and her three hundred cheap passengers some of

whom have been forty-eight hours on the way from p<
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whence the coaches would have brought them in a third or

a quarter of that time.

Among the first to debark, by a narrow gangplank, was a

Minim friar convoying five lads, all under sixteen, whom he

was bringing from Brienne to the Ecole Militaire. They
scrambled up to the pont Marie, and crossed it to the lie

Saint-Louis. The street which bisects lie Saint-Louis, be-

tween pont Marie and pont de la Tournelle, is called rue

des Deux-Ponts. On it, in those days you are reliving, there

was a restaurant called the Coq Hardi. And thither the

friar leads his charges, for a meal on which (I surmise) the

restaurateur did not make a sou. When they have eaten

as much as they can get, they continue on their way, cross

pont de la Tournelle (whence they have the incomparable

view of Notre-Dame's flying buttresses and belfried towers,

silhouetted against the afterglow) and are on the quais of

the Left Bank, of which they have heard so much. One of

the boys finds an old, well-worn book on a stall, and covets

it — but lacks even the few sous that would make it his. A
comrade, in funds, lends the price; and the sale is effected.

The book is Le Sage's "Gil Bias." The new owner is a lad

just past fifteen, undersized, stoop-shouldered, hollow-

chested, sallow, with thin legs and scraggly locks; he speaks

French badly, with a strong Italian accent, and is a taciturn

chap, taking life very gravely, and having to bite his tongue,

often, to hold back the resentment he feels against France;

he is being educated by the French King's bounty, and he

may not speak his mind; but he is very bitter because

France, having purchased his island home, will not permit

it to become free. His name— as he now writes it— is Na-

poleon Buonaparte; he has gallicized Nabuleone, of which

his schoolfellows made such fun; but he has a fierce prido

in thinking that there is nothing French about him, and

never will be.
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If this were not your first visit to the lie Saint-Louis, I'd

suggest that you follow this lad, with his "Gil Bias," as the

friar leads his charges along the quais and up (probably the

street now called rue Bonaparte, then called rue des Vieux-

Augustines) to prayers; thence to the iScole Militaire,

where he took leave of them. But as you must economize

steps, in this great wonderland of Paris, I'll not ask you to

go farther now with Napoleon in his first Paris footsteps

than across the pont Marie.

What is now called lie Saint-Louis was, before 1614, two

uninhabited islands, one called lie Notre-Dame, and be-

longing (ever since the ninth century) to the bishopric of

Paris; and the other called the lie aux Vaches, or island of

the cows. In 1614, a man named Marie who was chief of

the department of roads and bridges of France, and two as-

sociates, got a grant of the two islands in consideration of

their willingness to pay therefor by filling up the channel be-

tween them and building a bridge linking them to the north

bank. In addition to this, they promised that the channel

between the lie de la Cit4 and the new island should never

be filled in.

Building on the united isles began in 1630, and by 1664

they were completely built up.

I am not able to guess what you may think of lie Saint-

Louis. You may find it "a dull little backwater" on which

you care to bestow no more than a glance; or you may find

it one of the most interesting spots in Paris in which to

dream and re-create. Artists, writers, antiquarians, and

such folk, look upon it as a very isle of enchantment, a sort

of sleeping beauty of the marvellous seventeenth century,

breathing the charm of those stately years, deaf to the pant-

ing hurly-burly all about her.

If you are of this fellowship, you wall come here more

than once, and will linger longer on each successive visit.
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To-day, mindful that you have not yet lunched, I shall sug-

gest no more than that you turn to your left, midway of rue

des Deux-Ponts, and follow rue Saint-Louis-en-lTle, past

the church and the magnificent Hotel Lambert (where Vol-

taire lived, with Madame du Chatelet) to the boulevard

Henri IV. The rue Poulletier which runs back of the

church marks the site of the old waterway between the two

islands. At the east end of the lie, beyond the boulevard,

in the little square, is the monument which French and

American admirers raised to Barye, in 1894. To this spot,

Georges Cain tells us, Barye, "unrecognized, scoffed at,

harassed by his creditors, came often in the evening, from

his modest studio on the quai dcs Celestins, to forget his

sorrows and to dream before the splendid panorama of Paris

crowned by the noble silhouette of the Pantheon."

If the pont de la Tournelle (rebuilding as I write) is fin-

ished, walk to it along the quai de Bethune, and cross by it

to the south bank, so that you may get the view that Napo-

leon had, that first evening in Paris, of Notre-Dame, where

he was to be crowned Emperor of France in twenty years.

If that does not appeal to you, cross by the pont Sully, and

take a tram numbered 103, 104, or 105, running west along

the quais. (That is, unless you feel able, as to appetite and

as to purse, to lunch at the Tour d'Argent, which is close to

the pont de la Tournelle.) If you want to go to Laperouse,

these trams will take you past the door (51 quai des Grands-

Augustins). For an economical and good luncheon, get off

at rue Saints-Peres and walk up to Michaud's, at the corner

of rue Jacob. There is excellent food to be had at the Hotel

d'Orsay, farther west on the quai d'Orsay; but the prices

are rather high and there is nothing distinctive in the sur-

roundings.

Not knowing which place will be your choice, I cannot do

better than to say: "After lunch, go to the Hotel des Mon-

naies, or Mint."
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I don't urge the Mint; I merely suggest it; and Thursday

is one of the days when it may be visited, between 1 and

3 p.m. Next door to it, quai Conti 13, is where the Pennon

family, erstwhile of Corsica, were living while Bonaparte

was a student at the Ecole Militaire, and where, according

to Madame Junot (nee Permon) and others, he was a fre-

quent visitor. Hither, she says, he came in the splendor of

his new uniform as second lieutenant; and was so funny,

with his thin little legs in his high, shiny boots, that her

sister burst out laughing and called him "Puss-in-Boots."

This made him fuiious. And if you like, you may see him

striding forth, raging at the lack of reverence for his new
dignity. He was sixteen, and very serious.

Nor am I sure that many visitors to Paris will be eager to

see the Palais de Tlnstitut, or Institut de Prance. Thurs-

day is not a visiting day; but if a respectful pilgrim applies

at the secretary's office, I think he will not be denied per-

mission to see at least the Salle des Seances Solonnelles

where the meetings of the French Academy are held.

The quais hereabouts are lined with bookstalls where the

most surprising treasures often reward the loiterer— not

treasures in the catalogue sense, perhaps, but things one is

delighted to find, and blissful to own. One of my favorite

places in Paris (which means in the world) is along these

quais in the neighborhood of the pent du Car-

rousel. And if you really love this sort of thing— lingering

and listening — be sure that you come here

I take your own time about everything. Perhap3

you will fall into another habit i which is tocross

river by the pont du Carrousel whenever I can, espe-

ciallyin the late afternoon and early evening;! he pont Royal,

the next bridge west or downstream, h to my eye one of the

loveliest things thj and water ever composed; the

Bpan of those five arches, their reflection in the river, and
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the vista behind them "when the blazing sun is set" thrill

me, in actuality and in recollection, like the sublimest

music.

The bridges of Paris are not just structures across a

stream. They are nearly all things of beauty, and of ex-

treme personality. Not to have your ardent memories of

certain among them, your special tendernesses, is to miss

one of the deep delights which bind together in close con-

fraternity the lovers of Paris. I shall have something to

say, three chapters hence, about "a bridge at midnight."

But I must pay tribute here to the bridges of Paris (most of

them) at any hour.

A stroll along the left-bank quais as far as the Chambre

des Deputes will give you a variety of interests.

This quai Malaquais, between the pont des Arts and the

pont du Carrousel, commands a fine view of the Louvre.

Number 5, before which Voltaire's statue is, has nearly

three centuries of history. The Marechal Maurice de Saxe

lived there, and died there in 1750. Some years later, a ten-

ant of the house was a Russian lady, Baroness de Korff,

widow of a colonel, who was the mistress of Quintin Craw-

ford and called herself, for some reason, Madame Sullivan.

Crawford was a wealthy Englishman ("slightly lunatic like

all the English at that time," Lenotre says) who had col-

lected in Italy art works of great value, and who lived in a

magnificent mansion in the rue de Clichy, far away on the

other side of the river, north of the gare Saint-Lazare.

Crawford and "Madame Sullivan" were friends of Count

Person, and it was in her name that he procured Marie An-

toinette's passport for the flight; in Crawford's name that

he ordered the travelling coach built.

Number 9 was once a fashionable gaming-house, and

there the abb6 Pr6vost laid the scene of Des Grieux at the

card tables.
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At number 11 Fouch6 lived, and from there he sent,

every night, to the Emperor a notebook of twenty pages

summarizing all that his spies had learned in twenty-four

hours about persons inimical to the Bonaparte regime. This

building is now a part of the Ccole des Beaux-Arts, to which

I shall direct you on Sunday.

Numbers 15 and 17, likewise part of the Beaux-Arts, were

built by the elder Mansart. Henrietta Maria of England

lived there at one time during the years that her brother,

her sister-in-law, and her nephew had her "on their hands/'

so to speak, and seem to have kept her considerably on the

move. But the most interesting associations with this place

are those created by Marie Mancini, Duchess de Bouillon,

who there entertained La Fontaine.

West of the pont du Carrousel, the quai is called quai

Voltaire. At number 15 lived Georges Cain, late curator of

the Carnavalet and author of many charming books about

old Paris. Alfred de Musset was once a tenant of number

25. And number 27, corner of the rue de Beaune, is— as a

tablet tells you — the house where Voltaire died. Andre

Hallays in his book on Paris devotes a chapter to this house

with so many interesting facts not commonly known that

I am going to pass some of them on to you. (If you read

French, I heartily commend to you the book in its en-

tirety.)

When Voltaire came here, in 177S, for those final tri-

umphs whose excitements hastened him into his grave, he

was not — M. Hallays reminds us — a stranger to this

house. He had lived here fifty-four years before. "He was

thirty, then, and already celebrated for his verses, hisfreak-

ishness, and his wantonness. . . . He had spent a year in

the Bastille and written three tragedies, of which the first

'(Edipus,
9 had been praised to the skies, the second, 'Arte-

mise,' had been outrageously hissed, and the third, 'Man-
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anne/ had fallen flat. He had finished ' La Henriade.' He
was very ill: stricken with smallpox (that time when Adri-

enne Lecouvreur, the splendid creature, disregarding the

risk to her beauty and her career, sat and read to him!) he

had finished the ruin of his health at the waters of Forges,

which he said were made of vitriol. He came back to Paris

very ill, and as he did not like lodging in hotels, he engaged

board at the home of President de Bernieres for eighteen

hundred francs a year, with his friend Thieriot. . . . Infer-

nal noise prevented him from working by day or sleeping by

night. At the end of a week, this racket had thrown him

into a terrible fever and he was forced to pack up and re-

turn to his hotel. But, some days later, he was back again

and again ill. 'You will find me/ he wrote to Madame
de Bernieres (who was in the country), 'with a horrible

mange which covers all my body.'"

That is about all we know about his stay here in 1724.

When he returned to this house, in 1778, it had recently

become the property of the Marquis de Villctte who was

still in his honeymoon with Voltaire's ward, "Belle et

Bonne," or "Beautiful and Good."

Villette had inherited a great fortune from his father, and

owned eight estates or mansions before he acquired this

one. He was notorious for his evil living; but that did not

make Voltaire hesitate to give him in marriage the sweet

child of eighteen whom Voltaire had rescued from consign-

ment, by her family, to a nunnery.

The wedding, at midnight, in the chapel at Fernay, was

scarcely over when Voltaire determined upon his return

to Paris; and the Villettcs hastened thither to give him

hospitality.

The rooms he occupied were on the first floor of the wing

looking on rue de Beaune; they were two in number, a large

chamber with an alcove, and a dressing-room. The rooms
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were so ill-lighted that he had to burn candles there at mid-

day. For his great receptions of "all the world." however,

he used the grand salon overlooking the quai. There Gluck

came to see him, and Madame Xecker, and Madame- du

Deffand, and Madame du Barry! There the old man made
his one English speech, holding out his hands over the

grand-on Franklin brought to see him, and saying "God
and Liberty!" with such emotion that twenty spectators

were dissolved in tears.

"For each of these visitors, Voltaire had a smile, a cai

a tear or a sally."

But all these efforts proved too much for him, and he

died. The midnight, secret burial of his old friend, Adrienne,

interred in a vacant lot, like a dog or cat, because she was

an actress and without benefit of clergy, had haunted Vol-

taire. "I don't want to be thrown into the roadway," were

almost his last words. So, hardly had the breath left his

wasted body when it was placed. dre>sed for journeying, in

a travelling carriage and driven with all haste to Scellieres

in Champagne where his nephew, the abbe Mignot, got it

into the crypt of the church just before orders came from

the Bishop of Troves warning against Christian burial for

Voltaire.

Thirteen years later, the bodywas brought back in great

triumph and given a funeral the like of which Paris had

never seen before. We recalled it Saturday, at the Pan-

theon.

The street leading to pont Royal is rue du Bac, so called

becau-e about 1560 when the Tuileries was begun a ferry

(bac) was installed here to transport material^ brought

from this side of the river (principally stone from the quar-

aouth of Paris) ; and the road to the ferry was called rue

du Bac. There are not many other streets in Paris which

have managed t<> keep one name during nearly four centu-
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ries. It is an interesting old thoroughfare to saunter in, but I

don't know that there is anything in it to tempt the some-

what-hurried visitor on his first trip to Paris.

You are now at the east end of the famous quai d'Orsay,

the heart of French democracy and diplomacy.

At number 1 quai d'Orsay the abbe Edgeworth lived. If

you have ever wondered why it was an Irish priest who at-

tended Louis XVI on the scaffold, you may be interested to

know that Henry Essex Edgeworth had lived in France

since he was three years old (or forty-five years, at the time

of Louis's death), his father having emigrated from Ireland

when he resigned his rectorship in the ancestral "living"

and joined the Church of Rome. The son was educated by

the Jesuits, and was the confessor of Madame Elizabeth,

who commended him to her brother when the King's trial

was impending. In spite of the danger he ran, the abb6

Edgeworth refused to leave France until there was no

longer any possibility of his being of service to Madame
Elizabeth — who was not executed until May, 1794.

The gare d'Orleans is a handsome (and most convenient)

railway station; but its erection at this spot on the quai

d'Orsay was violently opposed by lovers of the picturesque

who lamented the demolition, not of an ancient building,

but of the ruins of a quite modern one. The Palais d'Orsay,

begun in 1804, was still unfinished in 1820, and work on it

was halted, not to be resumed till 1833. Nine years later

the Cour des Comtes (or accounting office of all depart-

ments of the French Government) was moved there from

the vicinity of Sainte-Chapelle, and the State Department

from the rue Saint-Dominique. And in May, 1871, the

Communards burned the building, which stood in splendid

ruins for a quarter of a century. The architect, said Edou-

ard Drumont, from whose book " My Old Paris " I quote,
11 was without genius; but Providence, one fine day, laid his
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own upon it, majestically," and it was a lovely thing, in-

deed, with its luxuriant growths of vegetation. Drumont
and many another mourned its passing and bitterly be-

wailed the crass cupidity of those who replaced it with a

railway station. It is a thousand pities that anything ^o

exquisite should have had to go. But I dare say that the

march of progress, if it must not be ruthless, must make its

respectful concessions, should also take its toll. There was

nothing consecrate about the Palais d'Orsay; it was pic-

turesque but inutile, and it was in the way; it had to go.

Paris is still the most beautiful city in the world, incompar-

ably the most interesting to live in, and embalms her past

more perfectly than any other, unless it be Venice which

has — so to speak— no present to contend with the past.

Across from the west end of the gare d'Orleans is the pal-

ais de la Legion d'Honneur. The Legion was instituted by

Bonaparte in 1802 as a general military and civil order of

merit. The President of France is grand master of the Or-

der, and the administration is in the hands of a grand chan-

cellor and chancellery named by the President and housed

in this palace which was built in 1786 for a Prince de Salm-

Kyrburg who had married a Hohenzollern. It was said of

this prince that nobody could deny that he had an intellect,

but nobody could believe that he had common sense. Al-

though he had not the money to pay for this mansion, he

gave a prodigally lavish fete to celebrate his " house-warm-

ing," and this was attended by so vast a throng that the

Prince said to one of his friends: "Many of those who are

here must think I am also a guest." The next year, his ar-

chitect distrained the Prince from ownership in the unpaid-

for palace, but permitted him to live there as a rent-paying

tenant.

The Prince pretended to be a republican (when that

way, if any, safety lay) and Lafayette gave him a command
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in the National Guard and set up a Reform Club in this

lovely palace. Lut Fouquier-Tinville, working night and

day to keep the guillotine busy, ordered "the citizen Salm,

ex-Prince of Germany," to the Carmelite prison, brought

him to trial before the Revolutionary Tribunal, and sent

him to the guillotine. The palace, confiscated, was put up
for a lottery and won by an extraordinary person named
Lieuthraud who had been a wigmaker's apprentice and had

suddenly and inexplicabty grown so rich that he had bought

Bagatelle (in the Bois) and was known to be maintaining a

mistress whose price was "ten thousand francs a day, pay-

able in advance." He gave, here, a fete which cost 1,200,-

000 francs (or livres) and had so many jonquils that most of

the guests were made ill by the heavy perfume. A few

weeks later he was arrested, condemned as a counterfeiter,

sentenced to be branded, and to serve four years in irons.

But he disappeared, without leaving a trace.

During the Directory, Madame de Stael and Benjamin

Constant gathered about them, here, the members of the

Constitutional Club. And in 1804 Napoleon installed here

the Chancellery of the Legion of Honor.

Beyond rue de Solferino is the German Embassy, built

in the early years of the eighteenth century. Prince Eugene

de Beauharnais (Josephine's son) spent a million and a half

francs on decorations here when he was the tenant, and

greatly disgusted Napoleon with this extravagance. In

1815 it was sold to the King of Prussia. The entrance of the

mansion is in the rue de Lille, and opposite to it (at number

79) lived that Madame Atkins, nee Charlotte Walpole,

former actress at Drury Lane, who played so mysterious a

role in the drama of the Temple, spent more than three mil-

lions to save the Dauphin, and visited Marie Antoinette in

prison, offering to change places with her. (Was this, per-

haps, what gave Dickens his idea for "A Tale of Two Cit-
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ies" ? And why has no ingenious romancer founded a story

on the supposition that Marie Antoinette acquiesced? It

could be done with less stretch of probabilities than Dumas
used in exchanging Louis XIV for the Iron Mask thirty-

odd years before the masked man was brought to the Bas-

tille.)

Concerning the pout de la Concorde, with its stones from

the Bastille, and the Palais Bourbon (Chambre des De-

putes) your guidebook, whether it be a Baedeker or Muir-

head, is sufficiently informative. If there is a session on and

you cannot enter the Chambre now, I hope you will come

again, if only to see the paintings, especially those by Dela-

croix.

You may want to walk back a few steps along the boule-

vard Saint-Germain, to the Ministry of War, which was the

residence of Madame Mere, or Laetitia Bonaparte, whose

boudoir is still conserved there.

Xext west of the Palais Bourbon is the Petit Bourbon,

residence of the president of the Chamber of Deputie- —
corresponding somewhat to our Speaker of the House. And
beyond that is the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which has

many times been used to lodge royalties on state visits.

Xow you are at the Esplanade des Invalides, and you

may not care to walk farther. The reasons why you should

are not compelling. You might be mildly interested t

rue Jean-Nicot (which runs north from rue Saint-Domi-

nique, a little west of the esplanade) , named in memory of the

French ambassador to Lisbon who introduced "My Lady

Nicotine" into France in 1560, a quarter-century before

Raleigh terrified his servant by smoking the first
u Bull Dur-

ham'' at Durham House in London. And you might care to

know that at this point in the river. to this south

bank as to be separated from it only by a tiny streamlet,

there used to be an island (now one with the mainland)
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called the Isle of Swans after Colbert stocked it with them
in 1676, and before that, Mackerel Isle. Many persons who
died of pestilence were buried here ; and so were great num-
bers of Huguenots massacred on the eve of Saint Bartholo-

mew.

I do not think there is anything in Magic City to attract

an American (except the crowd, and that is seen to better

advantage at fairs), but it was truly magic, or the scene of

magic, once in my experience when, on the night of King

George's coronation, I saw the street pageantry of the coro-

nation in moving pictures, exhibited here, two hundred and

eighty miles away, some eight or nine hours after the scenes

were enacted.

Beyond the pont d'AIma, around the bend in the quai, is

the storehouse (garde-meuble), descendant of that which

used to be on the Place de la Concorde where the Ministry of

Marine now is, and filled with magnificent tapestries, paint-

ings, marbles, furniture belonging to the nation and des-

tined to be distributed, some day, among the palaces of the

Republic. Next are the stables of the French presidents.

Bat all these things are as well heard about as looked at.

And if I were you I would (supposing that you are not

otherwise engaged) take a steamer at the pont de la Con-

corde, opposite side, for Sevres; see the porcelain factory

(open till five) then drive to Ville-d'Avray, see Villa des Jar-

dies where Balzac lived and where Gambetta died, then

back to Meudon. You may be in time to get into Rodin's

house. You certainly can see his tomb, with his " Penseur,"

in unending reverie above it. Or, you could omit either

Sevres or Ville-d'Avray, or both, and go direct to Meudon,

spending the late afternoon walking or driving in the

beautiful Bois de Meudon.
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YOUR FOURTEENTH DAY IN PARIS

For to-day I suggest that you start at the Trocadero, at

eleven, when the doors open. Only one bus line goes there;

it is numbered B; you can transfer to it, of course, from any

of the others. The Metro goes, and there is a Trocad^ro sta-

tion. And a pleasant way to go is by the river steamers to

the pont d'lena landing. Trams 1 and 2 also go along the

quai, which is the ideal way to approach the Trocadero,

rather than from behind, as by Metro and bus.

Ever since you came to Paris, the twin towers of the Tro-

cadero have been a familiar feature of the western skyscape.

If you visited the Champ-de-Mars, a week ago to-day, after

leaving Napoleon's tomb, you had a fine view of the Troca-

dero from that side of the river.

Perhaps, if you are very adept in bridging time, you saw

beside you on the " Field of Mars" (then a very desert sort

of place) a short man, grown stoutish, who used to stand

there frequently— in the morning, usually — gazing over

at these heights of Chaillot and with his eye of vision seeing

them covered with palaces more extensive, more magnifi-

cent than those wherewith the Caesars had capped the Pala-

tine. I want to tell you about that vision of his. But, first,

let us go back a bit in the story of those slopes that we're as-

cending. You may be interested to know that the seignory

of this hilly hamlet fell to the crown domain in 1450; and

when Louis XI was seeking to make Philippe de Commines

believe him a more worth-while master than the splendid

Charles the Bold, this property was one of the many gifts

he gave him. The "father of modern history" owned this
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seignory for thirty-five years; then it either reverted to or

was purchased by the Crown, and half-a-century or so later,

Catherine de Medicis built a chateau here.

It was here that Henrietta Maria established her convent

of the Visitandines; its chapel (where many of the hearts

af the Stuarts were interred) stood where the water basin

of the Trocadero Gardens is now. It was in this chapel

that Bossuet preached his very celebrated funeral sermon

for the daughter of Henry IV and widow of Charles I.

When Henrietta's younger son, James II of England, died

in exile at Saint-Germain, it was hither that his grief-

stricken widow came in her fresh sorrow, before his burial.

It was here that Louise de la Valliere twice took refuge, be-

fore she became a Carmelite; the first time the King him-

self came and entreated her return; the second time, Col-

bert, sent by the King, fetched her back to Versailles to act

as a screen for his affair with Montespan!

The aqueduct of Chaillot was built by Bernard de Pal-

issy, on Catherine de Medicis' orders, to bring water from

Saint-Cloud to the gardens of the Tuileries.

It was along this stretch of river-front, below where the

Trocadero now stands, that Robert Fulton made his first

experiments with a power-driven boat. (You will remem-

ber that he was earning the money for those experiments by

keeping " Panoramas" on the boulevard.)

The convent of Henrietta was suppressed at the Revolu-

tion. And about 1811 Napoleon had the buildings removed

to clear the ground for the imperial magnificence which was

to surround the tiny King of Rome and to make the tradi-

tions of Versailles and the Sun-King shabby and second-rate

by comparison.

The Champ-de-Mars was, in Napoleon's plan, to contain

a great group of edifices housing thousands of persons serv-

ing as satellites to the little Corsican's heir; here a barracks
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for ten thousand foot soldiers, there another for ten thou-

sand horsemen; here, a palace of the Arts, sheltering the

university, the archives; there, another palace for all the

artists and savants whose presence at Court could contrib-

ute to its glory or its fame. Around these, the Ministries,

and other state buildings, making a continuous line with the

Ecole Militaire, the Invalides, the Palais Legislative and

Cour des Comtes, along the south bank of the Seine to the

Pont Royal.

From this south bank, the approach to the palace of the

King of Rome was to be over the pont d'lena and from

that, by gentle rises, beneath colonnades like Bernini's be-

fore Saint Peter's, permitting carriages to come under cover

to the foot of the grand stairway of the palace. Back of

one of these curving colonnades there was to be the Court

of the Ministers, and back of the other, the Court of the

Princes; between them was to lie the great Court of Honor.

The palace was to contain an immense gallery for fetes, all

across the south fagade, flanked on one side by a chapel and

on the other by an opera house; the imperial apartments

were to be on the north side, with a majestic outlook reach-

ing to the Bois de Boulogne which was destined to serve as

a sort of " backyard" and hunting-ground for the domain.

All this was not merely projected; it was actually under

way when the Empire dissolved like a phantom in the mist.

A few years later, Louis XVIII planned the erection, here,

of a huge war memorial, with arch of triumph, monumental

column, fountains, etc. But that, too, failed to materialize.

In August, 1826, a sham battle was held here on the third

anniversary of the taking of Trocadero from the Spaniards

by the Due d'Angouleme. It was then that the hill was

named, and the cornerstone was laid of an immense barracks

that was to crown the height. But the second stone was

never added. And a later project, to build a " garden city,"
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died a-bonrng, like the rest. Then the present palace was
erected, for the international exposition of 1878; and after

the exposition was over, sold to the city.

Your guidebook gives you all the details about the build-

ing, the gardens, the two museums, and the aquarium. If

you love monumental and architectural sculpture, you will

revel in this superb collection founded by Viollet-le-Duc, the

great Medievalist of the Second Empire, restorer of many
of France's monuments of the Middle Ages, and author of a

dictionary of architecture which is one of the most fascinat-

ing books I know.

It is scarcely probable that you will leave the Trocadero

before twelve or twelve-thirty; and for your next steps I

have most carefully weighed, not once but many times, the

attractions of everything in this quarter, against the press-

ing claims of things to be seen elsewhere, and have decided

to give you a choice of three courses.

What used to be the avenue du Trocadero, running east

from the Place du Trocadero, is now named avenue du Presi-

dent Wilson. I think that most Americans will want to

walk along this avenue at least as far as the Place dTena,

where stands the equestrian statue of George Washington,

by Daniel Chester French and Edward Potter, presented to

Paris by the women of the United States " in memory of the

friendship and assistance given their fathers by France dur-

ing the war for independence.

"

If you are tired, or otherwise indisposed to walk much,

take bus B here, and ride to the rue Faubourg Saint-

lionore; then walk east along that to rue Royale and lunch

at Ixe, for a light lunch, or at Weber's, or at Lucas's (9 Place

de la Madeleine). You will find rue Faubourg Saint-Honor6

described a little farther on in these pages.

Another course is for those who love art collections. Let

them go a step or two up rue Pierre-Premier-de-Serbie, and
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see the Mus£e Gallidra, the mansion of the Duchess de Gal-

liera. The house is in itself a gem, "a work of pure art in

architecture." And although the Duchess left the bulk of

her superb art collection to Genoa (where you may have

seen it in the Palazzo Rosso and Palazzo Bianco), she left

to Paris her house and her tapestries, which are magnificent.

There is also, on the other (west) side of avenue dTena, the

Musee Guimet, devoted to the religions, history, and art of

the Far East and of classical antiquity. This is for special

students of those things rather than for the average individ-

ual.

You may like to follow avenue dTena a little way toward

the Arc de Triomphe, and see the Place des Etats-Unis (or

United States) of which we used to hear so much during the

Peace Conference. If you do that, you might go past the

Washington and Lafayette monument and on to rue la P6-

rouse, following the latter toward the Arc till you come to

the Hotel Majestic, which was British headquarters during

the Conference. It is a most attractive and luxurious hotel,

delightful for the not-too-hurried sojourner in Paris who

does not mind paying a good price for superlative comfort.

A luncheon there will be a restful experience, and the food

is excellent. Or, you may prefer to turn the other way at

the Place des Etats-Unis, and follow me Bassano to the

Champs-Elysdes, lunching at Fouquet's at the corner of

avenue George V. This also is expensive, but well worth the

money — if you can afford it. Then take tram 16, at Place

des Etats-Unis, and get off at rue de Courcelles, to visit

the Musee Jacqueinart-Andre, at 15S boulevard Ilauss-

inaiin.

I hope that you will l>e moved to conic here. If you find

that your enthusiasm for art collections is waning, I would

urge you to sacrifice something in the way of "galleries"

rather than miss a collection like this which exemplifies not
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only what is possible to two individuals of taste and means,

in the way of gathering together objects of great worth and
rare beauty, but how those objects may be used with most
perfect taste in a home. We see a great deal of art in gal-

leries (for which little, if any, of it was designed) and a great

deal in churches where it is well "set," but execrably

lighted. Of art in a home, most of us see little unless we hap-

pen to have access to some of the houses of very rich collec-

tors. To my mind, this home of M. Edouard Andre and his

wife, Madame Nelie Jacquemart-Andre (a well-known

painter of portraits), is one of the things in Paris which

should not be missed. It was bequeathed to the Institut de

France, and M. Pierre de Nolhac, former curator of Ver-

sailles, is in charge of it.

If you go to it, come down rue de Courcelles (at number
38 in which Charles Dickens lived when he was gathering

data for "A Tale of Two Cities") to the Church of Saint-

Philippe-du-Roule (from which Balzac was buried), and

as you pass rue de la Baume you may like to know that

number 15 in that street is the home of Frederic Masson, of

the French Academy, the eminent authority on Napoleon.

(Jules Claretie, director of the Comedie-Frangaise, lived

at 155 boulevard Haussmann, and Henri Bernstein, drama-

tist, and Andre Messager, director of the Opera, were his

next-door neighbors at 157 — both of these across from the

Mus6e Jacquemart-Andre). And from the church start

your walk along rue Faubourg Saint-Honore.

The third route from the Trocadero that I propose is that

from the Place dTena you follow avenue du President Wil-

son to the Place de l'Alma, and turn up avenue Montaigne.

Close to the river-edge here, at the end of avenue Mon-
taigne, there was, at the time of the Terror, a thatched

cottage known as La Chaumiere, to which on the evening

of December 26, 1794, Tallien brought his bride, that
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beautiful marquise whom he had twice snatched from the

guillotine.

The rond-point of the Champs-Elys£es (toward which

you are now making your way) then resembled a carrefours

::i a royal forest, except that toward the river it was given

ever to vegetable gardens and glass-covered forcing-beds.

What is now called avenue Montaigne was then known as

l'allee des Veuves, or Widows' Walk. The road, beneath

great twisted elms, was grass-grown; and the narrow foot-

paths were trodden principally by gardeners, washer-

women, and cultivators from the vineyards of Chaillot.

Even before the delayed formality of her marriage, The-

rezia was the idol of Paris. " Our Lady of Thermidor " they

called her, and did homage to her as to Tallien for saving

them from Robespierre.

She had a strong sense for the theatric (as, perhaps, most

beautiful women, especially adventurous ones, must have

to be effective), and it may have been that which brought

her here to the thatched cottage, which she had had

painted "like a comic-opera farm" with "antiqued" tim-

bers and weather-mottled bricks.

In this setting she shone startlingly. She was more ex-

otic than Marie Antoinette at the farm of Petit Trianon.

(Those who would know a great deal of Therezia's part

in the Revolution and the Directory should read the three

absorbing novels of the Baroness L6onie Aminoff: "Revo-

lution," "Love," and "Ambition.")

Among those who moved about her, here, were Barras

and Bonaparte; Vernet and Joseph Ch6nier; Cherubini and

Auber; and Josephine de Beauharnais. It was Auber who

sQ id that " when she entered her salon she made night and

day — day for herself and night for the others."

Tallien adored her BO that he waa completely satisfied in

knowing she was his. His associates had enriched them-
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selves out of the spoils of revolution. He asked nothing

more than The>ezia. Short-sighted man! He did not even

scheme for more power. His reach had equalled his grasp;

there was nothing more he wanted.

As soon as Therezia realized this, she was through with

him. She wanted more worlds to conquer, and she found

them. Barras seems to have had her favors as well as Jose-

phine's; then it was a millionaire banker, named Ouvrard,

who installed her in an exquisite love-nest in the rue de

Babylone, where she bore him four children in four years,

at the end of which time she married another man, and be-

came a princess— the Princess Caraman-Chimay.

Tallien, meantime, had left France, seeking to forget her.

Futile quest! Bonaparte took him to Egypt, but he was

soon back. Then he was given the consulship at Alicante,

where he had yellow fever, lost an eye, and was sadly dis-

figured in face by fever-blotches. Tallien had reached his

zenith before he was thirty. The rest of the way— for

twenty-five years — was steadily downhill into the ever-

deepening shadows. During the last years he lived here on

avenue Montaigne, in a little cottage belonging to one of

the truck-farmers. "He lived there," says Lenotre, from

whose " Old Age of Tallien" I quote, " alone with a servant,

no longer writing nor even reading, but just remembering.

He was often to be met under the elms of the avenue, walk-

ing with short, gouty steps, leaning on his cane. He hob-

bled on, to the Seine, and halted there, gazing at the former

Chaumiere, transformed into a roadhouse where an old

tree surviving from Therezia's garden bore the sign 'The

Acacia. ' The place was frequented only by teamsters and

washerwomen, and no one knew who this sad stroller was,

nor what he was seeing.

"He was dreaming: in front of this perron, crowded with

drinkers, had pawed the horses of that ox-blood carriage
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which all Paris knew. He saw The>ezia again at his side,

'clothed like a cloud/ white-skinned, smiling, besieged with

Silent homage. . . . His thoughts go farther back . . . he

himself, eyes on fire, body hot with agony and with fever,

among the stupefied tremblers entering the jelly-fish As-

sembly, seizing Robespierre by the gorge, pushing him out

of the tribune, and saving — without caring that he was

doing so, without realizing it, perhaps— the Republic,

France, the world, to snatch from death the woman that he

loved. . . .

"She is a princess, now; she has forgotten these things;

she has forgotten him.'
1

Poverty strips him, slowly, of all but his recollections.

Lot by lot his great collection of Revolutionary documents

go. Then his books. When his old servant asks money to

buy fire or food, he makes up a packet and goes down the

Champs-filysees, across the Place de la Concorde, where

they died — they whom he had hunted, they who hunted

with him, and they who had hunted him! — and along the

terrace beside the Tuileries where he had reigned as master,

to the river, and across to the quai Voltaire, where he stops

before the stalls of the dealers in second-hand books. Then

he comes sadly back to the Widows' Walk, and gives his

servant two crowns.

Early one November morning in 1S20, attended by no

one but the faithful old woman servant, Tallien died —
broken and forgotten — an old, old man of fifty-three, who

had lived only in his memories for more than twenty years.

Perhaps you don't feel that this story makes the avenue

Montaigne any more interesting to you. If not, you may
prefer to pass along the quai, along the Coure-la-Reine, the

western part of which has been renamed in honor of Al-

bert I, King of the Belgians, It was Marie 1 de M6dicis who
ordered this beautiful drive along the river made, in 1618,
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and it was the fashionable promenade for long afterwards.

The quai below is called the quai de la Conference because

there the Spanish ambassadors debarked when they came to

Paris in 1660 to confer with Mazarin on the proposed mar-

riage between Louis XIV and his cousin, Marie-Therese.

The exquisite house at number 16 Cours Albert Ier is said

to have been built by Frangois I either for his sister, Mar-
guerite, or for Diane de Poitiers. It was originally at Mo-
ret, near Fontainebleau, and was brought to Paris in 1826.

The sculptures are by Jean Goujon. The Latin inscrip-

tion on the fagade means: "He who knows how to hold his

tongue and conquer his senses is mightier than he who takes

cities by force."

If you have come this far, go up avenue Victor Emman-
uel III to the Rond-Point des Champs-Elysees, cross, and

lunch at Des Gauffres, on the corner of the Rond-Point

and avenue Matignon, or at the Franco-Italien, 5 avenue

Matignon.

Those who have come up avenue Montaigne may stop

for luncheon in the Hotel Plaza-Athenee, which is, to my
way of thinking, quite the nicest hotel in the world. This

part of Paris is absolutely ideal for the sojourner— quiet,

elegant, very accessible and convenient. The Plaza-Athe-

nee is a beautiful new hotel, under the same incomparable

management which made the old de TAth^nee, up near the

Op6ra, hold its distinguished patronage so successfully.

The Plaza-Athenee is what in Paris they call a "serious"

hotel. The shoddy and noisy are absolutely "discour-

aged." It is restful in the extreme, and lovely. The food

is perfection. Our American Consul-General makes his

home there — and so do I, when I am most fortunate!

If you do not feel like lunching in a hotel, go on, up to the

Champs-£lys6es and lunch at Des Gauffres or the Franco-

Italicn.
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In cither case, walk up rue Matignon (continuation of the

avenue) to rue Faubourg-Saint-Honore, so you may pass,

at number 17 rue Matignon, the mansion in which Count

Axel Fersen lived at the time he planned and executed the

flight to Varennes. It was here that he kept the travelling

carriage he had ordered for the journey, and which he

stocked with necessaries for the comfort of the royal family.

Now turn east, toward rue Royale. Avenue de Marigny,

to which you come, presently, wTas cut through and created

by the Marquis de Marigny, brother of Madame de Pompa-
dour, who lived in the mansion that is now the palace of the

Presidents of France. This house was built in 1718 and

bought by la Pompadour in 1753, for 500,000 francs, and

greatly beautified and enlarged. Her last wishes,when she

lay a-dying eleven years later, at Versailles, were that her

body be brought hither before being taken for interment to

the Church of the Capucines. She had left this property to

Louis XV, whose only comment on her death was made
when he saw her body being driven away from Versailles in

a pouring rain. " She has a bad day for her journey," he re-

marked, without feeling.

Caroline Bonaparte and her husband, Murat, lived here.

And at the time of the divorce, Napoleon gave it to Jose-

phine, who preferred Malmaison and sold this back to the

Emperor. It was here that he signed his second abdication,

and hence that he set out for Malmaison to say his farewells

to his family. The next tenants of it were the Duke of Wel-

lington and the Emperor of Russia. Louis-Napoleon was

living here when he prepared the coup d'etat by which he

made himself emperor. From here he moved to the Tuile-

ries.

Hue de L'Elysfej to the east of the palace, was cut

through l»y order of Louis-Napoleon, to isolate the pres-

idential dwelling. A little later, the Empress Eugenie
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bought the property at the northeast corner of this street

and avenue Gabriel, and had a handsome residence built

there for her mother, the Countess de Montijo. This was
bought in 1873 by Baron de Hirsch who used the home of

an empress's mother as a mere wing of the magnificent pal-

ace he there constructed. Do you know anything about him?

Perhaps not, unless your memory goes back nearly thirty

years, when the world's press used to be full of his enormous

gifts to charity. He was a German Jewish banker, who lived

principally in Paris and London; and his gifts, chiefly

to Jewish agencies, totalled nearly a hundred million dol-

lars. Yet I dare say that of the strangers who pass by num-
ber 2 rue de l'Elys£e to-day, an overwhelming majority

have no idea who Baron de Hirsch wras or what he did.

So hard it seems for money, no matter how wisely and

generously bestowed, to get its donor remembered.

Number 41 rue Faubourg-Saint-Honor6 is the mansion of

Baron Edmond de Rothschild. (Another Baron de Roths-

child lives at number 23 avenue de Marigny, across from

the west side of the Elys6e Palace.) And number 39 is

where Pauline Bonaparte lived during the Empire, after the

fall of which it became the British Embassy, the Duke of

Wellington negotiating the sale. Queen Victoria was enter-

tained there in 1867, and Edward VII stopped there many
times.

Guizot lived at number 52 for ten years.

The shops along here are fascinating, but— of course —
expensive. It costs nothing to look, however. And pres-

ently you are at rue Royale. More shops, delightful and

expensive.

This afternoon, if it is fine, might be a good time for you

to see something of Montmartre.

The basilica of Sacre-Coeur is best from '
' a great way off.

'

'

I would never advise any one to ascend the mountain for
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the purpose of making closer acquaintance with it. The
more unreal and distant it can seem to you, the more you

will enjoy it as a feature of the Paris skyscape. There is no

"fitness" about it; it has nothing in the wide world to do

with the Martyrs' Hill, with France, with the Christian re-

ligion! Nevertheless, it is incomparably lovely on "the

back drop" of Paris. Seen from the boulevards, at rue La-

fitte; from boulevard Saint-Germain at rue de Solferino;

from the terrace at Saint-Cloud; from the avenue Mon-
taigne, especially when the chestnut trees are in flower, it is

thrillingly beautiful because so strange, so white, so much
more like a fantastic thing slipped down out of the clouds

(the sort of unrelated thing one sees in dreams) than like a

structure built of earth's substances.

If you are very poetic, very sensitive, I say "Keep
away" — even though, to do so, you must miss Saint-

Pierre-de-Montmartre.

If you want to go, you can go quickly by taking the Nord-

Sud (North and South underground) at the Madeleine, and

getting off at the station called Abbesses. But you'll sec

more, en route, if you take the bus marked "A Q," which

you can get by walking up boulevard Malesherbefl (running

northwest from the Madeleine) to its intersection with the

boulevard Haussmann.

The ideal way to go is afoot; but there are not many who
can stand the walking and have any energy left for explor-

ing when they get there.

The fact of the matter is that Montmartre is really not

for tourists, except those night-revellers who like to go and

look at other tourists in crowded dance halls which are no

different from resorts of like character anywhere in the west-

ern world. Montmartre is for the leisurely sojourner who

can wander up there on many days when in the mood to

care greatly for seeing where Berlioz died, where Henri
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Murger was born, or where Turgueniev had his Paris home,
or beautiful Delphine Gay held her salons.

I have spent an incredible amount of time trying to figure

out a " course " for a single visit to Montmartre which might
include a fair number of its points of interest and not ex-

haust the visitor. Few travellers, except the night revellers,

get up that way more than once. And in one survey, it is

very hard to get much of an impression.

However, suppose you try this:

At rue Roj^ale, take either a fiacre— they are always

plentiful thereabouts— or a bus marked "A C," and ride

to the corner of the boulevard des Capucines and rue

Chaussee-d'Antin — just beyond the Place de TOpera.

Then either walk, or drive very slowly, up rue Chaussee-

d'Antin. Many interesting people have been closely identi-

fied with that street. Number 2 was the residence of Ros-

sini. When rue Meyerbeer was cut through, in 1860, some

memory-laden houses were sacrificed. One of them, num-
bered 5 Chaussee-d'Antin, was the home of Madame
d'Epinay, the brilliant woman who was the mistress and

benefactress of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Baron von

Grimm, the friend of Diderot, D'Alembert, and other emi-

nent men. Mozart visited her here and stopped as her

guest five months. Next door to her, at number 7, lived the

Neckers, including the future Madame de Stael; Gibbon

was their guest here in 1777; and under the Directory, this

was the home of Madame Recamier. Years after (1831) it

was Chopin's home. Number 11 (also cut away) was built

for the mistress of the Prince du Soubise, and was decorated

by Fragonard. In a house back of the building now num-

bered 23, Napoleon installed the Countess Walewska, the

lovely Polish girl whom he had made a mother. Mirabeau

died at number 40. And Jos6phine de Beauharnais lived at

number 62; some writers say that it was there Napoleon
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"proposed" to her. Napoleon's uncle, the Cardinal Fesch,

lived at number G8. And it was on rue de la Victoire (then

rue Chantereine) that Napoleon went to live when he mar-

ried Jos6phine. She had rented, six months before, the

house of Madame Talma. Napoleon bought it two years

later. It was where number 60 rue de la Victoire now is, but

nothing of the historic house remains. Louis Bonaparte

and his wife (Hortense de Beauharnais) lived for a time at

number 44, where the synogogue now is; here their eldest

son, Napoleon-Charles, was born.

Now go up rue Lafitte, and return toward Chaussee-

d'Antin on rue Chateaudun. To your right as you turn out

of rue de la Victoire is the site of the cemetery where Moli-

ere had his torchlighted burial. Rue Chateaudun is not es-

pecially interesting except for some of its "antique" shops;

but it is the way to get back to the Place de la Trinitc, from

which you may take your choice of three streets leading up

to Montmartre.

The westernmost of these is rue de Clichy, which follows

the course of an old Roman road between Paris and Rouen;

it leads to the Place de Clichy, and there is no reason why
you should choose it. The easternmost is rue Pigalle, lead-

ing to the Place Pigalle, the centre of Montmartre's gaudy

night-life. Henner and Puvis de Chavannes used to have

their studios at number 11 Place Pigalle; Eugene Scribe

(said to have made the largest fortune ever acquired by a

French author) was living at number 12 rue Pigalle when

he entered his carriage, February 20, 1861, to pay a visit to

a friend; he died en route. Scribe wrote and collaborated on

the enormous total of more than four hundred plays. Rut

as his stage activities covered fifty-one years, and every-

thing from one-act vaudeville sketches to live-act dramas,

perhaps the total is not so surprising. We know his plays

very little, in this country, but are more familiar with some
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of his opera libretti: "La Juive," "La Muette de Portici,"
4k
Les Huguenots." Many people went to Scribe with

"plots"; with many of them he "collaborated." When the

play was finished, there was, usually, exceedingly little in it

that the "collaborator" had supplied, but he received half

the royalty, nevertheless. Scribe grew rich in spite of being

just and generous, or because of so being — as you like! If

you want to see where he lived, go up rue Pigalle as far as

number 12, then return to the junction of rue Pigalle with

rue Blanche (at the northeast corner of the church), and—
if you are afoot and may grow weary— take bus A Q to av-

enue Rachel and the main entrance of Montmartre Ceme-

tery. Another easy detour from Place de la Trinite is south

of the begimiing of rue Pigalle, into the rue de la Tour-des-

Dames— so called because the windmill of the Dames (or

abbesses) de Montmartre used to be here. At number 1,

Mademoiselle Mars, of the Theatre-Francais, lived and

held a salon which was the rendezvous of the elite in the ar-

tistic world. She had been a great favorite of Napoleon,

and when the Bourbons came back she would not make any

pretence of welcoming them.

Horace Vernet, the military painter, who lived at number

5, was also an ardent Bonapartist, but he could be a Royal-

ist too, and he enjoyed many favors from the Bourbons

and the House of Orleans including appointment as head of

the French Academy at Rome. His beautiful daughter was

1 he wife of Paul Delaroche, who lived next door, at number

7. Delaroche was by no means so great a painter as his

friend Delacroix, but there are few artists so many of whose

canvases are familiar to thousands, through reproductions,

as some of those by Delaroche: "The Death of Queen Eliz-

abeth," "The Execution of Lady Jane Grey," "The
Princes in the Tower," "Stafford led to Execution," "The

Execution of the Due de Guise at Blois," "Richelieu Go-
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ing to the Execution of Cinq-Mars/' "Napoleon at Fon-

tainebleaa," "Marie Antoinette Leaving the Convention"

— these are among the best-known pictures of modern

times. Delarochc died here, in 1850. Talma died at num-
ber 9 thirty years before. Everything about Talma is inter-

esting; he is one of the best sources of piquant anecdote in

all the realm of biography. I came across an old biography

of him recently, published soon after his death, which wa !

even "meatier" (if such were possible) than Talma's own
memoircs, edited by Dumas. The temptation to tell tale

upon tale about him is ail-but irresistible, but must be re-

pressed here. I find that many persons accustomed to think

of him, rather vaguely, as the friend of Napoleon, as the

great tragedian, the founder of historic realism on the stage

in costume and scenery, in which he was inestimably aided

by David, feel a keener interest in him when reminded that

he was a successful dentist who was encouraged by his suc-

cesses in amateur theatricals to go upon the professional

stage. The story of how he prepared himself for the theatre

as a career is one that I wish might be very widely read to-

day, not only by stage aspirants, but by drama-lovers gen-

erally.

You may want to make a little pilgrimage to rue de Ca-

lais, to see where Berlioz died, and to rue de Douai, to see

where [van Turguen&v lived, and ( rustave Don' and Ludo-

vic Halevy, and Jules ( laretie and Francisque Sarcey. Rue

de Calais is on your left as you approach Place Blanche.

Berlioz lived at number 4 rue de Calais for twelve years

and died there on March 8, 1860. It was here that he wrote

the later parts of those fascinating "M&noires" whichmake
US feel that we know him as we know few of the still-embod-

ied souls about us. "Victor Bugo," it has been said, "w

romantic, Musset was a romantic, but Berlioz was roman-

ticism itself." "Had he been an architect/' said Liszt, "he
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would have built pyramids, gardens of Semiramis, Roman
amphitheatres." But the gorgeous structures he built of

tones were slow in bringing him recognition or reward. His

musical criticisms for "Le Journal des Debats" continued

for seven years after he came here to live. He called it an

" infernal chain of article-writing/ ' and said, "I am so ill

that the pen falls from my hand every moment, and yet

I have to force myself to write to gain my paltry hundred

francs. All this time I have my head full of projects and

work, which I cannot carry out by reason of my bondage."

When he threw off these fetters he was too tired to create.

You may like to see him coming out of here and going to

walk up and down in front of the lyric theatres, luxuriating

in the feeling that he need not go in unless he wants to, and

need not hurry away after the performance to write his im-

pressions of it.

Rue de Douai crosses rue Blanche just north of rue de

Calais. (The Grand Guignol is a little south of rue de Douai

and a little east of rue Blanche; you may want to go there

this evening.) Jules Claretie, director of the Comedie-

Frangaise, lived at number 10 rue de Douai for a long time.

Gustave Dore and Ludovic Halevy lived at number 22.

(Halevy also lived at number 69.) And number 50 was the

home after 1870 of Turgueniev— that is to say, it was the

home of Madame Viardot, the singer, sister of Malibran,

and her painter-husband, with whom Turgueniev lived. It

was at this house (I think) that Dickens met George Sand,

in 1856.

Those who revere Zola will want to make a detour of C

few steps from rue de Douai, to number 21 rue de Bruxelles,

where he died. At one end of rue de Bruxelles is the Square

Berlioz, with the statue of Berlioz by Alfred Lenoir, grand-

son of Alexandre Lenoir, whose story you shall hear on Sun-

day at the Beaux-Arts. A nude statue of Napoleon used to
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stand herj, shaded by a willow from St. Helena. At the

other end of rue de Bruxelles is Place Blanche, where the

celebrated Moulin Rouge used to be.

Avenue Rachel, leading to the main entrance of the cem-

etery, runs north from boulevard de Clichy, just west of the

site of the Moulin Rouge. (Those who do not care to visit

the cemetery may take rue Lepic and rue Tholoze north

from Place Blanche to the site of the Moulin de la Galette.)

If you will scan the cemetery plan in your guidebook, and

follow it as I direct, you can see many of the most famous

graves with a minimum of wandering.

Turn to your left on entering, and see, in section 15, the

tomb of Alphonsine Plessis, the original of "La Dame aux

Camelias " whom we Americans persistently call " Camille,"

although her name in the play is Marguerite Gauthier.

Near her, a little farther on, lies Alfred de Vigny. Turn

north into avenue Charles, and follow it a few feet to

avenue de Montmorency. Edmond and Jules de Goncpurt

lie close to the latter avenue as you go north on it. Perhaps

you do not read their novels from which, Arthur Symons

said, Zola learned everything; perhaps you are not of those

who delight in their eighteenth-century studies, so intimate

that we who read them are almost ashamed, at times, to en-

ter in; but you hear of them often through the Goncourt

prize — the prix de Goncourt — of five thousand francs

awarded annually to the author of some work of fiction.

This was a provision of Edmond's will. He outlived Jules

by more than a quarter-century, dying in 1S96, and left his

estate for the endowment of an academy to consist of ten

members, each <»i" whom receives an annuity of >ix thousand

francs; and these ten members yearly vote a prize of five

thousand francs to the author of some work of fiction which

seem- to them especially meritorious.

Those who are interested in Emile de Girardin and
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Delphine Gay may find their tombs on avenue Travot

which you will cross, presently; but there are not many of

this generation who know much about them. If you con-

tinue up avenue de Montmorency past avenue Samson,

you will come to a section, on your left, in which are buried

the Duchesse d'Abrantes who was Madame Junot of tLe

famous "Memoirs"; she was a Permon, of Corsican birth,

and it was her family that Napoleon visited on the quai

Conti, and elsewhere, in his struggling days; her husband,

Junot, who was his comrade in adversity and his favored

friend in prosperity. Ary Scheffer lies in that section, too;

and his nephew, Ernest Renan. On the other side of avenue

de Montmorency lies Dumas fils. Murger (author of "La
Vie de Boheme"); Delaroche; his father-in-law, Horace

Vernet; and Henner lie in a section on the other side of

avenue Cordier. To reach Berlioz's resting-place you must

cross avenue de Tunnel and continue along avenue des

Carrieres. Then return on avenue Cordier and on your left

is Theophile Gautier; Halevy is a little farther in, in the

same section. Round the angle of avenue Cordier and

avenue de la Cloche, pass the monument of Viollet-le-Duc

and of Meilhac, the dramatist, and face back toward the

direction whence you have come. You will have Greuze

on your left, and Heinrich Heine a little farther on.

Troyon lies in that section, too, nearer the entrance of the

cemetery. Beyond Heine's grave there is a path leading to

avenue de la Croix, and not far from the end of that path

in the avenue de la Croix is the grave of Madame Recamier.

If, from there, you turn back to the Carrefour de la Croix

(north of which is Zola's tomb, from which his remains were

removed to the Pantheon), you can easily regain the cem-

etery entrance. You will not have seen all the tombs which

are shrines for lovers of art, letters, music, science (Fou-

cault is here, for instance, and Ampere, and Dr. Charcot,
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Delibes and Offenbach and Ambroise Thomas), but you

will have seen a representative number, without traversing

more than a tithe of the space.

From avenue Rachel, if you are tired, take the A Q bus

to the end of its route; or walk back to Place Blanche and

take rue Lepic to the Moulin de la Galette. (Do not follow

the winding of rue L6pic, but save many steps by leaving it

at the end of its first section, for rue Tholoze).

Montmartre used to be full of windmills whose great

creaking arms were the cadence of Paris's bread a-grinding.

The Moulin de la Galette, dating from 1275, was one of the

last survivors of that horizon-full which was for many gen-

erations not only the assurance of the hungry, but the joy

of artists, poets, of beauty-lovers both mute and expressive.

This height above Paris where the giant arms of the

windmills ground Paris's bread has played a part in much
of the military history of the city. On March 30, 1814, the

day Paris capitulated to the Allies, a battery of nine guns

was installed here, and King Joseph Bonaparte, from his

headquarters, sent word to the gunners to hold on, for the

Emperor was marching to their aid. But it was the Prus-

sians who were coming; and all was lost. There were four

brothers Debray of the family to which this Moulin de la

Galette had belonged since 1G40. Three of them were killed

at once, and the eldest — bent on avenging his brothers'

death — refused to obey when the order to cease firing

came. A Russian column advanced. Debray pointed his

gun and let it bark. The Russians threw themselves on

him, but, instead of surrendering, he used his pistol to lay

low the commanding officer. Immediately, he was massa-

cred, his body hacked into four pieces, and each of them at-

tached to one of the wings of his mill. Ho lies, now, up in

the little eld cemetery of Saint-Pierre, beneath a bronze

windmill. You shall see hi- grave, presently.
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His son " carried on" in the ancestral mill and sold milk

and rye rolls to the energetic walkers who came there for

the view. He was a hard-working man who amused his

neighbors by his passion for dancing. He delighted in teach-

ing others to dance. " He did it first for the love of the art,"

says Sellier in his "Curiosities of Old Montmartre," "ther

later the idea occurred to him to make a pay course of it.

And thus originated the public balls of the Moulin de la

Galette." The mill no longer grinds; Paris gets her flour

from elsewhere; but dancing continues one of the main
"industries" of the Martyr's Mount. That, and the view,

is why I wanted you to see the site of the Moulin de la

Galette and know something of its story. The name, as

Paris knows it now, has no more to do with the old uses of

mills than the Moulin Rouge had. It is a public dance hall,

belonging to the municipality, and (as I write) about to be

moved farther east, to the end of rue Lepic.

The energetic who will walk up rue Girardon to rue

Saint-Vincent and along this latter to rue du Mont Cenis,

will be rewarded in several ways. The rue Saint-Vincent,

one of the most picturesque streets in Paris, contains a

thatched cottage which, tradition says, sheltered Henry IV
while he was besieging Paris.

On the other hand, those who turn, at the east end of rue

Lepic, down rue Ravignan to rue Gabrielle will find at

number 39 of the latter street a belvedere from which the

view of Paris is the most magnificent to be had anywhere.

Both rue Saint-Vincent and rue Gabrielle lead to rue du

Mont Cenis, on which is Saint-Pierre de Montmartre, "the

dean of the sacred edifices of Paris," consecrated in 1147

by Pope Eugene III and Saint Bernard, and visited by

Thomas a Becket in 1169.

You know where Paris was then! Far away to the

south, within walls earlier and less extensive even than
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those of Philippe-Auguste. This "butte," or ridge, is three

hundred and thirty-five feet above the Seine; its southern

slopes were vineyard-clad in very early days, but soon the

vines were torn away and burrowing began; for the quar-

ries here are rich in that gypsum which makes " plaster

cf Parish

The Druids once had sacred groves here; then the

Romans raised temples to Mercury and Mars; and pres-

ently came missionaries preaching a new faith. Three of

these wrere martyred on this hill; and one of them, Saint

Denis, took his severed head in his hands — so the story

goes — and wandered with it, northward, till he met a pious

woman who gave him burial. You shall visit, on your way
down the hill, the spot reputed to be that whereon he

suffered death. And when you go to see the burial-place of

France's kings, you shall realize how far the poor man had

to walk to find a sepulchre.

In 1096, some monks established themselves on the

ridge; but in 1133 they ceded their territory to the King

(Louis VI) who, with his Queen, Adelaide of Savoy, founded

a Benedictine Abbey here in 1134. The Church of Saint-

Pierre de Montmartre— begun the next year— was used

partly for the abbey, and partly as a parish church for the

people of the hillside village.

Be sure to spend a few moments in the very ancient

cemetery north of the church. Then do as you like about

the Basilica next door.

Come down from the Basilica by the funicular into the

Square Saint-Pierre and, near the foot of the funicular,

take rue Tardieu to rue Antoinette. At number 9 rue

Antoinette is a convent in which is a modern chapel (1887)

erected on the site of a very early one which Sainte

Genevieve caused to be raised over the spot where Saint

Denis was martyred. In that old chapel Ignatius Loyola
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and his companions founded the Jesuit Order, on August

15, 1534. And there, forty years later, La Mole and Cocon-

nas were interred, after their execution on the Place de

Greve, through the intercession of their mistresses, Margot
of Valois and the Duchesse de Nevers. (Is there anything

in all the realm of fiction more gruesome than the scene in

"Marguerite of Valois" wherein Dumas describes the two

great ladies going to the headsman's house by night and

weeping wildly over the mangled bodies of those young

men?)

It must be nearing dinner-time, now, and you are not far

from the avenue Trudaine, where you may dine luxuriously

at L'Ecrivisse (number 32), a little less expensively at

L'Ane Rouge (number 28), and least expensively at La
Poule au Pot (number 10). I have been told that one may
dine at some of the notorious night resorts without pay-

ing the fantastic prices charged there after 11 p.m., but

I cannot testify, not having tried them.

This evening might be a good time to see a performance

at the Grand Guignol. And if you are curious about the all-

night dance halls, you will find the most noted ones on

Place Pigalle, near the theatre.

Should the night be warm, or your inclination be for

something different from a theatre, you might like to drive

out through the industrial quarters of eastern Paris to the

park called Les Buttes Chaumont. But the strongest

probability is that you are tired and ready for bed.

You have seen a good deal to-day, over a vastly larger

area than on any other day. Those who feel that the day as

outlined is too strenuous, might combine the morning part

of it with some further explorations in the western quarters,

as outlined in the chapter following this. Then come up to

Montmartrc earlier in another day.
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ANY DAY IN PARIS

THE BOULEVARDS AND THEIR NEIGHBORS

This chapter is one that you may substitute for any of the

others, if you are hurried or if they do not appeal to you,

or with which you may supplement them as seems best to

you. Everybody goes along the boulevards in Paris, not

once, but many times. Some are satisfied with just what

they can see as they pass wonderingly along. Others would

like to know a little more about what they're seeing. This

chapter is for those "others." There is no need to take a

day for following it. Read it and have it in mind as you go

on your explorations of Paris.

But to give it sequence, order, let us start it at the

Madeleine, which marks the western boundary of the

"grands boulevards.

"

The boulevards are not what they used to be; but in this

post-war world nothing is as it used to be, and I do not

know that the Paris boulevard- seem as "different," by

half, as many other place- do. Everywhere in the western

world, now, the persons most in evidence seem to be those

whom a sudden and unprepared-for affluence has driven out

of their accustomed courses and into ways that they wot

not of. The handful ofhumanity that has savoir-faire, that

can give grace, el distinction to what it does, has

me hard to find in the hubbub of loud assertiveness,

gaudy display, and reckless expenditure which character-

izes most persons when they get more money than they

have been educated to spend. Paris has not only her own

at she has al.
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within her gates a very large share of every other nation's

new-rich who have flocked to the world's capital of luxury.

The boulevards are easy to find; they and certain places

in their vicinity are the first points of attack by the multi-

tude of pleasure-seekers who are new to Paris and whose

idea of what to do in Paris is bounded by the rue de la Paix

and the races on the west, by the all-night dance halls of

Montmartre on the north, by the glove and feather count-

ers of the Magasin du Louvre on the east, and by dear-

knows-what on the south — perhaps the hope of finding

a shocking ball in the Latin Quarter, where (by the way)

shocking balls seldom, if ever, occur. So you must expect

to find along the boulevards a large percentage of " persons

from everywhere" who are as strange as fish out of water

and who are essaying what they think is "the thing to do

in Paris" and are doing it blatantly— as if noise could do

other than advertise awkwardness.

Be careful how you judge "Parisians" along the boule-

vards. Be careful— because they may be Portuguese

barbers or Patagonian pork-butchers "seeing the sights"

as you are. The boulevards are cosmopolitan in a very

high degree; and many elements of the Paris population

have withdrawn from them except to use them, when

necessary, as thoroughfares. They are interesting as the

Main Street of the world rather than as the Main Street

of France.

With this in mind, suppose you start at the Madeleine

some day, with one sharp-focused and one reminiscent,

distance-seeing eye, and saunter along toward the Bastille.

You must have your hearing-apparatus adjusted for differ-

ent wave-lengths, too — for the sounds all about you, and

for the distant murmurs of far yesterdays. Your heart will

beat responsively to both— but you need not tell to which

it answers most happily.
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Nor need you say whether you are best able to under-

stand the persons who sit almost cheek-by-jowl with }
rou

on the sidewalk-extension of some popular cafe, or those

with whom you have lived and loved and suffered and re-

joiced in pages so vivid that they are like the leaves of your

own past. All about you in rue Royale, rue Faubourg-

Saint-Honor6, in Place Vendome, and rue de la Paix, are

the exquisite shops of the famous perfumers. But what do

you know of M. Coty? Or of the present head of the old

house of Houbigant? The Paris perfumer you know is the

late C&ar Birotteau, whose shop was on the north side of

rue Saint-Honore just west of the rue Castiglione and Place

Vendome. " Boy and man/' that was his background. And
C6sar, you remember, lost in real estate speculation the

fortune he had made in perfumes. The property he be-

lieved in and gambled on was around the Madeleine.

Cesar had seen values rise in this vicinity. He had known

land, that sold (as late as 1805) for eight and a half francs a

square metre, to fetch forty-seven francs in 1811. It was

1820 when he bought his three thousand square metres for

300,000 francs — and lost all. Eight years later, they were

worth double what he paid for them, and to-day they are

worth many millions. Cesar's foresight was good, but too

good! He saw too far ahead of his contemporaries.

Many of you are thinking of him, I know, as you stand in

the Place de la Madeleine and look about you. It was not

without reason that Balzac, when he was putting Cesar into

his gallery of immortals, broke into a conversation about

current affairs, by saying: "Come, let us discuss real

people! I must tell you about (Ysar Birotteau and the new-

perfume that ho has just invent-

It is difficult — it is almost impossible! — to realize that

r was "real" only because Balzac made him so; you

probably find yourself wishing, as you stand in the Place
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de la Madeleine, that he could come back and see it now,

and know himself justified.

If there is any special reason why this square was se-

lected as the site for Sardou's monument, I do not know it;

but the monument (by Denys Puech) of Jules Simon, across

the way, stands in front of the house — number 7 Place de

la Madeleine — where Simon lived for fifty years and where

he died, in 1896. I am not sure that many Americans of this

generation have definite impressions of Simon, who was
teacher, statesman, journalist, author; nor that they know
as much as their grandparents would have known about

Henri Meilhac, the dramatist, who also lived in this house

(with Ludovic Halevy he was co-author of many plays

once immensely popular, of which "Frou-Frou" is perhaps

the only one you know). Saint-Saens lived at number 4.

Lucas, at 9 Place de la Madeleine, is an excellent place to

dine; and so is Viel, at 8 boulevard de la Madeleine. If you

turn north, up rue de Caumartin, to rue Boudreau, you

will find at no. 3 rue Boudreau the establishment of

Blanche Lebouvier, Marie-Louise, directrice, whose clothes

I like among the best in Paris, and for knowledge of

whom many friends have thanked me. It is not a terribly

expensive place, and caters to refined, conservative tastes.

Ask for Madame Marguerite.

Boulevard de la Madeleine ends at the apex of rue Cam-

bon and rue des Capucines. It was here that the first shots

were fired in the revolution of 1848 which unseated Louis-

Philippe from the throne. Here stood the mansion, called

Hotel de la Colonnade, where Bonaparte had his office after

#
that memorable October day when he dispersed the Royal-

ists before Saint-Roch. Here Eugene Beauharnais came to

ask for the return of his father's sword; and hither came

Jos6phine to thank the General for his courtesy. He was

living, then, a few doors down rue des Capucines, where

rue Volney now cuts through.
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Boulevard des Capucines is a sort of main artery of such

club life as is left in the vicinity of the boulevards, and is

more elegant than any other stretch of the old bulwarks,

more Parisian still — in spite of its throngs of foreigners

from the Grand Hotel, the Hotel Edward VII, from Cook's,

and from the American Express. (If you turn off, to your

right, into rue Danou, you will find some very attractive,

but expensive, shops. The milliner I like best in Paris is

Rejane, 15 rue Danou, near rue de la Paix.)

Offenbach "who set all Europe humming," died at

number 8 boulevard des Capucines; and Guizot lived at

number 16. "The private circle of this great man," said a

writer in "Fraser's Magazine" for 1843, "is always one of

the most delightful in Paris. Small are his apartments, far

too small to admit the crowds of European as well as of

French, American, and English literati who seek to claim

the honor of his acquaintance. On his reception nights

the streets about his house are crowded with carriages.

Madame Guizot presides at a tea-table where the simplest

fare is distributed." Guizot owned thirty thousand vol-

umes, besides a mass of notes and manuscripts.

Soon after you pass the Place de l'Opera, going east, the

boulevard changes its name to boulevard des Italiens. The

very attractive specialty shops continue for a little way on

boulevard des Italiens, but for the most part they are be-

hind you now. Liberty's Paris shop is, however, cast of the

Opera, and the windows are always fascinating. It is a

favorite place with Americans, and deservedly so. Liberty

fabrics need no commendation from me, but I am glad to

urge them upon the attention of any one who may not

know them. Their satins arc especially lovely. Their plush

robes for auto, or any travelling or home use, are the height

of luxury. Their scarves and handbags leave nothing to be

desired. I do not, however, recommend having anything
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made there except children's smocked crepe frocks, and
possibly an evening wrap.

Boulevard des Capucines ends where rue Louis-le-Grand

runs into it on your right, and rue Chaussee-d'Antin runs

out of it, on your left. Details of the latter street are in

Chapter XIV; of the former there is, I think, little that

you may care to know, unless it interests you that Madame
de Montespan sometimes lived at number 3 in this street,

now named for her royal lover (Louis XIV) after she had

been supplanted in his favor. Also, the painter, Rigaud,

died at number 1, in 1743.

The next street on your right is rue de la Michodiere, cut

(in 1778) through the grounds of the Hotel Conti, which

belonged to the Princesse de Bourbon-Conti, daughter of

Louis XIV and Louise de la Valliere. At number 19 in this

street, on the third floor, ' Bonaparte was a lodger in those

days of bitter poverty and chagrin when he came so near

going off to be a Turk.

The rue de la Michodiere ends at rue Saint-Augustin, in

the Carrefour Gaillon, where there is a fountain that was

erected in 1707 to honor Louis XIV. The justly famous

restaurant of Henry is here, close to this fountain. And
Maillabuau, 13 rue Saint-Augustin, is noted for good food

and for Burgundy wine. Drouant, at 18 rue Gaillon, corner

of rue Saint-Augustin, is also a famous place to dine. And
Marguerite, on the south side of rue Saint-Augustin, op-

posite Maillabuau's, is a favored luncheon place for Amer-

icans who are hungry for baked beans, corned-beef hash,

and other homely fare.

There are, you see, a lot of "present" reasons why you

should mark well that rue de la Michodiere. And you may
be interested in a "past" reason, too. In 1792 there was

erected, at the corner of rue de la Michodiere and boulevard

des Italiens, a curious-looking structure known as "Les
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Bains Chinois," or Chinese Baths. (Just why a Chinese

bath should be supposed alluring, I do not know. But

neither would I suppose that a Turkish or a Russian bath

would promise a superlative cleanness — neither Turks nor

Russians, in general, seeming to have developed bathing to

a high art.) They were, however, very popular; and the

cafe and restaurant connected with them became the rally-

ing-place for those who mourned the death of their " illus-

trious Robespierre" and plotted to overthrow' the Direc-

tory and restore the Terror. A "model" of this structure

(which was taken down in 1S5G) is at the Carnavalet

Musee. Curiously enough, the opposite side of the boule-

vard was then popularly known as "Le Petit Coblentz,"

because so many Royalists had taken refuge in Coblentz,

and this section of the boulevard swarmed with then sym-

pathizers.

Paillard's restaurant (which might be called the Superior

School of Restaurant-Keeping, whose graduates are among
the most eminent food-artists in the world) is across the

boulevard, at the corner of rue Chaussee-dWntin. The
next street running north is rue du Helder, at number 6 in

which is the Grill-Room du Helder which may interest you

some time when you are hungry. Then you have rue de

Choiseul, between which and rue de Grammont, is the

great bank building of the Credit Lyonnais.

North from the boulevard, at this point, diverge rue

Taitbout and rue Lafitte. At the corner of rue Taitbout

and the boulevard stood, for ninety years, the famous

^aurant Tortoni, who.-' i Irew the most elegant of all

the great world of Paris under the Second Empire.

The bank of Ouvrard, the millionaire for whom ThereYia

Tallicn deserted her husband, was at number 11 rue Tait-

bout: and Therezia lived, far a time, at number 1 rue

Lair I
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Talleyrand lived, during the Directory, at number 24

rue Taitbout, and with him was his then mistress, Madame
Grand. In his "Memoirs" he says:

"A few days before Brumaire 18 [November 9, 1799],

General Bonaparte, who was then living in the rue Chant-

ereine [now de la Victoire], called on me one evening to talk

about the preliminaries of his intended coup d'etat. I was
then living in a house in the rue Taitbout, which has, I be-

lieve, since been known as number 24. It was situated at

the back of a yard, and the first floor of it communicated

with rooms overlooking the street.

"We were engrossed in conversation in the drawing-

room, which was lighted by a few candles, when, at about

one o'clock in the morning, we heard a great noise in the

street. It sounded like the riding of carriages and the

tramping of horses, such as might be produced by an escort

of cavalry. Suddenly the carriages stopped in front of my
house. General Bonaparte turned pale, and I quite believe

I did the same. We at once thought that people had

come to arrest us by order of the Directory. I blew out

the candles, and went on tiptoe to one of the front rooms,

whence I could see what was going on in the street. Some
time elapsed before I could ascertain the cause of all this

uproar, which, however, turned out to be simply grotesque.

As in those days the streets of Paris were hardly safe at

night, all the money of the gambling-houses was collected

at closing time and removed in cabs, for which, as in this

case, the proprietor obtained from the police an escort of

gendarmes to accompany the cabs as far as his residence.

On the night in question, one of these cabs had met with an

accident exactly opposite my door, thus causing the whole

party to stop on their way for nearly a quarter of an hour.

We laughed a good deal, the General and I, at our panic,

which, however, was but natural on the part of people ac-
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quainted as we were with the disposition of the Directory.

"

Thomas Jefferson lived on rue Taitbout when he was

United States Minister to France, 1785-89.

Rue Lafitte has many interesting shops where prints are

sold. From 1792 to 1814 it was known as rue Cerutti, and

it was on this street, where rue Pillet-Will now cuts into it,

that Hortense Beauharnais lived much of her wretched

married life with Louis Bonaparte.

Number 2 belonged, under the Restoration, to the

Marquis of Hertford whose superb art collection, inherited

by his illegitimate son, Richard Wallace, is now, as the

Wallace Collection, at Hertford House, London, one of the

"sights " of the British Capital.

Number 49 was once the home of the celebrated journal-

ist, fimile de Girardin, and of his beautiful, brilliant wife,

Delphine Gay. Thither came Hugo, Balzac, Eugene Sue,

Musset, Gautier, and others, to pay homage to Delphine.

On your right, as you follow the boulevard, you have the

Opera-Comique. In 1781 the Due and Duchesse de Choi-

seul caused to be built, on part of the grounds belonging

to their splendid mansion, a theatre for certain Italian

comedians — hence the name of the boulevard. It was

burned in 1838, and its successor suffered a like fate in 1887.

The present edifice was not finished until 1S99.

Rue Favart, on the east of the theatre, was named for

the founder of the Op£ra-Comique, Charles Favart, and

his wife. It ha.s had many player-folk as tenants.

Place Boieldieu, south of the theatre, is where Alexandre

Dumas fib was born — in 1S24, of a dressmaker, Marie-

Catherine Lebay, living in the house (number 1) where

Alexandre Dumas per ing thence to his

work as what we would call a mail-clerk in the offices of the

Due d 'Orleans, rue defl Hon—Knfants. -He was twenty-one

— the temerarious young father! — and his income waa
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twenty-five dollars a month, out of which he contributed

to his mother's support. He might have been forgiven if he

had evaded responsibility for Mademoiselle Lebay's name-
less son. But he didn't!

A little farther on is the passage des Princes, in which is

the restaurant Noel-Peters, very popular and very good.

Opposite, debouches the rue Druout, where you will find

restaurant Lapr6, at number 24; good food, not too high-

priced.

Boulevard Montmartre— the Paris Rialto— begins

here. The passage des Panoramas, with its memories of

Robert Fulton, is at number 11 (at number 10 in the

passage is the restaurant Beauge, moderate in prices, and

good); and across the way, at number 10, is the Musee
Gr6vin, which you have visited— I hope. Before you

come to passage des Panoramas, you pass rue Vivienne, at

number 25 in which is the shop of Max, a furrier in high

esteem with many of my friends.

Boulevard Montmartre ends where rue Montmartre

runs to southward, and rue du Faubourg-Montmartre to

northward. To those of you who will follow this latter

with me for a considerable walk, I will promise rewards of

several sorts.

Rue du Faubourg-Montmartre is a very ancient thor-

oughfare, and always a very animated one. As you go

north on it, the first street on your right is Cit6 Bergere,

where Heine lived in 1834, at number 3. Beyond it you

tome to rue Bergere, which need not concern you; and,

past that, to rue Montyon and rue Geoffroy-Marie; take

the latter, and come out on rue Richer, opposite the Folies-

Berg£re; if you turn to your left here, you will be in rue de

Provence, where Liszt and Berlioz and Meissonier and

Hal6vy lived, and Fanny Elssler had a theatre, and where

there are many curiosity shops to-day; if you keep to your
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right on rue Richer, a few steps will take you to Cit<5

Ti6vise, at number 2, in which, on the second floor, you will

<ind the establishment of Mademoiselle Fehner, who makes

the most exquisite lingerie in the world (I believe), and sells

it to very elegant shops everywhere. She does not conduct

a retail business, strictly speaking; but she will sell to you

here, and at prices very much lower than you would pay for

her lovely articles in the rue de la Paix. Besides her lingerie

and lingerie dresses, see her embroidered bedspreads and

other household embroideries. She has some rare old laces,

too. It is one of the places to which I like best to come

of all Paris shops, not only for the joy of seeing such

handiwork, but for the atmosphere of the establishment.

I have gone there for many years, and it does not change.

Madame Marguerite, who has been with Mademoiselle

F6hner for twenty years or thereabouts, speaks English

perfectly, and will make you very glad you came.

Almost opposite the Cit6 Tr^vise is rue du Conserva-

toire, where the Conservatory of Music used to be; it was

founded in 1784 to furnish singers and actors for the Court

Theatre. Talma was trained there, and among the conserv-

ators were Cherubini, Auber, and Ambroise Thomas.

A little farther on you come to rue du Faubourg-

Poissonniere ; turn north on this street, and then to your

right, into rue de Paradis, which is the centre for dealers in

porcelains, potteries, crystals— "a veritable museum of

ceramics/ ' but much more trying to the lover of such

things, because these are purchasable, and those in muse-

ums are not.

At number 58 in this street, Corot had a studio while he

was living around the corner at 56 rue du Faubourg

Poissonni&re, where he died, in 1875. At number 51, the

capitulation of Paris was signed in the night of March 30-

31, 1814.
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The first street you cross, as you go eastward on rue de

Paradis, is rue d'Hauteville, which need not concern you
unless you are a Napoleon enthusiast— in which case, you
will be very interested to know that Bourienne, his school-

mate, companion-in-poverty, secretary and biographer,

lived for twenty-three years (1801-24) at number 58 where

3
rou may see some of the apartments which were decorated

for Bourrienne in the florid style of the Consulate. The
Marquis de Rochegude (who certainly ought to know) says

that this is the only example remaining in Paris of this

" pompous style."

Rue de Paradis ends at rue du Faubourg-Saint-Denis,

one of the most ancient streets in Paris and one that has

seen memorable sights a-plenty. The kings of France made
their " joyous entries" into Paris down this street; and up

it they came, solemnly, on their way to burial. There are

many venerable houses remaining, and the saunterer along

its pavements has much to recall.

You will, I think, want to turn north a little way for a

glimpse of Saint-Lazare Prison for women (which you

cannot visit without an order from the Prefecture), the

successor of an ancient leper-house founded during the

Crusades, by the Hospitaliers de Saint-Lazare. The domain

was a vast one — even as late as 1808, it was much greater

in extent than the Gardens of the Tuileries— and the

kings, entering Paris, always alighted there; their coffins

always lay here the last night before the tombs of Saint-

Denis closed over them. Saint-Lazare was a Revolutionary

prison, and it was from here that Andre Ch6nier went to

his death— we shall recall him more particularly, in a few

minutes. Here he wrote, during his one hundred and forty

days of imprisonment, that poem of poignant pathos, "The

Young Captive," and those stinging "Iambics" wherein he

tried, condemned, and consigned to everlasting obloquy
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the Convention which had travestied the Rights of Man.

No painting of the Revolutionary period is more familiar

than Muller's " Calling the Last Victims of the Terror,

July 25, 1794." with Chenier in the foreground. Ten days

before, Suvee, the painter, had made, here, the portrait of

his fellow-prisoner, the exquisite young poet. Tin

buildings at Saint-Lazare date back more than a hundred

years before Chenier 's death; and for his sake, if for no

other, the place is of supreme interest to many.

If you were to follow rue du Faubourg-Saint-Denis a

distance farther, you would come to the Maison Dill

the municipal hospital for the insane, where poor Henri

Murger died in 1861, at the age of thirty-four. But there

are not many reasons why the average visitor to Paris

should come so far. For those few who might care to see

the chapel where Jeanne d'Arc received communion in

November, 1429, the hospital where Murger died is on the

way; for the chapel is at the end of rue du Faubourg-Saint-

Denis, where it is crossed by boulevard de la Chapelle — a

short distance beyond the Maison Dubois. Any one who
cared to see that would probably like also to follow rue

Louis-Blanc, in a southeasterly direction, to the Place du

Combat where the gibbet of Montfaucon stood for centu-

ries. Hard by here (in rue des ficluses Saint-Martin) is the

cemetery for Protestant strangers, where John Paul Jones

buried in 1792, and whence his remains were rcmo

Annapolis in 1905. From this place to the beautiful

park of the Buttes Chaumont is but a short distance, and I

• lily commend it to all who can take time for a visit to it.

But, on the presumption that you have completed your

detour, or that you an g to make it. let me go back

to Saint-: and direct you thenee down to the

porte Saint-Denis which is at 1
;

l of boulevard de

Bonne-Xouvelle. This section of the boulevard is Intel
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ing for many reasons. It gets its name from the Church
of Notre-Dame-de-Bonne-Nouvelle (or Our Lady of Good
Tidings) which was frequented by Anne of Austria during

those long years when she was so wistful to hear that she

was to have a son. The church is in rue de la Lune, at the

beginning of which (where it leaves boulevard de Bonne-

Nouvelle) is the ancient stall where Brioches de la Lune are

sold, in close proximity to Brioches du Soleil (of the Sun).

At number 38 boulevard de Bonne-Nouvelle is Marguery's,

and at number 39 is Cafe Provost, frequented by journalists

and celebrated for its chocolate.

Rue de C16ry runs southeast from the porte Saint-Denis.

It was at this corner (of the boulevard and rue de Clery)

that the Baron de Batz made his d'Artagnanesque attempt

to wrest Louis XVI from his executioners.

The boulevard was narrower then, and had not been

levelled; and along the north side of it (where Marguery's

is now) was the cemetery de Bonne-Nouvelle. The slow

pace necessary in traversing this bit of the way to the

scaffold and the composition of this curious "pocket" full

of tiny streets caused de Batz to fix upon this as the best

possible place to effect the rescue.

The early morning of January 21, 1793, was raw and

damp — a thick fog enshrouded Paris. It was about eight

o'clock when Louis — under the escort of Santerre, the

brewer — left the Temple. He rode in a green carriage and

read the psalms for the dying. His face was calm. Beside

him sat the Abb6 Edgeworth, and, on the seat opposite,

two gendarmes.

The people of Paris had been given the most severe or-

ders; and a terrifying display of military force was made,

so that the futility of resistance might be apparent to all.

Four deep, the troops lined the route of the cortege, stand-

ing stiff like lead soldiers. At every street corner along the
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line of march was a detachment of artillery, with guns ready

to bark; and behind them masses of infantry reserves from

the camps around Pa:

Shop-shutters were not taken down, and there were (by

command) no loiterers on doorsteps, no faces peering from

windows. Many silent spectators were there, however —
terror and sympathy on the faces of most of them.

•'As the carriages drew near," writes Georg

irrepressible murmur ran through the crowd: in the

tance could be heard the mournful beating of drums

muffled by the humidity; then the i

sinister, appeared in the fog. First, the Marseillais; then

the national gendarmerie, mounted and on foot; finally,

two batteries preceding the carriage which, its windows

clouded with moisture, was framed in a forest of pikes and

bayonets.

"The cortege advanced slowly. Suddenly, at the porte

Saint-Denis, at the top of rue de Clery, before starting up

the slopes of Bonne-Xouvelle. it came to a sort of halt or

hesitation — ... cries, jostling, some shadows soon swal-

lowed up in the mist : then some men knocked down, thrust

through — some pools of blood on the pavements."

What happened? This: the evening before, the Commit-

tee of Public Safety had been advised that an attempt

would be made to te Louis, to spare him the shame

of the scaffold. They were told the place where this would

occur, and the names of five hundred men who were to rally

around de Batz when he gave the cry. Before dawn they

had posted an armed guard at the home of every conspira-

- forbidden to all.

The Baron, however, was at his post when his house

and about twenty-five - who
not slept at their homes were minded in the silent,

rouded throi.
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It was nine o'clock when the King's carriage halted here.

So far as "D'Artagnan" de Batz could see, everything fav-

ored his bold enterprise.

"Follow me and save the King! " he cried, waving his hat

in one hand and a sabre in the other.

Of those who attempted to follow him, only six were able

to break through the rim of steel surrounding Louis. All

were killed except "D'Artagnan" — who disappeared "as

by enchantment."

Some of the conspirators, whose movements betrayed

them, but did not get them past the cordon of soldiery,

were chased as they fled into this network of tortuous little

old streets behind the boulevard; and those who attempted

to seek refuge in the Church of Notre-Dame de Bonne-

Nouvelle were nailed to its doors with bayonets.

It all lasted but a minute or two, and delayed the cortege

scarcely that long. Before it was over, the last ranks of the

death procession were lost to view in the thick fog hanging

low under the great trees of boulevard Poissonniere, and

Louis — still calm— continued to read the psalms for the

dying. He must have heard de Batz's cry. He may have

had a moment of expectancy. There was little or nothing

in the attitude of the populace — so far as he could gauge

it— to indicate that they desired his death. Perhaps he was

still hopeful when he tried, on the scaffold, to make that

speech which Santerre silenced by ordering the drums to

beat.

Where — on that sombre morning — was the exquisite

young poet, Andr6 Chenier, beneath the windows of whose

home this attempt at rescue took place? He had risked his

life to help Malesherbes prepare the King's defence. Was
he ready to risk it also to snatch Louis from the execu-

tioner's hands?

Born at Constantinople, of a beautiful and highly culti-
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vated Greek mother and a French father who was consul

and cloth-merehant, Andre lived in France from the time

he was three years old (part of the time in that poet's town,

Carcassonne), except for visits to Italy and to England.

His mother's salon, although a modest one, was frequented

by some of the most thoughtful men in Paris, and Andre

was nurtured on idealistic talk of the glorious days that

were dawning. " He foresaw the peaceful triumph of philos-

ophy, and conceived a regenerated human race, worthy of

the blessings of liberty and obedient to the dictates of rea-

son." He was an ardent Constitutionalist, but he was not a

Republican. As the tempest about him increased in vio-

lence., he wrote, in prose and verse, and orated at the Feuil-

lants, pleading with his countrymen that freedom and hap-

piness were to be won through devotion to duty; would be

lost through frenzied repudiation of all old allegiances, old

obedience. "But there were too many who hoped to profit

by a hurricane. And of his dreams, Andre Chenier soon had

nothing left but inconsolable regret for having too easily be-

lieved 'not in those ideas, which had not deceived him, but

in the men who exploited and corrupted the ideas.'" He
was bitterly chagrined at the action of his younger brother,

Marie-Joseph (the brilliant dramatist, whose "Charles IX
"

was played by Talma at the Comedie-Francaise and had

an immense success, when the youthful author was only

twenty-five, and was followed in quick succession by other

pieces immensely influential against hereditary privily

in entering the Convention as a deputy — and voting for

the!. ith. Andre excoriated violence, whilst Mario-

ph did much I

' congratulated Fra

on i: I Iharlotte < !orday, thanks to which "one

fanatic the less wallows in
* " Marie-Joseph w;

e who ordered her death.

Finally, sick at heart, Andre sought solitude at Versailles,
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"not because he was afraid; he was fleeing from the spec-

tacle of men's baseness. His weary soul fraternized voluptu-

ously with the marble gods, the devastated porticoes, the

vast basins where the clear sky was reflected." There he

communed with nature and with those works of art which

the Sun-King had commanded for his pleasances. There hf

wrote his exquisite "Ode to Versailles." Thence he oftei

made his way through the woods to Louveciennes, where he

had a lady-love, and to Marly, where he visited his friends

the Trudaines at the villa which was to be for many years

the home of Victorian Sardou (and where the author of
i Thermidor

'

' piously preserved everything associated

with the young poet).

At the beginning of March, 1794, Andr6 heard from some

one in Paris that his friend Pastoret was to be arrested.

Immediately, he set out to find Pastoret at Passy, where he

had taken refuge in the home of his wife's parents. Andre's

hope was that he might induce Pastoret to return with him

to the cottage at Versailles; but Pastoret had already been

warned, and had fled. His wife and her mother, in tears, re-

ceived Andr6, who comforted and reassured them as best he

could, and persuaded them to hide themselves for a while

in his retreat.

They agreed, and he was about to go for a carriage to

take them when the house was surrounded by armed men
seeking a suspect who was not there. What did it matter?

There was an aristocratic-looking young gentleman who
must be a villain because he was intelligent and mannerly.

So they took him. And that night he was lodged in Saint-

Lazare Prison. The King's neglected gardens knew him no

more.

Marie-Joseph has been painted a veritable Cain compass-

ing his brother's murder either through active denunciation

or through inactivity to help him. There is no evidence in
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support of either charge. Marie-Joseph and his mother seem

to have agreed that Andres best hope lay in being forgot-

ten. They were, however, unable to convert the distracted

old father to their way of thinking. He wore out, with his

agonized importunities, everybody whose influence he

sought to sway for Andr6.

One day when the aged man arrived at Saint-Lazare to

visit his son, he was told that an order of the dread Commit-

tee of Public Safety forbade Ch6nier to receive him. In

tears, the terrified father came home (that house at the con-

vergence of rue de Clery and rue Beauregard was their

home; it is numbered 97 rue de Clery) and besought Marie-

Joseph to act. But Marie-Joseph had reason to believe

that the end of the Terror was near— that Robespierre

was doomed. He counselled patience. The frantic father,

however, could not keep quiet. He hovered about the

prison, and saw the daily "batch " sent off to feed the guillo-

tine. One day, a prison-guard told the wretched old man
that thirty victims a day were being haled hence to the

Tribunal and the scaffold. Frenzied with fear, the father

ran to Barere (whose word was then next to Robespierre's

if, indeed, it was not already better, and who was supposed

to be a stanch friend of Marie-Joseph's) and pleaded as he

could not have done for his own life, that care be taken lest

Andr6 perish.

"Your son shall come out in three days/' promised

Barere — grimly. But the old man did not grasp the sin-

ister meaning; he was radiant, believing that his entreaties

had saved his idolized son.

Three days later he Bat at home, listening for the footfalls

of Andr6 returning home.

Toward evening, some one knocked. He ran to the door

and opened it. Not Audi/', but Marie-Joseph, stood on the

threshold. One look at his son'fl lace, frozen with horror,
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and the father fell, with a heartrending cry, on the dining-

room floor.

Standing here in the shadow of this old house, we may
easily picture the scene of that hot July evening. "On the

doorsteps/' says Lenotre (in his "Last Days of Andre

Chenier," to be found in his first series on "Vieilles Mai-

sons, Vieux Papiers"), "people of the neighborhood laugh

and talk, trying to get a breath of air; little girls in the

street play noisily; the stifling air is full of the joyous sounds

of a Paris summer evening . . . and up there, near the open

window, the father of Andr6 Cheni r sobs, blames himself

for his son's death and prays that he, too, may die.

"At this same hour a cart loaded with twenty-five head-

less bodies left the Place de la Barriere-de-Vincennes (the

Place du Trone) where the execution had taken place, and

went along the outer boulevards to an abandoned quarry

where, for six weeks past, carts had gone every evening

with similar loads for dumping." ... It was thus that

Andr6 Chenier was buried, in the big ditch wherein 1307

victims were thrown between June 14th and July 27th. In

Chapter X you have further details of that ditch, and urg-

ings to visit it.

Rue Chenier, which runs south from Andre's home, was

called rue Saint-Claude from 1660; during the Revolution

the "Saint" was eliminated (at number 10 you may see the

old designation, with the prefix effaced), and in 1804, ten

years after the poet's death, his name was given to this

little street.

Some among you may be interested to walk the length

of rue de C16ry. A few steps beyond Ch6nier's house is the

shortest "street" in Paris, consisting of a flight of fourteen

steps. It is called rue des Degres, and dates back to the

seventeenth century.

The brothers Corneille (Pierre and Thomas) lived in rue
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de Cldry at one time. Madame de Pompadour was bom in

this street near its junction with rue du Sentier. Numl
19 and 21 rue de Clery once belonged to Moliere's brother,

who was a priest. In 177S Pierre Lebrun, art dealer, bought

this property. Here his beautiful, talented and immen
popular wife, Madame Vigee-Lebrun, lived until 1793,

when she fled as an 6migv6, to save her life; here she gave

"fetes a la grecque" (Greek) or exhibitions of cl;

beauty in dancing, tableaux vivants, etc.; and here, in a

house he had built at the back of his property, opening on

rue du Sentier at number 8, Lebrun's wife found him when
she returned from her nine years' stay abroad.

Number 33 rue du Sentier (which will take you back to

the boulevard) is where Madame de Pompadour lived at

the time of her marriage with Le Xormand d'Ctioles; and

numbers 22-24 is where the latter lived after his separation

from the King's mistress. When she died, he married a

dancer at the Opera. Across the street from him, at number

23, lived the President Hdnault. the close friend of Louis

XV ?

s neglected Queen, Marie Leszczynka. And, some-

where in the street, Nattier died, in 1766.

Now, supposing you to be back at the porte Saint-Denis,

and proceeding eastward on the boulevard, I do not know
that there is anything to which I should call your special

attention until you reach the porte Saint-Martin (erec

like its neighbor, to glorify Louis XIV) beneath which the

Allies entered Paris in 1814

Where the Theatre de la Renaissance stands then

to be a famous restaurant, Deflieux, which did busineaE

that site for one hundred and thirty-three years, until it

burned by the Communards in 1871. The theatre has

many interesting associations with Bernhardt, ( fcritry, and

other famous art'iMs. The Theatre-de-l- int-

Martin, next door, was first built in 17M, when the ( )p«'ra
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auditorium at the Palais-Royal was destroyed by fire. This

theatre was completed in seventy-five days; and the pop-

ulace was so suspicious of the solidity of a building thus

rapidly run up that the first performance in it was given

free. If lives were lost, at least no one would have paid for

•risking his! But it was found to be very substantial, and

was the home of opera for twelve years.

In February, 1787, Marie Antoinette, attending the

opera here, was applauded as usual; but as the applause

subsided, some one was heard to hiss. The Queen was much
disturbed by this, and declared that in future when she

came to the opera the public must be excluded.

The hiss emanated from a young nobleman, the Marquis

de Saint-P , who belonged to the class corresponding to

our "drawing-room pinks" of to-day, priding themselves

on their sympathy with the oppressed who want the world

red.

For his show of irreverence, he was hustled out of the

theatre and into the Chatelet Prison. A little more than

fifty years later, he was brought to trial for that hiss!

His family had hastened to secure his release from the

dungeons of the Chatelet; and, either because they disliked

his "pinkness" or because they were fearful for him, they

got him committed, on a plea that he was " weak-minded/

'

to a luxurious sanitarium where he employed his abundant

leisure in the study of the Greek and Latin historians.

Years passed by; the Marquis seemed to have no interest

in getting out, and no one evinced any concern to have him

liberated. When the storm broke, his relatives emigrated.

His board was no longer paid, but he was supported by the

state which accepted him, without inquiry, as an " inca-

pable. " He refused to see a visitor, and he did nothing but

read. What further proof of insanity could any govern-

ment ask?
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In 1837 the "mad" Marquis completed a comparative

study of the historians of the Greek decadence, and deter-

mined to have it printed and to dedicate it to King Louis

XVI. He sent for a printer, who suggested that the dedica-

tion read "to the Memory of Louis XVI.

"

"He is dead, then?" said the Marquis. "Recently?"

He began to question. But the printer fled before the

task of trying to recapitulate the history of those fifty

years.

This served to call attention to the case of the Marquis,

and he was brought to trial in that very room where, four-

and-forty years before, Marie Antoinette was condemned

to death by accusers who would have regarded a mere hiss

against her as almost a betrayal of Royalist sympathy.

In those days the Th^atre-de-la-Porte-Saint-Martin, had

long since ceased to house the opera, and was the scene of

Frederic Lemaitre's triumphs as an actor in melodrama.

The old theatre was burned by the Communards, and re-

built in 1873. It was there that in 1S97 Coquelin produced

"Cyrano de Bergerac," with overwhelming success for him-

self and the author, Rostand; it was there, while rehearsing

"Chantecler" that the superb actor was stricken with his

mortal illness, in 1909.

If you were to walk up rue du Faubourg-Saint-Martin,

you would find that the first street which crosses it is rue du

Ch&teau-d'Eau, the part of which to your left used to be

called rue Xeuve-Saint-Jean when Charles-Henri Sanson

lived on it. He was the executioner from L778 to 1795, and

officiated either actively or nominally (his son Henri acting

for him) at all the guillotining of the Terror. His family

had been executioners at Paris for more than a hundred

years. Charles-Henii. born in 1739, was one of seven broth-

er-, all of whom earned their livelihood on the scaffolds of

Trance; and it is said that not infrequently they all sat to-
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gether at the table in Charles-Henri's well-appointed and

spacious residence.

The headsman's house was painted red, and it was prac-

tically impossible for any man of that calling to get a wife

except from among the daughters of headsmen elsewhere.

Yet the Sansons do not seem to have been held in any spe-

cial abhorrence, and they were quite like gentry in then

parish of Saint-Laurent (near the Gare de l'Est) where they

had their family burial vault. In the last days of 1767,

Henri Sanson was christened at the font of Saint-Laurent;

and on September 1, 1768, at five o'clock in the morning,

Jeanne B6cu, or Vaubernier, was married to Guillaume du

Barry, and immediately thereafter returned to Versailles

there to be domiciled— almost enthroned— as a countess.

It was almost certainly Henri Sanson who officiated at her

execution twenty-five years later.

Boulevard Saint-Martin ends at Place de la R£publique,

and there the line of interior boulevards (following the old

walls of Charles V) turns south, toward the river; becom-

ing, first, boulevard du Temple, where, before and during

the Revolution, was the home of the Swiss doctor, Kurtz

(Latinized to Curtius), uncle and teacher of Madame Tus-

saud. Curtius had an exhibition room in the Galerie Mont-

pensier of the Palais-Royal, where he showed his life-size

portrait models (in wax) of celebrities. In the house on the

boulevard du Temple was his workshop, his dwelling, and

an exhibition of a different character, the forerunner of

"The Chamber of Horrors," in which he showed portrait

figures of noted criminals.

Some years ago, in London, when I was haunting Ma-
dame Tussaud's exhibition (which has, all my life, been one

of the most fascinating places in the world to me), Mr.

John Tussaud, Madame \s great-grandson, the present head

of the enterprise, loaned me a copy of Madame's memoirs,
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published in 1838 or thereabouts and relating graphically

her extraordinarily eventful life. She was brought in con-

tact with practically every notable of her time, and made
portraits of most of them. For nine years she lived at Ver-

sailles as the intimate companion of young Madame Eliza-

beth, Louis XVFs sister; and there she became ardently

attached to the members of the royal family and to many
of their close friends. From there her uncle recalled her

just before the storm of the Revolution broke. Thence she

came here to boulevard du Temple. Here she saw the mob
sweep by on its way to take the Bastille; thence she went,

with her uncle, to visit the famous dungeons when their

captives (seven criminals) had been set free — and there

she was kept from falling on the slippery winding stairs by

a young man whose touch, she said, made her shudder;

whereat her uncle said she wTas a goose, for the young man
was a very clever and promising young lawyer from Arras,

named Maximilien Robespierre. There she lived while the

royal family was in captivity. There she was forced, by the

butchers of the Princesse de Lamballe, to model the beauti-

ful head they were bearing aloft on a pike. There she was

visited by persons ordering her to be present, on the morn-

ing of January 21, 1793, in the graveyard of the Madeleine,

to model the severed head of "the tyrant/' Louis XVI,

fresh from the knife. They made her do it. When Marat

was murdered, one of the first commands was to fetch

Marie Grosholta (that was her name) and have him mod-

elled as he lay in his bath. There die saw Charlotte Corday

before the latter was haled to prison; and within the next

<>r two she modelled Charlotte. In October, the com-

mand came to her, early in the morning of the 16th, to pro-

| to the cemetery of the Madeleine prepared to make a

copy of Marie Antoinette's head. The following May she

had the same unspeakably terrible task with the head of
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her beloved Madame Elizabeth. And so on, until she did

Robespierre's own. She was in prison with Josephine de

Beauharnais and through her was brought, later, into con-

tact with Napoleon.

Long before that day boulevard du Temple had been

"the great white way" of Paris— only, its distinguishing

color was green when its arching trees were in foliage. The
gay world flocked there in such throngs that, toward four

o'clock in the afternoons, it was impossible to move faster

than a snail's pace. Where the crowds are, the entertainers

soon come. First it was a famous monkey which imitated

the mannerisms of a popular actor; then it was a man who
made a fortune with grimaces which amused the idlers;

then a tight-rope walker; all these in open air or in tempo-

rary booths. Then theatres, and more theatres of every

sort. At the time of the Revolution there were ten theatres

on this street. And soon thereafter the Parisians began to

call this "the boulevard of crime," because every evening

between six and eleven there were perpetrated here (on the

stages) so many crimes; and virtue never triumphed before

eleven-fifteen or even later.

"Each evening," says Georges Cain, "this gay boulevard

was invaded long before the box-offices opened; and pa-

tiently the public stood in line between the long wooden

rails, devouring garlic sausage and fried potatoes, drinking

glasses of cocoa or peeling oranges— the peels of which

were carefully saved by the boisterous young gallery-gods

to hurl at the bald heads in the orchestra seats."

In February, 1847, when Dumas's "La Reine Marg-Jv"

was given its first performance, at his own theatre, the

Theatre-Historique, the public was standing in line full

twenty-four hours before the sale of tickets commenced.

And the play, which began at 6 p.m., was not over until

three in the morning!
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The boulevard loved historical drama; and at one time

(October 20, 1830) the "Courrier des Theatres" advertised

the following:

Vaudeville: Bonaparte, lieutenant of artillery.

Yarietes: Napoleon at Berlin, or the CI raj

Redingote.

Nouveaut£s : The Schoolboy of Brienne, or The
Little Corporal, with Mademoi-
selle D6jazet.

Ambigu: Napoleon.

Cirque-Olympique: The Crossing of Mont Saint-

Bernard, military glory in seven

tableaus.

I probably shall not surprise you if I say that I should

like to have been there then.

There is another memory of this boulevard that I am
sure you will be glad to have in mind as you traverse it; and

that is Massenet's, as he communicated it to Georges Cain

for the latter's " Promenades dans Paris." I am sure that

the genial conservator of the Carnavalet, whose passion

was Paris, would have been far from minding my drafts

upon his vast funds of Paris lore, since it is in the interest

of helping many Americans to know and love Paris that I

make them. He is gone now, and I cannot ask him; but I

am confident what his answer would have been.

M. Cain had asked his distinguished friend for reminis-

cences of those days when the future composer of
u Manon,"

''Thais," etc., at the age of fifteen, studied by day at the

Conservatoire, and in the evenings was a drummer at the

Thoatre-Lyrique earning forty-five francs (nine dollars) a

m« »nth.

"I lived at number 5 rue Menilmontant," he told M.

Cain, "occupying a little room high up in a strange house
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whose other lodgers were almost all acrobats, bare-back

riders, aerialists, pretty Slownesses ' who did their little

housekeeping tasks and watched the soup-kettle while they

practised their 'stunts.' ... Sunday mornings, this gor-

geous company used to set out for the country to picnic on
the grass . . . and when one of us had spent thirty cents he

was accused of prodigality. . .

.

" After I had spent the day at the Conservatoire, I be-

took myself at half-past five o'clock to rue Basse-du-

Temple, a sort of alley parallel to the boulevard, where the

stage-doors opened. The ( shows' then began at six o'clock.

[This was from 1856 to 1861.] What a crowd! What a

court of miracles! Imagine all the ' supers,' all the me-

chanics, all the wardrobe women and dressers, all the

choruses of ten theatres packed into this narrow, muddy
alley, full of venders of sausage, of wine, of tarts ... it was

dirty, it was verminous, and it reeked of garlic. . . . But

how amusing, how picturesque, how living!

"In my orchestra pit I worked during the dialogues—
of which there were many in the op£ra-comiques. I had

drawn some staves on the heads of my drums, and there I

worked out my lessons in fugue and saved myself the price

of some sheets of music-paper which cost three sous for five

sheets. . . . During the intermissions, we gathered in the

former stable of the Th6atre-Historique that the good

Dumas had built for the horses of D'Artagnan and of

Bussy d'Amboise. . . .

"What fine artistic battles were fought in the theatre,

then ! . . . The first performance of ' Faust ' was in our

theatre on the 19th of March, 1859. Gounod had won us all

to faith in his ability, and Madame Carvalho was sublime;

but this new music was so different to that which was then

popular. L6on Carvalho had given the opera an adorable

setting; IA> Delibes was the conductor; all the principal
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parts were superbly sung. But the audience was restless.

They hissed the soldiers' chorus and the final trio. . .

.

Gounod wept.

"It was not until two years later that a second attempt

to popularize the opera met with triumphant success.

"

The Theatre-Lyrique (formerly Dumas's Theatre-

Historique) was where one now descends to the Metro at

Place de la Republique. For nothing now remains of the

old "boulevard of crime" except its name and its happy
memories. We must see it all with our mind's eye; what's

stamped on our retina is a modern street due to Baron

Haussmann. All that is left of yester-years are the houses

numbered 42, 44, 46, 48, at the first of which Gustave

Flaubert lived during six months annually for fifteen years,

and where he wrote "Madame Bovary," "Salammbo," etc.

Here he was visited on Sunday afternoons by the brothers

Goncourt, Theophile Gautier, Taine, and others of lesser

note.

Beyond here there is nothing of special interest on the

boulevards until you come to the Bastille, which is de-

scribed in our Chapter Five.
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A THIRD SUNDAY IN PARIS

You may be so fortunate as to have a third Sunday in

Paris; and if you do, you may like this outline, in whole or

in part. Most of it may be followed on any day of the week;

but I put it in a Sunday class because of the Beaux-Arts,

whose visiting-hours are from twelve to four on Sundays.

It seems to me that every intelligent visitor to Paris should

come away with some impression of the Beaux-Arts. If

your Sundays are fewer than three, you could easily make
the Beaux-Arts and Saint-Germain-des-Pres part of your

first Sunday, going to them after your luncheon and on your

way to the Luxembourg Gardens.

There are a few more things I'd like to have you see in

the Marais quarter; and if that phase of Paris interests you,

I suggest that you spend part of the morning there. You
may prefer, however, to have this morning for the Louvre
— Sunday morning is one of my favorite times for going

there — or for some of the other museums; in the latter

event, you have only to omit the Old Paris stroll, or transfer

it to another day, and "pick up the trail" at the Boeuf-il-

ia-Mode, for luncheon.

Now, then, for the Marais!

Take the M6tro, or tram 3 or 4 to the Saint-Paul station

(whence you have twice before set out), and turn west into

rue Francois-Miron which used to be part of rue Saint-

Antoine, the main highway from the east gate into the city.

This easternmost end of it ran through the great tourna-

ment field where Henry II was mortally wounded by Mont-
gomery; and the western end, in Roman and much later

times, bordered a vast cemetery, or "field of rest."
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The street has many old houses; but the one to which I

specially direct you is the Hotel Beauvais, at number 68 —
built in 1655, on ground where once stood a house in which

Tasso wrote part of " Jerusalem Delivered. " The present

mansion was erected for Catherine Bellier, wife of Pierre de

Beauvais, who had been a peddler of ribbons, then a stcre-

keeper, and had growTi rich enough to buy a title and a

place at Court — which latter he got by marrying Cath-

erine, a one-eyed wanton who as first lady of the bed-

chamber to Anne of Austria came to know so many things

that she had to be treated deferentially. It was this woman
who instructed Louis XIV in many things which were to

his discredit and — therefore — to her profit.

Anne used to come here frequently to visit her con-

fidante; and she accepted Catherine's hospitality on

August 28, 1660, to see the gorgeous entry of her son, Louis

XIV, into Paris with his Spanish bride, Marie-Therese.

Beside Anne that day sat her unfortunate sister-in-law,

Henrietta Maria of England, and the latter's youngest

daughter who was soon to be Anne's other daughter-in-law.

Turenne, the great marshal, was there also; and Mazarin —
too ill to ride in the procession, in his gorgeous coach

painted by Lebrun, escorted by his Musketeers, and drawn

by mules because He whom Mazarin was supposed to serve

had entered Jerusalem on an ass. Xothing could more

perfectly illustrate how little, after all his bitter experience,

Mazarin had learned of the Parisian populace, than his

ordering that coach, thus drawn, to be a part of that pa-

rade; a better butt for ridicule could scarcely have been

devised.

The procession was the most magnificent that Paris had

ever seen, requiring nearly twelve hours to pass. There

were balconies on Hotel Beauvais then (you may sen a

somewhat similar one now on number 82), and thereon sat
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the notables who were not in the passing pageant. The
throng in this street was dense; and it may have been here

that young Madame Scarron stood, and had her first

glimpse of the resplendent sovereign who was one day to be

her husband.

You may like to fancy what were Anne of Austria's

thoughts as she looked dowTn on the young Spanish bride

(her niece) and recalled her own bridal procession into

Paris from Spain, five-and-forty years before. Beside her,

hastening toward his grave, sat that prelate-minister whose

relations with her had scandalized the world and brought

on a civil war. Was there, in Anne's mind, doubt or cer-

tainty as to the paternity of that young King who was rid-

ing by?

Christina of Sweden was a later tenant of this mansion.

And in 1763, when the Bavarian ambassador owned and

occupied it, Mozart was his guest. The next proprietor

perished on the guillotine, in 1794. (See the beautiful oval

court.)

Turn down (on your left) rue Geoffroy-l'Asnier, a de-

lightful old thirteenth-century street, at number 26 in

which is what remains of the Hotel Chalons-Luxembourg,

with a doorway worth travelling miles to see. D'Annunzio

once lived here. At number 19 there are the remains of a

house which dates back at least to 1350 (according to the

Marquis de Rochegude) and was confiscated by the English

in 1422.

The sinister rue Grenier-sur-PEau which faces you, with

the belfry of Saint-Gervais dominating its west end, is

worth walking through, to give you impressions which may
help to vivify for you, some day, stories of "the mysteries

of Paris"; and also because of another reason:

At the end of this short street is rue des Barres; and

thereby hangs a tale — one of the best tales that any man
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»ver wrote: "Marguerite de Valois." (One cannot re-read,

in Paris, all the books one would like to. But I will guar-

antee that every one who has his copy of "Marguerite"

with him, and its topography fresh in his mind as he goes

about Paris, will be richly rewarded therefor.)

Do you remember the mysterious rendezvous of La Mole

and Coconnas after they and Marguerite and the Duchesse

de Xevers had left the abode of the Florentine sorcerer on

the pont Saint-Michel? La Mole and Coconnas were sitting

in the inn, the Belle Etoile, in rue de FArbre-Sec, when a

man entered and gave them each a letter saying: "You are

waited for in rue Saint-Antoine, opposite rue de Jouy."

(That is, rue Frangois-Miron; and rue de Jouy runs south-

east from it, near Hotel Beauvais.) And there two duennas

met the ardent' lovers, and told them that they must be

blindfolded and led the rest of the way. So they came to

the house in rue Cloche-Perce, where their ladies awaited

them. (Rue Cloche-Perce runs north from rue Frangois-

Miron, almost opposite rue Geoffroy-rAsnier.)

This house had two entrances exactly alike, you will re-

call; and on a later night when Henry of Xavarre, his

brothers-in-law, Charles IX and Anjou (later Henry III),

with the Due de Guise, had tracked Marguerite thither,

the ladies and the lovers fled out the other street (rue

Tiron), leaving the four men wondering. In rue Frangois-

Miron (then called rue Saint-Antoine) the men separated

into two pairs. And Charles IX with Henry of Xavarre

went down rue Geoffroy-rAsnier to rue Grenier-sur-PEau,

and through the latter to rue des Barres. There they

stopped before a small lone house in the middle of a garden,

enclosed by high walls. Charles took a key from his pocket

and opened the door.
"

' Henriot/ said the King, ' I told you that when I go out

from the Louvre I go out from hell. When I enter here I

enter Paradise.'

"
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The scene that follows, in the house of Marie Touchet

("the only being," Charles told Henry, "who loves me for

myself"), has for me an extraordinary pathos and vivid-

ness, so that it seems impossible for me to walk hereabout?

except in company with those two young men on that mid'

night visit to Marie and the sleeping baby boy who, but for

the bar-sinister on his birth, would have made so different

the history of France.

Long before Charles's day there was another royal

romance associated with rue des Barres. In the fourteenth

century a lover of Isabeau of Bavaria was proprietor of

Hotel des Barres; his name was Boiseredon, and Charles

VI had him thrown into the river in a sack, with these

words: "Let the King's justice be executed."

There was a church here dedicated to Saint-Gervais as

early as the sixth century. It was rebuilt in the thirteenth

century, again in the fifteenth, and lastly in the sixteenth.

Madame de S6vign6 was married here. And here Paul

Scarron was buried. It is, of all the interesting events asso-

ciated with Saint-Gervais, the latter that I always seem to

"see" there; it must have been a goodly company that paid

its last respects to the little man with the pain-twisted,

impotent body and the agile tongue. And there was the

penniless young widow, whose existence had been hand-to-

mouth enough as wife, but was to be even more precarious

for some years hence.

There is a chapel here called Chapelle de Scarron, which

Madame de Maintenon is supposed to have erected to the

memory of her first husband. But the truth (as established

by MM. de Boilisle and Hallays) is that a hundred and ten

yean after Scarron's burial its expenses were still unpaid

and the parish had not ceased complaining of the fact.

And, furthermore, his widow was very far from wishing to

do anything to conserve his memory. His works were not
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permitted to be reprinted in France. Racine was disgraced

for mentioning them at Court. By Madame's express com-

mands, no mention of her first marriage was made in her

epitaph.

The interior of Saint-Gervais is little changed since the

end of the fifteenth century, and has always been impres-

sive, but is more so than ever now, because one must be far

from sentient who does not feel the atmosphere of that

Good Friday, 1918, when a great congregation had gath-

ered here to pray and to listen to the Tenebrse chanted by

the famous choir of Saint-Gervais. Every heart there must

have been heavy-laden that day, and lifted up in agonized

supplication to the Crucified, when the shell from "Big

Bertha" struck the north side, and seventy-five of the

kneeling suppliants were killed, ninety others injured.

Note, in the left aisle, the tablet bearing the names of

men of this parish who died in the late war. Note these

commemorative tablets in every church, school, and public

building you enter. A moment of reverence and of emotion

before each and every one of them is, it seems to me, the

least we can do, "lest we forget." Such a toll as was taken!

And in the night that still covers us, it is hard for some to

see for what they died.

Go into Saint-Gervais by all means. It is full of artistic

treasures; it is in itself greatly impressive; and you may be

fortunate enough to hear the Chanteurs.

The Place Baudoyer, north of the church, occupies part

of the site of the old cemetery of Saint-Jean-en-Greve

which was not removed until 1830. Where the former

Caserne Napoleon is (now an annex of the Hotel-de-Ville),

on the opposite side of the square from the Mairie, there

was once (in 1379 and thereabouts) the Paris mansion of

the sires of Coucy, those great feudal lords who dared to

defy the kings of France. And it is a curious coincidence
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that "Big Bertha' ' was located near Coucy, their famous

castle, nearly ninety miles northeast.

On the south side of Saint-Gervais is the rue de l'Hotel-

de-Ville, one of the most ancient-appearing in Paris, with

many very old houses. If you don't care about that walk

with Charles IX and Henry of Navarre to Marie Touchet's

house, take the rue de l'H6tel-de-Ville all the way from rue

Geoffroy-l'Asnier to the Place de l'H6tel-de-Ville.

When you came here, early in your Paris stay, to visit

the great City Hall of Paris and the little Ward Hall of the

Fourth Arrondissement, close by, I did not urge upon your

attention anything of the history of this famous square of

which the Marquis de Rochegude says that "its history

would be the history of Paris, and even the history of

France."

I doubt if you want to linger, now, long enough to recall

much of it. The outstanding feature of it in most people's

minds, I find, is the fact that here for more than five hun-

dred years executions took place.

The first Town Hall here was a mansion called "The
House of Pillars," in which, Victor Hugo says, Charles V
lived when dauphin. Etienne Marcel, whose bold eques-

trian statue stands here overlooking the Seine (which is his

grave), bought that house for headquarters for the people's

interests, in 1357. Nearly two hundred years later, Francis I

laid the cornerstone of a new H6tel-de-Ville which was

not finished until 1628— nothing at all was done on it

from 1548 to 1600. This building, which was the theatre of

much drama in the unfolding of history, was burned by the

Communards in 1871; and the one we see was built be-

tween 1874 and 1882.

The square was, however, an important gathering point

for the Paris populace long before Marcel gave it official

headquarters there. Away back even in Roman times this
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bit of ground (whose other name is the Greve, or Strand)

was the scene of so many disputes between masters (usually

boat-owners, who docked here) and men, that the French

word for a labor strike is "une greve." And all through the

centuries this has been a favorite place for the people of

Paris to vaunt their grievances.

You will recall Hugo's descriptions of the square in

" Notre Dame de Paris." Many other romances also pre-

sent pictures of it — notably your " Marguerite," with the

unforgettable scene of the execution of La Mole and

Coconnas.

It was here that Henry II saw Anne Dubourg strangled

and then burned as a heretic; and here that Montgomery,

whose lance caused Henry's death, was beheaded. (For the

romance of Montgomery, read Dumas's "The Two Di-

anes.") Here Ravaillac suffered those varied tortures

which may have been devised in punishment and may have

had something to do with the effort to make him name
accomplices. Here died one who, if she had nothing to do

with causing Henry IV's death, certainly was in no wise

cast down by it: that Eleonore Galigai (or Concini), Marie

de Medicis's half-sister, who came from Florence with

Marie and kept Marie well supplied with mischievous ad-

vice whenever Marie had overdrawn her own funds of

intrigue, rapacity, etc. The Marquise de Brinvilliers was

executed here in 167G, in the presence of a vast and fashion-

able throng; and four years later this was the setting for

another poisoner's death: Catherine Monvoisin, known as

"La Voisin," through whom Olympe Mancini had sought

to poison Louise de la Valliere, and Madame de Montespan
tried to do away with Louis XIV. So many personages in

very high places were implicated with La Voisin that the

dignity of the throne was conserved only by great secrecy

in dealing with the affair. Sardou used this for the plof
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of his play, " Affaire des Poisons," and Funck-Brentano

quotes freely from the long-suppressed documents concern-

ing it, in the Bastille archives, in his fascinating book "La
Drame de Poisons.

"

Damiens, who tried to kill Louis XV, was done to death

here with a variety of tortures which might have indicated

exasperation at his non-success. And here the guillotine

functioned for the first time, on April 25, 1792, to behead an

assassin, Pelletier. Carrier, the arch-terrorist of Nantes,

and Fouquier-Tinville, the prosecutor who had sent so

many hundreds to the guillotine, both perished here. The
last execution here was in 1832.

The square is more than twice as spacious now as it used

to be; and whole streets have been swept away in its ag-

grandizement. One of these was the rue du Mouton on the

corner of which stood the "house with the lantern" (or

lamp-pole) where Foulon and others were hanged early in

the Revolution, giving rise to the cry: "Aristocrats to the

Lantern!" Gone, too, is the charming turret which Hugo
loved; and all trace of that Tour-Roland, or "Rat-Hole,"

he describes so vividly, wherein misguided women walled

themselves up and existed in squalor on the alms of

passers-by.

If you started this walk fairly early (say ten-thirty), it

should not be now more than verging toward noon. Per-

haps you would like to take the Metro again, at the Hotel-

de-Ville station, and find yourself in a very few minutes

(five, maybe) at the Tuileries station, close to the entrance

of the Musee du Louvre. If, on the other hand, you spent

a couple of hours at the Louvre before taking this walk, you

may leave the M6tro at the Palais-Royal station, which is

close to the rue de Valois and the Bceuf-a-la-Mode. (I

seldom find myself in the Metro, because I am so loath to

whizz along underground, beneath places which infinitely
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invite sauntering; but I suggest it to more hurried travel-

lers, as a time-saver.)

If you do not feel like lunching at the Bceuf-a-la-Mode,

try the Cafe de Rohan in the Place du Palais-Royal, or the

Regence in the Place du Theatre-Frangais.

One reason why I suggest the Boeuf-a-la-Mode is that I

never tire of it; and another is that there is a " bit " near by,

in rue des Bons-Enfants, which I think you will like to see

and to associate with Dumas.

He was one-and-twenty when he came to Paris to seek

his fortune, in 1823 — that dusky lad from Villers-

Cotterets; slim, then, and most romantic-looking, unless

Deveria greatly idealized him in the portrait that gives us

our impression — and was set down from his diligence in

rue du Bouloi, and betook himself and his few belongings to

a hotel at number 9 in that street, whence he immediately

set out for the home of his father's old comrade-in-arms
;

General Foy, who lived at the corner of rue de la Chauss£e-

d'Antin and rue de la Victoire. Alexandre wanted a job —
or, more strictly speaking, he needed one; but his qualifica-

tions for any sort of job were exceedingly meagre, and

seemed to begin and end in good penmanship. On the

strength of that, and General Foy's influence, he was given

a petty clerkship in the chancellery of Orleans — which is

to say, in the offices where accounts were kept for that

gentleman who was shortly to become King Louis-Philippe.

This office was at number 19 rue des Bons-Enfants, and

hither came Alexandre, at a salary of twelve hundred

francs a year (about five dollars a week), and was so dashing

in his manner of opening envelopes and sealing them that

he attracted the attention of his department chief who re-

ported to the Due d'Orleans that the young man not only

wrote a very good hand, but "even is not lacking in intel-

ligence."
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But Alexandre had scarcely set foot to those magic pave-

ments of Paris when he was spoiled for clerkship. He began

hearing voices, encountering gallant phantoms, living in

those yesterdays which are never dead in Paris.

I would that I dared to take space here for an extract

from his "Memoirs," wherein he tells of his first theatre-

going in Paris, and how he found himself seated beside

Charles Nodier, and how he got into conversation with that

remarkable man who had so much to do with the Romantic

movement in French literature. But you will go on a regu-

lar "Dumas spree" after you have been in Paris; and you

will want to read the "Memoirs," too. So I shall do no

more here than commend to you the whole "orgy."

Dumas's first efforts in writing were dramas: "Christine

[of Sweden] at Fontainebleau," then "Henry III and his

Court," which was produced at the Comedie-Frangaise on

February 11, 1829, and was an immediate triumph. It had

need to be! For the young author, when his scribbling pro-

clivities had been discovered in the office, was ordered to

choose between his job and his folly— and he stuck to the

latter.

His pay had risen, then, to twenty-five dollars a month;

so it was a bold, if not a foolhardy, young man who came

out of number 19 rue des Bons-Enfants, his back turned

upon his means of support and his face grave with worry;

for he had his mother to care for, and there was little Alex-

andre, then four years old, whom the young father regarded

with full as much paternal responsibility as if a bishop had

blessed the union of which he was the fruit.

The Due d'Orleans was in the audience at the Theatre-

Frangais for that first performance of "Henry III"; and so

was his office-manager who had made Dumas choose be-

tween sealing letters and scribbling plays. And when Du-
inas reached his humble home that night, after the wild ac-
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claim of the theatre, he found an effusive note of congratu-

lation from the man who had, in effect, "fired" him.

It has had much other history— that building at num-

ber 19 — but none that you will, I think, care about except

that of the clerk who, although he was not lacking in intelli-

gence, was not permitted to draw twenty-five dollars a

month and have his head full of plays.

This is an ancient street. When Philippe-Auguste was

King, they called it "the Glichy road"; then, in 1202, a

hospital of Bons-Enfants, or Good Children, was built here,

and the street took its name.

You will be interested in the vaulted passage (at num-
ber 8) that was once the entrance to the cloisters of Saint-

Honor^, the old convent, founded in 1204 and destroyed in

1793; and in the many other "passages" in which this cor-

ner of Paris abounds.

In rue Montesquieu (on the site of the old hospital and

college of Bons-Enfants) is the "mother-house" of the Du-
val restaurants, and quite the best of them all. It is lodged

in a building (number 6) wherein there was once a shop in

which M. Chauchard worked as clerk — he who founded

the Magasins du Louvre, owned the beautiful white house

in the Bois de Boulogne, and left the superb Chauchard

collection of paintings to the Louvre.

The Bank of France is at the other (north) end of rue des

Bons-Enfants, housed, partly, in a mansion which once be-

longed to the Comte de Toulouse, one of de Montespan's

sons, by Louis XIV. His son, the Due de Penthrievre, was

father-in-law of the Prinecsse de Lamballe, and her home
Was there. The corner of rue Radziwill and rue La Vrilliere

contains what is left of the famous mansion.

Xow to the Bceuf-&-la-Mode, at number 8 rue de Valois,

in the old Hotel Melusine that Richelieu built and Boisro-

bert occupied, as I reminded you in our first chapter; and
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which later belonged to the founder of the Arsenal library

— as I did not then remind you because you would prob-

ably have cared less about this fact than (I hope) you

care now. (At number 10 is the fagade of the Orleans

Chancellery, which runs through to 19 rue des Bons-

Enfants.)

After a luncheon there, which should be deeply restful,

satisfying to the mind as the delicious food is to the body,

fare forth again across Place du Palais-Royal, beneath the

Pavilion Richelieu, and (unless you are an indifferent

walker) stroll across Place du Carrousel and over pont du

Carrousel to quai Malaquais. If you must save steps, take

a bus (A V, A G, A M, A N) across the bridge, and get off

on the quai. The entrance to the Beaux-Arts is on rue

Bonaparte, a few doors south of the quai.

If you are a lover of Anatole France, you will love quai

Malaquais for his sake; his " Little Pierre" has given this

vicinity an exquisite interest which will, doubtless, remain

freshly charming as long as that which La Fontaine left in

the same places.

You will recall that when Marguerite of Valois had cried

for vengeance upon one of her young lovers for slaying an-

other of them, and had seen that vengeance done, outside

her Hotel de Sens, she was smitten with horror of that place

and asked her obliging ex-husband to give her another.

He complied gallantlyand understandingly with her request,

and gave her an extensive property on this side of the river.

Her new residence was on rue de Seine, the next street run-

ning south from the river, east of rue Bonaparte. She had

not many neighbors, for this part of Paris was still little

more than fields rolling riverwards from the hoary old ab-

bey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres; and with that good nature

which characterized her, she was far from selfish with her

new domain, but allowed her meadows and gardens and
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shaded paths to go on giving pleasure (as they had done be-

fore her coming) to the simple folk of the crowded quarters

east of her. 'Which so popularized Marguerite that Marie

de Medieis, her successor, had to think of something similar

to bring herself forward as a "friend of the people" — and

caused the Cours la Reine to be laid out, on the other bank

of the river, west of what is now Place de la Concorde.

Another thing that Marguerite did when she got her new
property was to recall that once upon a time in the days of

her captivity in Auvergne she had vowed to Jacob that if

he, who knew how to wrestle with the angel of the Lord,

would intervene on her behalf, she would erect an altar to

him as soon as she was free. In obedience to this vow, she

now built a chapel — here where you are about to enter the

Beaux-Arts— and put it under the care of the barefoot fri-

ars who were called Petits-Augustins. To do this, she had

to dislodge some other monks who had been camped on this

site. They moved to what is now rue Jacob (in memory of

Marguerite's deliverer) around the corner; and there Marie

de Medieis founded for them the Charity Hospital which

is still there. A noble rivalry of royal dames was that.

The convent of the Petits-Augustins was suppressed in

1790, and this place then entered upon an extraordinary

new phase of its sufficiently varied history.

Although the Revolution was scarcely launched, it had

already become evident that some of its partisans were go-

ing to be very destructive of everything which seemed to

them associated with the old privileges — ecclesiastical or

seignorial.

There was then in Paris a young man of thirty, known to

few. who was a -tudent of painting and a critic of it in a

small way. His name was Alexandre Lenoir, and so great

was his love of France's heritage in art, so desperate his

anguish at the thought of mobs destroying it, that he was
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finally instrumental in getting authority to save what he

could, as he could, and to store the books and manuscripts

in the convents of the Cordeliers and of the Capucines, and

the paintings and sculpture in the convent of the Petits-

Augustins.

What a task for one man to undertake in behalf of poster-

ity ! He had, says Edouard Drumont in his admirable chap-

ter on Lenoir, in "Mon Vieux Paris," to be forewarned of

everything, to be everywhere at the same time— or almost

that; now to demand some statues of precious metals which

had been carried to the Mint for coinage, again to save

some of bronze which were being hauled to a cannon-foun-

dry; now at Saint-Denis when the kings were being

snatched from their sepulchres, and now in cemeteries where

the ashes of Moliere and La Fontaine were in d.anger of be-

ing scattered. While he was striving to preserve the abbey

of Cluny, the refectory and library of Saint-Germain-des-

Pr6s went up in flames. A bayonet pierced him when he

threw himself upon Richelieu's tomb, in the church of the

Sorbonne, to save it from a mob.

One day he hurried out to the Faubourg-Saint-Honor6

and arrived just in time to rescue from some quarrelling

second-hand dealers Michelangelo's " Captives," the only

work of the great master now owned by the Louvre. (The

figures are in the Salle de Michel-Ange, of the Renaissance

Sculptures.) These figures, designed for the tomb of Pope

Julius II, were given by Michelangelo to one of the Strozzi

who in turn presented them to the Constable de Montmo-
rency, from whose chateau at ficouen they were taken by

Richelieu and carried to his own place in Poitou. The last

Marshal Richelieu brought them to Paris, and it was from

among his widow's goods that Lenoir rescued them. On
that same expedition of salvage, he found a Raphael in a

loft near by.
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Sometimes he bought what he could not otherwise pre-

serve. Witness these extracts from his accounts

:

"Four bas-reliefs in white marble, one by Jean Goujon,

500 francs."

"Six stained-glass windows painted by Pinaigrier in

1600, 400 francs."

And so on!

He got them as he could, and he gathered them in, until

this old convent of Marguerite's was such a storehouse as

had never been seen before and will never be seen again:

"eighteen centuries represented by their most eloquent

creations. Fragments of altars to Jupiter and of Christian

churches, Gallo-Roman sarcophagi and tombs of great

knights and nobles, Gothic statues expressing the tender,

touching faith of the Middle Age, the masterpieces of the

Renaissance full of pagan beauty; architectural fragments

from Clairvaux where Saint Bernard prayed, from Anet

where Diane de Poitiers reigned supreme, from Versailles

where Du Barry was thrust into prominence; salvage of

palaces, of oratories, of boudoirs; all that was eloquent of

the former world whose most illustrious representatives

were daily mounting the scaffold.
,,

When the Terror was over, Lenoir had more time to con-

template his great salvage piles, and to realize what an op-

portunity was there for a museum of French monuments;

he brought this idea before the committee on public instruc-

tion, where it was well received. He was authorized to

constitute and to direct such a museum, and it was opened

to the public on September 1, 1795. The entrance was here

where you are now going in from rue Bonaparte — which

was then called rue des Petits-Augustins. And the loveli-

with which the treasure- were displayed has probably

never been equalled in any museum. I would like to quote

at great length from M. Drumont's book, but am fearful of
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making this chapter too long. Those among you who read

French would do very well to get the book for yourselves.

Ernest Flammarion is the publisher— buy the book at his

stalls beneath the Odeon arcade.

For those who do not read French, let me summarize a
bit, and quote Drumont's closing paragraph.

The Museum of French Monuments lasted throughout

the rest of the Directory, through the Consulate and the

Empire. Napoleon, with his zeal for the glory of France in

the arts, was a good friend to it. But it was closed under

Louis XVIII, and the incomparable collection dispersed.

Louis, when reproached for this, disavowed responsibility

for the order. It was just one of the many stupidities of his

regime. Lenoir was heartbroken. Four years later he was

one of those charged with the restoration of the Cluny; and

when M. du Sommerard rented it to house his collection,

Lenoir— who was still living— had every right to believe

that but for his efforts a man like du Sommerard would

have had neither the taste nor the desire to amass such a

treasure, nor would the cultured people of Paris have been

so appreciative of it.

"And with regard to the literary movement which was

taking place around him," M. Drumont continues, "he

also had his indisputable reason to know that he was a part

of it. Many of the historians who preceded the poets and

the artists in the return to the study of the past— Guizot,

Augustin Thierry, and others — had been able in their

youth to visit the Museum of French Monuments, to stand

in awe before its marvels, and to resolve that they would

know more about that ancient civilization which expressed

itself in such beauty. It seems to me that Michelet speaks

somewhere [he does, indeed!] of his first sensations on visit-

ing this museum, and one loves to think of him in his ardent

youth evoking before those assembled masterpieces, those
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Middle Ages which his prodigious imagination has recalled

to life in pages luminous and living."

The School of Fine Arts (Eeole des Beaux-Arts — called

"Boze R") was founded in the year that the museum was

suppressed. Your guidebook will tell you what there is to

see at the famous school, and I hope I have helped you to

feel that you must salute the bust of Lenoir as you go by it.

How much we owe to his vision and his courage, no one will

ever be able to compute.

It is a charm-full place. And after you have seen it you

will comprehend why most of the men who create distin-

guished beauty all over the modern world are Beaux-Arts

men.

Rue Bonaparte is one of my favorite Paris streets, and

one which I most delight to introduce to my friends.

You may not feel its charm in a single and hasty visit,

although even then you can scarcely fail to be attracted

by its little shops selling copies of art masterpieces.

Over here, better than elsewhere in Paris, one finds those

post-cards (so precious after one's return home) reproduc-

ing choice etchings of Old Paris, engraved portraits of his-

toric personages, facsimiles of famous documents in the Na-

tional Archives, and the like. Prodigality in the purchase

of these will, I assure you, never be regretted.

The Academy of Medicine next door to the Beaux-Arts

i.< little likely to interest you. Across the street is the short

rue des Beaux-Arts, which was cut through in 1825, de-

stroying a mansion which belonged to Turenne and then

to the Due de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, and which had

as tenant-, after the Revolution, David, the painter; David

d'Angers, the sculptor; and Talma, the tragedian. Among
those who have lived in the little street are Prosper Meli-

nite, the friend of Empress Eugenie and author of "Car-

men"; Pradier, the sculptor; Corot; Ampere; and Fantin-
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Latour whc^e studio was there for thirty-six years. About

1835, Thackeray lived in rue des Beaux-Arts, while he was

bent upon making a painter of himself; and it is doubtful if

any other period of his life was so happy. "What a Para-

dise this gallery [of the Louvre] is for French students, or

foreigners who sojourn in the capital !" he wrote, describing

his life in those days. "They sleep, perhaps, in a garret,

and dine in a cellar; but no grandee in Europe has such a

drawing-room. Bang's houses have at best but damask

hangings and gilt cornices. What are these to a wall cov-

ered with canvas by Paul Veronese, or a hundred yards

of Rubens?'

'

"La Revue des Deux-Mondes" was for many years pub-

lished at number 17 rue Bonaparte. Among its contributors

were Balzac, Dumas, Hugo, George Sand, Alfred de Vigny,

Musset, and Eugene Sue.

Number 19 was the home of the Princess Charlotte-

Dorothee de Rohan-Rochefort, niece of the Cardinal de

Rohan of "necklace" fame, and wife of the young Due
d'Enghien shot at Vincennes by Bonaparte's orders.

Friends of mine who live at number 18 and who are ar-

dent antiquarians maintain that it is this house which be-

longed to C6sar, Due de Vendome, son of Henry IV and

Gabrielle d'Estr^es, and in which he died. The Marquis de

Rochegude believes that Cesar's house was the one now
numbered 20. I don't know anybody in number 20, so I like

to believe that this may be the one time when the Marquis

nods. Benjamin Ellis Martin, in "The Stones of Paris" (a

delightful book, albeit the authors— Mr. and Mrs. Martin
— "nod" frequently, and sometimes startlingly), says that

the house, numbered 18, in this street to which Madame
Hugo brought her boys in 1818, stood on ground now cov-

ered by the entrance court of the Beaux-Arts. The building

in which they lived was part of the old convent, and is now
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demolished and cannot be identified with the present num-

ber 18. Andre" Hallays, who has made a very serious study

of Victor Hugo's Paris dwellings, says that the room of Vic-

tor and his brother overlooked the court of the convent

wherein still stood many of the sculptured treasures saved

by Lenoir, and that these wrought a profound impression

upon the imagination of the young poet.

Hugo himself tells us with what distress he saw from his

window Lenoir's collection being dispersed.

Up this street toward the Church of Saint-Germain-des-

Pres, there used to go, in those evenings when Madame
Hugo and her boys lived here, a little group which you may
still see — if you care to, and know how. The brothers

walked arm-in-arm ahead. Their mother, wearing a gown
of coxcomb-colored merino and a yellowish cashmere

shawl, followed, carrying her little work-bag. You shall go

with them, presently, to the Hotel de Toulouse, where

Adele Foucher, Victor's childhood sweetheart and future

wife, lived with her parents. Just now, I must ask you to

let them disappear beyond rue Jacob, while you stroll down
this delicious old rue Visconti, opposite number 20.

The Hugos are very modern folk, now, and you have

come here to call on — whom? I shall let you choose.

If you are a Calvinist, you may be in search of some of

your co-religionists who, about the time of the Saint Bar-

tholomew massacre, lived here in such numbers that the

street was called " Little Geneva." In the year of Henry
IPs death, a householder in this street was prosecuted for

meat-eating on Friday. Perhaps you belong to the period a

hundred years and more later, and have come to call on Ra-

cine who spent the last seven years of his life in number 21

(not 13 as many of the guidebooks say) and died there in

1699. A few years later this was Adrienne Lecouvreur's

home; here that fine creature died, in the arms of her lover,
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the Marshal de Saxe, and hence she was carried in the dead

of a moonless night, March 2, 1730, to be buried like a pet

dog, in a vacant lot of rue de Grenelle. You may be going

with Voltaire to visit her. Or you may be accompanying

David Garrick, thirty-five years later, on a visit to Made-
moiselle Clairon, also of the Comedie-Frangaise, who lived

here in this same house for eighteen years during all her

great triumphs in the House of Moliere where the audience,

cheering, used to cry: "Vive le roi et Mademoiselle

Clairon!"

The tablet on the house says that La Champmesle, once

Racine's mistress, lived in this house, too. But M. Hallays

says that it is highly improbable, and tells why.

Perhaps it is to number 17 that your footsteps are di-

rected, to call on the young printer, Honor6 de Balzac, who
is faring so badly with his business venture that for many
years after his failure here he will not be able to pass the

street without a groan in memory of all that failure made
him suffer. He lived here, as well as worked here, having a

"bachelor apartment" above his print-shop.

Later, both Delaroche and Delacroix were tenants—
successively— of a vast studio atop this same house. It

was there that Delacroix painted "The Shipwreck of Don
Juan" and "Constantinople taken by the Crusaders,"

which you may see in the collection of French works of the

nineteenth century at the Louvre.

If you have left rue Visconti at its east end and do not

want to retrace your steps, you may follow rue de Seine to

rue Jacob (remembering Marguerite and her prayer to Ja-

cob and his angel) along which, on the south side, used to

run the walls of the abbey garden of Saint-Germain-des-

. At the corner of rue Jacob and rue de Furstemberg

you may see a pillar of one of the old abbey gates. Go up

rue de Furstemberg where the abbey stables used to be, and
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at number 6 in which Delacroix died (glancing into the

twisting little rue Cardinale), to rue de l'Abbaye which was

cut through the grand cloister of the abbey after the Revo-

lution; and take a good look at the abbot's palace (number

3) which was built by the Cardinal Charles de Bourbon in

15S6 — four years before the Due de Mayenne, leader of

the Ligue, proclaimed the Cardinal King of France, in op-

position to the claims of that other Bourbon, Henry of Na-

varre. The beautiful refectory and the Lady-Chapel built

by Pierre de Montereau, architect of Sainte-Chapelle, were

where this street now runs.

My recommendation to you is to see this corner in day-

light, and then to come back to it well after dark and stroll

through it again— for reasons which I shall presently tell

you.

Now for some details of the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-

Pres, or Saint Germain of the Fields, which, like very many
old churches, was built to house a "relic" believed to be

miracle-working. This particular relic was the tunic of

Saint Vincent (I have to confess the deepest ignorance of

this saint and why his tunic was venerable) which Childe-

bert, son of Clovis, brought back with him from Saragossa

in Spain. When Childebert was besieging Saragossa, in 542,

he saw that the inhabitants were defending their city, not

with anus, but with chanting and carrying a reliquary —
which bo awed ( liildebert that he raised the siege. How he

persuaded the Bishop of Saragossa to part with such a valu-

able relic I do not dare to guess; but he got it (that tunic of

Saint Vincent's) and brought it to Paris, and built this

church to house it. It was called "the golden basilica"

of Saint Vincent, so splendid did it become with gifts

from kings and queens and other magnates of those days.

And when Saint Germain, Bishop of Paris, was buried

in it, in 570, his name began to be attached to it, along
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with Saint Vincent's, and finally to the exclusion of the

latter.

Nearly all the kings and queens of France's first regnant

race were buried here; but nothing is left of that first

church, which the Normans destroyed, except some frag-

ments of columns in the apse. Of this " comparatively mod-
ern" structure, nothing is more than some nine centuries

old, except the base of the belfry, which is of the ninth cen-

tury.

The abbey domain of Saint-Germain-des-Pres was a vast

one, stretching from the river literally miles away to the

southward; but the actual, walled, fortified abbey precincts

lay between the present boulevard and rue Jacob, and rue

Saint-Benoit and rue de FEchaude. So great was the pres-

tige of it, and so enormous the revenues, that kings coveted

the abbotcy and frequently got it for themselves or for

their children.

It is, however, not the early nor the ecclesiastical history

of Saint-Germain, I find, that chiefly interests most Paris

visitors; it is the Revolutionary scenes in and about the old

prison of the Abbaye; the September massacres; Charlotte

Corday; Madame Roland. The prison-site is now covered

by the boulevard Saint-Germain (cut through in the middle

of the nineteenth century) a little west of the passage de la

Petite-Bouchcrie. The massacres took place (on that Sun-

day we have recalled in our second chapter) in a court or

garden which used to cover ground that now is the junction

of rue Bonaparte with the Place Saint-Germain-des-Pres.

We read so much about the Abbaye Prison in the Revolu-

tion that I am sure many of you will appreciate this bit of

topography.

Do not miss the little garden, close to the scene of the

massacre, wherein are preserved, in a charming setting of

green, some of the fragments of Montereau's exquisite
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Lady-Chapel, demolished in 1802. This corner, in the

shade of the venerable gray tower, is one of the spots in

Paris you will, I think, most delight to recall when you

have left this enchanting city behind you in point of physi-

cal fact— to leave her otherwise seems to me an impossi-

bility. Young Republicans of these years of grace sleep re-

freshingly in this bit of the old royal abbey; young lovers

seek its friendly shadows in the evenings, nor care that here

were cloisters once. Gone are the entrenched privileges of

church and class, in assaults upon which so much blood

flowed, hereabouts and elsewhere. The world about us

seems very noisy yet, very unsettled; but if this little

corner speaks to us as it should, I opine that we shall take

heart a bit. Substantial, peaceful blessings do come out

of " ructions' ' — sometimes!

Across from the portal of the church is the Caf6 des Deux-

Magots which is an excellent place to sit and watch the

world go by, especially "of an evening."

Now, cross the boulevard, saluting the statue of Diderot

— to whose memory you have already paid tribute in rue de

Richelieu — placed here because this is almost the exact

site of his dwelling, in the thirteenth century rue Turanne;

and a step or two down rue de Rennes, enter the Cour du

Dragon, walking through it to rue du Dragon on its other

side.

This court looks as if it must have been the scene of

countless episodes historic, romantic, picturesque; as a mat-

ter of fact it is not very old, as antiquity goes in Paris, hav-

ing seen less than two centuries, and I don't know of a sin-

gle celebrated happening that had its background there.

Nevertheless, it is exceedingly interesting. In many places

in Paris you may step with a single stride out of bustling

modernity into the past; but unless you can stand there

quite alone, some insistent reminder of the twentieth cen-
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tur}' is almost sure to mar the illusion for you. Not so in the

Cour du Dragon; not even the people in it seem to have any
relation with a world later than that which knew Marat,

and mourned him.

A woman named Champagne who lived in the Cour du
Dragon in 1792, bought the clothes, "in very bad condition

and much-mutilated/ ' of the victims massacred at the Ab-
baye Prison that September Sunday, paying "375 livres 10

sols" for the lot, and for their boots and shoes "76 livres 5

sols." (I quote the figures, for to me they are eloquent of

the bargaining which must have gone on over these slashed

and blood-drenched garments.) She was probably just such

a one as Anatole France's "Widow Bargouiller" whom he

found here when he was twelve and bent on largesse to the

"deserving poor." That was about the beginning of the Sec-

ond Empire. If you were bent on finding the Citizeness

Champagne now, or the Widow Bargouiller (gin-faced and

viper-haired), you would probably have little difficulty—
they might have changed their names, but they would not

have changed their clothes (much) nor their outlook upon

life. .

The court has always been inhabited by many metal-

workers. My only point of personal contact with it is

through an exceedingly affable, kindly little old woman who
sells copper basins and pans in a dark little shop on the

court's south side. Perhaps she would trade in the gashed

and gory garments of privileged persons to-day, if the

chance came to her. I don't know. She certainly betrays

no blood-thirstiness, nor greed, when she sells her beautiful

coppers.

Rue du Dragon has a house, numbered 24, where Ber-

nard Palissy, the great potter, is supposed to have lived in

1 585 what time he thrust his last sticks of furniture into his

furnace to get the heat requisite for his glaze. But the
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house's claim to veneration on that account is disputed by

authorities I dare not gainsay. I'm sorry. I've stood in

front of the house, before I knew what those authorities

and had emotions which were very good for me. Now
I don't know where to have them. I can't do it in the

Louvre, where so many of his priceless productions are —
nor at the Cluny, where there are others. When persons

have become immortals and taken up their position forever-

more in niches in the Hall of Fame, they have become re-

mote from me. I always seek them out before they've got

so far; feel most at home with them when they are strug-

gling.

Very well! I can take all the emotion I used to expend on

two houses in this street, and address it, entire, to number

30, where Victor Hugo very certainly lived in an attic, in

1821, after his mother's death. M. Foucher had said that

Victor might have Adele when he could take care of her.

And Victor, with his four shirts and his seven hundred

francs, took up his mansard abode here with his cousin

come from Xantes to study law. Those who would know
how he lived have only to read the budget of Marius in

"Les Miserables." Without borrowing a sou, and even

with loans of five francs to a friend now and then, he man-

aged to buy a gorgeous suit of blue with gilt buttons and to

carry himself very well indeed in excellent society, although

his sufferings and privations were terribly acute.

" SometimeV he wrote, describing himself in Marius,
M an embarassed young man, carrying books under his arm,

might be <cQn entering the butcher shop on the corner,

crowded with jeering cooks whom he jostled, awkwardly;

hi- maimer was timid, yet wrathful, but he doffed hi< hat to

the astonished butcher, with a profound bow, and (lid the

same for the butch a- he asked for a mutton chop.

Sweat r^tood in beads on the brow of this extraordinary
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young man as he waited for his chop, paid six or seven sous

for it, put it (wrapped in paper) between two books, and
then went home. ... On that chop, cooked by himself, he

lived three days. The first day he ate the meat, the second

day he ate the fat, and the third day he gnawed the bone!

"

Thus the " Sublime Child" of nineteen who was to as-

tound the world a year later with his Odes and Ballads;

and, fortified by the pension of a thousand francs accorded

him by the King, to leave his garret and take unto himself

a wife. I have almost as great awe of Hugo in later years as

Theophile Gautier had when he climbed the stairs of Hugo's

house (in rue Jean Goujon) three times before he could

muster courage to ring the bell; but here in rue du Dragon I

feel on very easy terms with him, and share his indignation

at the way poets are treated by this contumelious world.

Those little streets, rue Bernard-Palissy and rue de

Sabot, which branch to right and left from rue du Dragon,

are very quaint and picturesque.

At the end of rue du Dragon is the Carrefour de la

Croix-Rouge, which dates from the fifteenth century and

was named for a red cross which once stood there.

If you are interested to see the military prison of the

Cherche-Midi, and the neighborhood where Victor Hugo
courted Adele, take rue du Cherche-Midi from the Carre-

four de la Croix-Rouge for a short distance— a little more

than a block. (Otherwise take rue de Sevres.) The prison

is at number 38 rue du Cherche-Midi; the Hotel de Tou-

louse, where Adele Foucher lived, was across the street,

until boulevard Raspail cut through here.

If you have come to look at the prison, follow the boule-

vard northward for a short block, past the big modern

IIoicl Lut6tia. The pretty little Square Boucicault is on

your loft, named in memory of the admirable woman who

founded the Bon-March6 and instituted so many favorable
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conditions for her employes, and containing also a statue

to another woman of great benevolence, the Baroness

Hirsch.

The site of the Abbaye aux Bois (to your right on rue de

Sevres) where Madame Recamier lived for thirty-odd

years, much of the time in blindness, is covered in part now

by a little street which, though it bears her name, was not

named for her. The demolition of that convent (in 1907

and 1908) has been greatly deplored by lovers of Old Paris.

In the new building at number 16 rue de Sevres, Boutet de

Monvel lived.

If it is a week-day on which you are making this saunter,

you will, of course, make some acquaintance with the Bon-

Marche. And if you are feminine, you will not get quickly

past the shop- on the south >ide of rue de Sevres, opposite

the Bon-March6, which flaunt such quantities of laces in

the fluttering breezes. (Some of it is cheap in quality as in

price; but there are fine laces to be had there, too, and not

too dear — if you know how to bargain.)

I am not greatly addicted to the Bon-March£, except for

ribbons and some kinds of gloves; but some of my friends

swear by it, and issue from its portals with surprisingly

good-looking frocks. Its January white sales were the first

of their kind, I believe, and are eagerly awaited by house-

wives all over France — for the great shops do an immense

mail-order busine—

.

Quite apart from intere-t in what the big magasins of

Paris purvey, I find them interesting for the way they do it.

It is very different from our way of doing the same thing.

Some of my compatriots seem to like the magasins less than

our department stores, in the degree that they differ from

ours. I do not urge their methods on our merchants; but

when I travel four thousand miles from home, it is not in

rch of just such perfections as I leave behind me.
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Rue du Bac runs behind the main building of the Bon-
Marche, and on the other side of that street the big store

has an annex. Beyond that annex, all the way to rue

Vaneau, is the Hopital Laennec, or Home for Incurables.

On the 12th of April, 1796, there came here, to spend the

rest of her days, Marie-Jeanne Simon, widow of the shoe-

maker, and co-guardian with him of the Dauphin in the

Temple. She was destitute, ailing, unable to work, though

only just past fifty years of age. Of course the other

women (the institution was for women only then; now it

cares for both sexes) were curious about the newcomer; and

of course they asked questions about her. When they

heard who she was, they made remarks about her and her

treatment of the Dauphin which stung her, finally, into

self-defence. "He isn't dead," she declared furiously; "I

took him away." She called him "my Charles," and spoke

of him with the greatest tenderness. To one of the young

sisters, Sister Lucie, she said: "You will see him on the

throne, but I shall not live to see it." Complaining to one

of the internes about something in the hospital she said:

"If my children knew of this, they would not suffer it —
my little Bourbons that I love with all my heart."

Under the Directory, the Consulate, and the Empire it

was not politic to speak of loving the Bourbons; but Marie-

Jeanne continued to do so. One day in July, 1805 (ten

years after the death of the child in the Temple), a young

man accompanied by a negro entered the dormitory where

Marie-Jeanne was, passed before her without stopping, but

with his hand on his heart and a gesture of silence, saluted

her, and then, when he saw that she had recognized him,

drew nearer to her and murmured, "I see that they did not

deceive me." He came again, many times. Marie-Jeanne

said he was her Charles. The incurables, the doctors, the

nurses, talked about it; but nobody seemed to feel that it
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was of any great importance where the Dauphin was.

When the Restoration came, many people showed sudden

interest in her story. She had many visitors, and convinced

them all of her sagacity and sincerity. Even the Duchesse

d'Angouleme came, in disguise, but was promptly recog-

nized by Marie-Jeanne.

Louis XVIII sent some officers to question her. They
knew their business, those officers! They reported that her

"faculties were enfeebled/' They ordered her to say no

more of the matter. The Duchesse d'Angouleme was not

satisfied. She went again to the Incurables, this time with-

out disguise; but the moment her carriage appeared in the

court, some strong hand seized Marie-Jeanne and hustled

her into a hiding-place. She talked no more about the

Dauphin; but when she was dying, on June 19, 1819, and

the priest who gave her extreme unction asked her if there

was anything on her soul that she wished to confess, she

answered: "I shall always say just what I have said."

She had a pauper's funeral.

A later inmate here was Rosalie Lamorliere, the jailer's

servant at the Conciergerie, who rendered so many loving

services to Marie Antoinette in prison. The Duchesse

d'Angouleme gave Rosalie a tiny pension (two hundred

francs) and secured for her this asylum, but never came to

see her, although Rosalie said she would gladly give up all

her comforts for the joy of looking once upon "the daugh-

ter of Madame."

Turn up rue Vaneau, now, at number 40 in which (close

to rue Babylone) is the home of M. Gosselin who adds

Lenotre to his name for a nom-de-plume.

A few steps farther up rue Vaneau you will come to the

Hotel de Chanaleillea (number 24) which was the homo
of Tln'rozia Tallica while she was living with the banker

Ouvrard.
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You may not care to take even a few steps to see that; in

which case turn back (to your right) on rue de Babylone to

rue du Bac, and follow the latter to number 118-120, where

Chateaubriand died, on July 4, 1848, with Madame Re-

camier sitting, blind and helpless, beside him. His funeral

was from the Church of the Foreign Missions, next door,

and his body was carried to his native Saint-Malo to be

buried on a rock in the harbor. Madame Recamier went

back, desolate, to her rooms in the Abbaye-aux-Bois which

once had been thronged by nearly all who were most illus-

trious in France. The following May, there was cholera in

the Abbaye, and she left it, to take refuge with her niece,

Madame Lenormant, at the Bibliotheque Nationale, where

M. Lenormant was librarian; and on the night of her ar-

rival, she died — of the plague she had fled.

A few doors up the street (at number 110) is the home of

M. Andre Hallays, of "Le Journal des Debats," whom we
have so often quoted in these pages.

If you want to go home and rest now, you will find a

Metro station at the junction of rue du Bac and the

boulevards Saint-Germain and Raspail. (See the bewitch-

ing faience shop there!) Also many bus and tram lines,

concerning which I cannot be more definite because I don't

know where you wish to go.

You now know so many of the best places to dine that

I hesitate to suggest any others. But if you haven't been

to Ciro's, you ought not to miss it. And Griffon, 6 rue

d'Antin, is super-excellent.

If you feel like dining out-of-doors, try Laurent in the

Champs-£lys6es, or drive out to Chateau de Madrid at the

edge of the Bois.

Larue, at the corner of rue Royale and Place de la Made-

leine, is also celebrated; but all these, I must warn you, are

dear.

I hive I told you of the Brasserie des Pyramides, at
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number 3 rue des Pyramides, close by the Jeanne d'Arc

statue on rue de Rivoli? It is a great favorite with some of

my friends when they feel a bit frugally inclined.

What I would like to beg of you to-night, if the night be

favorable, is a rendezvous on one of the bridges — prob-

ably the pont des Arts. And you may remember that I ex-

pressed the hope that you would care to wander about the

vicinity of Saint-Germain-des-Pr6s, after dark.

Let ardent souls, whose delight in Old Paris transcends

fatigue, get on bus U, coming down from the Chambre des

Deputes, and ride the short distance to the junction of rue

d'Assas, boulevard Montparnasse and avenue de TOb-

servatoire; descend there, enjoy the superb vista north

through the Luxembourg Gardens, and then — when

hungry— walk along boulevard Montparnasse and dine

either at Sainte-Cecile (140) or at Jouvin (124) on the

south side of the boulevard; both inexpensive and both

good. At the latter you will dine in company with many
artists of the Quarter, some of them very well known to you

by name if not by countenance.

After dinner, you may take bus 0, near the Gare Mont-
parnasse, and go to Saint-Germain-des-Pres.

Walk now past the site of the September massacres, and

along rue de TAbbaye, whore the cloisters used to be, and

down rue Furstcmberg. I don't know how worth while this

will seem to you. I only know that friends who have taken

this stroll with me have said that it left ineffaceable pictures

in their minds, and they recall it with delight as a mem-
orable experience. This, and a long lingering on the pont

des Arts, preferably quite late at night, especially if the

moon be riding toward her last quarter.

This bridge is for foot-travellers only, and you may sit

there in delicious reverie, close to the "prow" of the boat-

shaped lie de la Cite, reviewing Paris as you have come to

know her.
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HERE AND THERE

SAINT-DENIS AND CHANTILLY

Saint-Denis seems difficult for the Paris visitor with lim-

ited time to "fit in" on his schedule. It is only four miles

from the Gare du Nord; but there is little or nothing to be

seen there except the basilica and the royal tombs; the

latter cannot be visited, unless one has a student's permit,

before noon; there is no good place to lunch out there; and

so — ! Unwilling to take a whole afternoon for one "sight,"

however notable, a great many visitors forego Saint-Denis.

This is a pity— almost as great a pity as missing West-

minster Abbey on a visit to London.

For those who would like to see Saint-Denis, let me make
a few suggestions.

First of all, get a student's ticket. Ask for it at the Ad-

ministration des Beaux-Arts, at 3 rue de Valois, opposite

the Bceuf-a-la-Mode. Your hotel concierge will write you

an application for the ticket, if you wish; and of course he

will send a chasseur to get it for you — but I urge that you

give yourself a glimpse of that important department of

the Ministry of Education. Some day we shall have a

Ministry of Education with an Administration of Fine Arts;

it is well that Americans of our sort should be thinking

about it.

This ticket will permit you to see the royal tombs in the

morning and at your leisure, and to make sketches or

photographs of them.

Then—\ If you go to Chantilly (as you certainly

should!) you can make your plans so as to leave the Gare du
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Xord by nine o'clock (go in the Metro) and be in Saint-

Denis in ten or fifteen minutes. (I hesitate to mention

train times, lest you be led to depend upon them; and

schedules do change! Get all this information from your

hotel concierge or from a tourist agency.) Those who are

staying in the vicinity of the Madeleine or the Opera may
find it just as time-saving to take tram number 42 or

for thus they can be set down considerably nearer the

basilica. If you must take a conveyance to reach either of

these trams, you would do better to use the Metro and the

railway; take rue Ernest Renan and rue de la Republique

to the basilica. Those who go by tram debark at rue de

Paris and rue de la Republique. I am explicit about all of

this, because I know the need to be. Saint-Denis is an in-

dustrial town which apparently gives little thought to the

tombs of kings; tourists are not an important part of its

life, and it is quite possible for a bewildered pilgrim to

wander about there for some time (if he doesn't speak

French) without meeting any one who suspects what he

has come to see, and directs him to it.

Your guidebook (if you have a Blue Guide) gives you a

very complete enumeration of the monuments, and re-

minds you of Alexandre Lenoir's part in saving church and

tombs; of Jeanne d'Arc's presence here: of Henry IV's ab-

juration. Those readers who would like a vivid picture of

the profanation of the royal tombs will find it in Lamar-

tine's "II li ts.
,J

If you have planned a full day and must not linger here

for more than an hour u may — unless you are a

special student of Gothic sculpture — pass rather quickly

along the north (left) aisle (rem* that ma:

tho-o tombs were originally in the Church of the .
f

near the i the magnificent tomb of

Louifi XII and Anne of I . in which French sculpture
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of the Renaissance attains one of its most perfect expres-

sions. The superb tomb of Henry II and Catherine de

Medicis is just beyond; it was designed soon after Henry's

death, by Primaticcio, who did so much at Fontainebleau,

and some of the sculpture is by Germain Pilon, one of those

to whom the Louvre of Francis I and Henry II owes much
of its sculptural glory. After you have ascended the stairs

into the ambulatory, you will see two other statues of

Henry and Catherine, by Pilon. Catherine died at Blois,

on the eve of Twelfth Night, 1588; "and she had no sooner

given up the ghost than she was made no more account of

than a dead goat would have been. Never were fewer tears

shed for any long-lived woman who had been wife and

mother, than fell for Catherine de Medicis." Burial in this

tomb that she had caused to be made was refused her—
not evasively, either! If her body were brought thither,

said the Council of the Sixteen who were bent upon making

a Guise (Mayenne) King, they would "drag it to the banks

of the Seine and throw it in." It was only after many years

that hatred of her subsided sufficiently to permit her burial

here. Near these statues, where now you see the kneeling

statue of Marie de Bourbon (aunt of Henry IV, and be-

trothed of James V of Scotland — Mary Stuart's father,

— though she died before her marriage could take place)

is where Turenne was buried. His body, venerated by the

Revolutionists, was preserved for nine years in the gar-

rets of the Museum of Natural History at the Jardin des

Plantes, among the stuffed animals, and was interred at the

Invalides by Napoleon's orders.

See the apse chapels, and be sure to note the altar, the

Oriflamme, and the choir-stalls. The Sacristy paintings of

hixoric episodes in the abbey help one to re-people the

basilica.

In the crypt are the tombs of all royalties from Henry IV
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to Louis XVIII. Most of the tombs are empty, but it is an

impressive place, nevertheless, if only for the gloom and

dust and air of a neglected cellar, in which lay the bones of

Louis XIV and Louis XV until they were flung out by the

Revolutionists. Henry IV's body was so skilfully embalmed

that his chest still displayed the two wounds Ravaillac had

dealt him; and for two days the crowd that had come to

dishonor kings filed in silence before the corpse of one they

found it hard to hate; then a demagogue persuaded them

that their veneration was venial. " Louis XIII was only a

mummy, and Louis XIV a black, amorphous mass of spices.

[I quote Lamartine.] Louis XV came last from the tomb.

The infection of his reign seemed to rise from his sepulchre.

A mass of powder had to be burned to dissipate the me-

phitic odor of the corpse." (Louis XV, it will be remem-

bered, died of a most virulent small-pox.) In spite of the

quicklime said to have been used in the cemetery of the

Madeleine, there are probably more remains of Louis XVI
and Marie Antoinette here than of any who preceded

them. Note the monumental statue of Diane de France,

natural daughter of Henry II and (perhaps) of Diane de

Poitiers.

When you return to the upper church, you enter the

Chapelle des Connetables, beside the Sacristy, in which is

the very interesting tomb of Duguesclin, brother-in-arms

of Olivier de Clisson whose Paris home is now the Archives.

Charles V (for whom Duguesclin and Clisson fought to

dislodge the English from France) lies close by (or did —
until dislodged) with his queen beside him. Her statue

came from the Church of the C£lestins at Paris (near the

Arsenal) where her entrails wore buried — the bag in her

hands indicates her offering them, as 'twere. This is one

of the antiquities that Lenoir saved. Many, many others

from his Museum of French Monuments are also here.
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Beside Charles V and Jeanne de Bourbon lie their son,

Charles VI, the mad king, and his wicked wife, Isabeau of

Bavaria, who died at Vincennes and was brought here

"like a mere demoiselle unattended, by boat and under

cover of darkness."

After leaving the Chapel of the Constables, be sure to see

the beautiful door of this (the south) transept. Close to it,

on the south wall, is the canopied tomb of a seven-year-old

girl who died in 1515 and was buried in the Church of the

Celestins. Also near this door is the tomb of the abbot,

Suger, who built the greater part of Saint-Denis and was

the power behind the throne of Louis VII. This good and

able man, who with all his might opposed the divorce of

Louis and Eleanore of Acquitaine, died just before that

divorce was pronounced which permitted Eleanore to

marry young Henry Plantagenet and annex vast, rich

domains of southern France to the English Crown.

Here you turn to your right and enter the Ritual Choir

where are many monuments of very early royalties,

erected by Saint Louis's order. The temptation to linger

and remind you of stories is very strong, but must be re-

sisted except for one little instance. Look, on your diagram

in the Blue Guide (page 392) for the tomb numbered 50.

In it lay Louis X, who died when he was twenty-seven, and

his little posthumous son who was King John I for the seven

days of his existence. Some said the baby life was snuffed

out by orders of Uncle Philippe, the regent, who then be-

came King Philippe V; some said the living child was stolen

arid a dead child substituted for him — which either

caused a "lost Dauphin" to appear, later, and claim the

throne, or was so substantiated. At any rate, if that baby

boy had lived and continued to wear the crown, there

would have been no cause for the Hundred Years' War, no

House of Valois on the French throne. It was the death,
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without male issue, of both his uncles who succeeded him,

that gave his aunt's son, Edward III of England, his claim

to the crown of France. It was this baby's grandfather

who caused Jacques de Molay, Grand Master of the Tem-
plars, to be burnt (at what is now the west end of the lie de

la Cite) in 1314; and Molay's prophecy, "God will avenge

our death," may have had its fulfilment in the extinction

of the direct line of Capet. " Grandpa " (Philippe IV) lies

in the tomb numbered 54 on your diagram. Number 55 is

the tomb of Saint Louis's father.

After leaving the Choir, you have a notable group of

tombs in the right aisle, including the superb monument of

Francis I and his first wife, Claude, daughter of Louis XII

and Anne of Brittany; and that of Louis of Orleans (killed

by his cousin of Burgundy's minions, in the rue Vieille-du-

Temple) and his wife, Valentine, and their son, the poet-

duke, Charles of Orleans, father of Louis XII. This latter

monument was brought from the Church of the Celestins.

If it should happen that the day you visit Saint-Denis is

a racing day or other day when the Chateau of Chantilly is

closed, you might enjoy going on to Montmorency, seven

miles farther, and seeing Rousseau's Ermitage, where

Robespierre spent his last free night on earth (girding

himself, perhaps, for what he knew was coming), and

wandering in the forest. This latter is supremely worth

while in early May, when the chestnut trees are in bloom.

The Musee Jean-Jacques-Rousseau is in the II6tel-de-

Ville.

Chantilly is twenty miles from Saint-Denis. If you leave

the basilica at eleven, you should be in Chantilly before

noon, and through with your luncheon almost as soon as

tho chateau is open, at one. The Hotel du Grand-Conde is

excellent, but expensive. We are very fond of taking lunch-

eon with us when we go to Chantilly, and eating it in the
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forest into which you may plunge directly you get off the

train.

There is so much to see in the chateau and in the park

that you will do well to study the catalogue (in your Blue

Guide) quite carefully before you go, so that you may not

miss the things you would most like to see.

You will feed the famous carp, of course. Within the cM-
teau, the first apartment entered from the Grand Vestibule

is the Galerie des Cerfs, so called from the stags ' heads and

antlers which are a feature of its decoration. Beyond this is

the Picture Gallery which you may walk through rather

briskly if you do not find your interest readily challenged;

there are things more choice in rooms beyond, and, if you
must economize time, this is not the worst place to do it-

In the Rotonde at the end of this gallery, to which you pass

through a doorway I find out-of-place, is the Chapu Jeanne

d'Arc which, through copies of it in many museums, is fa-

miliar to millions.

Those who are interested in portraits or in drawings will

find much to admire, lingeringly, in the Galerie du Logis,

Vestibule du Logis, and Petite Galerie du Logis; others

may be satisfied to walk through these apartments and the

Salle de la Smalah without lingering. The Greek sculptures

in the Rotonde de la Minerve are worthy of much study;

but if your time is limited (if, for instance, you are hoping

to go on to Senlis) you may continue to economize it until

you come to the Galerie de Psyche, with its wealth of six-

teenth-century stained glass, its Clouet portait drawings,

and other treasures. The Sanctuaire, opening off the Galerie

de Psyche, contains the exquisite little Raphael, "The Ma-
donna of the House of Orleans," "The Three Graces/' also

by Raphael, and the Fouquet miniatures to which I hope

you will feel like devoting a great deal of the time you have

saved elsewhere.
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The Cabinet des Gemmes will interest some, and the

large octagonal room called the Tribune has many things

in it which nearly all visitors will want to see: Delaroche's

famous and familiar picture of the murder of the Due de

Guise; a Perugino Madonna; three Luinis; a portrait of

Simonetta Vespucci, by either Pollaiuolo or Piero Cosimo;

Mignard's portrait of Moliere; some more of the wealth of

Clouet portraits which are such a notable feature of the

Chantilly Collection.

Now, back through the Galerie des Cerfs, to the Grand

Vestibule and into the apartments of the Grand Conde

which will be to many visitors the most interesting part of

the chateau.

In the library (or Cabinet des Livres) be sure to see the

Due de Berri's Book of Hours, with its superb illuminations.

You may look at the Grand Staircase, and then pass on

to the chapel.

If the day is fine, spend as much time as you can in the

Park. But sacrifice something of your delight in lingering

there, to press on to Senlis, wThich you reach from Chantilly

in twenty-five minutes. You can see a good deal of Senlis

in an hour or so, and if you are under no special urge about

returning to Paris for dinner, I suggest that you dine —
simply, but memorably — at the little H6tel du Grand-

Cerf.

FONTAINEBLEAU

(This is one trip that may be made on Monday.)

Another of the days you spend out of Paris will undoubt-

edly be that devoted to your trip to Fontainebleau.

If you can afford a car for one day, you might take it for

this journey; although there are at least two others which

will, I think, yield you a larger return on the investment,

inasmuch as they make practicable for one day's sight-
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seeing what you could scarcely accomplish in two if you
went by train.

Going by train to Fontainebleau is not at all difficult;

and the drive through the forest to Barbizon is really more
fittingly made in a little carriage than in a motor. So, with

all possible appreciation of the delightful ride it is by car, I

say that you need not feel too sorry for yourself if you must
go by rail. (Those who can motor, and who are interested

in the great body of literature centring about Fouquet,

Louis XIV's minister of finance, should secure a permit to

visit his famous estate of Vaux. Apply, for this permit, to

M. Sommier, 37 avenue George-V, Paris.)

Take the Metro to the Gare de Lyon, and try to "make"
a train not later than nine-thirty. A second-class ticket

will give you more company in your compartment than a

first-class, but for an hour or so this ought to be diverting.

Do not buy a return-trip, as you will come back from Me-
lun. It is a long walk from the railway station to the cha-

teau; take the tram, or a bus, and save your steps for the

palace, the park and gardens, the forest and Barbizon. If,

however, you have reached Fontainebleau as early as ten-

thirty, and the morning is fine, and your energy is abun-

dant, you may like to walk through the park to the chateau
;

in this case, follow avenue du Chemin-de-Fer for a short

distance to avenue des Carrosses and turn here, to your left,

toward the porte Blanche. Keep on, past the Labyrinth, to

the porte de Changis, and take the allee d'Avon, across the

canal from which is the famous Artillery School of the ficole

Militaire where both Joffre and Foch were students, in the

early seventies, and where many of our American officers

had special training in the late war.

The chateau, or palace, is open every day from eleven to

four or five; but you are not permitted to roam about, as at

Versailles; you must go through in a herd, led by an atten-
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dant with the usual sing-song about clocks, carpets, chairs,

and candelabra. His one object is (not unnaturally) to get

through as fast as he can; the collection he takes up, at the

end of the tour, seems to be the only thing about it that in-

terests him. But some, at least, of these men have "two

soul-sides, " as I have often found; "one to face the world

with" (the tourist world, that arrives in wragon-loads and

seems only half-certain whether it is seeing Versailles or

Fontainebleau) and "one to show a woman" when she

loves France and knows her history. The latter soul-side is

not wholly dissociated from lucre ; but I don't mind ! This is

not Arcadia; and things worth having are worth paying for.

Buy a history of the palace, on sale in the vestibule where

you wait for a party to form; and read as much as you can

in it and in your guidebook before you start through —
leaving the purchase of post-cards until you have come out.

Stick close to your guide as he leads his flock from room to

room; even if you can't understand what he says, look as if

you have heard, before, of Diane de Poitiers, Madame de

Maintenon, and Pope Pius VII.

Then, when the tour is over, hang back as the others go

out, and (if you can't say it) show a card on which is writ-

ten: "Les Appartements Privees de Bonaparte— rez-de-

chaussee." Murmur "S'il vous plait" and indicate as best

you can that you expect to pay for this privilege. If this

seems to you like a subversion of the law, you can, I be-

lieve, go to the Conservator's office and ask for a permit.

However you do it, it is well worth doing; for in those

ground-floor apartments the Bonapartes lived their family

life and left an impress on it more indelible than any they

left upstairs except in the Cour des Adieux and the Cabinet

d'Abdication. In those lower room-, Josephine heard the

decree of Napoleon to/divorce her. Thai episode effaces all

others which ,-hared with it these backgrounds.
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If I embark on "reminders" of the events in the upper
rooms, I shall never know where to leave off; but let me at

least say that no ghost glides hereabouts more pervasively,

to me, than little Louise de la Valliere's.

Be sure to visit the carp pond and the English Garden.

When you are ready for luncheon, I hope you can go to

the Hotel de France, across the way from the Cour des

Adieux. I must warn you that it is expensive. But it is " an

experience." I say, go to it even if you can afford only a

plain omelet and one of the humblest bottles of wine from

its famous cellars. See the proprietor's great collection of

old, colored prints; his other collection of " fire-backs."

The place has distinction, personality— and many memo-
ries; it is pervaded by the genial hospitality of the host.

You will find that, in discussing Fontainebleau with " sea-

soned" travellers, they will nearly always say, "And I hope

you went to the Hotel de France." I dare say there are

other good places to lunch and dine at Fontainebleau —
but I never shall be able to pass an opinion on them.

After luncheon, arrange with one of the drivers in front of

the hotel (or have a chasseur do it for you; I think there is

always some one about who speaks English) for your drive

through the forest and to Barbizon. If you are fairly expert

in asking your way, I say go to Barbizon by carriage; finish

your visit there, then take the steam-tram for Chailly, and

ask directions to the cemetery; afterwards proceeding to

Melun by the tram, and there taking train for Paris. If you

are not successful in comprehending directions given (and

after all, there's the rub; any one can say, "Ou est la cime-

tiere? " but only the expert can profit by the reply), I advise

your spending a few francs more to be driven first to Chailly,

and then to Barbizon where you can dismiss your "equi-

page." I urge that you do not yielfl to a temptation to

"pass up" Chailly. Nowhere else in France, perhaps, will
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your way take you to a village churchyard; and this one is

likely to linger in your memory as a spot you would not, for

a great deal, have missed.

If, before making this trip to Barbizon, you have gone

into the American Reading Rooms on the rue d'Elysee and

refreshed your memory of certain books, your pilgrimage

will be ten times better for your soul. The books I specially

suggest are Julia Cartwright's " Jean Frangois Millet: His

Life and Letters"; "The Barbizon Painters," by Arthur

Hoeber; Will H. Low's "A Chronicle of Friendships"; and

"The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson," by Graham Bal-

four; also Stevenson's essay on Fontainebleau.

For those among you who won't do this, I'll offer a few

reminders:

Jean Frangois Millet, the Norman peasant-painter, was

living, early in 1849, at number 8 rue du Delta in Mont-

martre (off rue du Faubourg-Poissonniere, near boulevard

de Rochechouart), with his wife and three children, and

having a bitter struggle to support them.

In April he finished his first important canvas of rural

life ("Haymakers Resting in the Shadow of a Haystack")

and was paid eleven hundred francs; the commission for it

was from the new Republican Government, and the price

was eighteen hundred francs, of which seven hundred had

been advanced when the order was given.

The final payment came most opportunely. Cholera had

broken out in Paris, and was very violent in the quarter

where Millet lived. He had determined, even before this

hastening factor, to leave Paris and devote himself to paint-

ing peasant life; the cholera and the eleven hundred francs

accelerated his departure. He went to his friend, Charles

Jacque, who lived near by, and said: "Here is a thousand

francs; I will lend you half. Let us go together into the

country."
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Jacque said that "he knew of a little place on the edge of

the Forest of Fontainebleau ... he could not remember the

name of the place, but he knew that it ended in zon. . .

.

And so, one fine summer's day in early June, 1849, the two
families set off in the diligence for Fontainebleau." They
were in such high spirits that they forgot to ask which edge

of the forest the village ending in zon might be, and passed

within sight of it as they drove through to Fontainebleau

and to the Cadran Bleu on rue Grande, where they stayed

several days— until Madame Millet became frightened by
the expense. Urged by her, the two artists set out in search

of the village, and after a long walk they found a wood-cut-

ter who showed them the path to a village ending in zon.

They were charmed with it, and the next day moved
thither with their families. Rousseau, Diaz, and some

other artists were already there— for about twenty-five

years painters had been going to Barbizon— and Corot,

Barye, came soon after. Long before Stevenson went there,

in 1875 (the year in which both Millet and Corot died),

Barbizon had become a shrine for pilgrims as well as a

haunt for artists from many lands.

Your driver will take you to the Rousseau-Millet memo-
rial by Chapu at the forest's edge, and after that to the Ho-

tel de la Foret, rich in artistic associations. You should dis-

miss him here, and wander about Barbizon on foot.

Chailly is about a mile and a half north of Barbizon, and

its church is the one you see in so many pictures of the Bar-

bizon painters— most notably, perhaps, in Millet's "Ange-

lus." The ancient churchyard that surrounded the church

was dug up, in 1863, and some (only some!) of the bones of

the " forefathers of the hamlet" were transferred to the new

cemetery outside, where Rousseau was laid to rest in the

Christmas holidays of 1867. It was Millet who had the

rocks from the forest brought there, with a fine young oak,
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and holly planted; it was his hand that kept Rousseau's

grave bright with flowers while they were in bloom; it was

on his invitation that many a visitor to Barbizon came to

the Chailly cemetery with him, to stand by Rousseau's

resting-place. "Let us talk of our dear dead together/' he

said.

It was a cold, gloomy day in January, 1875, when Millet

was brought here to rest beside his friend, in "this quiet

spot, near the old church which he had so often painted, on

the edge of that plain where the sound of the Angelus still

seems to float in every wind that blows."

You may not, if you are not steeped in the art and litera-

ture of Barbizon, share my feeling for this spot. I hesitate

to urge it upon any one whose tastes I do not know. But

I can only hope you will thrill to find yourself there; and,

early next morning, will be at the Louvre, in the Chauchard

Collection and in the Salle des Etats (see page 215 of your

Blue Guide) revelling in the Barbizon School as you could

not have done before.

The steam-tram which passes through Chailly (Shy-ye)

goes on to Melun, five miles beyond. There you take train

back to Paris.

THE END
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Beaux-Arts, 388, 393.

Becu (or Vaubernier), Jeanne, 370.

See Barry.

Belhomme, Dr., his sanitarium,
234, 235.

Iklloparde, Due de, and Henry IV,
203, 204.

Bellier, Catherine, and Hdtel Beau-
vais, 377.
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Bergerac, Cyrano de, house in which
he died, 236.

Berlioz, Hector, quarter in which he
died, 335; " Memoires," 339; statue

of, 340; burial-place of, 342; home
of, 356.

Bernstein, Henri, home of, 328.

Berri, Due de, place where he was
assassinated, 61.

Bertin, Mademoiselle, Marie Antoi-

nette's milliner, 58.

Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevi&ve, 182.

"Big Bertha," 381, 382.

Biron, Due de, residences of, 172,

175.

Birotteau, C6sar, 349.

Blanche, Queen, 192.

Boccaccio, birthplace, 218.

Boeuf a la Mode, Cafe, 17, 387, 388.

Boileau, Nicolas, burial-place, 184.

Bois-de-Boulogne, 14, 15.

Bois-de-Boulogne, avenue, 14.

Bois de Vincennes, 242-44.

Boisrobert, favorite of Richelieu, 17.

Bon-Marche\ 402, 403.

Bonaparte, Caroline, residence of,

333.

Bonaparte, Lsetitia, 321.

Bonaparte, Louis, residence of, 337.

Bonaparte, Napoleon. See Na-
poleon.

Bonaparte, Pauline, residence of, 334.

Bonnet*, Joseph, organ recitals of,

202.

Book-stalls, 34, 313.

Bossuet, J. B., residence of, 66;

and Saint-Roch, 146; funeral

sermon of, 324.

Bouchardon, Edme, sculptor, 3.

''Boul' Mich'," 29.

Boulevard, the word, 10.

Boulevard Arago, 191; Beaumar-
chais, 110; de Bonne-Nouvelle, 359,

360; des Capucines, 10, 351 ; Hauss-
mann, 15, 328; de l'Hopital, 193-

95; des Italiens, 351; de la

Madeleine, 350; Malesherbes, 11;

Montmartre, 356; Montparnasse,
176, 177; Sevastopol, 24; du
Temple, 370-75.

Boulevards, origin of, 10; the grand,

10; the people of, 347, 348.

Bourdaloue, Louis, burial-place of,

100; home of, 101.

Bourrienne, Louis de, home of, 358.

Bourse de Commerce, 197-99.

Braganza, Duke of, 174.

Brethren of the Passion of Our Lord,
Jesus Christ, 209.

Bridges, 314.

Brinvilliers, Marquise de, 131, 300-
04, 307, 383.

Brownings, the, 280.

Bullant, Jean, architect, 95.

Burgundy, Duchess of, her heart,

100.

Burgundy, Duke of, and Duke of

Orleans, 206-08, 228.

Buttes Chaumont. Les. 346, 359.

Cabarrus, Th6r6zia (Madame Tal-

lien, Princess Caraman-Chimay),
at the Carmelite Convent prison,

41-43; at La Force, 42, 94; her

dagger, 42, 43, 94; at rue de
Varennes; 174; at La Chaumiere,
328-31; at rue Lafitte, 353.

Cafe* Ledoyen, 16; Bceuf a la Mode,
17, 387, 388; Three Provencal
Brothers, 56; Momus, 125; de
Parnassus, 125; Venua, 143; de la

R£gence, 157, 158; of the Pomme-
de-Pin, 185; l'Escargot, 204, 205;

Wooden Sword, 219,220; Voltaire,

280; Coq Hardi, 310.

Cain, Georges, and de Musset-
Rachel incident, 68, 69; describes

victims on way to guillotine, 141,

142; on the well of Cartouche, 242;

on Barye, 312; residence, 315; on
attempt to rescue Louis XVI, 361;

description of boulevard du
Temple, 372; and Massenet, 373-
75.

Calvin, John, 182.

Capucines, convent of the, 6, 7;

boulevard des, 10.

Carmelite Convent, 39-44.

Carnavalet Museum, 68, 93-96.

Carrefour du Bout des Lacs, 15; de
la Croix-Rouge, 402; Gaillon, 352.

Carrier, J. B., 384.

Carrousel, Arc du, 17; Place du, 79,

81.

Cartouche, L. D., bandit, 24, 240-42.

Casimir-Delavigne, J. F., burial-

place, 231.

Castles, 79.
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Cellini, Benvenuto, 30.

Cemetery of the Madeleine, 22, 23;

in Square des Innocents, 213;

Pere-Lachaise, 231-33; in rue

Saint-Bernard, 237; of Picpus,

238-40; Saint-Paul, 304; Mont-
martre, 341-43; of Saint-Pierre,

343, 345; for Protestant stran-

gers, 359; de Bonne-Xouvelle, 360;

of Saint-Jean-en-Greve, 381; at

Chailly, 418-20.

Cerceau, Du, 95.

Chaillot, aqueduct of, 324.

Chailly, 418, 420, 421.

Champ-de-Mars, 323-26.

Champagne, Citizeness, of the Cour
du Dragon, 400.

Champollion, J. F., burial-place,

232.

Champs-£lysees, 3, 13, 14.

Chantilly, 413-15.

Chapelle Expiatoire, 21; de Scarron,

380.

Charcot, Dr. J. M., and la Sal-

petriere, 194, 195; burial-place of,

342.

Charity Hospital, 389.

Charlemagne, 180.

Charles of Xavarre, 105.

Charles the Dauphin (Charles V),

104-06; tomb of, 411.

Charles VI, tomb of, 412.

Charles IX, and the Saint Bartho-
lomew massacres, 119-21.

Charles X, 5; his library, 307.

Chateau Gaillard, 30.

Chateaubriand, F. A., Viscount de,

houses associated with, 145, 406.

Chauchard, M.f 387.

Chauss6e-d'Antin, 336.

Chavannes, Puvis de, and 11 Place
Pigalle, 337.

Ch£nier, Andre\ burial-place, 239; at

Saint-Lazare, 358, 359, 364, 365;

the last days of, 362-66.

Ch£nier, Marie-Joseph, 363-65.

Childebert, 284, 397.

Children, 21.

Chimay, Princesse de. See Cabarrus.
Chinese Baths, 353.

Chisholm, Hugh, his views of the
Man With the Iron Mask. 10s.

Cboiseul, Due and Duchesse de,

355.

Chopin, F. F., place of death, 9;

burial-place, 233; home of, 336.

Christina of Sweden, 378.

Churches: of the Assumption, 145;

of the Celestins, 305, 306; of the
Foreign Missions, 406; des Grands-
Augustins, 30; of the Holy Inno-
cents, 213; of the Invalides, 169;

the Madeleine, 11, 12; Xotre-
Dame, 27, 28, 270-74, 312; of

Xotre-Dame-de-Bonne-Xouvelle,
360; Xotre-Dames-des-Victoires,

65; of the Oratoire, 143; the Pan-
theon, 3, 179-82; of Saint-Benoit,

285; of Saint-£tienne-du-Mont,

183, 184; of Saint-Eustache, 202,

203; of Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois,

70, 118-22; of Saint-Germain-des-

Pres, 396-99,407; of Saint-Gervais,

378, 380, 381; of Saint-Julien-le-

Pauvre, 274; of Saint-Louis, 169;

of Saint-Louis-Saint-Gilles, 212;

of Saint-Medard, 187; of Saint-

Merri, 218; of Saint-Xicholas-des-

Champs, 220; of Saint-Paul, 99; of

Saint-Paul-Saint-Louis, 99-101; of

Saint-Pierre de Montmartre, 334,

345; of Saint-Philippe du Roule,

328; of Saint-Roch, 143, 146; of

Saint-Severin, 275, 276; of Saint-

Sulpice, 290-92; of Sainte-Clotilde,

171; of Sainte-Chapelle, 25-27; of

Sainte-Genevieve, 1S4: of Sainte-

Marguerite, 236; of Sainte-Marie,

102; of the Sorbonne, 286.

Cite Bergen?, 356.

Cite Trevise, 357.

Clairon, Mademoiselle, 396.

Claretie, Jules, home of, 328, 339, 340.

Clovis, 179, ISO, 1-4.

Clunv Museum, 281-85.

Colbert, 202, 203.

Coligny, 119, 120, 124, 125, 227.

College de France, 285, 287.

Colosseum of Paris, 186.

Commines, Philippe de, 30.

Compas d'Or Inn, 205.

Conciergerie, 25, 128

Condorcet, Madame de, 144.

Condorcot, Marquis <!»-, association

with house in rut- Servandoni,
292-94.

vatoire des Art- el Meniere,

220, 221.
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Conservatory of Music, 357.

Constant, Benjamin, 320.

Constantius Chlorus, 284.

Constitutional Club, 320.

Continental Hotel, 6, 7.

Convent, of the Dames of the As-
sumption, 6; of the Capucines, 6,

7; of the Feuillants, 6, 7; Carme-
lite, 39-44; Little Picpus, 70; of

Jacobins, 182, 183; of the Per-

petual Adoration, 238-40; in rue
Feuillantines, 288; of the English

Benedictines, 288; of the Visitan-

dines, 324; in rue Antoinette, 345;

of the Petits-Augustins, 389.

Coq Hardi, Cafe, 310.

Coquelin, and Theatre-de-la-Porte-

Saint-Martin, 369.

Corday, Charlotte, her body, 22;

associations with No. 177 Galerie

de Valois, 56, 57; associations with

Hotel Providence, 66, 67; where
the stage set her down, 70; death,

138, 140, 141; letter of, 227; where
she killed Marat, 278-80.

Cordeliers, the, 277.

Corneille, Pierre, burial-place, 146;

"M61ite," 211; and house in rue

de Clery, 366.

Corneille, Thomas, 366.

Corot, J. B. C, burial-place, 232;

study of, 357; and rue des Beaux
Arts, 393.

CosseVBrissac, Due de, 172.

Coty's prefume shop, 9.

Cour du Commerce, 38.

Cour du Mai, 129, 139-42.

Cour des Miracles, 205, 206.

Cours Albert Ier , 331, 332.

Cours-la-Reine, 331, 389.

Coustou, sculptor, 3, 122.

Coysevox, Antoine, 3, 122.

Crawford, Quentin, 314.

Credit Lyonnais, 353.

Crozat, Antoine, home of, 8.

Curb fairs, 10, 11.

Curtius, teacher of Madame Tus-
saud, 370.

Dames of the Assumption, convent
of, 6.

Damiens, R. F., 128, 130.

Dante, "Paradiso," 274; visits Jean
de Meung, 287.

Danton, Gabrielle, 36, 125.

Danton, Georges, dwellings of, 8,

277; burial-place of, 22; and the
Revolution, 36, 37; statue of, 36,

37; and Gabrielle, 125.

Daubigny, C. F., burial-place, 232.
Daudet, Alphonse, dwellings of, 98,

115; burial-place, 232.

David, J. L., painter, 38, 393.
Deffand, Madame du, associations

with 22 rue des Quatre-Fils, 228.
Delacroix, Ferdinand, houses as-

sociated with, 396, 397; burial-

place, 232.

Delaroche, Paul, houses associated
with, 338, 339, 396; burial-place,

342.

Delibes, Leo, 374; burial-place of,

343.

Delorme, Marion, 115.

Descartes, Rene\ residence of, 185.

Desclozeaux, 23.

Desmoulins, Camille and Lucile, 22,

35-37; statue of Camille, 51;
Camille harangues the people, 55;

marriage of Camille, 292.

Diamond necklace, the, 229, 251-56.
Dianas, the two (Diane de France
and Diane de Poitiers), 97.

Dickens, Charles, "A Tale of Two
Cities," 320; and house 38 rue de
Courcelles, 328; house in which he
met George Sand, 340.

Diderot, Denis, house in which he
died, 58, 59; burial-place, 146;

residence of, 185; at Vincennes,
243; statue of, 399.

Dor6, Gustave, scholar at Lycee
Charlemagne, 101; home of, 339,

340.

Drolling, painter, 100.

Drouet, Juliette, 116, 238.

Drumont, ICdouard, "My Old
Paris," 318, 319, 390-93.

Duchatel, Countess, salon of, 174.

Duguesclin, Bertrand, tomb of, 411.

Dumas, Alexandre, his "Marguerite
de Valois," 29, 243, 346, 379, 380,

383; houses associated with, 62,

115, 385-87; his first Paris lodg-

ing, 67; "The Two Dianas," 97,

383; " Le Vicomte de Bragelonne,"

107; and the Man with the Iron

Mask, 107, 321; and the St. Ber-
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tholomew massacres, 121; "The
Chevalier de Maison-Rouge,"
132; "Notre-Dame de Paris,"

139, 383; "The Three Musket-
eers," 290; "La Reine Margot,"
372.

Dumas fils, burial-place of, 342; birth-

place of, 355.

Duplays, the, 147-51.

Duplessis, the, 34, 35, 292.

£cole des Beaux-Arts, 388, 393.

Nicole Massillon, 305.

Nicole Militaire, 176.

Edgeworth, Abbe, 318, 360.

Edward VII, 334.

Eiffel Tower, 18.

Elizabeth, Madame, sister of Louis

XVI, 22, 23, 318.

Elssler, Fanny, 356.

Emery, Abbe, 291.

Enghien, Due d\ 244.

fipinay, Madame d', house asso-

ciated with, 336.

Erasmus, 182.

Escargot, 1', Cafe, 204, 205.

Estrees, Gabrielle d', sees entry of

Henry IV into Paris, 81; mistress

of Henry IV, 102; death, 123,

124; houses associated with, 143,

304.

fitioles, Le Normand d', 367.

Executions, 141, 142.

Fair of Sainte Ovide, 4.

Fairs, curb, 10, 11.

Fantin-Latour, and rue des Beaux-
Arts, 393, 394.

Faubourg Saint-Germain, 170.

Faubourg Saint-Honore\ 334.

Favart, Charles, 355.

Fehner, Mademoiselle, 357.

Fersen, Count Axel, 259, 260, 333.

Fesch, Cardinal, 337.

Feuillants, convent of, 6, 7; Ter-
rasse des, 6.

Feydau Theatre, 63.

Fiacre, the name, 218, 219.

Fireworks, accident from, in Place

de la Concorde, 3, 4.

Flaubert, Gustave, house associated

with, 375.

Foch, Marshal, 176.

Follies, the, 210.

Fontaine Gaillon, 352; des Inno-
cents, 213, 214; de Medecis, 33;

Moliere, 58, 160; des Quatro
Saisons, 174.

Fontainebleau, 415-18; Hotel de
France, 418.

Foucault, burial-place of, 342.

Fouche\ Joseph, house associated
with, 315.

Foucher, Adele, 395, 402.

Fouquet, Nicolas, in the Arsenal,
307; his estate, Vaux, 416.

Fouquier-Tinville, A. Q., 129, 384.
France, Anatole, and the quai Mala-

quais, 388; the "Widow Bargouil-
ler," 400.

Francis I, 87.

Franklin, Benjamin, 54, 157.

French Academy, 204, 313.
French morale, 49, 50.

Froissart, Jean, 106.

Fulton, Robert, erects cyclorama
buildings, 63; experiments with
power-driven boats, 324.

Funck-Brentano, and the Man with
the Iron Mask, 107, 108; "La
Drame de Poisons," 300, 384;
librarian of the Arsenal, 309.

Gabriel, J. A., 3, 122.

Gaillard, Chateau, 30.

Galerie Beaujolais, 56; de Valois, 56;

V6ro-Dodat, 68, 69.

Galigai (or Concini), Eleonore, 383.

Gallie>a, Duchesse de, 174, 327.

Galliera Museum, 327.

Gambetta, L6on, statue of, 17, 81;

house in which he died, 322.

Gardens of Marshal de Biron, 175.

See Jardin.

Gare d'Orleans, 318, 319.

Garrick, David, 396.

Gautier, Th6ophile, scholar of Lyc6e
Charlemagne, 101; house associated

witli, Ho; burial-place of, 342; and
Victor Hugo, 402.

Gay, Delphine, salons of, 336; burial-

place, 342; house associated with,
3.").").

Geoffrin, Madame, salon of, 144.

Germaine, Antoinette, 61.

( ierman Embassy, 320.

c rerman Empire, proclaimed, 251,
267.
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Gibbon, Edward, 336.

Gingerbread Fair, 238.

Giorgione, house in which he lived,

276.

Girardin, Simile de, burial-place of,

341; home of, 355.

Girardou, Francois, burial-place,

236; Richelieu's tomb sculptured

by, 286.

Girondists, 22, 136-38.

Gobelins, the, 192, 193.

Gobelins, avenue des, 189, 193; rue

des, 193; ruelle des, 193; gardens

of the, 193.

Golden Compass Inn, 205.

Goldoni, Carlo, house in which he

died, 206; statue of, 206.

Goncourt, Edmond and Jules, burial-

places of, 341.

Goujon, Jean, 94, 213, 332.

Grand, Madame, 172, 173.

Grand Conde, funeral, 100, 101,

Grand Guignol, 340, 346.

Grand Hotel du Louvre, 156.

Grand Palais, 14.

Grand Roquette, La, prison, 234.

Greuze, J. B., burial-place of, 342.

Grevin Museum, 356.

Guides, English-speaking, 86.

Guillotin, Dr., 38.

Guillotine, site of, in Place de la Con-
corde, 4, 5; invention of, 38; on the

way to, 141, 142.

Guimet Museum, 327.

Guise, Louis de, 297.

Guizot, Francois, homes of, 334, 351.

Guynemer, Salle of, at the Invalides,

170.

Halevy, Ludovic, homes of, 339, 340,

356; burial-place, 342.

Hallays, Andre\ and the property of

the Rodin Museum, 175; and No.
27 quai de Voltaire, 315; home of,

406.

Halles, Les, 201.

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 212.

Hearts, used for coloring, 100; of

royalties, 289, 305; of the Stuarts,

324.

H6bert, J. R., 132, 135, 136.

Heine, Heinrich, houses associated

with, 230, 356; burial-place, 342.

H6nault, President, 367.

Henner, J. J., studio of, 337; burial-
place, 342.

Henrietta, Duchess, 52, 53.

Henrietta Maria, widow of Charles I

of England, 52, 67, 315, 324, 377,

Henry II, and the two Dianas, 97;
death, 112, 113.

Henry III, 30.

Henry IV (Henry of Navarre), and
Gabrielle d'Estrees, 102, 123, 124;
and the Place Royal, 114; wedding,
119-21; statue of, 126; and the Due
de Bellegarde, 203, 204; assassina-

tion of, 215-17; and the Hotel de
Sens, 297, 298; cottage on rue
Saint-Vincent associated with,

344; his remains, 411.

Hertford, Marquis of, 355.

Hirsch, Baron de, 334.

Hirsch, Baroness de, 403.

Historical Library of the City of

Paris, 96.

Hopital Laennec, 404, 405.

Horses, winged, 3.

Hospice de la Salpetriere, 194, 195.

Hotel d'Albret, 229; des Archives,

226, 227; Barbette, 228; des

Barres, 380; Beauvais, 377, 378;
Biron, 174, 175; Chalons-Lux-
embourg, 378; de Cherbourg, 199;

de Cluny, 281-85; de la Colon-
nade, 350; Conti, 352; Con-
tinental, 6, 7; Crillon, 3; Dieu,

28; de Galliffet, 172; Lambert,
312; Lamoignon, 97, 98; (Grand)

du Louvre, 156; Majestic, 327; de
Mayenne, 102; Melusine, 387,

388; de Nevers, 61; Picardie, 206;

Plaza-Athen§e, 332; Providence,

66, 67; Rambouillet, 81; Saint-

James-and-Albany, 144; de Sens,

296-98; de Strasbourg (de Rohan),
228; de Sully, 102; de Toulouse,

402.

H6tel-de-Ville, 71, 104, 382.

Hugo, Victor, statue of, 51; "Les
Mise>ables," 109, 188, 193, 194,

238, 239; and the house No. 6,

Place des Vosges, 115, 116; burial-

place, 182; "Notre-Dame de
Paris," 205, 210, 273, 274;

M Le
Roi s'Amuse," 229; on the burial

of Balzac, 232; and convent in

rue des Feuillantines, 288; and
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Saint-Sulpice, 292; the "Rat-
Ilole," 384; lodgings of, 394, 395,

401, 402.

Huguenots, massacre of (Saint

Bartholomew), 118-22.

lie de la Cit6, 25, 26, 126.

He Saint-Louis, 310-12.
M
Illustrious Theatre, The," 299, 300.

Impasse Saint-Fiacre, 218.

Indy, Vincent d', 288.

Inn-yard, a picturesque, 205.

Institut de France, 31, 313.

Invalides, the, 14; Esplanade des,

168; church of the, 169.

Irving, Henry, "The Lyons Mail,"

204, 205, 298, 299.

Irving, Henry, son, 299.

Isabeau of Bavaria, 198, 207, 380;

tomb of, 412.

Isle of Swans (Mackerel Isle), 322.

Jacobin Club, 164-67.

Jacquemart-Andre\ Madame N61ie,

328.

Jacquemart-Andr6 Museum, 327,

328.

James, Henry, and P£re Goriot, 185.

James II of England, 88.

Jardin des Tuileries, 2, 5; du Luxem-
bourg, 31-33, 45, 46; du Palais-

Royal, 159; des Gobelins, 193; des

Plantes, 195.

Jeanne d' Arc, 157, 160, 227, 359.

Jefferson, Thomas, in rue Tait-

bout, 355.

Jesuits, the, 346.

John I, King, 412.

Jones, John Paul, 54; burial-place,

359.

Josephine (Beauharnais), Empress,
in prison, 41, 43, 44, 186; tomb of,

85; marriage, 161-64; home of,

336, 337; and Hotel de la Colon-
nade, 350; and Fontainebleau,
417.

Julian the Apostate, 284.

July Column, 109, 110.

Junot, Madame. See Abrantes.

Kings, tombs of, at Saint Denis,

108-13.

KorfT, Baroness de ("Madame
Sullivan"), 314.

Labas, satellite of Robespierre, 148.

La Champmesl6, 396.

La Chaumiere, 328-31.

La Fayette, Mademoiselle de, 90,

102.

Lafayette, Marquis de, presides over
the Moderate Club, 6; statue of,

17, 79, 144; burial-place, 145;

Pershing at tomb of, 238, 239; at

the beginning of the French Revo-
lution, 257, 258.

La Fontaine, Jean de, places as-

sociated with, 204, 315; burial-

place, 213, 232.

La Force, priron of, 94, 98.

Lamartine, Alphonse de, " History of

the Girondists," 148, 409, 411.

Lamballe, Princesse de, 94, 98.

Lambeau, Lucien, secretary of the
Old Paris Commission, 300.

Lamorliere, Rosalie, 405.

Lamotte, Countess de, house of, 229.

Langes, Salvalette de, house as-

sociated with, 144.

Latin Quarter, the, 29.

Latude, Henri de, 96, 108, 109.

Launay, M. de, 109.

Lauzun, Due de, home of, 8.

Lavardin, Marshal de, house as-

sociated with, 115.

Lavoisier, A. L., statue of, 12; home
of, 13.

Law, John, home of, 8.

Law Courts, 139, 140.

Lebay, Mademoiselle, mother of

Dumas fils, 355, 356.

Le Blon, Christophe, home of, 276.

Lebouvier, Blanche, 350.

Le Brun, Charles, 192, 286, 304.

Lebrun, Madame. See VigeVLebrun.
Lebrun, Pierre, 367.

Lecouvreur, Adrienne, burial-place,

171; reads to Voltaire, 316; burial

of, 317; home of, 395.

L6gendre, butcher, 277, 278.

Lemattre, Frederic, 369.

Lenclos, Ninon de, 111, 112.

Lenoir, Alexandre, 286, 389.

Lenoir, Alfred, 340.

Lenornuind, M. and Madame, 406.

Lenotre, Andre, landscape gardener,

2, 146.

Lonntro, G., story of Madame de
Sayecourt, 41; on Tallinn's attack
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on Robespierre, 43; his "Paris
Revolutionnaire," 82; on "the
affair of the carnation," 132; on
Duplay and Robespierre, 147; on
Josephine and Bonaparte, 1G2, 163;

on Napoleon's coronation, 200;

on Tallien's old age, 330; his "Last
Days of Andre Chenier," 366.

Le Sage, "Gil Bias," 157, 310.

Lescot, Pierre, 94, 213.

Lettres de cachet, 96, 107, 243.

Liberty, statues of, 5, 8, 128.

Liberty fabrics, 351.

Lieuthraud, 320.

Limeuil, Isabelle de, 189, 190.

Liszt, Franz, home of, 356.

Little Picpus Convent, 70.

Longchamps, Allee des, 15.

Longfellow, H. W., house as-

sociated with, 280.

Louis IX (Saint Louis), 25, 98.

Louis X, tomb of, 412.

Louis XIII, and Anne of Austria,

89-91; his heart, 100; wedding of,

114; his body, 411.

Louis XIV, statue of, 8, 66; and
Louise de la Valliere, 52-54;

birthplace, 89; birth, 89-91; and
Saint-Germain, 92; his heart, 100;

his "I am the State," 140; death,

263-65; entry into Paris, 377; his

body, 411.

Louis XV, statue of, 2-4; at the

Tuileries, 83, 84; birth, 89-91;

and fear, 212, 213; at Versailles,

264, 265; his body, 411.

Louis XVI, where he was tried and
condemned, 6; burial, 22; in the

Temple, 223; journal of, 227; last

hours at Versailles, 257-59; at-

tempt at rescue of, 360-62.

Louis XVII, 150; in the Temple,
223-25, 237.

Louis-Napoleon, 333.

Louis-Philippe, 5.

Louvois, Marquis de, 8.

Louvre, the, 74-80, 154-56.

Louvre, quai du, 125.

Loyola, Ignatius, 182, 345.

Lucas, E. V., 205.

Luxembourg Gardens, 31-33, 45,

46.

Luxembourg Museum, 178.

Lycee Charlemagne, 99, 101.

Lycee Henri IV, 184, 185.

Lycee Louis-le-Grand, 182, 287.

Mackerel Isle (Isle of Swans) , 322.

Madeleine, the, 11, 12; cemetery oft

22, 23.

Magasins, 403.

Magasins du Louvre, 156.

Magic City, 322.

Maillard, Stanislas, 39.

Maintenon, Madame de, 260-63,
265.

Maison Dubois, 359.

Malesherbes, Lamoignon de, 98;
monument to, 140.

Malmaison, La, 85.

Man with the Iron Mask. See Mat-
tioli, Count.

Mancini, Marie, Duchess de Bouil-

lon, place associated with, 315.

Mangin, Abbe, 122, 136.

Mansart, Francois, 95.

Mansart, Hardouin, 8, 111, 305.

Marais, the, 93, 94.

Marais Theatre, 228.

Marat, Jean Paul, places associated

with, 38; and Charlotte Corday,
56, 57, 66, 67, 277-80; his body,
182.

Marcel, Etienne, porte Saint-An-
toine built by, 101; and Charles

V, 104-06; statue of, 382; and
"The House of Pillars," 382.

Marche Saint-Honore, 164, 167.

Marguerite, wife of Henry of Na-
varre, 119, 123.

Marie Antoinette, 14, 22; souvenirs

of, 23, 96, 227; at the Tuileries,

83, 84; in the Conciergerie trial,

and death, 131-40; charges
against, 143; and the diamond
necklace, 251-56; last hours at

Versailles, 257-60; hissed at

opera, 368, 369.

Marie-Therese, heart of, 100.

Marigny, avenue, 14; Theatre, 14.

Marigny, Marquis de, 333.

Market of the Innocents, 213.

Markets, 201. See MarchS, Bon-
Marche.

Mars, Mademoiselle, 338.

Martin, Benjamin Ellis, "The
Stones of Paris," 394.

Mary Stuart, 227.
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Mary Tudor, 282.

Massenet, Jules, homes of, 70, 290;

reminiscences of, 373-75.

Masson, Fr6d£ric, home of, 328.

Maternity Hospital, 289, 290.

Mattioli, Count (Man with the Iron

Mask), 89, 99, 107, 108, 309.

Maupassant, Guy de, monument to,

21.

Maurice, Arthur Bartlett, "The Paris

of the Novelists," 291.

Mayenne, Due de, 102.

Mazarin, Cardinal, 17, 377.

M6dicis, Catherine de, and Tuile-

ries Palace, 2, home of, 33; in-

stigates the Saint Bartholomew
massacres, 118-21; and Jeanne
d'Albret, 123; palace of, 199; her

children, 298; her body, 410.

Medicis, Marie de, 30, 31, 33, 215-17.

Meilhac, Henri, home of, 350; burial-

place, 342.

Meissonier Jean, home of, 356.

M&re, Madame (Laetitia Bonaparte),

321.

Mencourt, Th6roigne de, 194.

M6rim6e, school attended by, 185;

and rue des Beaux-Arts, 393.

Messager, Andre\ home of, 328.

Meudon, 322.

Meung, Jean de, "Le Roman de la

Rose," 287.

Michelangelo, his "Captives," 390.

Michelet, Jules, school of, 101.

Mignard, Pierre, house in which he
died, 57; burial-place, 146; house of,

192; frescoes of, 289.

Millet, Jean Francois, 419-21.

Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
171.

Ministry of Education, 408.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 321.

Ministry of Marine, 3.

Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs,
171.

"Ministry of Society, The," 144.

Ministry of War, 321.

Mint, the, 31, 296, 313.

Mirabeau, Count de, burial-place,

180-82; funeral of, 203; at Yin-
cennes, 243; house in which he
died, 336.

" Mississippi Bubble, The," 8.

Moderate Club, 6.

Molay, Jacques de, 126, 413.

Molidre, Jean, 24; his troupe, 37, 38;
statue of, 58; his last home, 59;
his last performance, 59; marriage,
122; site of birthplace, 142; burial-

place, 232; poem on frescoes of

Mignard, 289; and rue l'Ave-
Maria, 299; burial, 337.

Momus, Cafe, 125.

Monceau Pare, 20-22.

Montagu-Noailles, Marquise de,
239.

Montbazan, Duchesse de, 124.

Mont-de-Pi6te\ 228.

Montereau, Pierre de, 221.

Montespan, Madame de, 229, 261,
262, 352.

Montgomery, Captain, 113, 383.

Montmartre, 72, 73, 334-46.

Montmartre cemetery, 341-43.
Montsouris, avenue and park of, 191.

Monvel, Boutet de, 33, 403.

Monvoisin, Catherine (" La Voisin ")

,

383.

Moralities, 210.

Morgue, 27.

Moulin de la Galette, 343.

Moulin Rouge, 341.

Mozart, Wolfgang, 290; places as-

sociated with, 336, 378.

Murger, Henri, statue of, 44; and
Cafe* Momus, 125; houses as-

sociated with, 335, 336, 359;

burial-place, 342.

Musee Carnavalet, 68, 93-96.

MusSe de Cluny, 281-85.

Mus£e Galltera, 327.

Musee GrSvin, 71, 72, 356.

Musee Guimet, 327.

Musee Jacquemart-Andre\ 327, 328.

Mus6e du Luxembourg, 178.

Mus£e des Voitures, Versailles, 268.

Museum of French Monuments,
389-93.

Museum habit, the, 74.

Museums, 47.

Musset, Alfred de, and Rachel, 68,

69; residences of, 174, 315; school

attended by, 185.

Mysteries, 209-11.

Napoleon, associations of Place de
la Concorde with, 5; at the Palais-

Royal, 55; given first command by
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Ban-as, 64, 65; lodgings of, 65, 66;

signing of marriage contract, 144;

leaps into fame, 146; fond of

chess, 15S; meets mob in rue des
Petits-Champs, 160; room in which
marriage took place, 161-64;

tomb of, 168, 169; his words on
George Washington, 169; and Ho-
tel de Cherbourg, 200; comes to

the £cole Militaire, 310; and 13

quai Conti, 313; and house in

avenue de Marigny, 333; where he
lived with Josephine, 337; and
Hotel de la Colonnade, 350; and
19 rue de la MichodiSre, 352; and
24 rue Taitbout, 353; in historical

drama, 373; and Fontainebleau,
417.

Nattier, J. M., 127, 367.

Naumachie, the, 20.

Navarre, Charles of, 105.

Neckers, the, 336.

Nodier, Charles, burial-place, 231;
librarian of the Arsenal, 307, 308,

386.

Nolhac, Pierre de, 328.

Notre-Dame, 27, 28, 270-74, 312.

Observatory, 191.

Odeon Theatre, 33, 34, 158.

Offenbach, Jacques, burial-place of,

343; house in which he died, 351.

Opera-Comique, 355.

Oratoire, church of the, 143.

Orleans, Duchess of, 235, 236.

Orleans, Duke of, and Duke of

Burgundy, 206-08, 228.

Orleans, Madame Henriette d\ her
heart, 100.

Palais Bourbon, 321; Grand, 14; de
Justice, 25, 139; de la Legion
d'Honneur, 319, 320; d'Orsay,

318, 319; Petit, 14, 153; of the

Presidents of France, 333; Royal,
17, 51-56; des Tuileries, 2, 5, 6.

Palais-Royal Gardens, 159.

Palais-Royal Theatre, 159.

Palissy, Bernard de, 2, 107, 324, 400.

Pantheon, the, 3, 179-82.

Pare Monceau, 20-22.

Paris, arrival at, 1 ; living like gypsies

in, 16; dining in, 16, 17; best way
of seeing, 19; Sunday in, 19; in

Roman times, 25, 26; Monday in,

47; shopping in, 47-50; romance
and reality in, 69, 70.

Paris, Compte de, 174.

Paris, Mademoiselle, 239.

Parmentier, A. A., burial-place;
232.

Parnassus, Cafe" de, 125.

Pascal, Blaise, 24; burial-place, 184;
site of house in which he died,

185.

Passage Jarbach, 219; Moliere, 220;
des Panoramas, 63,356; des Patri-

archies, 187; Saint-Pierre, 99.

Pasteur, Louis, laboratory of, 185.

Pasteur Institute, 191.

Pavilion Dauphine, 15; Henri-
Quatre, 89, 91; Richelieu, 17.

Pelleve, Cardinal de, 297.

Penel, Dr. Philippe, 194.

P&re Lachaise, 101.

Pere-Lachaise cemetery, 231-33.

Pershing, General, 171; at Lafayette's

tomb, 238.

Peter the Great, 54, 304.

Petit Bourbon, 122, 321.

"Petit Coblentz, Le," 353.

Petit Lyc6e Charlemagne, 99.

Petit Palais, 14, 153,

Petit Pont, 28.

Peyrenc, Abraham, 175.

Philippe-Auguste, 29; castle of, 79;

wall of, 99, 101, 104, 143, 183, 197,

209, 220, 275.

Philippe figalite, 54, 55.

Philipon, Manon. See Roland,
Madame.

Picpus, cemetery of, 238-40.

Pictures, 154-56.

Pigalle, J. B., 3.

Place de la Bastille, 104-09; Bau-
doyer, 381; Blanche, 341; Boiel-

dieu, 355; du Carrousel, 79, 81; du
Chatelet, 24; du Combat, 359; da
la Concorde, 2-5, 109, 110; de le

Contrescarpe, 185; Dauphine, 126,

127; des £tats-Unis, 327; d'lena,

326; de l'Hotel-de-Ville, 382; de
Louvois, 61; de la Madeleine,

348, 349; de l'Opera, 9; de la Na-
tion (du Trone, du Trone-Ren-
vers6), 237, 238; du Parvis-Notre-

Dame, 28; Pigalle, 337, 346; de la

Republique, 370, 375; Saint-
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Michel, 29; Vendome, 7-9; des

Victoires, 66; des Vosges, 112.

Play-acting, 209-12.

Plays and play-goers, 158, 159.

Plessis, Alphonsine, burial-place of,

341.

Poisson, Jeanne-Antoinette. See

Pompadour, Madame.
Pomme-de-Pin, Cafe of the, 185.

Pompadour, Madame, 12; house of,

60; scene of first rendezvous with

Louis XV, 67; and Latude, 108,

109; burial-place, 213; an inter-

esting study, 265, 266; birthplace,

367; her last journey, 333.

Pont des Arts, 407; au Change, 25;

de la Concorde, 109, 321; Grand,
24; Neuf, 125, 126; Notre-Dame,
28; Petit, 28; Royal, 17, 313;

Saint-Michel, 29.

Porcelain factory, 322.

Porte de Bussy (Buci), 38; Dau-
phine, 14, 15; Maillot, 15; Saint-

Antoine, 101, 105; Saint-Denis, 15;

Saint-Martin, 220, 367; Saint-

Paul, 99.

Postcards, picture, 156, 393.

Post Office, 204.

Pradier, J. J., 232, 393.

PreVost, A. F., "Manon Lescaut,"
275, 291, 314.

Prison of the Abbaye, 398, 400;

the Bastille, 56, 95, 106-09; of

the Carmelite Convent, 39-44;

of the Cherche Midi, 402; La
Force, 94, 98; of the Grand Ro-
quette, 234; Saint-Lazare, 358;
Sainte-Pelagie, 186.

Produce Exchange, 197-99.

Quai des Celestins, 304-06, 309; de
la Conference, 332; Conti, 13, 313;
des Grands-Augustins, 29, 30; de
l'Horloge, 127, 128; du Louvre, 125;

Malaquais, 314, 315, 388; d' Orsay,
318-20; Voltaire, 315.

Quais, 313.

Quinze-Vingt, the, 81.

Rabelais, Francois, 1K5burial-placc of,

99, 304; bouse ill which he died, 300.

Rachel, and Alfred de Mueeet, 68,

09; lodjringa of, 115, 300; burial-

place,

Racine Jean, burial-place, 184;

"Alexander the Great," 211; house
associated with, 219.

Rambaud, Alfred, quoted, 104, 105.

Ravaillac, Francois, 128, 130, 143,

215-17, 383.

Rexamier, Madame, homes of, 336,

403; burial-place of, 342; and
Chateaubriand, 406.

Reform school, 234.

Rejane, milliner, 351.

Remi, Bishop, statue of, 180.

Renan, Ernest, 291; burial-place of,

342.

Restaurant. See Cafe\

Reuil, 85.

"Revue des Deux-Mondes, La,"
394.

Richelieu, Cardinal, 17, 202; and
Palais-Royal, 51; home of, 115;

tomb of, 286.

Riding-school of Louis XV, 6.

Rigaud, H. F., house in which he
died, 352.

Robespierre, Maximilien, 35, 136,

143, 227, 292, 371; grave, 23;

house of, 147-52; at chess, 157.

Rochan-Rochefort, Princess Char-
lotte-Dorothee, 394.

Rochegude, Marquis de, 358, 378,

382, 384.

Rodin, house of, 322.

Rodin Museum, 174, 175.

Rohan, Cardinal de, 251-56.

Rohan, Charlotte de, 244.

Roland, Madame, 5, 22; her ca-

reer, 127, 128; execution of, 137,

138, 140, 141; homes of, 100. 270;

"Memoirs," 186; letter of, 227.

Rond Point, 14, 329.

Rothschild, Baron de, 233, 334.

Rousseau, J. J., 157, 160, 420, 421;

burial-place, 181; at Vincennes,

243.

Route de Suresnes, 15.

Rouzet, 235, 236.

Rue de 1' Abbaye, 307; d'Aboukir,

66; de l
vAncienne-Com6die, 37;

d'Antin. 161 64; Antoinette. 346;

de PArbre-SeC, 124; des Archives,

225; Aubrey-le-Bnueher, L'H>; Aux
Ours, 220; de I*Aye-Maria,

du Bac, 317, 318, 404 06;

des Barrcs, 378-82; des Beaux-
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Arts, 393, 394; Bonaparte, 393-96;

des Bons-Enfants, 385-87; Bou-
dreau, 350; du Bouloi, 67; Brise-

misch, 218; Broca, 188; de Brux-
elles, 340; Cambon, 145-47; de
Castiglione, 7; de la Censaie,

304; de Charenton, 240; Charle-

magne, 99; Charles V, 300-04;

de Charonne, 234-36; du Cha-
teau-d'Eau (Neuve-Saint-Jean),

369; du Chat-qui-p6che, 29;

ChSnier (Saint-Claude), 366; du
Cherche-Midi, 402; de la Cite,

127; de Clery, 360-67; de Clichy,

337; du Cloftre-Saint-Merri, 218;
Clotilde, 184; de Cond6, 33, 34; du
Conservatoire, 357; de Constan-
tine, 171: de Courcelles, 328;

Croix-des-Petits-Champs, 66, 67;

Danon, 351; des Degr6s, 366; Dus-
soubs, 206; des Deux-Ponts, 310; de
Douai, 339, 340; du Dragon, 399-

402; Duphot, 147-52; des £cluses-

Saint-Martin, 359; de l'^cole-de-

MSdecine, 276-80; Eginhard, 99;

de-l'£lys6e, 333, 334; d'Estrapade,

185; £tienne-Marcel, 206; Favart,

355; du Faubourg-Montmartre,
356; du Faubourg-Poissonniere,

357; du Faubourg Saint-Antoine,

237; du Faubourg-Saint-Denis,

358; du Fauconnier, 299; F6rou,

290, 291; de la Ferronerie, 214-18;

des Feuillantines, 287, 288; du
Figuier, 296; du Fouarre, 274;

Francois-Miron, 376-78; des

Francs-Bourgeois, 96, 227, 228;

Gabrielle, 344; Galande, 274, 275;

GeorTroy-l'Asnier, 378; des Gobe-
lins, 193; de Grenelle, 171-74;

Grenier-sur-1'Eau, 378; Guynemer,
31; d'Hauteville, 358; du Helder,

353; Harold, 66, 67; de l'H6tel-de-

Ville, 296, 382; de la Huchette, 28;

des Jardins, 300; Jean-Nicot, 321;

Lacepede, 186; Lafitte (Cerutti),

353, 355; Lesdiguieres, 102, 103;

des Lions, 300; des Lombards, 218;

Louis-le-Grand, 352; de Louvois,

61-63; du Louvre, 122, 123; de la

Lune, 360; du Luxembourg, 31; de
la Madeleine, 13; du Mail, 65;

Marie-Stuart, 206; Matignon, 333;

de Medicis, 33; Mehul, 160; de la

MichodiSre, 352, 353; du Mont-
Cenis, 344; Montesquieu, 387;
Montmorency, 220; Montorgueil,
204-06; Mouffetard, 186-88; des
Moulins, 160; du Mouton, 384;
del'Odeon,33, 35; de la Paix,9;de
Paradis, 357; de la Parcheminerie,
276; de Paris, 131, 139; Perrault,

124; du Petit-Muse, 102; des
Petits-Champs, 160; Pierre-Nicole,

289; Pierre- Sarrazin, 276; Pigalle,

337, 338; du Pot-de-Fer, 187;

des Pretres-Saint-Germain-l'Aux-
errois, 124; du PreVot, 99; de Pro-
vence, 356; des Quatre-Fils, 228;
Quincampoix, 218; Racine, 280;
Rambuteau, 220; Reaumur, 220,

221 ; de Richelieu, 57-60; de Rivoli

5-7; du Roi-de-Sicile, 98; Rollin,

185; de la Roquette, 234; des Rc-
siers, 98; Royale, 13, 147-52;

Saint-Antoine, 93, 101-03, 110;

Saint-Bernard, 236; Saint-Claude,

229; Saint-Denis, 212; Saint-Ger-

main-des-Pr6s, 396; Saint-Gilles,

229; Saint-Honore, 7, 142-46, 157;

Saint-Jacques, 28, 275, 287-89;
Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre, 274; Saint-

Martin, 24, 28, 218; Saint-Medard,
187;Saint-Merri, 219; Saint-Paul,

99, 300; Saint-Vincent, 344; Scip-

ion, 189-91; du Sentier, 367; Ser-

vandoni (des Fossoyeurs), 290-92;

de Sevigne\ 94, 96; de Sevres, 403;

du Sommerard, 281; Taillepain,

218; Taitbout, 353-55; Tique-
tonne, 206; de la Tour-des-

Dames, 338, 339; Tournefort, 185;

Tournelles, 111; de Turenne, 229;

d'Ulm, 185; Vaugirard, 290; Vau-
villicrs (Four-Saint-Honor6), 199;

de Venise, 219; Vieille-du- Temple,

228 ; du Vieux-Colombier, 290 ; de la

Ville l'tfveque, 11; Visconti, 395,

396; Vivienne, 70, 356.

Saint-Antoine, porte, 101, 105.

Saint Bartholomew massacres, 118.

Saint Denis, missionary, 345.

Saint-Denis, town, 408-13.

Saint-Germain, 85-92.

Saint-Germain, Faubourg, 170.

Saint-Germain-des-Pr6s, abbey of,

396-99, 407.
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Saint-Germain TAuxerrois, 70, 118-

22.

Saint-Honore, Marche, 164, 167.

Saint-Lazare Prison, 358.

Saint-Martin, painter, 100.

Saint-Martin-in-the-Fields, abbey of,

221.

Saint-Paul Gate, 99.

Saint-Paul Palace, 300.

Saint-Pierre, Bernardin de, residence

of, 185.

Saint-Pierre, cemetery of, 343, 345.

Saint-Saens, Camille, 275; home of,

350.

Saint-Simon, Due de, 172.

Saint-Sulpice, seminary of, 70, 291.

Sainte-Beuve, C. A., school attended

by, 185.

Sainte-Chapelle, 25-27.

Sainte-P61agie, prison of, 186.

Salm-Kyrburg, Prince de, 319, 320.

Salons, 152, 228.

Salp£triere, Hospice de la, 194, 195.

*'Samaritaine, La," 124.

Sand, George, 280, 340.

Sanson, Charles-Henri, 369, 370.

Sansons, the, 369, 370.

Santerre, A. J., 237.

Sarcey, Francisque, home of, 339.

Sardini, Alexandre, 190.

Sardini, Scipio, 189-91.

Sardou, Victorien, "Thermidor,"
142; "The House of Robespierre,"

148; "La Tosca," 242; birthplace,

304; statue of, 350; home of, 364;

"Affaire des Poisons," 383, 384.

Scaramouche, house of, 206.

Scarron, Frangoise, 229.

Scarron, Madame, 378.

Scarron, Paul, 229, 261, 380.

Scheffcr, Ary, burial-place of, 342.

Schools of Medicine, 276, 277.

Scribe, Eugdne, 185, 337, 338.

Senlis, 415.

Se.vigne, Madame de, houses as-

sociated with, 95, 3S0; her opinion
of Bourdaloue, 100; birthplace,

115; on Madame de Maintenon,
261; and Marquise de Brinvilliers,

300, 304.

. 220.

Shops and shopping, 9, 10, 13, 47-50,

145, 187, 294, 334, 351, 356, 357,

403.

Simon, Jules, statue of, 350.

Simon, Marie-Jeanne, 404, 405.

Simon, shoemaker, 150, 224, 277.

Society Xationale des Beaux-Arts,
152.

Sommerard, Alphonse du, 283, 392.
Sorbonne, the, 182, 183, 285, 2S6.

Soyecourt, Madame de, 41.

Square Boucicault, 402; des Inno-
cents, 213, 214; du Temple, 221-
25.

Stael, Madame de, 320, 336.

Statue, of Berlioz, 340; of Danton,
36, 37; of Desmoulins (Camille),

51; of Diderot, 399; of Gambetta,
17, 81; of Goldoni, 206; of Henry
IV, 126; of Hugo, 51; of Lafayette,

17, 79; of Lavoisier, 12; of Liberty,

5, 8, 128; of Louis XIV, 8, 66; of

Louis XV, 2-4 ; of Marcel (liitienne)-

106, 382 ; of Moliere, 58 ; of Murger,
44; of Sardou, 350; of Simon, 350,
of Voltaire, 314; of Washington
(George), 326.

Statues, 32.

Storehouse (garde-meuble) , 322.

Students, 32.

Sue, Eugene, "The Mysteries of

Paris," 219.

Suger, Abbe\ tomb of, 412.

Sully, Due de, finance minister of

Henry IV, 102; lodging of, 306.

Suresnes, Route de, 15.

Talaru, Marquis de, Cesar-Marie,

61, 62.

Talleyrand, and Madame Grand,
172, 173; "Memoirs," 354.

Tallien, J. L., 42, 43, 328-31.

Tallien, Madame. See Cabarrus.

Talma, F. J., 233, 339, 357, 393.

Tarbell, Ida, "Madame Roland,"
186.

Tarkington, Booth, 291.

Tasso, 377.

Terrasse des Feuillants, 6.

Thackeray, W. M., in rue des Beaux-
Arts, 394.

Theatre du Chatelet, 25; Feydau,
63; Francai-. 17. 158; The Illus-

trious, 299, 3(H); Lyrique, 375;

Marais, 22s
; Mariirny, 14; Odfon,

33, 34, 158; Opftra-Comique, 355;

Palais-Royal, 159; de-la-Porte-
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Saint-Martin, 3G7-69; de la Re-
naissance, 367; Sarah Bernhardt,
25.

Thomas, Ambroise, burial-place of,

343.

Three Pigeons, the, 143, 216.

Three Provencal Brothers, the, 56.

Tombs of Kings, at Saint-Denis,

408-13.

Tour de Bourgogne, 206-12; Mont-
gomery, 99; de Nesle, 30; Roland
("Rat-Hole"), 384; Saint-Jacques,

24.

Tournelles, palace of, 110-13.

Tourzel, Marquise de, 172.

Trianons, the, 268, 269.

Triomphe, Arc de, 14, 17.

Trocadero, 18, 323-26.

Troyon, Constant, burial-place of,

342.

Tuileries, the, 2, 5, 6, 80-84.

Tuileries Gardens, 2, 5.

Turenne, Viscomte de, his body, 410.

Turgueniev, Ivan, 336, 339, 340.

Tussaud, John, 370.

Tussaud, Madame, 56, 370-72.

Union Club, 3.

Val-de-Grace, hospital, 289.

Valliere, Louise de la, 52-54, 288,

289, 324.

Valois, Marguerite de, 297, 298, 388,

389.

Vaubernier, Jeanne, 143. See Barry.

Vernet, Francois and Madame, and
house in rue Servandoni, 292, 293.

Vernet, Horace, 338, 342.

Vendome, C6sar, Due de, 7, 394.

Venua, Caf6, 143.

Venus de Milo, 76, 77.

Versailles, reason for building of, 92;

how to get there, 246; when to go

there, 246, 247; place to spend a
summer in, 247: an epitome of past
history, 248; why created, 249;
apartments of palace, 249-51, 256.

257; last hours of King and Queen
at, 257-60; Madame de Main-
tenon at, 261-63; death of Louis
XIV at, 263-65; Louis XV at, 264,
265; since Louis XIV, 266, 267.

Versailles, Treaty of, 251.

Victoria, Queen, 334.

Vig6e-Lebrun, Madame, 367.

Vigny, Alfred de, 115, 341.

Villa des Jardies, 322.

Ville-d'Avray, 322.

Vil'ette, Marquis de, 316.

Vincennes, 242-44.

Viollet-le-Duc, E. E., school attend-
ed by, 185; on church of Saint-

Eustache, 202; collection founded
by, 326; burial-place, 342.

Voltaire, 151; dwellings of, 62, 312;
burial-place, 181; adopted daugh-
ter of, 290; statue of, 314; house
in which he died, 315-17.

Voltaire, Cafe, 280.

Walewska, Countess, 336.

Wallace Collection, Hertford House,
London, 355.

Walpole, Horace, 144, 172.

Washington, George, words of Na-
poleon on, 169; statue of, 326.

Watteau, Antoine, 193.

Wellington, Duke of, 333.

Windmills, 343, 344.

Wine-market, 195.

Wooden Sword, the, cabaret, 219,

220.

Zola, iSmile, burial-place, 182;

house in which he died, 340;
tomb, 342.










